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And what art thou, thou idol Ceremony? 
What kind o~ god art thou, that su~~er'st more 
Of mortal griefs than do thy worshippers? 
What are thy rents? What are thy comings-
in? 
0 Ceremony, show me but thy worth! 
What is thy soul o~ adoration? 
Art thou aught else but place, degree, and 
~orm, 
Creating awe and ~ear in other men? 
Wherein thou art less happy being fear'd 
Than they iu ~earing. 
What drink'st thou oft, instead o~ homage 
sweet, 
But poison'd ~lattery? o, be sick, great 
greatness, 
And bid thy ceremony give thee cure! 
Think'st thou the fiery fever will go out 
With titles blown from adulation? 
Will it give place to ~lexure and low bending? 
Canst thou, when thou command 1st the beg-
gar's knee, 
Command the health o~ it? No, thou proud 
dream, 
That play'st so subtilly with a king's repose. 
(Henry V.IV.i.257-275) 
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The only wisdom we can hope to acquire 
ls the wisdom of humility; hwnility is endless. 
T. S. Eliot: uEast Coker" 
INTRODUCTION 
Ceremony and ceremonials, however splendid or simple, exist to give 
grace and beauty to daily living. Sincerely inspired, they are a matrix 
by means.of Which deep-rooted loyalties and faiths become apparent and 
action becomes harmonious; but, they also shape loyal ties, faiths , and 
actions. Renee, for a dramatist who sees truly and clearly while holding 
a mirror up to nature, th~y are materials by which thought and emotion come 
into ready and natural expression. And conversely, since they are emblems 
of wholeness and grace any lack or breach of them has singular power to 
suggest a cleavage in social, civil, or religious bonds and to reflect 
spiritual disruptions within a character. 
Shakespeare more-than any of his contemporaries understood the 
power of ceremony and ceremonials to serve such ends. He also knew they 
can evoke a strong sense of life in drama and can enhance representations 
With esthetic and symbolic values. Renee, he consistently used them, or 
omitted them, to convey the simplest as well as the most profound obser-
vations. Critics and scholars have not been unaware of this fact. 
G. Wilson Knight, for example, who has studied kingship and 
sovereignty in the plays, has been sensitive to the relation of ceremony 
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to the imperial theme. c. L. Barber has touched the question of ceremony 
and ceremonials in investigating the relation of dramatic £or.m to social 
custOlll in Love's Labour's Lost) Midsummer Night's Dream, The Merchant of 
Venice, Henry IV, As You Like It , and Twelfth Night; J. 'l'histleton-Dyer 
also has touched it in relating folk-lore and customs to materials in the 
plays. Caroline Spurgeon has given it a nod in citing royal and religious 
images in her more general analysis of imagery in the plays; and George 
K. Kernodle, Alla:rdyce Nicoll, Alice s. Venezky, and others have embraced 
it in their studies of the·traditions of pageantry and processions on the 
Elizabethan or Shakespe~ian stage. In studies relating Shakespeare's 
plays to the Elizabethan world view Theodore Spencer and E. M. Tillyard 
have stimulated interest in the use of ceremony in drama. 
Also, in articles and books on Shakespeare • s knowledge of the 
Bible, liturgy, and homilies n~erous scholars have called attention to 
Biblical influences and parallels in the plays, but no one has made a 
full study of religious ceremonials;_h<?'f.6Ver, cumberland Clark, Johann 
Raich, and H. Mutschmann and K. Wentersdorf have offered brief discussions 
of prayer. In addition, Richmond Noble, Alf;roed llart , and others have supplied 
general background materials, as well as specialized investigations, help-
ful to a student of religious ceremonials. others have been more interested 
in ritual. Among studies front this viewpoint are Francis FerguSS§)nt.s work 
on Hamlet and COlin Still's on The Tempest. More interested in social 
ceremony, Harry Levin has written on form and formality in Romeo and Juliet 
and M. H. Bhattacherje has observed courtesy in the plays. Albert Gilman, 
Roger Brown, and Sister St. Geraldine Byrne have investigated such 
specialized subjects as Shakespeare's varied use of the pronoun. 
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However, countless and rich as these and related investigations 
have been, no full study of the ways ceremony and ceremonials illuminate 
the plays has been made. The plays abound in ceremony of every kind from 
the simplest courtesies of daily intercourse to the most spectacular 
ceremonials of court and state, and of military, religious, and festival 
occasions. This dissertation centers its attention on one technical 
aspect of poetry and on five forms of ceremony chosen from the religious 
and social content in Shakespeare•s plays. The technical aspect has its 
exemplification in ceremonial metaphor. The religious forms have their 
exemplification in the ceremonial of prayer; and the social forms in 
three representative kinds: in the ceremony of feasting; in the service 
and pageantry of Attendants, Messengers, Soldiers, and Servants; and in 
the courtesy of salutations and leave-takings of daily intercourse. The 
dissertation aims to introduce the reader to Shakespeare's varied use of 
ceremony in his work as a whole and to present full studies of the many 
ways the forms chosen illumine Macbeth, a tragedy in which ceremony is 
a very subtle part of the artistry in a mosaic of meanings. 
The first chapter defines the term ceremony, considers several 
implications relating to it, and, gives a general discussion of the kinds 
of ceremony that appear frequently in the plays. Chapter II first presents 
a brief discussion of influences that may have borne in on Shakespeare's 
poetic sensibility and expression; thereafter it shows the use Shakespeare 
makes of ceremonial metaphor in integrating materials, extending the range 
of vision, and deepening tragic emotion. 
In Chapter III supplications enter as a form of ceremony. The dis-
cussion here reveals the kinds of supplications that are prevalent in 
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Shakespeare's plays, relates the Elizabethan concept of world order to 
this form of ceremony, and studies the ways supplications in Macbeth 
bear ~n themes of kingship and grace, on consequences that come with a 
destruction of order, and on characterization and plot. The ceremonial of 
prayer appears as a distinctive source for bringing crises into a meta-
physical perspective that wakens both awe and wonder. 
Chapter IV, a study of feasting, first examines festival moods and 
banquet scenes in a number of Shakespeare's plays; then it shows how two 
feasting scenes in Macbeth enforce infractions of the moral order, draw 
agents of disorder into sharp focus and clarification, and bring strong 
lines of action into critical suspension. 
Chapter V calls attention to the visual and thematic values inherent 
in costume and pageantry on the Elizabethan stage, illustrates Shakes-
peare's varied use of the ceremony o:f Attendants, Messengers, Soldiers and 
Servants, and shows how this mode of eremony in Macbeth not only em-
bellishes and unifies scenes but also enlarges content and brings action 
into focus. 
The last two chapters present 
co)liJilon to all o:f us da;i.ly at every le 
leave-tak;i.ngs. These forms enter the 
that they clarify the image 
tudies of two kinds of ceremony 
fellowship; salutations and 
so naturally and artlessly 
folding before us and imbue it with 
realism. ~ fixing attention and ace lerating movement they become a 
vital part of the conflict and tensio by reflecting relationships 
they contribute to characterization; and by revealing the rise and fall 
of emotions they emphasize themes and atmospheres. 
A brief conclusion completes the study. However, for the reader 
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whose curiosity may lead him to inquire further regarding Shakespeare's 
use of supplications, the Appendix offers studies of the ceremonial of 
prayer in HaJDlet and Romeo and Juliet .• 
As a final observation one may state that in a study of this kind 
a reader addresses himself to the deeper unity of a work, and the more 
fully he does so, the more he discovers that through elements of ceremony 
in a play Shakespeare speaks, as Joseph conrad would have an artist 
speak, 
to our capacity for delight and wonder, to the sense of mystery 
surrounding our lives; to our sense of pity, and beauty, and pain, 
to the latent feeling of fellowship with all creation--to the 
subtle but invincible conviction of solidarity that knits ~ogether 
the loneliness of innumerable hearts , to the solidarity in dreams, 
in joy, in sorrow, in aspirations, in illusions, in hope, in fear, 
which binds men to each other, which binds together all humanity--
the dead to the living and the living to the unborn.l 
l Joseph Conrad, Preface to uNigger of the 'Narcissus'", quoted in 
Morton Dauwen Zabel , ed. , The Portable Conrad (New York: Viking Press , 
1947), p. 706. 
I am a king that £ind thee; and I know 
'Tis not the balm, the sce~tre, and the ball, 
The sword, the niace, the crown imperial, 
~e intertissued robe of gold and pearl, 
The farced title running fore the king, 
The throne he sits on, nor the tide of pomp 
That beats upon the high shore of this world--
No, not all these, thrice-gorgeous ceremony, 
Not all these, ••• 
(Henry v~ 
CHAPl'ER I 
nAnd what art thou, thou idol Ceremony?u 
In The Elizabethans, Allardyce Nicoll observes that in Shakespeare • s 
plays we are in the presence of "a brilliance that scintillates the more 
radiantly because of surrounding shadows, an exuberance that intoxicates 
more intensely because o£ a prevailing melancholy."2 Apparently the great 
pageantry of man £ulfills itself in majesty, splendor, and woe beside the 
court of Death, wherein 
•••. the antic sits, 
Scof£ing his state and grinning at his pomp; 
Allowing him a breath, a little scene, 
To monarchize, be fear'd, and kill with looks; 
th~n farewell! (Richard II. III.ii.l62-l65) This being so, some 
lunless footnotes call attention to other sources, quotations from 
Shakespeare 1 s plays come from William Shakespeare, Sixteen Plays of 
Shakespeare, ed. George Lyman Kittredge (New York; Ginn and Co~ , 1946) • 
2Allardyce Nicoll, The Elizabethans (cambridge: University Press, 
1957), p .. 1. 
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Elizabethans, no doubt, like Richard in a moment of disillusion, would 
have been willing to "Throw away respect,/Tradition, form, and cere-
monious dutyu (III.ii.l72-173) but Shakespeare, the playwright, who 
would mirror a breadth of human experience, could hardly have been among 
them. Hls copious use of ceremony in the plays suggests he rejoiced and 
grew more than chafed and smothered in the presence of both splendid and 
simple formalities. 
Henry Fluch~re calls attention to the importance of ceremony in 
Shakespeare's art when, considering ideas in the plays, he includes 
ceremonial themes among other themes. Be writes: 
'lb.ere are minor themes, ceremonial themes, major themes , 
symbolical themes; sometimes set out en clair, sometimes de-
veloped at length and sometimes, on the contrary, lightly 
touched upon, just suggested; mysterious agents of the subterranean 
eddies of the soul or of great decisions, but everywhere present, 
active, solid, a substance without which a play would be only a 
corpse or an automaton, something empty, dead and rouged like the 
skeleton in The Revenger's Tragedy.l 
A study of Shakespeare's use of ceremony and ceremonials supports 
Fluch~re's view. Ceremony and ceremonials in the plays represent 
traditional values against which social and psycholog;cal conflicts are 
rendered more intelligible and against which-gravity-·of disorder is made 
more vivid. In form and substance they are one of the most expressive 
means Shakespeare uses to enlarge and enforce the many meanings within 
a story as disintegrative and constructive forces meet and move toward 
tragic reconciliation. Whether forms of ceremony be the simple daily 
nouns of address, greetings, good nights, and farewells, or, more 
lnenry Fluch'lre, Shakespeare and the Elizabethans , trans. Guy 
Hamilton (New York: Bill and Wang, 1956), p. 182. 
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impressively, those of invocation, formal feasting, pageantry, prayer 
or any other sacred rite, they are a vital part of the developing tension 
and its resolution. They are 11the life lived and the death seen" in the 
substance of the action. They are structures within which character 
develops, atmosphere changes t and poetry becomes richly symbolic. They 
carry Within them so complex a social and religious heritage of visual 
beauty, emotion, and thought that the imagery and metaphor they inspire 
evoke a vision of life beyond the actualities portrayed and stand as 
measures of evaluation for those actualities. 
Lying thus deep within the texture of familiar experience by way 
of tradition, C9emony and· ceremonials are far more than customs and 
rules. They are both of these, but they are also spiritual values out of 
which customs and rules emanate and by which they live and give meaning 
to life. They are more than action, for they are also manner. They are 
more than reason for without qualities of the heart ceremony is bare. 
They are instinctual expre~sion of regard as well as communally fostered 
obeisance. Out of them come elements to enhance the appearance and 
meaning of scenes as splendid as the coronation of Richard II, the inves-
titure of knights at Kenil.worth,1 or the burial of Prince Henry, whose 
bier a Venetian ambassador fol.lowed with " 1 temporal mourning' in his dress 
and •sempiternal dolour• in his breast."2 out of them, too, come elements 
to deepen the emotion in experiences as solemn as the University officerst 
1E • K. Chambers , uThe Court, n Shakespeare t s England, ed. Sir Walter. 
Raleigh, Sir Sidney Lee, Charles T. Onions (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1926),. 
I, 102. 
2Ibid., p. 110. 
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escorting the Queen to 11an eloquent oration in praise o:f learning; or 
as gay as the :festival mirth beside a Maypole, nberibboned and be-
:flowered" and "drawn to its position by twenty or :forty yoke o:f oxen, 
their horns decorated with nosegays;"2 or even as simple as a sergeant's 
salute, a beadsman's :folded hands, a gracious tip o:f the hat and a 
warming echo of "Good morrow.u 
From this wider perspective we can retain the breadth o:f vision 
needed while in this chapter we define the term ceremony more closely, 
observe the kinds o:f ceremony that :frequently occur in the plays, and 
illustrate the varied use Shakespeare makes of these kinds mainly in 
plays other than Macbeth. Moreover, drawing special attention to impli-
cations o:f import in ceremonial terms and to such backgrounds as can in-
form the kinds of ceremony under discussion in the ensuing chapters can 
help us see ceremony in Macbeth, not in isolation, but in relation to a 
rich context of ceremoniality in Renaissance drama and life. Hence, since 
this introductory discussion is perforce o:f some length we invite the 
reader to entertain, i:f need be, the proverbial patience of Job, who, in a 
ceremonial robe of sackcloth, waited for an answer. 
The term ''ceremony, tt in the most general sense , implies acting with 
due regard :for :form or simply observing a set o:f :formalities which have 
come to be accepted as appropriate to a given occasion. On a deeper level, 
the term implies performance of an act with :full awareness of the symbolic 
:function of the prescribed formalities and, thereby, in a spirit of 
1sir John Sandys, ''Education," Shakespeare's England, I, 244. 
2 Hon. J. W. Fortescue, nSports and Pastimes,"~., II, 440. 
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reverence, veneration, or awe. In this ~rame of re~erence an act comes 
close to exempli~ying the original meaning o~ the term. Deriving from 
the Latin caerimona, meaning sacredness, ceremony in its original sense 
carries the meaning o~ sanctity. Thus at its root the term bears religious 
signi~icance. Though the simplest ceremony can render honor and bring to 
human experience a wider dimension o~ grace, religious rites associated 
with worship, or religiously oriented rituals connected with state occa-
sions, or festival rites woven into communal celebrations come most close 
to expressing the original meaning o~ the term. In the main in this 
investigation ceremony, as de~ined in the Oxford English Dictionarl, -
implies 11~ormali ties o~ social intercourse" or "the performance o~ an 
act according to a prescribed ~orm;" a rite implies the observance of 
orderly and settled form in religious practice; and a ritual refers to 
the ceremonies collectively involved in the rites o~ a particular reli-
gion. The term nceremonialu may mean ceremony, rite, or ritual. 
However, today, "etiquette;• the nrules" in Shakespeare's day, 
is often spoken o~ synonymously with ceremony. As we have our Amy 
Vanderbilt's Complete Book of Etiquette, Emily Post's Etiquette, and 
M:illicen'f! Fenwick•s Vogue's Book o~ Etiquette, the past had its Book_ 
of the Knight of La· Tour-Landrl, its Babees Book, its Hugh Rhodes• and 
John Russe11•s Bokes of Nurture and Sloane's Boke of Courtasye, not to 
mention Castiglione's The Courtier. In view o~ the content o~ all 
these, etiquette, besides being "a part of the web of customs, beliefs, 
laws and mol'als which sustain and l'9strain every society of men,"1 was 
lMillicent Fenwick, Vogue's Book o~ Etiquette (New York; Simon 
and Schuster, 1948), P• 3. 
ll 
for Elizabethans, as for us, a key to .. public relations.n Castiglione, 
for example, desired that gentlemen living in the Court of P.rinces "may 
have the knowledge how to serve them perfitely in every reasonable 
matter, and obtaine thereby favour of them, and praise Of other men,"1 
Obviously Shakespeare knew the codes by which gentlemen could 
"garnish their minds with moral! tre;vt~s. , and their bodies with comely 
exercises, and both the one and the other with honest qualities to attaine 
unto their noble end" and knew the codes by which Ladies and Gentlewomen 
could ~~ke and trimme themselves With vertuous conditions, comely beha-
viours and honest entertaimnent toward all men," for characters of every 
degree in his plays live by, break, or discuss rules as found in a book. 2 
And so clearly does Shakespeare reveal the charm of appropriate ceremony 
that one is tempted to assume he valued it as highly as Hugh Rhodes of 
the King's Chapel, who avers , 
There is few thinges to be understood more necessary than to teach 
and governe Children on learning and good manners, for it is a hye 
servyce to God, it getteth favour in the syghte of men, it multiplyeth 
goods, and increaseth thy good name, it also provoketh to prayer by 
whiche God's grace is obtained, if thus they bee brought up in 
vertue, good manners, and Godly learning. 3 
~aldassare castiglione, The Book of the Courtier, trans. Sir 
Thomas Hoby. Critical notes by ~ofessor Drayton Henderson. (London: 
· J. M. Dent and Sons, 1956) , p. 15. 
2Ibid., p. s. In coJIDllenting on the influence of Hoby's Courtier, 
w. H. D. Rouse suggests that ttalthough there is no direct evidence that 
Shakespeare used it, there ar~ many passages in which they t;t'eat of the 
same ideas." Ibid., Introd.,p. viii. And in uA Note on Castiglione 
and English Literature, 11 W. B. Drayton Henderson ventures to say that 
nwithout Castiglione we.should not have Hamlet.n Ibid., p. xii. 
3Hugh Rhodes, Boke of Nurture , in The Babees Book, ed. Frederick . J. 
Furnivall (London: N. TrUbner and eo. , 1868) , p. 63. 
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Mo~eover, so clearly does Shakespeare smile at or attack inappropriate 
ceremoniousness that one is tempted also to assume he valued this flexible 
counsel: uFirst yee must be diligent to know your Masters pleasure, and 
to know the order and custome of his house, for dyvers masters are of 
sundry condiciouns and appetytes. nl Be that as it may, Shakespeare makes 
us think of etiquette as representing more than opportunity to follow 
rules. 
In Romeo and Juliet, for instance, Shakespeare lets Mercutio give 
a direct and sharp evaluation of external etiquette. When he hears 
Tybalt has challenged Romeo, he bristles. The question is "rules in a 
book," for it seems Tybalt lives by rigid codes of honor. Mimicking the 
affectations of Tybalt in voice, manner, and use of technical terms, 
Mercutio cuts right through the meaning of falseness: 
More than Prince of Cats, l can tell you. o, he's the courageous 
captain of compliments. He fights as you sing pricksong--keeps time, 
distance, and proportion;· re~ts me his minim rest , one, two, and third 
in your bosom! the very butcher of a silk button, a duellist, a 
duellist! a gentleman of the very first house, of the first and second 
cause. Ah, the immortal passado! the punto reverso! the hay! 
(II.iv.l9-27) 
Living by rules in a book has been questioned earlier in the play. Juliet 
told Romeo at the ball '~ou kiss by th • book." Friar Laurence told Romeo 
that Rosaline "knew well/Thy love did read by rote, that could not spell., 
(II.iii.SS-89). Before long Mercutio d~es from the thrust of a sword by 
Tybalt, who "fights by the book of arithmetic.u Thinkers like Hamlet and 
Kent echo the views of Mercutio. 
Honor,_like etiquette, is also sometimes linked closely with 
ceremony. Honor can mean "high respect, esteem, or_reverence, accorded to 
l Ibid., p. 66. 
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exalted worth or rank.nl So interpreted honor is at the heart o:f cere-
mony, but if honor prescribes codes of conduct, they may become idealized 
and hence "more magnanimous and disinterested than codes in daily practice."2 
Then, as in the case of Tybalt, externals of ceremony are pretentious. 
According to Mr. Calderwood, in the histories Shakespeare cloaked "com-
modity in vestments o:f Honour" and used commodity as na satiric device to 
deflate pretentions of Honour. " 3 For somewhat similar reasons~ Shakes-
peare has Falstaff reject its outer effects and has Isabella in Measure 
for Measure set mercy above justice and all outer symbols of honor: 
No ceremony that to greatness 'longs 
Not the King's crown nor the deputed sword, 
The marshal's truncheon nor the judge's robe, 
Become them with one half so good a grace 
As mercy does.4 ~ 
(II.ii.59-6~ 
Thus , though codes o:f behavior are an inevitable part o:f life and, 
as Miss Fenwick reminds us, are "essential to the amenities of civilized 
life,"5 the plays suggest codes fail of their purpose if they become ends 
in themselves, :for true ceremony lies in judgment and instinct rather 
than in conscious obedience, in the heart as well as in knowledge, in 
kindness and good Will, in both a personal and collective sense of values. 
In the spectacle of a mighty Lear dividing his kingdom lies royal ceremony 
1
c. L. Barber, The Idea of Honour in the English Drama 1591-1700, 
in Gothenburg Studies in English, No. l, University of Gothenburg 
(Gothenburg: Elanders Boktryckeri Aktiebolag, 1957), p. 47. 
2Ibid.,, p. 17. 
3James L. Calderwood, "commodity and Honour in King John," Univer-
sity of Toronto Quarterly, XXIX, No.3 (April, 1960), 345. 
4william Shakespeare, The Works of William Shakespeare (The 
Shakespeare Head Press Edition. New York: Oxford University Press, 1938). 
5Fenwick, op. cit., p. 5. 
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of a most splendid kind, but later in the humility of a man grown great 
in self-knowledge lies true ceremony. Richard II reveals such en-
lightenment when he says: 
Throw away respect, 
Tradition, form, an~ ceremonious duty; 
For you have but mistook me all this while. 
I live with bread like you, feel want, taste grief, 
Need friends. Subjected thus, 
How can you say to me I am a king? 
(III.ii.l72-l77) 
As kingship is more than ceremony so ceremony is more than material mag-
nificence; it is an expression of the kingly-becoming graces. Theodore 
Spencer observes that Shakespeare's "most attractive and appealing 
characters despise anytJ;ting that is pretentious 11 and "break through 
some kind of pretense in order to discover, or assert, a common-sense 
point of view that comes back to ordinary human reality."1 
However, characters despise hypocrisy in ceremony even more 
than pretension and extravagance. Hamlet loathed the fawning courtier 
who crooked the upregnant hinges of the knee;" Hotspur detested the 
fawning greyhound Bolingbroke, who gave a ucandy deal of courtesy;" 
and Kent lost all patience with the obsequious Oswald, who in "good 
service,u smiled and smiled. York's retort to his usurping nephew, 
bowing and kneeling and honoring, draws clear distinctions: "Show me 
thy humble heart, and not thy knee,/Whose duty is deceivable and false" 
and "l am no traitor's uncle, and that word 'grace'/In an ungracious 
mouth is but profane" (Richard II. II.iii.83-84, 88-89). 
lTheodore Spencer, Shakespeare and the Nature of Man {New York: 
Macmillan Co., 1945), p. 84. 
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In light of the plays, then, ceremony is fundamentally not an ex-
tarnal thing but action rooted in truth and fine taste, qualities Shakes-
peare himself possessed to a supreme degree. Together with a sense of 
truth and great seriousness, fine taste "supplied him with unconscious 
standards which purged, raised, and harmonized his work.ul 
Through thus harmonizing many kinds of ceremony, Shakespeare evokes 
ceremonial tone, a quality which has power to lift occasions, however 
simple, bitter, or unpleasant, out of the coJIIDlonplace into dignity and 
humaneness. Ceremonial tone in Mac~th lifts the materials to a kind of 
sacramental level whethe~ witches meet in rites, Duncan and Macbeth hear 
great news, or murderers lay plans for or±me, courtiers feast, and friends 
and foes rally for or ggginst the doomed King. 
In thi.s sense, ceremonial tone in the plays supplies a stance, or 
an angle of vision, that is more than ceremony itself and becomes a frame 
of reference affecting the attitudes and emotions of tlie audience, shaping 
and clarifying psychological situations, and imparting values. To illus-
trate the meaning of such a stance, William Rosen cites the first splendid 
court scene exalting King Lear as sovereign and father and shows how it 
encompasses a whole context of values from which we can view not only the 
King but all the characters involved in the dramatic division of his king-
2 dam. G. Wilson Knight suggests that in England's story as in Shakespeare's 
plays the stance offered by the crown itself in symbolizing a nationts 
1oscar W. Firkins , Memoirs and Letters (Minneapolis : The University 
of Minnesota Press, 1934), p. 272. 
2william Rosen, Shakespeare and the Craft of 'l'ragedy (Cambridge; 
Harvard University Press, 1960), pp. 2-3. 
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soul-li:fe is in essence "the greater sel:f o:f each subject.ul And he 
cites Richard II as a case in which the essence o:f authority becomes an 
existent in its own right. As a result , he writes , we :feel n some sacred 
essence, at once pastoral and royal, is being wronged: in no play is 
Shakespeare 1 s royal. ism so poetically explicit. "2 Therefore, though 
ceremonial tone originates in ~arying kinds o:f ceremony, it exists as 
an harmonious blend o:f them and all ot~er elements in a play. 
Let us now look at the kinds o:f ceremony that come into 
prominence in the plays and that contribute to a perli'a:ding ceremonial 
tone. For our purposes we can di~ide them into :four main groups: tech-
nical :forms like poetry, ~usic and heraldry; ceremony exemplified in the 
context o:f our social life in courtly, :festival, military, and civil 
or legal occasions, in the service of Attendants, Messengers, and 
Servants, and in such courtesies of daily intercourse as salutations, 
greetings, and farewells; religious ceremonials; and miscellaneous forms 
like conjuring, vows, and ~isions, not wholly within any one o:f the 
divisions. A brief and general survey o:f each group here can introduce 
us to the wealth o:f ceremony out of which the :forms chosen :for more :full 
. 3 discussion in later chapters have risen. Let us look at ;each group in 
turn. 
By means of poetry Shakespeare at will surrounds an act with 
ceremonial tone. Especially is this true in the music o:f poetry whether 
1G. Wilson Knight, The Olive and the Sword (London; O:x:ford Univer-
sity Press, 1944) , p,.· .16. 
2Ibid., p. 23. 
3 See Introduction, pp. 3-4. 
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that music be festival in accent or stately and solemn in movement. 
At will, too, Shakespeare lets figures of speech, imagery, and symbolism 
in poetry support that tone. And, as the next chapter will show, by means 
of figures of speech weighted with the intellectual and emotional content 
of ceremonials, he is able to give arresting and compact expression to 
his vision in Macbeth. 
A brief illustration from Antony and Cleopatra can sUffice to 
clarify our meaning here. Over and above the ceremony and ceremonials 
built into the structure of this play, ceremony in the poetry persistently 
supplies an angle of vision from which to view Antony and Cleopatra and 
see them through their hearts. They live, as Henri Fluch~re avers, in a 
fabulous world. 1 Antony's "face was as the heav•ns 11 (V.ii.79); his 
urear • d arm/Crested the worldu (82) ; and "In his livery ;'\Valk • d crowns 
and crownets. Realms and islands were/As plates dropp 1 d from his pocket" 
(90-92). It is the ceremonial tone evoked in such poetic vision that 
harmonizes discordant elements in the royal pair and in the world they 
lose so dearly. Thus ceremony must be thought of not only in relation 
to ceremonial forms and qualities of mind and heart but also in relation 
to language. 
A second form of ceremony technically invaluable is music. Since 
the plays abound in varied forms of music and little note is made of the 
ceremony of music in chapters to come a somewhat deliberate glance at it 
here is appropriate. Shakespeare used it continually to elicit mood, 
heighten esthetic value, ana increase tension. Also, as if saying "Mark 
the music" (The Merchant of Venice. V.i.88), he used it to focus attention 
1Fluch~re, op. cit., p. 167. 
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and to ~old meaning symbolically. In comedy, woodwinds and singing 
prevail; in tragedy, trumpets, cornets, and drums. For example, in the 
ceremonious opening o:f Twelfth .Night, chamber music is a means by which 
the mood of melancholy and surfeit comes to characterize the Duke, who, 
listening, urges his musicians "That strain again! It had a dying fall;/ 
o, it·came o'er my ear like the sweet sound/That breathes upon a bank of 
violets,/Stealing and giving odour~·· (I.i.4-7), but also to unfold the 
atmosphere underlying the play. Later when Viola ceremoniously and sadly 
confesses her love for the Duke and when the clown in response to the 
Duke's wish for an old and simple tune sings uColne away, come away, 
Death," music again is the voice of the heart, but now it is the voice 
of all three characters who mare tenderly than ever feel the transience 
o:f beauty.- ·In -The Merchant of Venice, :free and youthful music adds 
beauty and ceremony to the pageantry of Bassanio's choosing of the 
leaden casket and to the moonlit scene in which utouches of sweet harmony" 
surround Lorenzo and Jessica while they pause in their promenade on the 
grounds of Portia's house. 
A :flourish signaling the ceremonial entrance or exit of royalty, 
invariably rivets attention on.the processional and its symbol o:f order. 
A sound o:f drums suggests a summons :for battle, soldiers marching, 
victory, defeat, revels, or death. For th.e presentation of "The Murder 
of Gonzagorr in Hamlet a :flourish signal.:V;es the coming o:f the royal train. 
Then to the tune of a Danish ma~ch played on trumpets and kettle drums, 
King Claudius, the Queen, courtiers, and attendants enter in a processional. 
Here ceremonial music awakens :festival moods, but it also evokes an ominous 
note through the dark sound o:f kettle drums, a note enforced by the ceremony 
·,. 
~9 
of guards with torches. Thus the processional music is as appropriate 
a symbol of the moment•s tension as the woodwind melodies accompanying 
the dumb show of the King and Queen are of the love theme. 
Perhaps one of the most wistful and telling uses of music occurs 
in Antony and Cleopatra when in the·dark of night outside Cleopatrats 
palace a company of soldiers on guard stand mystified by the music of 
hautboys coming to them as if from another world. Preceding this scene 
the audience has heard the melancholy Antony bid servants stay with him 
for what may be his last night among them; in the scene following it, 
the audience will see him ready himself for a final battle with Caesar's 
forces. Set between these two scenes of tension, the quiet music mys-
tically interpreted by the second Soldier as the god Hercules leaving 
Antony is a nearly perfect extension of Antony•s melancholy farewell; 
and, :for him, whose voice was "propertied/As all the tuned spheresu 
Ol.ii.83-84) it is a beautiful and fitting forecast of his dying wo:rds, 
"Now my spirit is goingn (IV .xv .58) • Moreover, should the first Soldier • s 
obse:rvation that the music is nit the ai:r" fo:recast, as Professor 
Goddard suggests it does, uthe transubstantiation that is to overtake 
Antony in de:feattt and hence of his putt!Lng on uthe t:rue divinity o:f his 
own guardian angel who, as the Soothsaye:r foresaw, is the enemy and the 
opposite of the demon of power,"1 then the ceremonious music in this 
scene is the:re to allay some of our :fears :fo:r Antony and to serve as a 
serene link with Cleopatra's image of an undying Antony in the final 
scene. One should observe also that music so skillfully conceived can 
1Harold c •. Goddard, The Meaning of Shakespeare (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1951), p. 583. 
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be restful to a spectator absorbed in a resolving action full of 
successively short scenes. 
But the variety of music in a whole play reveals how important 
the ceremony of music is in creating effects and unifying a piece. In 
King Lear, the trumpet and drums sustain the royal theme and its con-
flicts. The sennet signalizes the first regal appearance of Lear and his 
train; a flourish heralds the entering France and Burgundy and points 
the "ceremonial difference between the two,"1 while another flourish 
precedes the exit of the King 1 s processional; a tucket announces Corn-
wall's entering and leaving Gloucester's castle and another Gonerilts 
coming; in camp and battle scenes tension rises in the mingling of the 
royal flourish, drums, and colours. Of special interest, however, is the 
ominous beating of "A drum afar off" at the end of scene vi in Act IV, 
the minimizing of musical symbolism in the defeat of Cordelia's forces 
to "an alarum and an alarum and retreat,"2 and the highly dramatic effect 
of three successive blasts of a trumpet following a herald's proclamation 
of Edmund•s challenge whereafter, from within, like an echo, comes the 
sound of a trumpet answering the third blast just before Edgar, the 
brother, appears armed and ready. More healing in effect is the uconsort 
of viols 11 to which Lear wakes, or even the moving 11dead march" closing a 
.play through which the stronger music of a tempest lingers. 
In Macbeth, also, trumpets and drums vivify the theme of kingship, 
rebellion, and doom. The first melod~es we hear are the alarums at camp 
1Harley Granvxoe-Barker, Prefaces to Shakespeare (Princeton; 
Princeton University Press, 1946), I, 328. 
near Forres when King Duncan enters With his sons , Lennox, Attendants, 
and a bleeding sergeant; here the sounds embellish the royal theme. In 
the next scene on the heath, the dark notes of the drum echo the 
opening thunder as Macbeth is about to appear before the three Weird 
Sisters, who suddenly halt their talk of mishap and evil and together 
forebodingly chant nA drum,·a drum~/Macbeth doth comeu (I.iii.30-31), 
and in a song and dance wind up a charm for their visitor. There sounds 
carry suspense and hark of doom. Later in the palace at Fbrres-a flourish 
significantly fixes attention on King Duncan and the splendor of his train 
before he seals the royal succession. At Inverness , hautboys and torches 
herald his approach to the temple-haunted castle, and hautboys and 
torches brighten the banquet while Macbeth, aside t weighs the murder; 
suddenly, in the quiet of night_~ tones of a bell invite him to the deed; 
and, if knocking at a gate can be melody at midnight, it is a stern and 
fearful one. On the morn a quick; staccato-sounding bell awakens the 
. household. All of these ceremonial accents increase the horror of murder. 
Later at Forres Palace, Macbeth and Lady Macbeth as King and 
Queen, surrounded by Lords and Attendants, enter to the sound of a 
sennet; here the symbols of true kingship in the sennet and processional 
stand in judgment on the a\vfUlness of the Ring's arrangements for Banquo's 
murder. 
Shortly at the banquet, no flourish honors the entering King and 
Queen and no flourish honors the King when he meets the witches in the 
cavern, but witches • music and their song of the "black spirits , '' as 
reminiscent and foreboding of evil as their earlier song "Come away, 
come awayu was on the heath with Hecate, suggests what has happened 
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within Macbeth. Then, as prelude to the show of eight kings, hautboys, 
sounding in honor of Banquo's line, enforce the prophecy. 
As in King Lear, while armies gather and battle nears, alarums, 
drums, and colours contribute to the growing tension of contending forces. 
Music of different kinds signals the growing and superior strength of the 
rebels, and their approach. Fewer alarums among Macbeth's forces reflect 
the weakening position of the King. Finally alarums.ring out over the 
battlefield at Dunsinane raising suspense to climactic heights when 
Macduff enters looking for Macbeth and again as he rushes out in search 
of his enemy; and still more alarums follow when Siward invites Malcolm 
to enter the castle and when Macduff's challenge engages Macbeth in a 
duel which is accompanied by alarums until the two disappear still 
fighting. 
Then suddenly the music changes. A strong, clear flourish, 
together with drums and colours,heralds true kingship with the entrance 
of the victorious Malcolm, his loyal thanes, and soldiers. Again a 
flourish sounds. Malcolm is hailed King of Scotland. Then a last flourish 
heralds order in the kingdom as the royal procession begins its journey 
to Scone. Music is e:f:fective and relevant ceremony. 
A third :form of ceremony technically use:ful to the dramatist is 
heraldry. It helps the audience envision the time and environment in 
which the characters lived and hence awakens a sense of history. It en-
forces themes when splendor and loss o:f splendor are set in contrast; its 
emblems, reflecting high birth and achievement, stimulate emotions of 
loyalty, sympathy, and :fear. Its colors and designs give poetic value to 
the total vision in a play. Since emblems in the ~ime o:f King John included 
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"bold signs on shields, lance pennons, and banners" and since :from. the 
time of Richard II heraldic devices had appeared "not only on shields, 
:flags, and seals, but also on surcoats, helms and horsebardings," on the 
liveries of retainers and servants, on the costumes of men and women o:f 
l 
noble rank and on "the :furnishings and decorations o:f court or castle,'' 
the tradition of heraldry was rich in imaginative appeal on the Shakespearian 
stage. In the time of Henry v, heralds, wearing tabards emblazoned with the 
King's arms on the back and front and on elbow-length sleeves added to the 
spectacle. Even though armorial sh~elds survived in the time of Henry 
VIII mainly as monuments of genealogy and indications of rank they continued 
t~ appear in pageantry and on the stage, where their decorative effects 
and symbolism. could bear in on the emotional values of the play as surely 
as· ceremonial metaphor and music. Scutcheons daubed with-images of lions 
or leopards, lilies or roses, engrailed crosses or justing spears, and 
crests of falcons on wreaths of color contributed splendor and emotion to 
a scene however many or few charges appeared. In Richard II the bearings 
intensify the conflict between Bolingbroke and Mowbray when the King, 
calling attention to the emblem of his house, urges that rage be with-
stood, for "Lions make leopards tame" (I.i.l74) and Mowbray in defense 
responds "Yea, but not change his spots!" (175), meaning the King can 
:force obedience but not remove the stains Bolingbroke has given his 
knightly honor. In Macbeth heraldric emblems cannot fail to emphasize 
the royal theme and tensions. 
Next, ceremony in the :fabric of our social life -- in the court, 
1 c. w. Scott-Giles, Shakespearets Heraldry_(New York: E. P. 
Dutton, 1960), p. 1. 
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community festivals, and civil affairs; in the service o~ Attendants, 
Servants, Messengers, and Soldiers; and in the courtesies o~ daily 
intercourse -- is as important poetically and structurally as the 
techni¢al. Court ceremony, for example, appears in scenes given to 
state occasions of diverse kinds. Such scenes, full of pomp and splendor 
by means of heraldry, banners, pageantry, attendants and messengers, cos-
tumes, music and formal beauty in language, often embrace a deep conflict 
of interest, which comes into focus through traditional symbols of order 
within the attending ceremony. The action is mainly formalistic and 
sometimes, as in the case of the abdication of Richard II, ritualistic. 
Lear's divesting himself of lands and rule, Claudius' first meeting with 
his Council, Duncan's naming Malcolm heir, and Anne's coronation are 
representative.1 
lplaywrights drew inspiration for court scenes from the courts of 
Queen Elizabeth and King James I. Holinshed's report of the coronation 
of Queen Anne is indicative of the splendor of ceremony Shakespeare found 
in the Chronicles for scenes of pageantry in state occasions; "tFirst 
went gentlemen, then esquiers, then knights, then the aldermen of the citie 
in their cloks of scarlet, after them the iudges in their man~els of scar-
let and coiffes. Then followed the knights of the bath being no lords, 
euerie man having a white lace on his left sleeue; then followed barons 
and vicounts in their parlement robes of scarlet. After them came earls, 
marquesses, and dukes in their robes of estate of crimsin veluet furred 
with ermine, poudered according to their degrees. After them came the 
lord chancellor in a robe of scarlet open before, bordered with lettise; 
after him came the kings chapell and the moonks solemnelie singing with 
procession, then came abbats and bishops mitered, then sergeants and 
offic~rs of armes; then after them went the maior o~ London with his ~' 
and garter in his cote of armes; then went the marquesse Dorset in a robe 
of estate, whicllbarethe sceptre of gold; and~ earle of Arundell, 
which bare the rod of iuorie with the doue; both togither. 
n 'Then went alone the -ea:r1eo:i0i:ford, high chamberleilne of Eng-
land, which bare the crowne; after him went the duke of Suffolke in his 
~ 2! estate also, for that ~aie being high stewardof England,hauing 
a long white rod in his hand; and the lord William Howard with the rod of 
the-mirshalship; and euerie knight-of the garter had his collar of the 
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Festival ceremony is everywhere in the plays. In comedy it 
originates in revelry and is characterized by freedom and release. In 
tragedy it grows out of solemn observances and reflects dignity and 
grace. The former associates itself with folk attitudes and motifs, 
gamboling, bacchanalian vitality, and wit; the latter with honor, ritual 
and grace. Both use myth, pageantry, spectacle, music, and dance to 
awaken festival moods. Both have charm and melancholy. Examples are 
masque scenes in The Tempest, Henry VIII, and Love's Labour's Lost; 
Hymen's appearance-in As You Like It; banquets in Macbeth and Timon of 
Athens; the ball in Romeo and Juliet; dances of shepherds, shepherdesses, 
and satyrs in The Winter's Tale; and merrymaking in Windsor Park in~ 
Merry Wives of Windsor. 
Civil ceremony appears in court trials, council deliberations, 
orations, night watches, making of contracts and wills, and other similar 
activities. In Othello the Duke and Senators consider the question of 
the Turkish Fleet and hear Othello 1 s defense; in the Merchant of Venice 
Portia brings love and mercy into triumph over hate, law, and rigid justice 
in Shylock's court scene; in Julius Caesar Antony speaks before the body 
of the dead Caesar; in As You Like lt Jacques makes a mock last will and 
tes~ament. All these are formally ceremonious in tone and method. 
order. Then proceeded foorth the queene in a circot and robe of purple 
veluet furred with ermine, in~ here, coiffe, and circletas she had 
the saturdaie; and ouer her was borne the canopie by foure of the fiue 
ports, all crimsin With points of blue and red hanging on their sleeues; 
and the bishops of London and Winchester bare vp the laps of the queenes 
robe=--The queenes traine, which was verie long, was borne by the ~ 
duches of Norffolke; after hir folowed ladies being lords wiues.•" 
Quoted:r:D w. G. Boswell-Stone, Shakespere's Holinshed (New York: Longmans, 
Green and co., 1896), pp. 484-485. 
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In the se~vice forms of ceremony are Attendants, Servants, 
Soldiers, and Messengers. Infinite in variety, they enhance a scene by 
merely standing by, add lustre to the position of their superiors in minor 
or major roles, give choric comment, or, deeply involved in the plot, 
precipitate or hold action. In the long parade of Attendants are clowns 
as different as Touchstone, Feste, Launcelot Gobbo, and Lear • s Fool; 
stewards as faithful and unwise as Malvolio and Oswald; waiting gentle-
women as companionable and merry as Nerissa and as loyal as Charmian and 
Iras; servants as disloyal as Bushy, Bagot, and Green; and doctors, 
grooms, and messengers endlessly faithful. 
In histories and tragedies, military ceremony is a colorful part 
of the plot. As shown earlier, alarums , drums, pennons, sentries, 
heralds, messengers , challenges , duels , marching, . and countermarching 
vivify both action and themes. In the pageantry of soldiers on the :fields 
o:f Agincourt , Philippi, Bosworth, Shrewsbury, and Troy ceremony is fraught 
with tension. One of Shakespearets most remarkable exposition scenes 
occurs in a military setting in Hamlet. The simple, suppressed conversation 
of guards outside Elsinore castle creates an atmosphere of mystery and 
leads so artfully into the central conflict that sensational materials of 
the most unlikely nature can unfold without apparent improbability. 
A military scene :full of pomp and splendor in Richard II serves 
the exposition there as importantly but less subtly. Within the colorful 
lists at Coventry, replete with pageantry and ritualistic formality, 
Richard, Mowbray, and Bolingbroke are clearly individualized, the 
ceremonious tone of the play is suggested, and the conflict of factions is 
· given sharp delineation. 
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And courtesies of daily intercourse-- salutations, greetings, 
farewells, and others fundamental to daily social life -- contribute 
strongly to a sense o£ actuality in situations and characterizations, for 
in them lies the living texture of every_man•s experience whoever and 
wherever he is. On the stage as in life, salutations suggest differences 
in the power and social status of individuals, or, with momentary shift 
in the kind of salutation, suggest a shift of mood.1 They reveal relation-
ships and clari.fy a character's attitudes toward both people and things. 
Some nominatives of·address, high in poetic quality, create atmosphere; 
others of denunciatory nature enforce con£licts. In short , as one o.f 
the final chapters will show, Shakespeare builds them into the structure 
and content of his plays with such care and artistry that they bear on 
the central elements in both characterization and action. Instructions, 
explanations, yearnings, and reflections in leave-takings are particularly 
effective in revealing the inward life of characters and in accelerating 
and unifying the action. 
Religious ceremony also has rich use in the plays. It includes 
such forms as prayer, burials, weddings, and christenings. Claudius' 
repentance , Ophelia's burial , Hero • s and Katharina • s marriage ceremonials, 
and Elizabeth's christening are memo~able illustrations. \V.Uether these 
forms are merely alluded to in the poetry or are a structural part of the 
plot, they reach our noblest emotions and eA.-tend the dimensions of our 
thought by evoking a background of religious tradition. But they do so 
1 In nThe Pronouns of Power and Solidarity," Roger Brown and A1bert 
Gilman present a study of the use of the pronoun in this respect. See 
' Style in Language, ed. Thomas A. Sebeok (New York: The Technology Press 
of Massachusetts Institute of Technology and John Wiley_and Sons, 1960), 
pp. 253-276. 
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by having within them the themes and conflicts of the plays. The Christening 
of Elizabeth and the marriages of Katharina and Hero are interesting 
examples. 
The visually brilliant christening pageant of Princess Elizabeth 
in King Henry VIII combine.s religious and royalistic splendor to unfold 
themes of joy, reconciliation and peace. Following a succession Of scenes 
juxtaposing trials, sUffering, and forgiveness and juxtaposing or identify-
ing earthly and heavenly justice, the pageant, with its glowing prophecy, 
symbolizes a transition in England from a past full of error and suffering 
to a future of justice, hope, and well-being. It represents the order of 
1 
a kingship informing temporal duty with religious insight. 
lR. A. Foakes calls attention to the contribution that various 
kinds of ceremony make to the confl,ict "between the public interest and 
private joy and sUffering1' at the center of King Henry VIII: nso while 
Buckingham makes his last plea for sympathy, and for our belief in his 
goodness, which he wins, the 'tipstaves before him, the axe with the edge 
towards him, halberds on each sidet, stand grimly on stage as a silent 
but public affirmation of his guilt and sentence. The pageantry of 
Katherine's trial makes vivid the opposition between the law•s requirements 
and private suffering; indeed, a pageant alone, without words, like the 
coronation procession of Anne, witnessed by all, may establish the 
national or public feeling towards an event, and the value of that event, 
directing the audience's feelings, too. Against this is opposed 
Katherine's vision, seen only by her, .an: inward triumph set against an 
outward triumph. Henry's appearance disguised as a shepherd in the masque 
of I.iv also represents an escape from the outside world: it is in his 
private capacity, as a person, that he falls in love with Anne--and this 
is the only occasion on Which he appears informally, on which we see him 
otherwise than in his official role as King. But usually, as in the 
description of the Field of the Cloth of Gold in I.i, in the trial scene 
of Katherine, the coronation scene, and in the final scene with its pro-
cession from the christening, the page~try refleqts the public order and 
view of things." William Shakespeare; King Henry VIII, ed. R. A. Foakes 
(cambridge: Harvard University Pr§ss, 1957), p. lii~ Le~s impressed with 
the pageantry and with the play as a whole, Harold c. Goddard suggests 
that "the portrait of the selfish, lustful, and unscrupulous Henry affords 
a somewhat inappropriate background for the extravagant glorification of 
his daughter~u Also, Mr. Goddard cites the following quotation from the 
London Times, 1811, extreme as he admits the statement is, to support his 
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As in the coronation scene of Anne, this christening pageant 
unfolds its beauty and themes gradually~ A joyous peal of trumpets 
announces the procession headed by two Aldermen, t-he Lord -Mayor, Garter, 
Archbishop cranmer, and the Duke of Norfolk with his marshal's staff. 
Then come two noblemen "bearing great standing bowls for the christening 
gifts, .. and after them four other noblemen bearing a royal canopy under 
which the infant princess, "richly habited in a mantle," is borne by her 
godmother, the Duchess of Norfolk, who, in turn, is followed first by a 
lady carrying her train and then by the Marchioness Dorset, the other god-
mother~ and a number of ladies in waiting. The glittering procession passes 
on~ ~bout the stage and then the Garter pronounces a :formal blessing on 
the. christened princess (Stage Directions, V.iv). Suddenly a flourish 
heralds the dramatic entrance of King Henry. and his colorful guards. 
The Archbishop kneels before him wishing him and the Queen joy and comfort 
in their gracious child. Th~ Ring thanks Cranmer, hears the royal name 
of Elizabeth, and gives the princess to the protection of God, whose 
deputy she is to be. Finally, in a mood equal to the magnificence of the 
assemblage nobles, churchmen, crowds, and King Henrr;-Cranmer, as if he 
were an oracle of heaven, sets forth the virtue, honor, and wisdom that 
the royal heir will come to represent and inspire in a happy and pros-
perous England. 
view that the play, more 11pom.p and pageantry 1;:han drama,n lives on the 
stage mainly by virtue of its spectacle and ~ine speeches: u•P.ro-
cessions and banquets find their natural place in a work of this kind; 
and without the occasional display of well-spread tables, 'Yell-lighted 
chandeliers, and well-rouged maids of honour, the audience could not 
possibly sustain the accumulated ennui of Henry the Eighth.'u Op. cit., 
p. 270. 
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Defining and forseeing personal and national excellence in this 
vision, Shakespeare brings the themes of the play into harmonious unity 
. by subduing, as G. Wilson Knight so well perceives, "all the long 
plot of intrigue and suffering, of religious resignation and jovial 
mirth, the fall of Wolsey and advance of Cranmer, Katherine • s rig~teous-
ness and Anne's sweetness, the grand persons and rau~ous life-teeming 
l 
crowdstt to a vision o:f the spirit of England. lt is a triUlllphant 
ending, agrees R. A. Foakes. The ''rise of the 'virtuous• Cranmer com'"=' 
pensates :for the evil of Wolsey," and 
the glory and promise of a golden :future in an age of peace, 
as represented in the infant princess, compensates for the 
death of Katherine. The contrasts between scenes of som.breness 
and scenes of gayety, the juxtapositions of the rise of Wolsey 
and Anne against the falls of Buckingham and Katherine, culminate 
.in joy.2 
Finally, then, in the christenin~ scene royal and religious themes meet 
those of humility and restoration. 
The wedding ceremonial3 is equally effective in serving Shakes-
peare's ends. What it can do to aid characterization and inform action 
and mood is vividly clear in The Taming of the Shrew. Here a wedding is 
1G. Wilson Knight, Th.e CroWll of Life (London: Oxford University 
Press, 1947), p. 331. 
2 Shakespeare, King Henry VIll, p. li. 
3The Priest in Twelfth Night defines the marriage ceremonial as 
A contract of eternal bond of love, 
Confirm•d by mutual joinder of your hands, 
Attested by the holy close of lips, 
Strength'ned by interchangement of your rings; 
And all the ceremony of this compact 
Seal•d in my function, by my testimony; 
(V.i.l59-l64) 
3~ 
one ot the first of a series of madcap episodes. To the extravagant 
raillery of that wedding one must surrender at once or settle for ~osing 
a sense of the wholeness of the drama by resisting a succession of 
shocks. Shakespeare did all he could to prevent the latter by early 
insulating us against outrage by making a bold assault on our ceremonial 
reverence from. a stance universally sacred, the marriage altar. By way 
of prelude, Petruchio begins his startling breach of ceremony in appearing 
before the beautifully arrayed bride wearing a beggar's habiliments and 
riding on an old nag, and, then, turning the traditional ceremonial into 
an unmannerly series of insults. Besides characterizing the "mad-brain" 
groom this breach is dramatically important for it gives the tyranny of 
his taming an excess that prefigures either total success or total failure 
in his aims and thereby frees a spectator for an expansive merriment de-
void of reflection and unease. In time, the ceremony generally observed 
by a master in his home and his business is also flagrantly defied. For 
all such rollicking incongruities, the Induction sets the key: the humble 
Christopher Sly, 11 old Sly's son of Burton Heath; by birth a pedlar, by 
education a card-maker, by transmutation a bear-herd, and now by present 
profession a tinkerul (lnd.ii.lS-21), wakes from. a drunken sleep to find 
himself more lavishly attended than any dream can presage even for a 
lord. 
In Much Ado~About Nothing Shakespeare makes skillful use of the 
wedding pageantry and ceremonial to characterize and motivate action. 
1shakespeare, The Works of William Shakespeare, The Shakespeare 
Head Press Edition, op. cit. All references to The Taming of the Shrew 
have been taken from this edition. 
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The scene brings the question of reaction to love into a sharp crisis. 
Before Claudio loved Hero, he liked only the drum and fi:fe 1 walked ten 
miles to see armor, and talked "plain like an honest soldier,11 but 
afterward, convention-masked, he would hear nothing but the tabor and 
fife, would give ten nights to thinking of a new doublet , and converse 
in a n:fantastic banquet of words. n Thus 1 when he spurns the beautiful 
Hero during the marriage ceremonial, it is time his mask be removed. And 
soon it is! It is time, too, that the witty masks of Beatrice and 
Benedick be removed. And they are, :for when "Claudio's denunciation has 
struck like lightning in the church"1 and Claudio thinks Hero ~ead, 
Beatrice and Benedick confess their love and· vow to restore the honor of 
Hero. The religious ceremonial is a central :force in the resolving 
action. 
A large number o;f other forms of ceremony maY well :fall into a 
miscellaneous group; for example, conjuring, memorial rites, vows, visions, 
and dreams. Prospero•s evoking a magic circle to bring his enemies to 
repentance, the witches' weaving a spell in the cavern scene in Macbeth, 
Paris' hpnoring Juliet with garlands at the monument, and Horatiots and 
Marcellus' swearing upon the sw9rd in Hamlet are typical. Sp$ctacUlar 
and moving, also, are Queen Katherine's vision o:f a ublessed troop11 
inviting her to a banquet and Richmondts and Richard's dream pageant at 
Bosworth Field. 
Ceremony at its best, then, gives delight, and, like any other 
element in the art of drama, serves the writer's major and minor intentions 
~k Van Doren, Shakespeare (New York: Doubleday and eo., 1953), 
p. 122. 
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throughout a play. However, ill-timed, disproportionate, or prominent 
for its own sake, it can draw attention away from the unfolding thought 
and emotion in a scene. As every producer knows and as suggested 
earlier, attendants can "o'erstep the modesty of naturen as quickly as 
clowns; processionals and music can become little more than "inexplicable 
dumb shows and noiseu as readily as passions; and costumes, gestures, and 
movement too self-consciously ceremonious, like words too trippingly 
' 
spoken, can hinder expressiveness as fully as excessive restraint. Well 
aware of the need to temper exuberance, Shakespeare wove spectacle and 
sounds so carefully into the texture of the action in his mature comedies 
and tragedies that they are less entities of ceremony than harmonious 
parts of a total ceremonious presentation. When, for example, Duke Theseus 
and Hippolyta, with a train of attendants, appear in the forest to the 
·sound of hunting horns; they bring an image of the real world so charming-
ly into a world of magic and dreams that the freshness of interest they 
evoke fixes a spectator's attention on the immediate resolving of the con-
fusion of waking lovers; put, as artistically important, the courtiy grace 
of the entourage listening to Hippolyta reminisce about the time Hercules 
and Cadmus bay•d a bear with Spartan hounds while on a hunt with her in 
a Cretan wood (IV.i.ll5-ll7) provides a bridge so natural between the 
light, delicate world of moonlight, music, dancing, and fairies and the 
world of tradesmen, who have good ear for utongs and bones" but no eye 
for the dancing of Mustardseed, that the three worlds blend as har-
moniously as the varying notes of woodland music. In the enchantments 
of time and place the three worlds are one whether the magic of the 
present or the marvellous of the past casts a spell over them. 
.. ~·' 
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~o ~onclude, Shakespeare, it would seem, used diverse kinds of 
ceremony with effectiveness because he was a keen observer of the life 
around him .. and ·because, supreme as an ar_tist, he knew how to turn them 
to good uses poetically and dramatically in the plays. It would appear, 
too, that he was as readily at home with the ceremony of servants as 
with the ceremony of kings -- and as observing of it in kitchens, ball-
rooms, and taverns as in state rooms. For him, obviously, ceremony meant 
fitness, whatever the occasion, place, and kind for overdrawn or other-
Wise abused it produces either affectation as ridiculous as Sir Osric's and 
Sir Andrew's or bluntness as silly as Bottom's, or even within the confines 
of neither of these extremes it reflects a kind of preciousness that 
exposes its own meaninglessness in Poloniuses who stand by it in a mode 
so pOlished it smiles at its own inheritance. 
We now turn to our study of ceremonial metaphor and five kinds 
of ceremony, viewing the metaphor and five kinds as need b~ in relation to 
contemporary or past traditions in literature, philosophy,or daily life and 
examining their use first in the plays as a whole and then more extensively 
in Macbeth. Ceremonial metaphor is our first concern since, as part of 
language, it helps bring all the materials in the play into understanding. 
Each of the other kinds follows in the order shown in the introduction. 
The poet's eye, in a ~ine ~renzy rolling, 
Doth glance ~rom heaven to earth, ~rom earth to heaven; 
And as imagination bodies ~orth 
The ~orms o:f things unknown, the poet's pen 
Turns them to shapes, and gives to airy nothing 
A local habitation and a name. 
(A Midsummer Night•s Dream. V.i.l2-17) 
CHA.PTER II 
uMake all our trumpets speakn 
Ceremonial Metaphor 
1 
The greatness o~ ShakespemB lies in his unexcelled combination o:f 
poetry and drama. He combined the two ~orms with more un~altering taste 
than any o~ his contemporaries. He particularly understood the power 
of metaphor to make language expressive and hence serve both poetry and 
drama. King Ferdinand of Navarre might well have said he was a poet with 
a ,n.:t.n.t o:f images within the brain to enchant with harmony. In the 
great tragedies that coinage has the stamp of a master. 
Our intention here is to show how metaphor drawn ~rom ceremony 
and ceremonials illuminates Macbeth, a subject worthy o~ close study 
since ceremonial imagery bears strongly on the issue o~ kingship, on the 
inner struggle o~ characters, on deep_.lying metaphysical questions, and 
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1 
on the atmosphere of darkness and disorder in the play. Howevert 
before we approach this study, let us glance briefly at contemporary 
interest in ~anguage and style, Shakespeare's own growth in poetic ex-
pression, and some of the influences the Elizabethan theatre and 
ceremonials had on language and thereby gain a perspective for more ready 
appreciation of the uses made of this kind of metaphor in Macbeth. 
When Shakespeare journeyed to London at the height of the Renais-
sance, the Elizabethan lasguage had unprecedented vitality. Language 
and techniques of writing were ready for his great gifts. The fifteenth 
century had seen a triumph of the vernacular in London. Into it had gone 
an enrichment of words from several foreign tongues but mainly from the 
French; inflections had been dropped, and the syllabic ~ had been lost 
metrically. The language was ready for the rich capabilities of a dis-
ciplining blank verse. 
In the sixteenth century came an introduction of that verse and 
a number of other important developments in language and its use. In 
1562 Gorboduo appeared in blank verse, which, though stiff, showed it-
self capable of marvellous effects in drama. Before long Christopher 
Marlowe gave it a mighty sweep in rhythms so grand that its melodies 
affected the taste of Shakespeare and all other contemporary playwrights. 
Spenserts Shepheard's Calendar called attention to the charm of variety 
and flexibility in prosody. In prose Lyly, the author of Euphues, and 
1It is noteworthy that E. A. Armstrong, Maurice Charney, Wolfgang 
Clemen~ G. Wilson Knight, Caroline Spurgeon,·and Alice s. Venezky have made 
broader studies of ways images can set the tone of a passage, or of a 
whole play, and of ways they bear upon materials in the plays; but no 
one of them has concentrated attention on the ceremonial image. 
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his followers responded with such exuberance. to the melodies in words 
and to other "stylistic charms" that they decorated sentences to excess 
with metaphor, conceits, classical allusions, and antitheses. Lyly 
constructed balanced sentences with as much eagerness as he listed 
synonyms. More subtlety and taste in decoration came through Spenser's 
Faerie Queen, which detailed paintings so exquisitely that cantos became 
medieval tapestries of rare beauty. The over-elaborateness of the 
Euphuists• prose and the surpassing beauty of Spenser•s verse had 
power to train the English ear and eye for poetry of excellence. Mean-
while the Cambridge 11schoa:t1' of criticism brought the question of language 
and style under examination in essays by Sir John Cheke, Roger Ascham, and 
'l'b.omas Wilson, who, averse to u inkhorn termsn and u aureate phraseology, u 
upheld "purityn of expression so stoutly they became a balancing force 
for the exuberant Euphuistfi •.. Sir Philip Sidney•s Defence of Poesie, 
other critical essays, and satire also kept attention on poetical ex-
pression. Thus, tempering of extremes soon began to appear, but not 
before Shakespeare himself had fallen under the spell of decorative 
courtly wit and had had the pleasure of using it in early plays for its 
striking ef:fect.s and of parodying its e·x~esses, particularly in Love t s 
Labour's Lost. Obviously, language and style were in the forefront of 
awareness when Shakespeare brought his talents to bear on the English 
theatre. 
Within such a climate of eloquence and restraint, Shakespeare 
progressed. rapidly from use of the decorative image to the :functional 
image. He moved from using a succession of images for poetic purposes 
to complex metaphorical expression. In mature plays like Macbeth, he 
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fused thought, emotion, and image so skillfully that characterization, 
theme, and atmosphere are inherent in the picture. As lJenri Fluch~re 
observes, in imagery Shakespeare expresses 
a dramatic reality beyond which no further expression is possible. 
It conveys the content of emotion; it is an ardent idea, the inevitable 
language of a mind which seizes upon the only reality that passion-
ately interests it and interests US! that of a character in a given 
situation.l 
As a result, rhythms and images are in complete harmony with the depths 
of emotion and with the many shades of "internal meaning." In Macbeth, 
for instance, a vision of secUlar and religious ceremony weaves itself 
into images to reflect the ambitions, suffering, and dread, even con-
fidence and courage, of characters. These images have singular power to 
awaken pity and fear for Macbeth and Lady Macbeth in their fall from 
greatness and to awaken metaphysical implications of sin and judgment, 
salvation and damnation. 
But, as we have said, before we examine this kind of image in 
Macbeth we need to look briefly at some of the contemporary influences 
that contributed to the weight of meaning and emotion in the ceremonial 
metaphor. 
First, the Elizabethan theatre and its methods of production 
affected the language. The Elizabethans had inherited from the arts of 
the Middle Ages principles of simultaneity and symbolism which they used 
to give compactness and visual richness to staging. In illuminated 
medieval manuscripts, Shakespeare's contemporaries had seen the value of 
inclosing an event within a single frame and letting it unfold through an 
1FJ.uch~re, op. cit., p. 170. 
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inte~p~ay of varied forms of movement ~athe~ than t~ough a se~ies of 
successive tableaux. In the mystery play also they had seen the value 
of mUltiplicity and simultaneity in staging, as ch~acters wo~ked back 
and forth f~om a number of stations without shifting scenes; for instance, 
from Heaven to a •seat for St. Peter the Fisherman, to 0 the stately t~one 
of the ea~thly ;Jerusalem," and to Hell~mouth.1 Besides, in church altars 
and in tableaux vivants Elizabethans had seen the value of interchanging 
the methods of painting and architecture and the values of using music 
symbolically to se~ve dramatic ends. That is to say, at the same time 
that Elizabethan drama adopted simultaneous settings in thei~ "most allu-
sive and .flexible fo~," it achieved an-"ease-o£ multiple refe~ence by 
2 . 
employing conceitu in ve~se, using music symbolically, and seeing rela-
tionships in the drama and the. ~chi teet ural setting. Thus, Shakespeare, 
Mr. Merchant observes, richly availed himsel;f ~f the "inte~change of 
idioms and methods between one a~t and another, the transference of sig-
ni.ficance from one medium to another, whether from ~t or music to their 
:fellows, architecture or poetry. "3 Like his contempo~aries Shakespea~e 
made use of every uvisual occasion or device which might add depth and 
complexity to the meaning and presentation"4 o:f his plays. And he 
achieved a language of imagery in full accord with the kind of theatre in 
l 
W. Moelwyn Merchant, Shakespeare and the Artist (London: Ox:fo~d 
University Press, 1959), p. ~. 
2Ibid., p. 7. 
3Idem. 
4 Ibid., p. 17 .. 
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which his plays would have their setting, nan ornately decorative tiring-
house and galler~es, changing significance at need, becoming symbolic, 
emblematic, realistic at the demand of tb2 text. ttl Contrary to common 
opinion, Mr. Merchant explains, the poetry was not embellished to give 
2 
upictorial values to time, place, and atmospheren for the stage was not 
the ubare boards11 it is sometimes assumed to have been. 
Second, Renaissance entries and triumphs, pageants and progresses 
affected the language. In the pageantry of their cities, poets and 
playwrights found visual magnificence and content helpful to them in 
developing expressiveness. In the eighties, particularly, playwrights 
made use of processionals for spectacular effects. Processions of every 
kind appeared in drama: lllili tary marches, triumphal parades, royal 
entries, and funeral processions. And they made use of the ceremony, 
themes, and visual splendor of pageantry in the language of plays as 
well. Ceremonial occasions in daily life were indeed a rich source for 
visual and thematic materials. 
In royal entries and processions emphasis on themes of virtue 
was inevitable. Love of and allegiance to the state, pride of the victor 
and humiliation of the conquered, and pUnishment for evil were common 
materials. Pomp and splendor were the keynotes. Miss Venezky writes 
that in honor of Elizabeth's entry, "a child representing the Queen sat 
on the throne of Worthy Governance which was supported by Pure Religion, 
libid.' p. 19. 
2 Ibid., p. 17. 
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Love of Subjects, Wisdom and Justice,"1 and a pageant honoring King James 
I on his coronation praised his justice. In similar manner Lord Mayors' 
shows exhibited virtues becoming to a magistrate and recalled the service 
that former mayors had given to the city or state. Thus, the invariable 
theme in pageants o:f welcome was the responsibility o:t a sovereign to his 
subjects who loved him and who expressed that love in "truth:ful tongues." 
The "combination of true tongues and hearts which expresses the subject's 
welcome, love and allegiance to the sovereignu was persistent in 
. 2 
pageantry. 
It is no wonder, therefore, that Shakespeare gave Macbeth, 
meditating on the murder of Duncan, a powerful :figure o:f speech .from 
pageantry. As we shall see, Macbeth :feared the King 1 s virtues would 
nplead like angels, trumpet-tongu' d against/The deep damnation of his 
taking o.f:f11 (I.vii.l9-20). 
Moreover, sea pageantry .found its way into language to embellish 
and translate thought and emotion. During the Lord Mayor!s :festivities 
barges of the pl'l~l}erous Guilds were in colorful procession, the 
decorative Mayor'$ barge moving first in the line of barges bright With 
scarfs and emblematic with allegorical figures. In The Merchant of 
Venice Shakespeare weaves such an image into his verse. Salerino tells 
the sad and weary Antonio, 
l 
·Alice S. Venezky, Pageantry on the Shakespearean Stage (New 
York: Twayne Publishers, 1951), p. 103. 
2 
Ibid., p. 76. 
Your mind is tossing on the ocean; 
There where your argosies with portly sail--
Like signiors and rich burghers on the ~lood, 
Or, as it were, the pageants of the sea--
Do overpeer the petty traffickers, 
That cursy to them, do them reverence, 
As they fly by them with their woven wings. 
(I.i.S-14) 
The pageantry of the royal barge on the Thames was equally as 
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colorful as that of the Lord Mayors'. Thus, in choosing the ceremonial 
image "burnish•d throne" to describe Cleopatra's barge moving on the 
river Cydnus, Shakespeare may have been as much influenced by royal 
processions on the river in London as by Plutarch's well-known images 
o~ the poop of gold and the upavilion of cloth of gold of tissue." 
In like manner tableaux vivants, with their architectural in-
terest and ceremonial staging, had materials for enriched metaphor in 
drama. Street shows made use o~ carved figures, flat paintings, stage 
properties, and live actors to honor a dignitary at the city gates, 
conduits, or other landmarks. The display was normally arranged in two 
or three levels with decorative figures on the top level, tableaux on 
the middle level, and pantomime or dialogue on the street level. By means 
of Biblical, allegorical, or legendary characters, formally arranged, 
and of narrative, civic ideals received emp~asis. 
Finally, then, in the ceremonial metaphor lies a complexity 
o~ meanings and emotion to inform tragedy. Touching, as it does, the 
traditional, the heroic, or the liturgical, it is especially capable o~ 
e~~ecting a transfiguration of the real, of drawing isolated experiences 
into a context o~ the universal, and of lifting materials into an atmos-
phere of consecration. Thus ceremonial metaphor can lead spectators to 
a ready apprehension o~ the deepest significations in individual and 
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communal experience. But noteworthy, too, is the power of ceremonial 
metaphor, by virtue of its embodying symbols of order~ to control and 
integrate diverse materials as well as to give amplitude to a poet's 
vision. Perhaps Castiglione summarizes the power of ceremonial figures 
of speech at their best when, urging judgment in the choice of language, 
he makes this observation on metaphors in general: 
Doe you not knowe, that figures of speech which give such 
grace and brightnesse to an Oration·, are all the abuse of 
Grammer rules, but yet are received and confirmed by use, becaus~ 
men are able to make no other reason but that they delite, and 
to the verie sense of our eares it appeareth, they bring a life 
and a sweetnes.l 
We turn now to Shakespeare's use of ceremonial metaphor in 
Macbeth. 
2 
G·. Wilson Knight points out that no other play "has symbols of 
royalty so weighty, so loaded with metaphysical significance as Macbeth."2 
Images reflecting the ceremony and splendor of kiugship shine through 
its dark exploits; images of religious conseorafion judge desire and deed. 
Images of homage tendered a sovereign, of regal banqueting and candle7 
light, of healths drunk in golden chalices, and of splendid processionals 
announced with g flourish of trumpets mingle with images of Golgotha, 
entombment, sacring bells, and anointings to uphold the sacredness of 
kingship, to reveal deep divisions within aspirants to a "golden round," 
1 Castiglione, op. cit., p. 59. 
2G. Wilson .Knight, The Sovereign Flower (London: Methuen and co., 
1958) ' p •. 60. 
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and to create an atmosphere of irreconcilable tensions doomed by division 
itself. Thus evocations of pageantry, ordered and beautiful, condemn 
strides as ravishing as Tarquin's toward royal pomp. Virtue, as clear 
as sunlight and starlight, blackens sacrilege. The ceremonial metaphor, 
therefore, on the one hand brings into forceful union the nsplitting of 
a soul" and the usplitting of a world;' and on the other hand fuses the 
beauty and order in the appearance of a desired kingship and the psycho-
logical chaos in the reality of a kingship sin-achieved. 
The first metaphor drawn from ceremony and ritual is one implying 
the ceremony of consecration. When the bleeding sergeant reports the 
outcome of the siege with the Norwegians, he likens the superiority of 
Macbeth and Banquo in battle to that of eagles and lions and draws a 
parallel between their field of battle and Golgotha, saying, 
Except they meant to bathe in reeking wounds, 
Or memorize another Golgotha, 
I cannot tell--
(I.11.39-4l) 
In sug§esting that their motives for the slaughter may well have been to 
memorialize another uplace of the skull," the image recalls Calvary and 
so carries significant irony, for it opens the question of consecration 
or desecration. From the first, then, the characterization of Macbeth 
supports the themes o:f unothing is/But what is notn (I.iii.l4l-l42) and 
brings the question of universal order into consideration. If in the 
hierarchy of correspondences, Banquo and Macbeth rank with the lion and 
the eagle, in them nobility and will to ruthless slaughter would seem 
to coexist. The report, therefore, rhetorical as it is, aptly prepares 
for a plot in which the ceremony of kingship and the bloodshed of innocents 
coexist. 
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No less vivid is the colorful metaphor spoken by Ross after 
the sergeant has left. To show contempt for the vanquished enemy, Ross 
reports he has come from Fife, t1Where the Norweyan banners flout the sky/ 
And fan our people cold" (I.;U,.49-50); then he images the banners as per-
forming ceremonial duty to Scotland thoagh they still fly so proudly they 
insult the sky of Scotland. This hyperbole enhances the heroism of 
Macbeth, whom Ross proceeds to praise.1 He extols Macbeth's so14iering 
by means of an appellative drawn from the ceremony of marriage. As 
Professor Kittredge notes, "So splendid a :fighter is Macbeth that Ross 
speaks of Bellona, the goddess of war, as taking him for her husband."2 
Ross explains that it was '*Bellona•s bridegroom, lapp•d in proof/' and 
confronting the foe nPoint against point , rebellious arm • gainst arm," 
that turned the dismal conflict into victory. Thus, in the exposition 
of the play, a marriage symbol which allies Macbeth and his success with 
the goddess of war characterizes him as a fearless, dauntless servant of 
his country. Besides , the symbolic image carries within it suggestions 
o:f supernatural aid, and, thence, helps give naturalness to his listening 
so readily to the supernatural solicitings of witches on the heath and 
even to promptings :from Lady Macbeth, whose bridegroom he has been. 
Shortly another ceremonial metaphor gives Macbeth an aura of 
royalty. As soon as Banquo and Macbeth have heard the prophecies of the 
Witches and meditated on the meaning of nthis strange intelligence,n Ross 
l Professor Kittredge calls it a grotesque hyperbole. Op. cit., 
p. 894. 
2 l:bid.' p. 895. 
and Angus appear to offer Macbeth the King•s gratitude and to invite 
him to the palace to receive the honor of Thane of Cawdor. Angus ex-
plains, 
We are sent 
To give thee from our royal master thanks; 
Only to herald thee into his sight, 
Not pay thee. 
(I.iii.l00-103) 
The image of Macbeth's being heralded into the presence of the King 
connotes the custom in pageantry of having a whiffler1 clear the way 
for a royal entourage and having a herald give a flourish of trumpets 
before the entrance of a king. The metaphor thus contributes to the 
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characterization of Macbeth as a thane of stature and subtly prefigures 
the royal position he is to attain. 
Still another figure of speech with ceremonious implications 
points toward a Macbeth of noble nature. After Macbeth has been honored 
at Forres and left for Inverness, King Duncan praises him to Banquo in a 
metaphor drawn from festive occasions: 
True, worthy Banquo: he is full so valiant, 
And in his commendations I am fed; 
It is a banquet to me. 
(I.iv.54-56) 
Before long, however, the irony of "being fedu or banqueting uin his 
1 
Miss Venezky (op. cit., p. 174) calls attention to a more direct 
reference to the ceremony of a whiffler in a quotation from Henry v. 
The image pictures the sea as parting in homage before the victorious 
fleet sailing in triumph to England after the battle of Agincourt: 
• • • like a mighty whiffler fore the King 
Seems to prepare the way. 
(V. Ch. , ll ff.) 
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commendations,u meaning 11in his care, 11 grows clear, for, While "in the 
care of11 Macbeth at Inverness, Duncan is murdered at the close of an 
evening of feasting. 
Following Duncan's praise of the nharbinger,rr an image bearing 
on the ceremony of welcome by a host achieves a like purpose in associating 
good qualities With Macbeth: 
Let's after him, 
Whose care is gone before to bid us welcome. 
(I.iv.56-57) 
But this figure of speech is weighted with other meanings. The implied 
ceremony of a whiffler now sustains the royal image of Duncan; the trust 
and generous-mindedness of Duncan lends support to the developing picture 
of a good and gracious King; suggestions of uanxiety," as well as of 
"watchfulness" and uprotection,u in the word ~ calls to mind the ublack 
. . 
and deep desires" that Macbeth expressed in an "aside" before he left; and 
Duncan's almost breathless haste to ~e greeted by care in the household 
of his upeerless kinsmann gives a strong impetus to the pace of the play. 
Soon during the banquet honoring King Duncan, Macbeth, apart in 
a torchlit room of the Castle but within the sound of celebration, pauses 
in deliberation of the deed he is about to perform. Reasoning himself 
out of performing the deed were easy now did not desire remain untouched. 
Two powerful figures of speech from ceremony-and ritual etch his aware-
ness of the consequences, both temporal and eternal. First he observes, 
This even-handed justice 
Commends th' ingredience of our poisontd chalice 
To our own lips. 
(I.vii.l0-12) 
Succeeding Macbeth's expressed fear of a tormented conscience, this image 
of a coronation chalice fused with the image of the Holy Grail and its 
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wine, traditionally a sacred and pure symbol of blood in the communion 
rite, now poisoned, so identifies King Duncan with holiness and Macbeth, 
the one Who defiles the "ingredience," with inescapable judgment that 
the sin of murder and inevitability of personal damnation appear in awe-
some blackness. 
Two more ceremonial images enforce the metaphysical implications 
of the assassination. Macbeth fears that the virtues of a good and humble 
King, who has been "clear in his great office,u 
Will plead like angels, trumpet-tongu~d, against 
The deep damnation of his taking off; 
(I.vii.l9-20) 
Here a blend of two kinds of ceremony brings the peril attending de-
struction of a King inviolate in action into vivid portrayal. In one 
image Shakespeare blends suggestions ot the herald's ceremonial 
flourish of trumpets announcing the arrival of the king's processional at 
Inverness with suggestions of the angels' trumpet-call announcing eternal 
judgment. Hence, again in the simultaneity of temporal and eternal 
associations that support the spiritual foundations.;of the royal office 
and condemn the destroyer lies poetry of great emotional power. It 
gives insight into Macbeth's fears and contributes to an atmosphere of 
terror even while it wakens contemplation. 
The unalterable and irrevocable laws of order are again 
imaginatively sustained in the next image. 
And pity, like a new~born babe, 
Striding the blast, or heaven's cherubin, hors'd 
Upon the sightless couriers of the air, 
Shall blow the horrid deed in every eye, 
That tears shall drown the wind. 
(I.vii.21-25) 
The vision of angels, traditional messengers of God, condemns the act 
as clearly in being a symbol o~ salvation as it does in representing 
1 judgment, universal and :full o~ sorrow. The "supernatural sanctions 
associated with the holiness o~ royal o~~ice" can no more be de:fied 
. 2 
than the bond between individuals can be broken. 
More ~estive in tone, however, is the image used by Banquo 
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when he and F1eance go through the court on their way to their chambers 
following the banquet in Duncan's honor. In harmony with the ex-
tinguishing of candles at the close o~ the ceremonious feasting they 
have enjoyed, Banquo describes the starless sky: 
There's husbandry in heaven; 
Their candles are all out. 
(II.i.4-5) 
Banquo reveals a quick imagination in conceiving the heavens, traditional 
symbols- o:f )lenigni ty and grace, as too thrifty to burn their candles 
long, and he reveals a gentle but incisive way of thinking and speaking 
in his mildly bUJD.orous metaphor. His gentleness and shrewd observation: 
make him an ef~ective ~oil ~or Macbeth, whom he suddenly meets ready ~or 
the murder. But the figure o~ speech does more than characterize. It 
hints of the death of Duncan, and it touches the theme of good and evil 
1Henri Fluch~re makes this interesting observation on the solil-
l>t[Jl y as a whole: "In the linking o~ the ideas and the images all 
through the soliloquy, there is something ornate in the Baroque movement, 
a rqah.o~ concepts and metaphors, reminiscent of that style at its most 
impure and perhaps its most attractive--an identification, under the 
~everish pressure o~ the mind in travail, o~ pity with its object, 
which gives the passage an extraordinary force. • • • For the time being 
these delirious words, by their insistence on the horror o~ the deed 
that is being plotted, give the victory to the weakening forces o~ 
good." Op. cit., p. 217. 
2D. A. Traversi, An Approach to Shakespeare (New York: Doubleday 
and co., 1956), p. 164. 
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or order and disorder significantly. Since the audience already knows 
the murder will take place, for them the candleless sky is a symbol of 
heaven's disapproval of the deed and of its withdrawal of grace. 
T.he·concept of a ceremonious call to arms or judgment as imaged 
in the word summons or alarm occurs forcefully in metaphor in the same 
scene. Banquo follows his observation on the darkness of the night 
with the explanation that nA heavy summons lies like lead upon me,/And 
yet I would not sleep.u (II.i.6-7) The "summonsu to sleep here is 
dramatically important, for Macbeth would indeed have him sound asleep 
with the none half-world." Equa-lly effective is an echo of that word 
at the close of'the scene when Macbeth prays the sleeping Duncan not 
to hear the bell that summons him "to heaven or to helln (II.i.63-64). 
The horror of the deed is magnified by the image of the sacring bell 
traditionally rung as a summons to holy ceremonies. T.histleton~Dyer 
suggests that the sacring bell is :wng in the Roman church "to give 
notice tb,at the •:nost•" isapproaching, and that it is now called 
uSanctus bell," from the priest's pronouncement of "Sanctus, Sanctus, 
Sanctus Dominus Deus Sabaoth."1 The irony of the Inverness host's 
approaching his guest with a sword ~ets the metaphysical implications of 
the image of a sacring bell and holy ceremonies in nightmare and dia-
bolical relief. 
In his eloquent address to the visionary dagger that ushers him 
to his victim, Macbeth reveals by means of two figures of speech drawn 
from ceremony how completely absorbed his mind is in the pomp of 
1T. F. Thistleton-Dyer, Folk-lore in Shakespeare (New York: 
Harper and Bros., 1884), p. 522. 
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sovereignty and in the horror of attaining it wrongly. Royal images are 
ever in Macbeth's consciousness stimulating his imagination and coloring 
his language. This time the imagery recalls, not the whiffler at the 
head of a processional, but the marshall leading it.1 Observing the 
visionary dagger intently., Macbeth observes, "Thou marshall' st me the way 
that I was going,11 (II.i.42). The irony of associating the marshall 1 s 
sword or staff, ·which honors a king, with a dagger, which now is to kill 
Duncan, is subtle and effective; for an identification of the desired end and 
the violent means to attain it in one brilliant metaphor, consonant in 
moOd with other images in the passage, evokes terror of a very singular 
nature. Moreover, by uniting in one image the beauty and order of king-
ship, as symbolized in the implied processional, and the sacrilege of 
profaning that order by crime, Shakespeare makes both good and evil 
appear to be leading Macbeth to the deed. The metaphor therefore is of 
a piece with the complex interweaving of good and evil in the play. 
But one cannot look at this image in isolation. Its full force 
comes when Shakespeare uses a succession of images to convey Macbeth's 
sensitivity to the hideous nature of his deed and to the disorder that 
the deed represents: 
Now witchcraft celebrates 
Pale Hecate's offerings; and wither'd murther, 
Alarm'd b.Y his sentinel, the wolf, 
Whose howl's his watch, thus with his stealthy pace, 
With Tarquin's ravishing strides, towards his design 
Moves.like a ghost. 
(II.i.Sl-56) 
In this context of a witches' ceremonial, "wither'd murthern. is Macbeth 
l . 
M1ss Alice Venezky calls attention to the association with the 
Marshall. Op. cit., p. 174. 
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moVing toward his design, death approaching the chamber o~ Duncan, and 
King Duncan lying dead. Hence Macbeth is both the slayer and the slain. 
And, by identification with the death symbol of the wolf in whose world 
o~ time he now moves, Macbeth, as if in harmony with the world of nature, 
is a beast striding stealthily toward its victim. But also, as i~ out 
of harmony with the world o:f man, he is ~a -murdering Tarquin. Here Shakes-
peare achieves an unearthly terror by li~ting the unceremonious act of 
a beastly prowl to the level of kingly ceremony in the image of the last 
king of early Rome and in the rhythms of slow dignity. 
Following the murder, when Macbeth's imagination soars to its 
highest pitch, several figures of speech originating in ceremony enrich 
the poetry and give poignancy to his sense of loss and ~solation. Re-
flec~ing on his deed and accompanying losses, he metaphorically fuses 
the restorative power o~ sleep with the coronation tradition of anointing 
l 
a king With holy oil, a sacred balm. But not the sovereign's rite alone 
1In this scene the language in another passage evokes some sugges-
tions _of the anointing ceremonial. Compare, for example, nGo carry 
them and smear/The sleepy grooms with blood" (II.ii.49-50) with the 
original meaning of the term signifying sacred oil and with-the origin of 
the custom of sacred anointing: "The primary meaning of mashah, in Reb, 
which is borne out by the Arab., seems to have been to 'daub• or 
•smear'." And the custom of sacred anointing may have had its origin 
"in the very ancient custom of smearing the sacred fat on the altar.n 
See "Anointing,u The International Standard Bible Encyclopaedia (Grand 
Rapids: William B. Eerdmans Publishing eo., 1955), I, 138. 
One should note, too, that the following passages in scene ii 
may carry ceremonial interpretation. Cf. Luke 7 :44, 46 and 48 in which 
the washing ceremonial appears as a symbol of hospitality and honor and, 
also, as a symbol of the remission of sins: 
"Go get some water/And wash this filthy witness from your hand." 
(II.ii.46-47) 
uWill all great Neptune's ocean wash this blood/Clean from my hands?" 
(II.ii.60-6l) 
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comes to his mind. Feasts and banqueting, enjoyed only a £ew hours be£ore 
in dutiful homage and allegiance to the King, and still lingering in his 
mind, also appear as symbols of restoration. Somehow the genial £estivity 
o£ the evening, climaxed by Duncan's repose in .,measureless content,n 
calls forth the vivid image o£ sleep as the nchie£ nourisheru of "life's 
feast" and as the revitalizing "second course," alternating with the day-
time course, of ugrea't- nature. nl To the crime-stained Macbeth, sleep- is a 
Balm o:f hurt minds , great nat'ilre' s second course, 
Chief nourisher ot life's feast. 
(II.ii.39-40) 2 
Anguish has already given him a glimpse of the meaning of the healing 
balm of sleep. The tragedy is that in a misdirected and unavailing 
seeking of the royal balm he has lost balm as sweet as sleep. Levin 
SchUcking pointedly suggests that Macbeth uis brutal enough to murder 
his croWned guest, but retains notwithstanding the nobility of spirit--
or superstitious fear of £ate?--to feel the disgracefulness o£ assassinating 
"A little water clears us of this deed.n (II.ii.67) 
"I entered into thine house, thou gavest me no water for my 
feet : but she hath washed my feet with tears , and wiped 
them with th~ hairs of her head.n (44) 
"My head with oil thou didst not anoint: but this woman 
hath anointed my :feet with ointment." (46) 
nAnd he said unto her, Thy sins are forgiven." (48) 
Later the figure in "Unsa£e the while, that we/Must lave our honours in 
these flattering streams/And make our faces vizards to our hearts,/.Dis-
guising what they are1' (III.ii.32-35) suggests, as Professor Kittredge 
points out, that they must wash the honours they 11have in str~ams of 
flattery to keep them clean." Op. cit. , pp. 929-930. 
1G. R. Elliott, Dramatic Providence in uMacbeth" (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 1958), p. 88. 
2"Pudding appears anciently to have be~n the first course at dinner, 
the joint or roast being the 'secondt-the piece~ r'sistance.n See 
William Shakespeare, Macbeth, ed. Kenneth Muir (Cambridge: Harvard Univer-
sity Press, 1957), p. 56. 
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his victim in his sleep so deeply as to become possessed o~ the idea of 
having incurred the punishment of eternal insomnia.ul Indeed, festival 
and ceremonial imagery gives sensitive portrayal of division within 
Macbeth. 
In the next scene, ce~emonial imagery again pictures the dis-
ruptionumabosed by crime against the royal symbol. Whereas the ~ormer 
scene showed the devastating effects in the individual, this one shows the 
general anarchy in society. Macd~~ bursts from Duncan's chamber with 
news of the murder: 
Con~usion now hath made hi~ masterpiece! 
Most sacrilegious murther hath broke ope 
The Lord's anointed temple and stole thence 
The life o• ·:-t-h-' building! 
(II.iii.71-74) 
Here allusions to religious ceremonies of anointing the temple and ~ts 
representatives unite with those of secular ceremonials in coronations 
and occasions of hospitality to vivify the sin of regioide.2 In 
likening the sacred body of the King to the "Lord•s anointed temple,u 
1I.evin L. SchUcking, The Baroque Character of the Elizabethan 
Tragic Hero (London: Humphrey Milford, 1938), pp .. 21-22. 
2T.ne custom of anointing uwas observed in canaan long before the 
Hebrew conquest, and accordingly,.Weinl (Stade's Zeitschrift, XVIII, 50 ff.) 
holds that, as the use of oil for general purposes in Israel was an agri-
cultural custom borrowed from the Canaanites, so the anointing with sacred 
oil was an outgrowth from its regular use for toilet purposes •••• The 
most significant uses of mishah, however, are found in its application, 
not to sacred things, but to certain sacred persons. The oldest and most 
sacred of these, it would seem, was the anointing of the king, by pouring 
oil upon his head at his coronation, a ceremony regarded as sacred from the 
earliest times, and observed religiouslyt not in Israel only, but in Egypt 
and elsewhere •••• Among the Hebrews it was believed not only that it 
~ffected a transference to the anointed one of something of the holiness 
and virtue of the deity in whose name and by whose representative the rite 
was performed, but also that it imparted a special endowment of the spirit 
of Jeh (C:f. IS 16 13; Isa 61 1)." See The International Standard Bible 
Enoyolopaedia,-op. cit.:-P. 138. 
.. ·.·?~.-:>. 
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Shakespeare brings Biblical allusions to bear on the sanctity of the 
royal office and to support the spiritual foundations upon which society 
rests. It is a compact, metaphysically weighted metaphor. That Mac-
duff utters it is noteworthy, for he becomes the one who makes the final 
blow for a righting of the disorder brought into being by Macbeth•s com-
mission of sacrilege. 
When, then, the bell rings to rouse the household to hear the 
news of the King•s murder, Lady Macbeth hastens into the midst of 
horror-stricken guests, asking 
What's the business, 
That such a hideous trumpet· calls to parley 
~e sleepers of the house? Speak, speak: 
(II., iii • 86-88) 
Here the ceremony of a trumpet's call supplies an arresting metaphor. 
Though Lady Macbeth didn't hear Macduff's call to see the "great doom's 
image," she conveys the terror of the moment in the figure nhideous 
trumpet,n for it connotes a call to eternal judgment and doom. As such 
it makes reality of Macbeth's earlier fears that Duncan's virtues would 
"plead like angels, trumpet-tongu'd against/The deep damnation of his 
taking-offu (I.vii.l9-20). 
·Heraldry, too, provides a forceful image to suggest ceremony 
and honor and hence to accentuate the horror of the crime. Lennox, 
believing the bloody grooms have connni tted the deed, says, uTheir hands 
and faces were all badg'd with blood" (Il.iii.l07). Badg'd, referring 
to badges or cognizances worn by retainers of great houses, is a vivid 
identification of a coat-of-arms and stains of blood, of crime against 
a royal house. 
To emphasize further the horror of such a crime, Shakespeare uses 
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a metaphor ~rom nature to connote the uni~ersal disorder brought by a 
crime which not e~en the m9ltitudinous seas can hide and which has had, 
it seems to obser~ers the next day, reverberations in a disorder o~ nature. 
Disorder in the moral and ci~il world grows ~i~id when Shakespeare paral-
lels it with disturbances in nature and draws imagery ~rom the ceremonial 
o~ burial to en~orce the a~ulness o~ it. Ha~ing indicated that a pheno-
menal break in the order o~ nature has taken place with the "strangling 
o~ the tra~eling lamp" by darkness in the h<>urs o~ daylight, Ross, in 
conversation with the Old Man on the day after the murder, asks, 
Is't night's predominance, or the day's shame, 
That darkness does the face of earth entomb 
When living light should kiss it? 
(II.iv.S-10) 
Portrayal of the sun, traditional symbol of the King, as being strangled 
by darkness accentuates the evil of Macbeth's deed; and portrayal o~ the 
~ace of the earth -- suggesti~e of the people's gloom over misdeeds in 
·the state -- as being entombed by darkness points toward the close of the 
scene when Macduff announces the King has been carried to Colmekill, 
uth~ sacred storehouse of his predecessorsu (II.i~.35), for entombment. 
The re~lsion of good against the crime is unmistakable •. The emphasis 
on death and doomsday in the discovery' scene is aptly shi~ted to stress 
on entombment in the scene prefi·guring burial. Night has o~ercome day, 
and day is ashamed. 
Before long Macbeth, waiting to make final arrangements with the 
murderers o~ Banquo, re£2ects on the state o~ his own- secUrity. True to 
~orm, Macbeth's imagination functions metaphorically ~rom the standpoint 
of ceremony, for he reasons, rrour ~ears in Banquo stick deep; and in his 
royalty of nature/Reigns that which would be ~ear'd" (III.i.49-51). It 
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is kingly dominion that ever haunts the mind of Macbeth; thus, the 
metaphor is characteristically effective. The deterioration of his 
character, however, comes more strongly into focus as he begins to 
justify his fears and the coming act of murder. If all the witches• 
prophecies will come into fulfillment, it is for the issue of Banquo 
he has defiled his mind, murdered the gracious Duncan, and "Put ran-
cours in the vessel of my peace/Only for them, and mine eternal jewel/ 
Given to the common enemy of mann (III.i.67-69). The ceremonial images 
give startling vividness to his thought and emotion. The metaphor of 
malignant enmity or poison in his sacramental·cup vivifies his loss of 
1 peace with God, man, and self. The Eucharistic symbol brings Mac-
beth's growing isolation into focus and sustains the pervading meta-
physical implications in the play. The image of having given his soul, 
his "eternal jewel," to Lucifer recalls the gift of a precious diamond 
the King gave to Banquo to deliver to Lady Macbeth on the evening of 
the murder and simultaneously evokes images of the royal diadem he wears 
in his crown. T.hus the jewel image sets Macbeth in contrast to Duncan, 
and Banquo, all at once. Moreover, the rich ceremonial connotations in 
the metaphors carry such emotional force that they awaken pity for 
Macbeth at the same time that his arrangements for murdering Banquo 
lT.his interpretation combines that of Professor Kittredge 
and Kenneth Muir. Professor Kittredge states, "Rancour is the 
strongest possible word for •malignant enmity.' The figure is of 
a vessel full of some wholesome liquid (like milk) into which poison 
has been poured. Cf. the •poisoned chalice' (i,7,11) and 'the milk 
of human kindness' (i.5.18)." Op. cit., p. 926. In his note on 
line 66, Kenneth Muir has "M ••• peace] Wilson compares ~· xi.6 
and Isa. li.l7. Grierson suggests the image is drawn from the sacra-
-'' mental cup. Op. cit., p. 78. 
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withdraw sympathy for him. Hence, the complexity of texture, richly 
imaginative as it is, conveys with simple force Macbeth's clear seeing 
of the meaning of perdition •. For that reason he yet retains some 
nobility. 
How deep the darkness of Macbeth's world grows before he has 
Banquo murdered comes into expression when Macbeth cautiously warns 
Lady Macbeth that 
Ere the bat hath flown 
His cloister'd flight, ere to black Hecate•s summons 
The shard-borne beetle with his drowsy hum 
Hath rung night's yawning peal, there shall be done 
A deed of dreadful note. 
(IIl.ii.40-44) 
Here Macbeth's imagination seizes ceremonial symbols to picture the fall 
of night, Macbeth's own descent into darkness. It is a sensitive con-
fession. The dreaded peal of night gathers into its moving content echoes 
of the bell which once invited Macbeth to murder his King, the chime of 
a cloister bell calling worshippers to prayer, and the clear tones of a 
curfew announcing night and rest. Ironically, within these mingled sounds 
we hear the shard-borne beetle's drowsy hum calling a King to slay his 
subject. In the touch of red on the beetle's wings is the symbol of 
blood; in its drowsy hum, the symbol of Macbeth's dulled sensibilities. 
Occasionally unceremonious images in the language of the rebels 
provide a contrast for the more imaginative and metaphysically weighted 
utterance of Macbeth. Then the forthright tone in the dialogue of the 
rebels supports the strength of their resolution and action. For example, 
in the consolidation scene, Macduff, in speaking to Malcolm, who urges 
desolate shade and weeping, unceremoniously recommends: 
Let us rather 
Hold fast the mortal sword and, like good men, 
Bestride our downfall'n birthdom. Each new morn 
New widows howl, new orphans cry, new sorrows 
Str~ke heaven on the face, that it resounds 
As if ~t felt with Scotland and yell'd out 
Like syllable of dolour. 
(IV.,iii.2-8) 
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And Angus, after Caithness has reported t}lat Macbeth fortifies Dunsinane, 
summarizes the outcome of Macbeth's ambition to Caithness, Lennox, 
Menteith, and others, so pointedly, especially _in the final metaphor, 
that one must conclude kingship is dead already. 
Now does he feel 
His secret murthers sticking on his hands. 
Now minutely revolts upbraid his faith-breach. 
Those he commands move only in command, 
Nothing in love. Now does he feel his title 
Hang loose about him, like a giant's robe 
Upon a dwarfish thief. 
(V.ii.l6-22) 
Bereft of ceremony Macbeth appears foredoomed to fall; the kingly sway 
is gone; his fears of Banquo that stuck so deep now stick on his own 
blood-stained hands; revolts upbraid his desires nto be safely thus; 11 
he wields a barren sceptre; and honors, like the robes he sought and 
gained, "cleave not to their mold; 11 only a dwarfish thief remains in 
whom, as Menteith says, "all that is within him does condemn/Itself 
for being there.n And without regret we look for the ceremony o:f dutiful 
obedience "where 'tis truly ow'd." But since, as plot and imagery also 
show, in their "industrious soldiership" the rebels "dew the sovereign 
glow and down the weedsn without the keen sensibilities of him who keenly 
feels the suffering he inflicts, they never win enough sympathy to over-
shadow the pity and fear awakened for Macbeth. One hears his despairing 
voice above their alarms and sees the solemn pageant of our days move by 
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him like little flickering candles in an endless file, to "the crack of 
doom," it seems, and hears the absurdity of the ceremony as he sees it: 
And all our yesterdays have lighted fools 
The way to dusty death. Out, out, brief candle! 
Life's but a walking shadow, 
(V. v .22-24) 
or a vain tale unceremoniously told by an idiot, ufull of sound and 
fury." All his ceremony gone, the ugolden round" and festal splendor, 
only alarms and fury remain for his one last resolute stand. 
And when BirnamWood has moved to Dunsinane, Macduff calls for 
battle in language rich with ceremonial metaphor: 
Make all our trumpets speak, give them all breath, 
Those clamOl"P.tltSt harbingers of blood and death. 
(V.vi.9-lO) 
Again the ceremony of a summons symbolically becomes a call to judgment; 
trumpets of war are now the joyful harbingers of a king 1s coming. "My 
voice is in my sword, u avers Macduff. Macbeth, seeing still with 
ceremony-tinted eyes, replies, "Let fall thy blade on vulnerable crests" 
(V.viii.ll). His ceremonious language gives him kingly dignity even to 
the last. Refusing obeisance to another, he resolves, 111 will not 
yield,/To kiss the ground before· young Malcolm's feet~ (V.viii.27-28). 
The metaphor defies false ceremony, Imaging even furious defiance cere-
moniously enacted, he calls the challenge: "Before my body/! throw my 
warlike shield. Lay on, Macduff~/And damntd be him that first cries 
'Hold, enough'" (V.viii.32-34). Shortly dauntless Malcolm, ucompass'd" 
with his kingdom's pearls shouting "Hail, King of Scotland!", is a final 
contrast to Macbeth's lonely head upon a "pole." The contrast bears on 
kingship with significance mainly through the metaphor of ttkingdom's 
pearl,u the purest jewel in a crown. Set against the image of "the 
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snares of watchful tyranny" that Macbeth imposed, the metaphor grace-
fully resolves the tragic tension. The jewelled crown of Macbeth's most 
"dark and deep desires" is ironically lost to one of valiant followers 
intent on noble service to a rightful lord and heir. 
Ceremonial metaphors, then, reflect a harmony between language 
and the themes of sovereignty, consecration, and grace. They reflect the 
horror of disorder in the orders of nature, man, and the state. On the 
one hand, they uphold the beauty of duty, loyalty, and goodness; on the 
other, they show the anguish and terror of defilement, of crime against 
a royal house, and of damnation. They evoke contemplation on the complex 
nature of good and evil and on the power of man to feel deeply and suffer 
greatly. Thus, they characterize with clarity and force. Technically 
some metaphors of ceremony help quicken the pace and forecast action. 
In addition, the fitness of their imagery and melodies translates sin and 
death and pain into beauty that maintains an "overbalance of pleasure.u 
By magic arts and prayers have wives oft bound 
Their husbands. I have made the winter groves 
Grow green, the hurtling thunderbolt stand still, 
Have made the dry earth glad; the rocks gave place, 
·t,ij]e g?l·t~§ o:f hell :flew back, the dead stood still , 
The gods infernal spoke at my command, 
The dog of hell was silent, midnight saw 
The sun, and day was overwhelmed in night, 
The earth and sea, the sky and Tartarus , 
Obeyed me, nothing kept its ancient seat 
Before my incantations • • • 
(Seneca: Hercules on Oeta.:II.ii.53-64) 
CHAPT.ER III 
"But Wherefore could not I pronounce tAmen•?n 
Ceremonial of Prayer 
1 
Shakespeare made skillful use of the ceremony of prayer in his 
tragedies. Sensitive to the needs of a situation, he used the evocative 
powers of a prayerful utterance to help establish atmosphere; he let 
its deeply moving quality reinforce tragic emotion and increase tension; 
and he used the total experience o:f prayer, together with its varied 
forms, to help develop charac~er and unfold themes. 
Traditionally linked as prayer is to ~eremonial observances in 
the home, church, and state, Shakespeare found it a particularly effective 
device for supporting the theme of order and emphasizing disorder in his 
tragedies. Its effectiveness in this respect is strongly related to four 
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of its own characteristics as a device; ritual formula, universality, 
closeness to the inviolable and sacrosanct in human experience, and recog-
nition of governing agencies beyond the power of man. Through these 
elements prayer in drama, as in life, readily creates a 'f?ond of uni.on 
between individuals and, in turn, between them and the supernatural to 
the effect that, voiced, it becomes an emblem of stability for an individual 
seeking to secure himself or his cause in an everchanging world. Hence, 
when by means of prayer, a disintegrating character in a play reveals 
himself to be aware of a related universe, he achieves in the eyes of 
the audience a dignity that evinces sympathy. Macbeth may be a case in 
point though his prayers are few and none to God unless we signify as 
prayer the leave-taking "God be with you,u which Macbeth gives to the 
Queen, Lords, and Attendants after inviting Banquo to supper. Equally 
importa~t, when a character, good or evil, relates man's activities to 
the celestial or infernal world by means of a supplication, he extends the 
scope of vision withiD:aaia,y and so quickens the imagination of spectators 
that the dignity of creation and the wider dimensions of mystical ex-
perience become real to them. Prayers in the tragedies have some of this 
power. And this quickening is an important factor, for the tragedies 
raise metaphysical questions of profoundest implications in a concern for 
order. 
To inform our study of the ceremonial of prayer in Macbeth, let 
us first look briefly at the kinds of supplications Shakespeare used in 
the plays as a whole, the varied functions they have, and their relation-
ship to the Elizabethan concept of world order. Then let us study the 
ways prayers illuminate Macbeth. 
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Prayer, as evidenced in the plays, is communion, direct and 
personal, with powers outside man, both Christian and pagan. For the 
most part, it is a spontaneous expression rising out of distress, or 
what Hamlet would call a deep perturbation of spirit. Less often it 
originates in joy and contentment, occasionally in the merry spil"it of 
comedy. Whatever its source, a prayer is as passionate and intense, 
despairing and spent, meditati-ve and resigned, violently d~fiant, or humbly 
penitent as a scene demands. In supplicating cries of human woe, :for-
malistic interjections, and reasoned petitions, characters protest, com-
plaint intercede, praise, blame, bless, and curse. They inquire, yearn, 
threaten, even scoff and blaspheme. And when so inclined they cajole 
and conjure. That is to say, supplications vary richly in form and con-
tent.1 
Most prayers are petitions. Supplicants seek· divine care, for-
giveness, and deliverance :from misfortune, and they plead :for the welfare 
or destruction of others. Also, countless brief prayers, conventionalized 
1
"Raich calls Shakespeare 'the poet o:f prayer• and draws atten-
tion to the manifold forms in which he alludes to praying-- 1 absolutely in 
the spirit of the Catholic Church': morning and evening prayer (Merry Wives 
of Windsor, ii.2.103; Much Ado about Nothing, ii.1.30), thanksgiving at 
table (Measure for Measure, i.2.15), remembrance o:f others in one•s prayers 
(Two Gentlemen o:f Verona, i.l.l7; Hamlet, iii.l.l89; The Tempest, iii.l.35), 
prayers for someone· about to depart on a journey (All 1 s Well that Ends 
Well, i.l.78), orisons thrice daily (eymbeline, 1.3.31), prayers for the 
dead (Cymbeline, iv.2.288), prayer for prevenient grace and pardon :for 
past sins (Hamlet, iii.3.48f:f.), and so on. Particularly interesting is 
Portia's motivation of her intended departure from Belmont: 
I have toward heaven breath'd a secret vow 
To live in prayer and contemplation. • • 
There is a monastery two miles off, 
And there we will abide. 
(Merchant of Venice, iii.4.27f:f.)" 
H. Mutschmann and K. Wentersdorf, Shakespeare and Catholicism (New York: 
Sheed and Ward, 1952), p. 231. 
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by custom, are forms of exclamatory comment or expressions of ceremonial 
courtesy and good will. others, long and short, are words of thanks-
giving, adoration and persuasion. 
Petitions that externalize the yearnings of man for divine care 
and fulfilled needs are multi-varied. ln them characters seek both 
shelter and nourishment, a shield against danger, and protection of life, 
property, and loved ones. They earnestly repent their sins and entreat 
the heavens to bear witness for them. They ask hearts to break, tongues 
to be silent, sides to cleave. They call upon sleep to dwell upon eyes, 
climbing sorrow to come do\vn, downy windows to close. They implore fortune 
to smile, fate to come into the lists, and Nature to yield even one poor 
root. They would have swords be direct, venom do its work, and Egypt melt 
into the Nile. One invokes the sun to rise and kill the envious moon; 
another beseeches the stars to hide their fires, while still another urges 
thunder to "strike flat the thick rotundity O' th • world. u Antony, who 
quarter•d the world and made cities grow on the great sea, would have 
grace grow where tears of faithful servants fell. Charmian, sorrowing 
over the death of her mistress, a "most dear Queen," prays that "golden 
Phoebus never be beheld/~ eyes again so royal!" Many o:f these are 
deeply moving, some profound. 
Petitions of blessing, intercession, and vengeance have an end-
less variety. Blessings can be simple variants of u'l'he gods reward your 
kindness 11 (:King Lear. III.vi.6), stronger entreaties like "The gods to 
·their dear shelter take thee, maid/That justly think'st and hast most 
rightly saidu (:King Lear .. 1.1.185-186), or a subtle blend of comedy 
and tragedy. \Vhen Edgar sees his blinded father on the heath, the 
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repetition of a blessing -- "Bless thee, master ••• Bless thy sweet 
eyes, they bleed ••• Bless thee, good man's son ••• So, bless thee, 
master!" (IV.i.39,54,58,64) -- weaves tragedy into comedy skillfUlly 
and poignantly by having a sane Tom's real feeling of sympathy inter-
rupt a mad Tom's talk of five :foul fiends. Integrally a part of relaxing 
tensions in a painfully disrupted Britain, Edgar's prayers of blessing 
awaken both laughter and pity. Thus, prayers of good will are both 
simple and complex in emotion. 
Intercessions, like blessings, have a gracious emotional quality 
in turning attention mainly to others, but in them lies more tension. 
Ophelia's cry "o, help him you sweet heavensu (Hamlet. III.i.l38) re-
veals her sorrow, but it keeps the focus on Hamlet. An intercession, 
more expository and full of tension, is Rivers' on his way to execution 
with ·Gr.e:r. and Vaughan: no, remember, God,/To hear her prayers for them, 
as now for us!/And for my sister and her princely sons,!Be satisfied, 
dear God, with our true blood,/Which, as thou know'st unjustly must be 
spiltn (Richard III. III.iii.l9-23).1 
Still more dramatic, however, are explosive petitions calling 
:for the destruction of others. CUrses are ~equent. They range :from 
the brief exclamations "The devil take thy sou~}' (Hamlet. V.i.28l) and 
"The most infectious pestilence upon thee" (Antony and Cleopatra. II.v.6l) 
to Timon's curses, "epics of hatred, unrestrained, limitless, wild."2 
So forceful. and so universal are the latter in the objects they embrace 
1shakespeare, The Works of William Shakespeare, The Shakespeare 
Head Press Edition, op. cit. All quotations from Richard III have been 
taken :from this ed~tion. 
2G. Wilson Knight, The Wheel of Fire (London: Methuen and co., 
1949), p. 221. 
that they lift the love-hate theme into moving majesty in indictment 
after indictment of the 11whole cosmic mechanism.n Most of the pleas 
for destruction in the plays are less violent and less grand than 
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Timon's, but they nevertheless represent strong revulsion. Between the 
two extremes cited are Lear's release of titanic fury against his daughters, 
petitions which manifest the division between parent and child and within 
the father-King. Against Goneril , Lear exclaims , 
All the stor'd vengeances of heaven fall 
On her ingrateful top! Strike her young bones, 
You taking airs , with lameness! 
. . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . -
You nimble lightnings, dart your blinding flames 
Into her scornful eyes! Infect her beauty, 
You fen-suck 1 d fogs, drawn by the powt rful sun, 
To fall and blast her pride! 
(II.iv.l64-166, 167-170) 
.Anne's curse on Richard III is not far removed in passion. In Machiavellian 
key, she petitions, 
Either heaven with lightning strike the murderer dead; 
Or, earth, gape open Wide, and eat him quick, 
As thou dost swallow up this good king's blood, 
Which his hell-govern' d arm hath butchered!~' 
(Richard III. I.ii.64-67) 
Sometimes, too, Shakespeare uses the petition of vengeance to achieve 
delightful humor.. Disgruntled Cali ban • s curse on Prospero is such a one: 
As wicked dew as e•er my mother brush'd 
With raven's feather from unwholesome fen 
Drop on you both! A south-west blow on ye 
And blister you all o'er! · 
(Tempest. I.ii.321-324) 
Numberless petitions, ·representative of ceremonial courtesy, are 
conventionally and formally brief. From "Heaven preserve you·" (Romeo and 
Juliet. I.ii.72) to variants of such courtly greetings as uGod save your 
Majesty" (Richard II .. II.ii.41), uGod save the King11 (Richard II. IV.i.l72), 
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and uGod b' w• you, ~rinces all" (Hepry V. IV.iii.G) range conventionalized 
petitions that support ceremonial tone. Others, longer and more obviously 
taken from particular rituals, embody the kind of ceremonious formality 
found in the petition of the Marshall at the lists of Coventry: "Speak 
truly on thy knighthood and thy oath,/As so defend thee heaven and thy 
valour" (Richard II. I.iii.l4-l5) and in the response 11And as I truly 
fight, defend me heaven" (Richard II. I.iii.25,4l). Like the ceremonial 
prayer of the unking'd Richard in the abdication scene, they may symbolize 
royal fealty: 
God pardon all oaths that are broke to me! 
God keep all vows unbroke that swear to thee! 
Make me, that nothing have, with nothing griev'd; 
And thou with all pleas'd, that ~ast all achiev'd! 
Long mayst thou live in Richard's seat to sit, 
And soon lie Richard in an earthy pit! 
God save King Harry, unking • d Richard says , 
And send him many years of sunshine days! 
(IV .i.2l4-22l) 
But simpler ceremonial petitions deriving from daily customs in the 
home occur as well. Grace before feasting is an interesting example. 
Allusions to grace, however, are more frequent than examples.of it, In 
Timon of Athens, Shakespeare turns such a custom to good use at the great 
banquet in Timonts house to point up the faithlessness Of man. The cynic 
Apemantus, grieving that so many men will ndip their meat" in Timon's 
blood (I.ii.4l) and foreseeing clearly the fate in store for the generous 
host, gives grace, observing, "Feasts are too proud to give thanks to the 
gods": 
Immortal gods, I crave no pelf; 
I pray for no man but myself~ 
Grant I may never prove so fond, 
To trust man on his oath or bond; 
Or a harlot, for her weeping, 
Or a dog that seems a-sleeping, 
Or a keeper with my freedom, 
Or my friends, if I should need 'em. 
Amen. So fall to tt: 
Rich men sin, and I eat root. 
(I.ii.Sl-71)1 
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Prayers of gratitude, which happily acknowledge the help of God 
in affliction, appear less frequently although characters again and 
again uphold gratitude as a virtue, as for instance in Twelfth Night 
when Viola tells Antonio, ttl hate ingratitude more in a man/Than lying, 
vainness, babbling, drunkenness/Or any taint of vice whose strong cor-
ruption/Inhabits our frail blood" (III.iv.387-391). In the rise and fall 
of conflict in a play Shakespeare first needs supplications which register 
the suspense and tension of the unresolved, then those which have their 
source in emotions born of fulfilled needs and desires. The latter, 
therefore, are less numerous. 
For a like reason, no doubt, prayers of adoration are few. Yet, 
adoration, like gratitude, occasionally·enhances a scene with rare 
lyrical beauty. Romeo's invocation to the sun in the balcony scene evokes 
a mood of lyrical grace and dignity that is sustained throughout the 
interview. A moment later, while still unseen, Romeo identifies Juliet 
with an angel in a ceremonial of adoration that draws its tone and imagery 
from prayer to a heavenly being. In prayerful mood and method, the poet 
achieves expressiveness of high order. The action stands while Romeo 
adores. In a mold of prayer that exalts both Romeo and Juliet, and hence 
the action, the ceremonial of adoration here so touches the emotion of 
1All quotations taken from Timon of Athens come from William 
Shakespeare, Timon of Athens, ed. H. J. Oliver (Cambridge; Harvard Univer-
sity Press, 1959). 
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love, now basic to the conflict in the play, that it brings the leading 
characters into an idealistic perspective. 
Pra~ers of persuasion are a part of b~th exposition and plot, 
for they aim to influence the purpose of the gods through promises or 
through records of good deeds. A brief petition may precede and follow 
the prayer of persuasion as in the supplication of Henry V before the 
battle of Agincourt. Desirous of victory, Henry offers this self-
justification: 
Not to-day, 0 LOrd, 
o, not to-day, think not upon the fault 
My father made in compassing the crown! 
I Richard's body have interr~d new; 
And on it have bestowed more contrite tears 
Than from it issued forced drops of blood. 
Five hundred poor I have in yearly pay, 
Who twice a day their wither'd hands hold up 
Toward heaven, to pardon blood; and I have built 
Two chantries, where the sad and solemn priests 
·Sing still for Richard's soul. More will I do! 
(IV.i.309-319) 
An opening petition asking courage for his soldiers (306-309) and a 
closing expression of penitence (320-322) have the brevity customary to 
the introduction and close of prayers of persuasion. 
In summary, then, Shakespeare employs prayers as various in form 
and content as those we use daily. The result is a rich infusion of 
human experience touching one of the deepest instincts in man, his will 
to harmony with universal order. 
In viewing this diversity in relation to the situations in which 
prayers appear, one finds Shakespeare can command supplications to any 
"utt'rance of harmony" and use them to npluck out the heart" of any 
., 
mystery, so carefully does he weave them into the patterns of thought 
and action. Sometimes, therefore, supplications ~k a decisive crisis 
in character and action, for Shakespeare was master in the art of welding 
them into the whole superb structure of a play. A few illustrating situa-
tions can reveal this art. \Vhen, for instance, Cleopatra sees the dying 
Antony being borne aloft the monument, she prays "o sun,/Burn the great 
sphere thou mov'st in! Darkling stand/The varying shore o' th' world!" 
(~.xv.9-ll) Here themes of dominion and dissolution bear in so delicately 
and surely on love, loss, and sorrow that, shortly, from a lonely queen, 
admittedly all fire and air, "immortal longingsu and ffa long farewell" 
are in subtlest harmony with the language and mood of this prayer. Then 
on the brink ot darkness she answers the call of Antony from an unvarying 
shore. 
Also, when King Richard II arrives on the coast of Wales and he 
salutes his ttDear earth,u his "gentle earth,11 through tears and smiles, 
asking it not to :feed its sovereign's toe nor with its 11sweets comfort 
his ravenous sense,n his supplication wakens a chord of sympathy tor him 
so disarmingly that we look upon his royal faith in the symbolic power 
of the crown to prevail above insur~ction with more pity and fear than 
disrespect, and we evaluate Richard's sudden "nightn beside Bolingbroke's 
"fair dayn more justly. On the other hand, Claudius• fruitless prayer in 
Act IV, Scene iv of Hamlet, preceded by an indicting self-analysis and 
by an examination of prayer as a means to grace, confirms the villain 
in him so surely that henceforth he commands less of our sympathy and 
Hamlet, who refrained from killing him in the ceremony of prayer, wakens 
an admiration fraught with so much more inqUiry than disappointment that 
we look upon the problem of revenge from a wider perspective when the 
movement of the play begins to turn. The adding of a despairing cry 
of nBelp angels! 11 at the close of homiletic material surrounded by scenes 
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exploding hypocrisy is masterly composition. 
More striking, however, is the ingrafting of the simple cry of 
"God, God, God" from the dying Falstaff into a description evocative 
of serene fields of Elysium. The richness .of imagery, humor, and pathos 
embroidering the loving report of the dying wit, as given to lying and 
thieving as to eating and drinking but as grandiloquently expressive as 
any follower of Henry, touches the prayer so warmly that the supplication 
seems as tender and true as the report. Harold c. Goddard suggests 
Shakespeare points the difference between nGod" on the lips o:f Henry and 
"God" in the heart of Mistress Quickly -- and we might add Falstaff -- by 
placing the report beside the King's condemning and sentencing of three 
conspirato~s to death.1 
Still another beautiful illustration o:f Shakespeare's orchestra-
tion of prayer and action is King Lear's supplication outside the hovel 
on the heath. In a mood o:f reverence, dependence, and trust, he kneels 
to pray in tender awareness of the needs of his fellowmen. The prayer 
registers a change in his inner life from an anguished contending to a 
distinctive spiritual experience of quietness and humble faith. As it 
laarold c. Goddard writes, "Four times in his speech at the end 
of the previous scene, three times within a dozen lines, Henry has re-
ferred to God: (l) praying that God may have mercy on the men to whom he 
is showing no mercy; (2) beggi~g that God may give them true repentance 
and·strength to endure their execution; (3) thanking God for bringing the 
conspiracy to light; and (4) delivering into God's hand his present 
military enperprise •••• The man who invokes God's aid in an unholy 
war of conquest: the woman who does her best to comfort a conscience-
stricken and dying sinner (who has wronged her cruelly) by bidding him not 
to trouble himself with thoughts that she knows can bring him only 
terror! Here it seems as if for once we are close to the heart of 
Shakespeare's own religion, and we remember the words of Jack cade about 
the noble and innocent Lord Say in ll Henry VI: 'He speaks not o' God's 
name. Go, take him· away, I say, and strike off his head presently.•" 
Op. cit., pp. 232-233 •. 
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does so it gives grace to character and lifts the play into a mood of 
reconciliation. 
As a final observation on the kinds and use of prayer in the plays 
as a whole, one may state that brevity and sincerity are characteristic. 
Shakespeare seems to have favored the outlook of Leonine's advice to 
Mariana, u If you require a little space for prayer ,II grant it': pray; but 
be not tedious, for/The gods are ~uick of ear, and I am sworn/To do my 
work with haste" (Pericles. IV.i.68-71). 1 However, since characters often 
and strongly uphold true piety and condemn hypocrisy, it would appear 
that Shakespeare considered insincerity in prayer more unforgivable than 
prolixity. Pleading for the safety of her son, the Duchess of York reflects 
the r~gard felt for genuine supplications throughout the plays. She would 
move King Henry IV with the quality of her petition as opposed to that of 
her husband's: 
We pray with heart and soul and all beside: 
His weary joints would gladly rise, I know; 
OUr knees shall kneel till to the ground they grow. 
His prayers are full of false.hypocrisy; 
Ours of true zeal and deep integrity. 
(Richard II. V.iii.l04-l08) 
More self-righteously perhaps, but similarly, Richmond reflects the power 
of true piety in his oration to his soldiers at Bosworth: "The prayers 
of holy saints and wronged souls,/Like high-reared bulwarks, stand before 
our faces" (Richard III. V.iii.242-243}. On the other hand, Buckingham 
at Salisbury knows the peril of insincerity. He confesses, "That high 
All-Seer which I dallied with/Hath turn'd my feigned prayer on my head,/ 
1shakespeare, The Works of William Shakespeare, The Shakespeare 
Head Press Edition, op. cit. 
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And given in earnest what I begg'd in jestn (Richard III,. V.i.20-22). 
King Claudius, too, saw clearly the folly of petitioning for forgive-
ness while retaining the effects for which he had trespassed. But a 
sharper note is in Twelfth Night in the shrewd Mariats attack on hypocrisy 
when, having urged Sir Toby to get the puritanical Malvolio to pray, she 
adds, "No, I warrant you, he will not hear o:f godliness,. (III.iv.l35). 
The same note is in the Prince's observation of Falstaff: "I see a good 
amendment of life in thee--from praying to purse-taking" ( l Henry IV. 
I.ii.ll5). 
But for some, avoiding "double businessn is not easy. Antony's 
gentle Octavia, ,.the most weak, most weak reconciler" of the two con-
tending npillars o:f the world,u unlocks her dilemma in 
A more unhappy lady, 
I:f this division chance, ne'er stood between, 
Praying :for both parts. 
The good gods will mock me presently 
When I shall pray •o, bless my lord and husband!• 
Undo that prayer by crying out as loud 
'o, bless my brother! ' Husband win, win brother, 
Prays, and destroys the prayer; no midway 
'Twixt these extremes at ali. 
(III.iv.l2-20) 
Finally, Portia summarizes the harmony o:f petition and action when she 
urges, "We do pray :for mercy,/And that same prayer doth teach us all to 
render/The deeds of mercyrr (Merchant of Venice. lV.i.200-202) •. Prayers, 
then, as various as rich in content, can be artistically apt in bringing 
materials in a play into understanding. Let us now observe how the 
Elizabethan world view relates to the ceremonial· of prayer. 
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2 
An Elizabethan audience listening to the prayers in a Shakes-
pearian play doubtless recalled not only classical, medieval, and Bib-
lical exhortations but also a contemporary world view in which striking 
imagery and philosophical implications stimulated the imagination. In 
other words, a spectator responded to invocations to the gods, heavens, 
stars, earth, four elements and the like in reference to the cultural con-
text of his time, a context in which both old and new ideas flourished. A 
brief survey of the contemporary world picture, therefore, is fundamental 
to an awareness of the multiplicity of evocations inherent in the suppli-
1 
·cations. 
Elizabethans inherited their world picture from the Middle Ages. 
In it elements of Christianity, Platonism, Neo-Platonism, Aristotelianism, 
and Stoicism mingle to create a concept of order in three main realms: 
the universal world, the world of created objects, and the social world. 
Man's role in relation to each of these realms is to know and love God. 
That means knowing and contemplating the "wondrous architecture of the 
world; 11 it also means man must know himself and maintain order within 
himself and his social world by means of reason. Only in the perfect 
functioning of each part in the ordered unity of the three~interdependent 
worlds can order be sustained. As Richard Hooker explained, "We see the 
whole world and each part thereof so compacted, that as long as each 
thing pe~ormeth only that work which is natural to it, it thereby 
1The material summarizing the contemporary world view has been 
drawn mainly from two sources: TheOdore Spencer, op. cit., and E. M. W. 
Tillyard, The Elizabethan World Picture (London: Chatto and Windus, 1948). 
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preserveth both other things and itself."1 
Briefly, then, according to the Elizabethan scientific and philo-
sophical concept, the universal world or cosmos is divided into two un-
equal parts: the sublunary and celestial worlds. The sublunary is com-
posed of our world, which has a central position in the universe, and the 
elements of earth, water, air, and fire surrounding that world in the 
order of purity. It is also composed of various combinations of these 
elements in the forms of minerals, plants, animals, and man. Outside the 
sublunary world are celestial spheres of varying circumferences, each 
moving at its own speed from east to west around the earth and producing, 
as they move and touch one another, musical harmonies of great beauty. 
The respective spheres from that one closest to the earth to the one 
closest God -- Moon, Mercury, Venus , Sun, MaX"S , Jupiter, Saturn, and 
Fixed Stars are bounded by and set in motion from east to west by the 
-
Primum Mobile, which makes one revolution every twenty-four hours from 
west to east. In turn, each sphere is governed by an immaterial angelic 
intelligence in much the same way ~hat the human body is governed by the 
soul. Thus, since the Primum Mobile affects the planetary movement and 
the earth, the Primum Mobile affects man as well. And since God sets 
the Primum Mobile in motion, God, who dwells in the Empyrean, located 
outside the highest sphere, affects all beings and things in the 
celestial and sublunary worlds. After the Last Judgment the blest will 
abide with God and the saints in the Empyrean. Hence, whatever being 
or object a charac~er in a play invokes, whether it be God, earth, or 
1Richard Hooker, Laws of Ecclesiastical Polity, I, ix, 1. Quoted 
in Theodore Spencer, op. cit., p. 6. 
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sword, metaphysical implications of an ordered universe governed by God 
are there, and man's close relationship to it and his responsibility in 
view of it are symbolized. 
Moreover, inasmuch as man•s soul in its purity has an immaterial 
affinity with the celestial spheres, which exercise power over him and 
his world below, it is good for man to contemplate the heavens and 
thereby come to an apprehension of his Maker. Prayer is a means by which 
this concept makes itself felt. 
The sublunary world of elements and living creatures also has a 
hierarchical arrangement manifesting order. Ranking from lowest to 
highest in this arrangement are stones, plants, animals, and man with 
angels and God above him. Respectively each represents existence, 
growth, sense, reason, pure intellect, and pure actuality. Man, a link 
between sense and intellect, holds a crucial position, for, being highest 
of the animals and lowest of the intellectual beings, he can fail to 
maintain a balance between sense and.spirit and so fall into bestiality 
rather than rise to universal understanding. 
In view of this concept, Elizabethan playgoers could not but 
be led to contemplate the meaning of a broken world order when they 
heard Hamlet, pierced with sorrow on seeing his mother and uncle lost 
in a world of sense, call upon the angels in several of his prayers, 
or heard Claudius, tormented by sin, call "Help angels,u or listened 
to Horatio tenderly pray that "flights of angels" sing the dying Prince 
to rest. 
But there is yet another area of order: the social world. In 
this area man has his own hierarchy o£ laborers, artificers, citizens, 
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gentlemen, and King, with God in the highest position. As a social being 
man must govern his world with understanding of the laws of Nature, of 
nations, and of communities. He must use reason, intellect, and will to 
support order and to achieve the highest fulfillment as an individual and 
as a member of society. Sir Thomas Elyot states that in the community 
as in the cosmos, "'A public weal is a body living, compact or made of 
sundry estates and degrees of men, which is disposed by the order of 
equity and governed by the rule and mode:t"ation of reason.'"l The prayer 
of King Richard II to the earth (III.ii.6-l2) draws imaginatively and 
philosophically from this context~ as does his p:t"aye:t" 
Awake, thou cowud majesty! thou sleepest. 
Is not the King's name twenty thousand names? 
Arm, arm, my name! A puny subject strikes 
At thy great glory. Look not to the ground, 
Ye favourites of a king. Are we not high? 
High be our thoughts. 
(III.ii.84.;.89) 
And Richard loses because he errs more in his vision of man than in 
his vision of interdependence. 
Finally, all matter is composed of four elements. According to 
the world view, the heaviest and the lowest element is the cold, dry 
earth. Its position is the cente1' of the universe. Enclosing it is 
cold, moist water, and enclosing that is hot, moist air, which, in turn, 
is surrounded by the noblest , purest element , hot and dry fire. Besides 
being precisely arranged in a hieruchy, the elements are mixed in varied 
proportions, are always at variance, and are always in a rtflux of trans-
mutation.u For example, fire and ·water oppose each other but are kept 
from destruction by the circle of air which consists of a balanc~ng 
1
sir Thomas Elyot, The Book Named the Governor, I, i. Quoted in 
Spencer, op. cit., p. 16. 
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proportion of each. Moreover, strife between the elements outside man 
corresponds to their strife within man. Just as only a proper mixture 
of the elements in material objects can insure durability and strength 
in the objects so only a proper mixture in man aen insure health in him 
and thereby in all his endeavors. As often cited, Ulysses in Troilus 
and Cressida gives a vivid explanation of the peril resident in an undue 
mixture: 
• • •••• • •• but when the planets, 
In evil mixture, to disorder wander, 
What plagues, and what portents, what mutiny, 
What raging of the sea, shaking of earth, 
Commotion in the winds, frights, changes, horrors, 
Divert and crack, rend and eracinate 
The unity and married calm of states 
Quite from their fixture! 
(I.iii.94-lOl)l 
When, then, Caesar in Antony and Cleopatra bids farewell to his 
sister with the brief supplication "The elements be kind to thee and 
make/Thy spirits all of comfort!u (III.ii.40-4l) he gives tender ex-
pression to a wish bearing on the grandest of human concepts, universal 
order. The evocation of that concept is important at this moment, for 
Antony, though he gives Caesar verbal good will, is himself aware that 
the "swan•s down..,feather" of the whole empire•s enterprise, will itself 
not long stand "upon the swell of the tide/And neither way" incline. 
Clearly, not without relationship to caesar's supplication, shortly 
Octavia, torn by mixed loyalties, voices the peril of division between 
two of the triumvirate; nwars •twixt you twain would be/As if the world 
should cleave, and that slain men/Should solder up the rift" (III.iv.30-32). 
1Shakespeare, The Works of William Shakespeare, The Shakespeare 
Head Press Edition, op. cit. 
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More dramatic rendering of the four elements in prayer, however, 
is that of King Lear on the heath. The chaos within the world and him is 
made singularly vivid in the context of a harmoniously functioning 
hierarchy; 
Spit, fire! spout, rain! 
Nor rain, wind, thunder, fire are my daughters. 
I tax not you, you elements, with unkindness. 
I never gave you kingdom, call'd you children, 
You owe no subscription. Then let fall 
Your horrible pleasure. Here I stand your slave, 
A poor, infirm, weak, and despis 1-d old man. 
But yet I call you servile ministers, 
That will With two pernicious daughters join 
Your high-engender'd battles 'gainst a head 
So old and white as this! 6! O! 'tis foul! 
(III.ii.l4-25) 
In the same context of sublunary harmony, Timon, for whom now 
"all is oblique" and "nothing level in our cursed natures,.n prays to 
the sun outside his cave in the woods. In contemplation of the 
elements Timon, victim of an "ingrateful and miserly greed that would 
·coin for use the infinity of a great soul's love,"1 reveals his lonely 
loathing of disorder in the world by calling for an infection and dis-
ruption in the vast orchestration of elements below the moon: 
o blessed breeding sun, draw from the earth 
Rotten humidity; below thy sister's orb 
l~eet the air! Twinn 1 d brothers of one womb, 
Whose procreation, residence and birth ., 
Scarce is dividant -- touch them with several fortunes, 
The greater scorns the lesser. Not nature, 
To whom all sores lay siege, can bear great fortune, 
But by contempt of nature. 
(IV.iii.l-8) 
In Antony and Cleopatra, Shakespeare makes subtle use of another 
aspect of the elements, the respeotive order of purity. In the final 
lKnight, The Wheel of Fire, p. 221. 
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scene, the poet all but transfigures Cleopatra, when, following the 
invocation "Husband, I come, .. he uses the elements to symbolize immortal 
grace: ni am :fire and air; my other elements/! give to baser li:fe" 
(V.ii.292-293). The metaphor is as philosophically sound as it is ar-
tistically apt when one remembers it is the function of air and fire, the 
l purer elements, to risel water and earth, the less pure, to go downward. 
Further, when one recalls that man waa uniquely comprehensive 
in containing within himself all qualities of created objects and of 
angels, invocations to the 11dull earth,u representing the microcosm, or 
to the heart, representing the passions and the sensitive in man's 
nature, take on the wider significances to which an Elizabethan responded 
in terms of dependence and order. 
Equally important is a knowledge of the humours, which are not 
I 
without relation to the total view o~ man and his place in the universe 
and which therefore need to be included in a discussion of inter-
dependence. According to the world picture, a man's complexion or tem-
perament is due to the tempering of one humour or its corresponding 
element by another; and also, according to that picture, in man's 
physical being :food is converted into the four humours, each of which 
has its counterpart in the four elements and each o:f which has to exist 
in the right proportion for a man's balanced temperament and health. 
The humours generate the heat necessary :for life and mediate it to the 
body through natural spirits, which in turn, acted on in the heart by 
heat and air :from the lungs, become vital spirits, some of which, carried 
to the brain, become animal spirits. Within this frame o:f thought 
l Tillyard, op. cit.; p. 50. 
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Laertes• seemingly rash invoking of heat to dry up his brains and of 
tears to "burn out the sense of virtueu of his eye when he sees Ophelia 
distracted is as scientifically as dramatically oriented. 
Interdependence, therefore, draws every kind of being or object 
invoked by suppliants into a scientific context which gives realism to 
a prayerful utterance and into a metaphysical context which widens the 
vision. However, the use of Fortune, stars, and angels in invocations 
bears some explanation. 
Prayers to Fortune are as natural as to the stars, for, as 
E. M. Tillyard suggests, though the image used to express the rise and 
fall of happiness may be Fortune's wheel rather than a star which moves 
in a spherical course, the influence of the one or the other is the 
same.1 Both are subject to the governance of God and, to some extent 
at least, to man's free will. Elizabethans used both stars and Fortune 
to explain a pervasive operation of What seems to be external fate in 
the world. Juliet, distraught over Romeo's exile, petitions 11Be fickle, 
Fortune" (III.v.62); Edgar, wishing Albany well in ba~tle, utters 
"Fortune l~ve youn (V.i.46); Kent, having read Cordelia's letter 
announcing aid, prays, uFortune, good night; smile once more, turn thy 
wheel" (II.ii.l80); and Antony's Ambassador upon leaving Caesar after 
having had Caesar's refusal of Antony's request and been commanded to ask 
Cle9patra to rid Egypt of Antony, says to Caesar, "Fortune pursue thee! .. 
(III.xii.25). Yet, one should note that though characters do not often 
direct supplications to Fortune, they readily link Fortune with their 
1Tillyard, op. cit., p. 48. 
fate,. Romeo laments "o, I am fortune's fool" (III.i.l41) and cries 
uThen I defy you, stars" {V,.i.24), but he doesn't pray to Fortune. 
Thus, though the stars and FOrtune may be viewed as either baleful or 
beneficent influences, they are seldom invoked in supplications. 
Shakespeare avoids letting them override a Christian context. Yet, 
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who is to say that the whole panoply of stars and planets, together with 
associations of their relation to man's destiny, was not as significant 
in stirring a spectator's imagination whenever a character addressed the 
11heavensu as it would have been had the stars or planets themselves 
been invoked? When Po~tia bids Brutus farewell with "The heavens speed 
thee in thine enterprise" (II.iv.4l) and Ophelia cries "o,help him, you 
sweet heavensu (III.i.l38) may not the "heavens" have been a symbol 
capable of awakening the imagination of a listener to the wonder of both 
planetary and divine care and hence to the mystery of the whole created 
and universal world? Perhaps :few farewells in the form of prayers have 
more power in their simple beauty to awaken such wonder than that of 
Lepidus to the departing Caesar: "Let all the number of the stars give 
light/To thy fair way!u (Antony and C;t.eopatra. III.ii.65-66) 
Yet one should note that prayers to the stars touch the question 
of the mutability of sublunary things and, hence, like prayers to Fortune 
relate to the changing fate of man. In the ordered scheme of the 
universe, each planet has its own function, each its fluctuating conjunctions 
that produce the unpredictable conditions of harmony and chaos in the world 
of nature and man. However, the moon 1 which Juliet calls "th' inconstant 
moon,/That monthly changes in her circled orbtt is the main promoter of 
change. Thus the Elizabethan belief in the stars is a complex one. On 
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the whole, one may say that, like his predecessor, the Elizabethan 
looked upon the stars as beneficent in themselves intending "the earth's 
fruitfulness" but, with the Fall, celestial bodies were set "against 
each other in their influence on the sublunary universe."1 Though God 
allows the tyranny, the opposing influence can be tempered by God since 
ce~estial bodies are instruments or organs of His divine providence. It 
can also be tempered by man•s own will. 
In the plays invocations to the sun, which in the theory of cor-
respondences has highest place in the hierarchy of objects, are the most 
prominent, but invocations to other celestial bodies are as effective 
in their place. Bence, with stars allied to the changing fortunes of 
man, Macbeth's prayer that they hide their fires lest their light see 
his "black and deep desiresu relates significantly to the cosmological 
philOsophy of order and to his fear for a change of fortune should he en-
act his contemplated fall from order. But prayers to these "uncountable 
glorious bodies set in the firmament" 2 also serve an aesthetic purpose in 
the plays. Just as they adorn the heavens, so they bring spl~ndor to a 
supplication in evoking images of their ,.eminent beauty and magnitude.u 
Invocations to angels in Shakespeare's plays relate closely to 
the prevailing world view as well as to a rich tradition. Elizabethans 
had inherited a rich store of knowledge about angels. In the Elizabethan 
World Picture Tillyard asserts that Elizabethans retained the main body 
of medieval beliefs about angels but "omitted or confused many details. 113 
l Tillyard, op. cit., p. 50, 
2Sir Walter Raleigh, His~ory of the World. Quoted in Tillyard, 
op. cit., p. 51. 
3 Tillyard, op. cit., p. 36. 
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They believed angels had existence as pure intellectuality, had free 
will, and could comprehend God without figure or symbol. They classi-
fied these 'huge mighty and royal armies,• 1 perfect in obedience to the 
law of the Highest, neatly into three main orders from high to low in 
rank respectively: first, the contemplative Seraphs, Cherubs, and Thrones; 
second, the more active Dominations, Virtues, and Powers; and third, 
the very active Principalities, Archangels, and Angels. The angels 
lowest in rank were thought of as messengers of God and intermediaries 
between the heavenly hierarchy and man, as well as guardians of man. 
As Hooker explains, uDesire to resemble him (God] in goodness maketh 
them unweariable and even insatiable in their longing to do by all means 
all manner good unto all the creatures of God, but especially unto the 
children of men."2 Thus, Shakespeare's use of prayers to angels, es-
pecially in the plea nAngels and ministers of grace defend usn (I.iv.39) 
when Hamlet first sees the ghost on the platform and in his entreaty 
"Save me and hover o'er me with your wings,/You heavenly guardsn (III. 
iv.l03-104) when he sees it in his interview with his mother, suggests 
the suppliant•s closeness to active good and the service of good in his 
behalf., 
It is important to note als? that the nine orders, as Tillyard 
explains, mattered greatly from a philosophical and mystical standpoint, 
first because the "triple-divisions echoed Trinity, second because they 
corresponded to the ninefold division of the material heavens," which 
1Richard Hooker, Laws of Ecclesiastical Polity. Quoted in 
Tillyard, op. cit.,, p. 39. 
2Ibid., p. 40. 
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they regulated in the respective order of their positions in the hier-
1 
archy. Hence, though Hamlet ponders the question of a ghostly visitant 
from heaven and hell, it is the ghost that draws forth prayers to the 
angels and thereby surrounds both Hamlet and the ghost with heavenly 
imagery that underscores the good even while that ghost wakens terror as 
a spirit from the darkness of an unknown world. The mingling of beauty 
and terror by means of prayer is skillful artistry. 
Invocations to angels in Shakespeare's plays were in harmony 
with dramatic tradition familiar to every playgoer. Doubtless they 
wakened as gracious sentiments in playgoers as they do in Hamlet him-
self. Elizabethans were only a step away from the miracle, mystery, 
and morality plays, in which angels figured prominently, and from 
tableaux vivants, in Which ascending and descending angels were often 
part of the painted scene. In religious plays angels sang hymns of adora-
tion to God, appeared as· good and bad angels wrestling for the soul of 
man, drove Adam and Eve out of paradise with flaming swords,2 appeared 
3 before the Virgin Mary and the Shepherds, sat at the foot of the tomb 
of Christ,4 and even raised the dead from graves.5 
1 Tillyard, op. cit., p. 38. 
2Earlier English Drama, ed. F. J. Tickner (London: Thomas Nelson 
and Sons, 1926), "The Creation," pp. 72-74. 
3 Ibid., "The Pageant of the Shearmen-and Taylors;• pp. 86, 90. 
4 Ibid., nThe Passion and Resurrection," p. 183. 
5 Ibid. , "Everyman, 11 p. 250. 
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T.nus, prayer~as they relate to the world order, bear symbols 
of beauty and authority in their invocations to heavenly beings and 
to created objects and their elements. When, through them, the whole 
harmonious u~ity comes into contemplation they force any disruption 
in Nature and any chaos in the relations of man into focus. They waken 
wonder at the apparent contradictions within the glorious unity. How-
ever, we need to remember that Shakespeare used the world view in the 
interest of life itself and that it was only one of the many forces that 
played upon his imagination in the structuring of his art. We need to 
remember, also, that the origin of that art was emotion. 
However, lest an emphasis on the world view should overshadow 
other well-known materials relating to Shakespeare's supplications, we 
would reiterate as we proceed to a study of prayers in Macbeth that 
writers of the Renaissance had a rich tradition of prayers to observe 
in medieval, classical, and Biblical poetry and prose. We need only 
call to mind the numerous kinds of supplications in the works of Plautus, 
Seneca, and OVid, whose productions Shakespeare of course knew. Many of 
his supplications resemble theirs in form and content. 
And we need only recall that the influence of the Bible in the 
Elizabethan era was so pervasive that the beauty of its expression 
"penetrated by way of religious feeling to all minds."1 The effect of 
the Book of Common Prayer was no less profound. 2 It is only natural, 
1~ile Legouis and Louis Cazamian, A History of English Literature 
(New York: Macmillan co., 1930), p. 219. 
2 Richmond Noble calls attention to the many editions of the Bible 
that appeared in the sixteenth century: William·"lY.ndale, New Testament 
in 1526 and nG.H.rr in 1533-34; Miles Coverdale, 1535; Thomas Matthew, 1537; 
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therefore, that the most beautiful prayers in the plays, like other 
deeply moving passages, echo the rhythms, tone, and metaphorical splendor 
of a multitude of prayers in these two books. A few illustrations 
can bring these beauties into fresh awareness. When Antony wishes to 
placate the wary Caesar, he gives a supplication reminiscent of liturgical 
benedictions: "So the gods keep you/And make the hearts of Romans serve 
your ends.n (Antony and Cleopatra. Ili.ii.36-37) Perhaps the sudden 
shift from that rhythm at the close of the prayer subtly shows wary An-
tony's evaluationpf of the cold and single-minded Caesar. Gloucester's 
despairing prayer on the cliff also has the grace and dignity of melodies 
in the Psalms: no you mighty gods!/This world I do renounce, and, in 
your sights/Shake patiently my great affliction off" (King Lear. IV.vi .. 
34-36). Richmond's evening prayer on Bosworth Field is no less litur-
gically melodious: "o thou, whose captain I account myself.,/Look on my 
forces with a gracious eye;/Put in their hands thy bruising irens of 
wrath,/Th~t they may crush down with a heavy fall/Th' usurping helmets 
of our adversaries,. (Richard III. V.iii.lOS-112). In Richard II's in-
v.ocation to the earth, the language, metaphorically rich and picturesque, 
recalls the brilliance of :figures in Job's entreaties: "Yield sti~ 
nettles to mine enemies;/And when they from they bosom pluck a flower,/ 
Guard it, I pray thee, with a 1 urking adder /Whose double tongue may . with 
a mortal touch/Throw death upon thy sovereign•s enemies" (Richard II. 
Richard T.ravener, 1539; Great Bible, 1539-41; William Withingham, 1557; 
Genevan, 1560; Lawrence Tomson's Revised Genevan New Testament, 1576; 
Bishops• Bible, 1568; Bishops' Revised New Testament, 1572; Rheims, 1582. 
See Shakespeare's Knowledge of the Bible and Use of the Book of Common 
Prayer (London: Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, 1935), pp. 
1-17. In addition to this list, we should take note of the Douai Bible 
1609-10, the King James Version in 1611, and the Book of Common Prayer, 
1549 and 1559. 
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III.ii.lS-22). When prayers thus reflect the solemn, stately cadences of 
liturgy, as well as its forceful metaphor, they command an elevation of 
tone that gives nobility to character and grandeur to tragic action. 
As we then turn to a study of suppli~tions in Macbeth we may 
well remember that whether Shakespeare uses symbols from the contemporary 
world view or materials from the classical, medieval, or Scriptural modes 
of prayer, so deftly does he bend those symbols and modes to serve the 
multiplicity of his art that, consciously or unconsciously, they become 
his own. And ~s we shall see exemplified in Macbeth, so deftly can he 
weave the complex materials of a play into the ceremonial of prayer that 
the ceremonial itself becomes a means by which central issues and 
elements bearing upon them come into clarification and assessment. 
3 
That Macbeth aspired to the kingship of Scotland is clear, but 
the nature of that aspiration is not wholly clear. Macbeth says, ni 
have no spur/To prick the sides of my intent, but only/Vaulting ambition, 
which o'erleaps itself/And falls on th' other siden (I.vii.25-28). Oscar 
Firkins asks whether, as in the case of Richard III or Edmund,na form 
of that powerful and often beneficial instinct which urges the man who 
can handle an oar or a rifle or a chisel to seek out a position that 
affords him the command of these implements111 led Macbeth to seek king-
ship. He concludes that "the ownership rather than the exercise of powerrr 
interested Macbeth, and adds, "if indeed we ought not to go still further 
1oscar Firkins, uThe Character of Macbeth," Selected Essays 
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1933), p. 271. 
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and affirm that for him the regalia are the kingship. Bis ambition is not 
the strong man's craving for more scope and better tools, but the child's 
wish for the moon, the vague longing for the remote splendor."1 
Macbeth's own ambition is hardly more than suggested. As Professor 
Firkins indicates, only three times does Macbeth specifically express a 
desire for kingship. In speaking to Angus and Ross in Act I he suggests, 
"The greatest is behind" (I.iii.ll7); in an aside, he reflects~ "Two 
truths are told,/As happy prologues to the swelling act/Of the imperial 
theme11 (I.iii.l27-l29); and in a letter to Lady Macbeth he writes, ~This 
have I thought good to deliver thee, my dearest partner of greatness, 
that thou mightst not lose the dues of rejoicin~ by being ignorant of 
what greatness is promis'd thee• (I.v.ll-14). As Professor Firkins also 
indicates, it is Lady Macbeth who gives the most glowing references to 
kingship. To. her kingship is a "golden. round'' and the ceremonious splen-
dor of a coronation. It is to be greater and worthier than Glamis and 
Cawdor by an nall-hail hereafter;" it is nsovereign sway and masterdom.u 
It is majesty and "dignities heap'd up;" it is noble friends and go<:'d 
peers. 
If then the aspiration is more poetically and imaginatively con-
ceived than clearly defined and if the ceremonial grace of kingship is 
one of the most important elements in that aspiration, how does the 
ceremony of prayer serve to illUminate the ambition and its consequences? 
Supplications of Macbeth and Lady Macbeth reveal the intense 
desire that both have for a concealment of and success in the crime they 
l ~., p. 277. 
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know to be too hideous for eye to see; and their supplications show the 
pain and terror, the unrelieved anguish, that both inherit in playing 
falsely for kingship. Their prayers also body forth in nightmare 
vividness the dark, disorderly world of sin, its lonely isolation and cold 
silence, its loss of reason and its desolation. On the other hand, prayers 
of other characters bring into awareness a world of order and benevolence. 
Thus, prayers in Macbeth carry a weight of metaphysical meaning; they 
give depth and range to characterization, and open the wound of human 
suffering so sensitively and deeply that tragic emotion finds its eleva-
tion in pity and,fear profoundly realized; but they also carry the 
vision and serenity of reconciliation. And technically they serve the 
plot in giving exposition, foreshadowing action, and bringing a crisis 
into focus. 
The first ceremonious appeal to powers beyond man occurs during 
the first formal meeting of King Duncan and his courtiers following the 
Scottish victory over the Norwegians and the execution of the traitor 
Macdonwald. On this occasion Duncan names Malcolm his heir. In spite 
of the added deplaration that nsigns of nobleness like stars, shall shine/ 
On all observers,u Macbeth sees the King's establishing of his estate on 
Malcolm as a real impediment to his own achieving of the "golden round" 
of which he has dreamed since Duncan honored him as Thane of Cawdor and 
the Weird Sisters hailed him nXing hereafter."! Tempted beyond discretion 
when be sees that be may have to be content without the crown or overleap 
1Pro:fessor Kittredge observes, uit is the 'irony of fate• that 
Duncan takes occasion to signalize his joy over Macbeth's victories by 
nominating MalcolJll Prince of Cumberland, thus signing his own death 
warrant.'' Op. cit., p. 902. 
the royal investiture, he quickly asks leave to precede the royal en-
tourage on its journey to Inverness in order that he alone may be the 
harbinger giving joy to Lady Macbeth with news of the King's coming. 
On his way out, he pauses to invoke the stars. 
Stars, hide your fires! 
Let not light see my black and deep desires. 
The eye wink at the hand; yet let that be, 
Which the eye fears, when it is done,to .. see. 
(I.iv.so-53) 
Already Macbeth is enveloped in ndarkness,"_for though it is day, he 
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invokes the stars and not the sun, the light most natural for him to be 
cognizant of in daytime, unless, as is possible within the'connotations 
of the prayer, he has alr~ady conceived of murdering the King in the 
black of night and feels himself y.ielding.to a dreaded temptation to act. 
The prayer thus serves the forward movement of the plot in foreshadowing 
such a deed. But, as William Rosen warns, since the images of light and 
darkness are first symbols of good and evil, we must not emphasize them 
unduly as symbols structuring. the plot. The foreshadowing they carry 
is secondary to the tension and foreboding they awaken} However, more 
important, they direct our gaze toward the inward life of Macbeth. In 
that inwardness lies the main struggle of the drama. Already he .would 
seem to repudiate the laws of'nature; already the cosmic plane would seem 
to impinge upon his world of desire and will. 2 
lRosen, op. cit., p. 70. 
2Brents Stirling relates this prayer to Lady Macbeth~s later 
analysis of her husband; nWhile there is a suggestion of contradiction 
here, actual emphasis occurs twenty lines later in Scene v after Lady 
Macbeth has read the letter. Here her description of Macbeth plays 
cumulatively upon the theme ~ such lines as 'Art not without ambition, 
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Also; the prayer reveals Macbeth's keen sensitivity to visual 
imagery connected with the evil deed, a quality revealed in startling 
vividness in scenes to come. It is what the eye sees that fills him 
with terror when he looks upon the blood-stained dagger and his hangman's 
hands after the murder of Duncan. Then he confesses, "I am afraid to 
think what I have done'/Look on't again I dare not" (II.ii.Sl-52). The 
next morning he describes the dead king and grooms in imagery so colorful 
visually that it bears within it the terror from which it rises. Later 
at the banquet he orders the ghost to quit his sight and is astonished 
others do not blanch as he befo~e the "horrible shadow." On seeing the 
line of eight kings , With Banquo last, he cries , "Thy crown doth sear 
mine eyeballs;u when the fourth seems like the former he cries again, 
"Start eyes.n He knows himself well. Yet, according to the supplication, 
so sweet is the nimperial theme" that he is willing to risk all fears the 
. ' 
eye evokes. Thus the "deep desires,n black as the underworld, make the 
. . 
terms nblack Hecate" and "black Macbethn descriptively right in scenes 
to come. 
Moreover, the prayer suggests Macbeth has moral sensitivity. 
Apparently to murder a good King, representing the holiness of an office 
Macbeth reveres, is quite another act .from unseaming an enemy "from the 
nave to th' chaps" and fixing his head upon the battlements while serving 
one's country in war, for in doing the latter "no compunctious visitings" 
stirred his soul to terror. He knows violation o.f order or good carries 
but without/The illness should attend,' 'Wouldst not play false,/And yet 
wouldst wrongly win,t together with 'And that which rather thou dost fear 
to do/Than wishest were undone." See "Unity in Macbeth,rr Shakespeare 
Quarterly, IV, No. 4 (October, 1953), 388. 
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fearsome spiritual consequences, but, wishing to confirm the deed in his 
mind, he rests his security on concealment and self-existence and, hence, 
prays, not to a Creator or Source of light, but to created objects, which 
ironically, like himself, are dependent creations. 
Finally, as an aside the supplication to the stars underscores 
the suspicious nature of Macbeth's intentions and the deviousness of his 
methods. Following his meeting with the Witches on the blasted heath in 
the preceding scene, Macbeth uttered eight asides relating directly or 
indirectly to the nswelling act.u This longer one, showing him ready to 
participate in evil, confirms that he is willing to use methods of in-
direction. To be direct and safely so he cannot. 
From another point o£ view this prayer to the stars, coming close 
upon the King's promise that nsigns of nobleness, like stars, shall shine/ 
On all deserversn (l.iv.4l-42), can bear the meaning that Macbeth, having 
deserved his country's highest honors for valor as a warrior, envisions 
the crown, with its shining diadem, as a sign of nobleness due him but 
suddenly wrested from him by Duncan's proclamation. The invocation to 
"royal emblems," then, is symbolically effective and dramatically im-
portant in that the light of diadems in a crown now tempting him merges 
imaginatively with the light of stars in a cosmos so ordered it allows 
no ultimate d~sruption in the unified scheme. The merging emphasizes 
a prevailing note of ambiguity in the play, "nothing is/But what is not," 
and also supports the sanctity of kingship. So interpreted the prayer 
deepens the significance of a crime against the crown and sharpens the 
image of the "golden roundn as the spur that pricks the sides of his 
intent (l.vii.25-26). 
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The one important supplication of Lady Macbeth concerns itself 
less with concealment than with affirmation to cruelty. Before Macbeth 
reaches Inverness she has been transported to an ecstasy bordering mad-
ness by a letter from her husband and a messenger's news. The letter 
has informed her of her husband's new title and of the prophecy of the 
Weird Sisters in order that, as he says, she may not 11lose the dues of 
rejoicing by being ignorant of what greatness is promised" her (I.v.l2-l4); 
and as if sent by Fate to appear simultaneously with her reading of the 
letter, the messenger has announced "The King comes here to-night" (I .. 
v • 32) • With the crown apparently all but settled on her head through the 
aid of fate and supernatural solicitings, she readily yields to temptation 
without fearsome questioning. Besides, the spirits she invokes are in-
visible and lack the light to make themselves or her deed known. Hence, 
lacking a devil's indifference to crime, she prays, 
Come, you spirits 
That tend on mortal thoughts, unsex me here, 
And fill me, from the crown to the toe, top-full 
Of direst cruelty! Make thick my blood; 
stop up th' access and passage to remorse, 
That no compunctious visitings of nature 
Shake my fell purpose nor keep peace between 
Th' effect and it! Come to my woman's breasts 
And take my milk for gall, you murth 'ring ministers, 
Wherever in your sightless substances 
You wait on nature's mischief! 
(I.v.4l-5~) 1 
1G. Wilson Knight, in The Wheel of Fire (p. 152) says: "This 
speech, addressed to the 'murdering ministers' who 'in their sightless 
substances wait on nature's mischief' is demonic in intensity and 
passion. It is inhuman -- as though the woman were controlled by an evil 
something which masters her, mind and soul. It is mysterious, fearsom~, 
yet fascinating: like all else here, it is a nightmare thing of evil. 
Whatever it be it leaves her a pure woman, with a woman's frailty as 
soon as ever its horrible work is done. She faints at Macbeth's descrip-
tion of Duncan's body. As her husband grows rich in crime, her signi-
ficance dwindles: she is left shattered, a human wreck who mutters over 
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- She would have a dark world-steeped in crime. The invocation, therefore, 
is in direct relationship to her monstrous suggestion in a later scene 
that she would as willingly dash out the brains of a child at her breast 
as fail to act on a resolution to the crown as her husband seems to do. 
And it prepares for such firm and horrifying directive as "Go carry them 
and smear/The sleepy grooms with blood" (II.ii.49-50). Clearly, she knows 
herself. She is aware that she may give way to deep remorse; hence, she 
must steel herself against any womanly tenderness and compassion. That 
means transforming her nature into the most diabolical of natures; it 
means seeking "immunity against conscience, the messenger of natural 
morality."1 But she must also transform her husJland's kindness and in-
tegrity into an "illnessu willing "to catch the nearest wayu2 in their 
common enterprise of greatness. Here, Mr. Speaight asserts, is a theology 
of evil; "nowhere else, except perhaps in Iago, does the human soul seal 
so fast a compact with sin."3 
again in sleep the hideous memories of her former satanic hour of pride." 
1Robert Speaight, Nature in Shakespearian Tragedy (London: 
Hollis and Carter, 1955), p. 50. 
2Irving Ribner, in "Mac;ibeth: The Pattern of Idea and Action, u 
Shakespeare Quarterly, X, No.2 (Spring, 1959), 153-54, makes an interest-
ing observation on Lady Macbeth's role in this respect: nJust as Banquo 
symbolizes that side of Macpeth which would accept and reject evil, Lady 
Macbeth stands for the contrary side. Her function is to second Macbeth 
in the moral choice which is his alone, to mitigate against those forces 
within him which are in opposition to evil. Macbeth is thus much in the 
position of the traditional morality play hero placed between good and 
evil angels. The side of his wife seduces him, and that of Banquo must 
be destroyed. 
It is for this reason, as has often been pi!):i-nted out, that the 
imagery of her speech draws upon corruption of nature and reversal of the 
normal life impulses •••• It is fitting that Shakespeare should use a 
woman for this purpose, for woman is the natural symbol of life, and 
nourishment, and thus the dramatist can emphasize the strangeness and un-
naturalness of the ver~ contraries to which Lady Macbeth appeals and for 
whish. she stands.u 
3
speaight, op. cit., p. 50. 
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Unfortunately, though she knows herself, she neither understands 
nor foresees the power that anguish and despair have to destroy spiritual 
wholeness when the hard edge of determination actualized in a most un-
natural deed cuts into the delicate substance of the most tender senti-
ments. Then, in the words of Margaret Webster, those "sightless substancesn 
come and nuse her, possess her just exactly as she had prayed them to do; 
they make of her a creature as relentless as she had desired, they 
shroud the stars and charge the blackened night with terror."1 Thus, in 
her supplication to the murth'ring ministers are revelations relating to 
the burden of sorrow that in time divides her reason as in Macbeth's to 
the stars is a revelation relating to the burden of fear that in time 
drives him ~o madness of action. 
Having prayed to become a compound of evil and fell purpose, she 
invokes night. It is, Traversi writes, uan appeal to the darkness that 
makes possible the exclusion of reason and pity,u2 but having excluded 
these, she awakens pity, for we fear for her. She pleads 
Come, thick night, 
And pall thee in the dunnest smoke of hell, 
That my keen knife see not the.wound it makes, 
Nor heaven peep through the blanket of the dark 
To cry ¥Hold, hold!' 
(I.v.Sl-55) 
Ironically in this petition for concealment of a deed too horrible to 
behold is a symbol of her .doom. By impxi~ation, she would be shrouded in 
the darkest smoke of hell but also, as the word :'pall tt can suggest, she 
would be usatiatedn or nwearied11 in that smoke.3 Before many scenes 
1Margaret Webster, Shakespeare Without Tears (New York: McGraw-
Hill Book Co., 1942), p. 229. 
2Traversi, op. cit., p. 161. 
3Memories of stage settings in religious plays may have stimulated 
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have passed, the "darknessn of the crime has overwhelmed her. And 
the petition carries the plot along by foreshadowing the sharp blade and 
the wound it makes. But~ equally important, it contributes to the 
tragic emotion. The "keen knife" and its wound awaken pity for both 
the stricken victim whose pain we feel and the helpless murderer whose 
remorseful anguish somehow identifies itself with the fatal cry of 
'Hold! hold!' from heaven. 
Significantly, too, the similarity of method that she and her 
husband unWittingly confirm in petitioning for concealment of their 
deed lends a kind of force to their united efforts in crime and to his 
salutation umy deare$t partner of greatness. 11 liowever, as explained 
earlier, her firmest resolution fails to conquer all her tenderness. 
Even after steeling herself against all human feeling, she identifies 
light with the gentleness of heaven, a blanket, as it were, protective 
of the child of man. The image shows how futile her invocation is and so 
leaves room for "Had he not resembled/My father as he slept, I had 
done•tn (II.ii.l3-14), and for the remorse that we stated undoes her 
reason. Then, transported to the underworld she formerly invoked and 
unable to ttraze out a rooted sorrow" or minister to her need, she finds 
little comfort in the light she has by her continually uto shut out the 
the imagination of an Elizabethan spectator while listening to this plea 
and to Lady Macbeth's later fearful suggestion ni hear a knocking/At the 
south entry'' (Il.ii.65-66) -- and may even have informed Shakespeare's 
mind in writing them. After explaining that medieval religious plays may 
have been acted in the •round' in parts of England in Shakespeare's day, 
F. E. Halliday pictures the stagi·ng thus: "Good characters were at the 
south, powerful worldly characters such as kings at the west, and evil 
ones at the north, next to Hell's Mouth, the working jaws of a fearful 
monster, belching smoke and fireworks and devils. Heaven was at the east, 
with a throne for God and another tent beside it where angels played and 
sang." See The Life of Shakespeare (London: Gerald DuckWorth and Co., 
1961), p. 68. 
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ttl . images that follow one another in perpetual succession, or even 1n 
the woeful mutterings on the murkiness of hell. Thus, in addition 
to ripping open the vast darkness of an underworld into which only a 
glimmer of light shines and into which both Macbeth and she will go, 
the supplication "informs the illusion of reali t'i' in her characterization 
by showing her need to transform her nature, a need that gives her 
"emotional appeal as well as intellectual meaning."2 
Before long the petitions of Lady Macbeth to "murth'ring ministers" 
and to night come into relief with effective irony when King Duncan, 
having arrived at Inverness, compliments his "honour'd hostess, .. and in 
skillfully turned language, talks of teaching-her to pray for him. 3 
He tells her that in return for the efforts and trouble he causes her 
by being her guest he will teach her to thank him. To the pleasant 
suggestion that he honors her with trouble, she, completely aplomb, 
replies ceremoniously and gracefully that Macbeth and she, grateful 
to him for old and new honors, are his headsmen: 
All our service 
In every point twice done, and then done double, 
Were poor and single business to contend 
Against those honours deep and broad wherewith 
Your Majesty loads our house. For those of old, 
And the late dignities heap 1 d up to them, 
We rest your hermits. 
(I.vi.l4-20) 
Lady Macbeth's praying for resolution and courage to murder a 
King shortly before she implies in conversation with him that she and 
1Goddard, op. cit., p. 515. 
2Ribner, op. cit., p. 154. 
3Kittredge, op. cit., p. 906. 
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her husband are headsmen attached to his royal house with an obligation 
by vow to live like hermits in solitude, poverty, and prayer for his 
benefit is another striking example of the theme ••nothing is/But what 
is not" and of the inescapable fact that the partners aspiring to the 
crown fail to understand the nature of the world in which both kings and 
subjects live. But neither does the King who looks for the "mind's con-
structionu in a face orceremoniously observes how nimbly and sweetly the 
delicate air about the castle Inverness recommends itself to the senses 
understand it. The goodness in himself is blind to evil in another .. 
Next, a prayer by Banquo, also a guest in the Macbeth castle, 
foreshadows the power of the "instruments of darkness" to touch sleep 
with nightmare fears and fancies. As he pauses with Fleance in the 
court of the castle on his way to his chamber following the banquet, he 
confesses to Fleance, to whom he has given his sword and dagger, that, 
drowsy as he feels, he has no will to sleep. In a short prayer he prays 
for release from thoughts of the Weird Sisters in sleep: 
Merciful powers, 
Restrain in me the cursed thoughts that nature 
Gives way to in repose! 
(Il.i.7-9) 
The contrast between Banquo and Macbeth begins to grow clear. 
Banquo prays to "Merciful powers,u yearns for peace in sleep, and, when 
offered an opportunity for collaboration, chooses stainless allegiance; 
Macbeth, retaining his weapons and predilection for believing in the 
uinstruments of darkness,u yields to "cursed thoughts" about Pale 
Recate's offerings -- and chooses betrayal. 
Macbeth1 s second supplication invokes the earth to aid him in 
concealing his crime. Drawn by a visionary blood-stained dagger to the 
King • s chamber, he prays 
T.nou sure and firm-set earth, 
Hear not my steps which way they walk,[for fear 
Th¥ very stones prate of my whereabout 1] 
And take the present horror from the time, 
Which now suits with it. 
(II.i.56-60) 
Having called on stars to hide his 11black and deep desires" and the 
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earth not to hear his deed, he invokes the good King Duncan to be deaf 
to the sound of the fatal bell. 
Hear it not, Duncan, for it is a knell 
That summons thee to heaven, or to hell. 
(II.i.63-64) 
The emphasis on silence in these invocations builds suspense and mys-
tery in centering attention on Macbeth's fears and sensitivity to the 
evil deed. But it is also an evocation of the limitless silence of 
the underw~rld he inhabits. Moreover the sense of finality and doom in 
the brief plea to Duncan in startling couplet form in response to what 
he thinks of as a formal invitation to perform the deed (nThe bell 
invites me .. " 1. 62) adds considerably to the tragic tension. The 
ceremonious use of the word 'invites' fuses the notion of his being 
by invitation a guest of Duncan with the notion of his being a servant. 
In both instances loyalty would be imperative. More deeply conceived, 
"The bell invites )Jle" calls to mind the thirteenth-century custom of 
elevating the Host, or in the next century the chalice, above the 
priest's head after consecration, calling attention to the act by 
lProfessor Kittredge aptly refers this passage to Luke, XX, 40. 
We may recall that on Christ's entry into Jerusalem disciples hailed Him 
saying, "Blessed be the King that cometh in the name of the Lord: peace 
in heaven and glory in the highest." Some Pharisees asked they be rebuked. 
Christ answered, nl tell you that if these should hold their peace, the 
stones would immediately cry out.n Nearing the city He said the things 
which belong to peace are "hid frc;>m thine eyes." Op. cit., p,. 913. 
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sounding a bell before and after the consecration.1 The imaginative 
merging of an invitation to holy rites and sanctification with an in-
vitation to murder is forceful irony. Thus metaphysical implications 
touch the language of the prayer to condemn the deed before it is done. 
More dramatic, however, is the talk of prayer in the scene 
following the murder when, with Lady Macbeth, Macbeth looks at his 
hands, red with blood, and struggles with memories of the murder. 
Shakespeare here uses fragments of prayer uttered by two drunken grooms 
sleeping in a chamber adjoining the King's room to reveal the meaning 
of guilt. Macbeth, humbled in a tragic awareness of his sin, reports 
his desperate sense of separation from prayer so simply that the scene 
and its suffering has a nightmare vividness: 
But they did say their prayers and address 1d them 
Again to sleep. 
Lady. There are two lodg'd together. 
Mach. One cried 1 God bless us!' and 'Amen!' the other, 
As they had seen me with these hangman's hands, 
List'ning their fear. I could not say 'Amen!' 
When they did say 'God bless us!' 
Lady. Consider it not so deeply. 
Mach. But wherefore could not .. I pronounce 'Amen •? 
I had most need ~ blessing, and 'Amen' 
Stuck in my throat. 
(II.ii.25-33) 
Here Macbeth's memory of the simple prayer 'God bless us' uttered by 
drunken, sleeping grooms becomes a horrifying comment on the unholy 
rite. Moreover, as a symbol of sanctification and order within the 
chaos of murder, the petition vivifies the desecration. But, more im-
portant, the misery and terror Macbeth feels in discovering that his 
loscar Hardman, A History of Qhristian Worship (London: University 
of London P.ress, 1937), p. 24, 
~ .·· './ 
inability to participate in the ceremonial o~ prayer with even a single 
word signi~ying the conclusion o~ consecration becomes a moving revela-
tion o~ his dread o~ separation ~rom communion with God and his ~ellow-
1 
men. But more moving than his awareness o~ instantaneous separation 
~rom divine blessing and human ~ellowship is his struggle to understand 
the meaning o~ the broken bonds. This struggle draws the scene away ~rom 
the shu~dering wilderness of error painted in an owl's scream, a cricket's 
cry, hushed voices, and bloody hands toward metaphysical considerations 
capable o~ trans~iguring the criminal be~ore us into a tragic hero. The 
urgency o~ his inquiry supports the image o~ a nobler Macbeth; the pain 
be ~eels in being unable to resolve temporal dissonance into eternal 
harmony supports his transcendent worth as an individual. And there 
lies the high estate o~ Macbeth•s agony. And there isolation begins 
its a~ul mastery, a consequence that neither time nor crown can trammel 
up. 
Macbeth's report o~ the grooms' supplication, then, touches 
the world of unreality in such a way that disorder mocks the very instru-
ment o~ order. A mingling of snatches o~ prayer with terror, sleep, 
cries o~ murder, and one unutterable ~Amen" evokes an underworld o~ 
anguish and con~usion, tbe pain and mystery o~ which is unrelieved until 
lA note on the custom o~ the Eucharist can clari~y the ~orce o~ 
the symbol Amen. As :Mr. Hardman explains (~., p. 24), the Eucharist 
was instituted on the night Christ was betrayed as a memorial o~ his 
sacrificial death and as a "means o~ sacramental association with Him-
sal~ as Victor over all powers o~ evil.u The consecration o~ the bread 
and wine was e~~ected by the Eucharistic prayer but unot until the people 
responded with Amen was consecration concludedn and the sacred gi~ts 
the body o~ Chr~and the blood o~ Christ -- ready for distribution and 
reception, to Which the people also responded Amen. 
I 
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suggestions of a restoration of order come with a knocking at the gate 
and with a cry from the lost heart of Macbeth, deep enough to echo 
through the vast regions of that underworld, nwake Duncan with thy knock-
ing! I would thou couldst" (II.ii.74). 
Prayers for good now begin to balance those for darkness. Prayers 
to the heavenly powers for blessing or aid rarely appear in the early 
part of the play. Aside from Banquo's brief invocation to the "Merciful 
powerstt before retiring on the night of the murder, such prayers come 
with the growing dissolution of Macbeth's character and with the apPear-
ance of a counter-revolution in behalf of order and harmony. Prayers 
thus help to enforce the suggestion that Macbeth and Lady Macbeth are 
on the side of evil and disorder and their foes on the. side of good and 
order. Macbeth and Lady Macbeth never utter a;prayer to a Christian God 
unless, as Chapter VII suggests, one of Macbeth's.conventional leave-
takings can be called a prayer (III.i.44). He invokes the stars and 
night or solicits the aid of Fate and the Weird Sisters; Lady Macbeth 
seeks only the aid of night and the 11murth 'ring ministers.'t As shown, 
the one time Macbeth hears a Christian prayer he wishes to share in it 
with the simple pronouncement of "Amen," but cannot. However, following 
the discovery of the murder an Old Man, discussing the unruly night and 
darksome day With Ross, gives a prayer of blessing that represents a turn 
to power for the forces of good. Blessing Macduff and Ross as they depart, 
he says, "God's benison go With you, and with those/That would make good 
of bad, and friends of foesu (II.iv.40-4l). It is not, then, without 
preparation that Shakespeare before long makes Ross a loyal supporter of 
order and Macduff the final liberator. 
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But Macbeth's pleas to powers other than God continue. Rather than 
let the seed of Banquo reap the fruits of his misdeed, the crowned Mac-
beth prays to Fate for aid in slaying Banquot 
Rather than so, come, Fate, into the list, 
And champion me to th' utterance~ 
(III.i.71-72) 
Here is prayer for assistance in action, no doubts, questionings or 
fears; and the mood, as of one entering the lists, is confident. Be can 
even refer scornfully to prayer in his arrangements with the murderers, 
asking the first one, "Are you so gospell'd/To pray for this good man 
and for his issu~ose heavy hand hath bow'd you to the grave/And 
beggar~:d yours for ever?n (Ili.i.88-91). Macbeth has hardened since 
~AmenY stuck in his throat. 
Another invocation to night pleads for concealment again. Having 
declined to share his plans with his "dearest.chucku except by implica-
tion in the invocation, at which she marvelled, he prays 
Come, seeling night, 
Scarf up the tender eye of pitiful day, 
And with thy bloody and invisible hand 
·eawel and tear to pieces that great bond 
Which keeps me pale! Light thickens, and the crow 
Makes wing to th' rocky wood. 
Good things of day begin to droop and drowse, 
Whiles night's black agents to their preys do rouse.1 
(III.ii.46-53) 
Van Doren tells us that "The melodrama of this, and its inferiority 
1
"The 'great bondt has usually been glossed either as the pro-
phecy of the witches or as Banquo•s lease on life, neither of which is 
very meaningful within the context of the passage. The bond, as Wilson 
Knight has perceived, can only refer to the link which ties Macbeth to 
humanity and enjoins him to obey the natural law of God. Macbeth is 
calling upon the Satanic forces of darkness to break this bond of 
nature and thus enable him again to defy the laws of man and God, to 
murder his friend or guest. •• See Ri bner, op. cit. , p. 149. · 
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of effect,.may warn us'tl),at Macbeth is only pretending to hope," for with 
Fleance's escape he is never free again, only "cabintd, cribb'd, confin'd, 
1 bound in/To saucy doubts and fears't (III.iv.24-25). But perhaps he is 
not pretending so much as revealing what isolation and stealth have done 
to him. His scorpion-ridden mind is weary. The world has lost its 
lustre. Like a hawk trained in overcoming its prey, he would seem to 
join the murderous agents of night in covert stealth. A black wood, 
with bat and crow alight, is lyrically shown to be his home; thus, the 
invocation suggests he, more than day, is pitiful and dying. Only from 
suCh a mood could come such a confession as "I am in blood/Stepp'd in 
so far that, should I wade no more ,!Returning were as tedious as go 
o'er" (III.iv.l36-138) and a decision to outwit time by making the first-
lings of his heart the firstlings of his hand. 
Placed at a critical juncture of the play, Macbeth's prayer for 
total darkness calls to mind a prayer as significantly placed in Hamlet. 
There without avail, King Claudius cries uHelp, angels! Make assayn 
(III.iii.69) after the public has become suspicious of him in the pre-
sentation of "The Mousetrapn and the lash of guilt has awakened his conscience 
Macbeth offers his invocation to night before the public has become sus-
picio~s of him at the banquet and guilt has weakened him with terror. 
However, each supplication, in harmony with the methods and needs of its 
own play, reveals the inward life of its suppliant at a time events fore-
shadow a reversal of events toward order. Claudius• prayer registers his 
will to repent but his inability to meet the claims of order; Macbeth's 
lvan Doren, op. cit., p. 222. 
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registers a willing acceptance of the closing in of darkness around him 
even to a total scarfing up of the little pitiful light yet remaining. 
Claudius' is a quick despairing cry for help after a lengthy homiletic 
inquiry; Macbeth's is a sensitively lyrical confession of having sealed 
an agreement for a ndeed of dreadful note." Claudius reasons; Macbeth 
sees and :feels. Claudius , who must be overcome by the craft of one who 
would not use it, turns the vision upward and outward toward the heavens 
and in so doing appears less :formidable;: Macbeth, who must yet lead an 
army and be vanquished by one lihked to the supernatural, pulls the vision 
downward and focuses it so magically on darkness and its little emblems 
o:f beetles, bats, invisible hands, and rooky woods that, in the shadows, 
he seems to possess-the size and strength of a mythical hero. The 
artistry in metaphor and melody, the unbroken harmony of tone from 
Ere the bat hath flown 
His cloister'd flight, ere to black Hecate's summons 
The shard~borne beetle with his drowsy hums 
Hath rung night's yawning peal, there shall be done 
A deed of dreadful note. 
(III.ii.40-44) 
to "Come, seeling night," reveals the poet's power of using prayer to 
bring the interior life of his character into expression and to evoke 
the horror of damnation. By contrast, the helpless cry of King Claudius 
in Hamlet :following a confession of ''doubleu ambition and a desperate 
effort to find a :form of prayer to shove by eternal justice conveys less 
the meaning and experiencing of damnation than the dilemma of the un-
<repentant. 
With Lady Macbeth dead and Birnam wood in movement , there can be 
but one prayer left :for Macbeth, "Out, out, brief candle" (V.v.23). The 
small beam of life flickers briefly and goes out. The image of the candle 
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gathers in the whole of the sleepwalking scene and all its images of 
fear and remorse to point the folly of his aims. If Lady Macbeth, for 
whom there was no "sweet oblivious antidote" to rest her in her 
misery, has any final plea it is one as tragically fitting in its com-
mentary: "Out, dalJIIled spot, out, I say" (V.i.39). 
However, brief prayers of blessing given by others intersperse 
the fatal series of deaths to support the background of order. "Blessing 
on you" (IV.ii.26) the departing Ross tells Lady Macduff after trying to 
comfort her in her distress over the flight of her husband. "Bless you, 
fair dame" (IV.ii.65) and "Heaven preserve youu (IV.ii.72) follows from a 
messenger who rushes in to warn her and her children to flee. Both add 
to the pathos of the scene but also to our awareness of the order coming 
to the fore. In turn Macduff, dismayed over Malcolm1 s questioning why 
he left his precious loved ones to be the prey of foes, gives vent to his 
feelings of loyalty to his country in a petition as doubtful of Malcolm's 
courage as certain of his goodness: "Bleed, bleed, poor country!/ 
Great tyranny, lay thou thy basis sure,/For goodness dare not ~eck thee! 
Wear thou thy wrongs;/The title is affeer'd" (IV.iii.3l-34). As des-
perately again when Malcolm would show himself unfit for kingship, Mac-
duff asserts his deep loyalty to Scotland in the invocation "o nation 
miserable,~Vith an untitled tyrant· bloody-scept'red,~V.Uen shalt thou see 
thy wholesome days again,/Since that the truest issue of thy throne/By 
his own interdiction··stands accurs'd/And does blaspheme his breed?n (IV. 
iii.l03-l08). Both invocations, as passionate as loyal, call attention 
to Malcolm as a just heir of the sainted Duncan and his devout queen. 
They also allay the fears of Malcolm regarding Macduff•s integrity since 
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they underscore his moral strength and courage. Assured, Malcolm joins 
forces with him and, in the brief petition nbut God above/Deal between 
thee and me!" (IV.iii.l20-l2l), he symbolically unites God, the crown, 
and subjects against the disorder of evil. 
Then, hearing of the deaths of his wife and children, Macduff 
tenderly utters nHeaven rest them nQW!u (IV .. iii.227). And in a moment 
he prays, 
But, gentle heavens, 
Cut short all intermission. Front to front 
Bring thou this fiend of Scotland and myself. 
Within my sword•s length set him. If he scape, 
Heaven forgive him too! · 
(IV.iii.23l-234) 
The prayer forecasts his final battle with Macbeth, builds suspense 
for it, and, in its resolute tone, hints of the fall of Macbeth. 
Concurrently Macbeth's own supplications in the form of curses 
suggest the coming doom, for they reflect the increasing chaos within 
him and his growing sensitivity to the question of damnation. Three 
of the four times he uses this form of supplication he would have the 
one addressed damned. First, in the Cavern when the Witches who have 
shown him the series of Apparitions suddenly vanish, he utters a curse. 
Mystified by the Sisters and their strange disappearance, he petitions, 
"Let this pernicious hour/Stand aye accursed in the calendar!" (IV.i. 
133-134) T.Qe passionate supplication is an index to his distraught 
mind. Besides, a curse on the supernatural beings cannot but augur ill 
for him. Ironically in the calendar it is the fatal day to which his 
doom is traced! And at once Lennox stands before him ready to report 
Macduff's defection. Then again perplexed to distraction by the in-
explicable mystery of the supernatural visitings which Lennox assures 
him he did not see, Macbeth exclaims, "Infected be the air whereon 
they rid~,/And damn'd all those that trust them" (IV.i.l38-139). 
Only he has trusted them. The damnation thus points to himself. 
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Later at Dunsinane Castle when he sees his servant enter pale 
with dread of the news he must convey, fearful Macbeth shouts ''The devil 
damn thee black, thou cream-fac'd loon" (V.iii.ll). Still damnation and 
darkness absorb the consciousness of the losing Xing. F1nally when face 
to face with Macduff in battle, he cries in des~rate determination, 
"Lay on, Macduff,/And damn.td be him that first cries tHold, enough'" 
(V.viii.33-34). The curse is his last utterance. And it falls on no 
for no one hinders him. Instead it is answered with a flourish, a clear 
symbol of order, and with the sudden appearance of Malcolm. 
All in all, it is perhaps the image of the good King Edward 
in his prayers and the simple supplication of the Doctor attending Lady 
Macbeth in her sleepwalking scene that embody the most significant com-
ments on events. Malcolm reports the "most miraculous work" of this good 
Xing in the scene devoted to kingship and loyalty. Malcolm cannot say 
how King Edward solicits heaven, but he knows his prayers are holy and 
bring a healing benediction. the report makes a sharp contrast between 
kingship as it should be and as it is in Scotland, but also prepares for 
a restoration of order when Malcolm ascends the throne. More moving, 
however, is·the supplication of the Doctor. Knowing the secrets of the 
infected mind of Lady Macbeth and many "foul whisp'rings" that are 
abroad, he compassionately entreats, uGod, God forgive us alln (V.i.83). 
When the last 11knell is knoll'd11 this yearning shines far beyond the 
victor•s closing "What's more to do" (V.vii.64) for loyal thanes of 
lll 
Scotland. 
Throughout Macbeth, then, supplications paint the dark world 
of crime, its hypocrisy and guile, its merciless pursuits, its isola-
tion and unrelieved pain. They reflect a world of light and bene-
diction. Throughout the play, also, they characterize by bringing the 
inward life of characters into expression; they sharpen conflicts by 
counterbalancing the yearnings of those in opposition; and by means of 
a subtle interweaving of symbols touching both consecration and desecration, 
they bring the complex nature of good and evil into contemplation. Finally, 
petitions of those.who offer blessings or seek aid for the recovery of 
disorder in the land, together with petitions of Macbeth and Lady Mac-
beth, who show keen awareness of the horror of the evil they embrace, 
uphold the sanctity of kingship and the beauty of universal order; they 
also enforce the themes of salvation and damnation. 
F.rom the perspective of prayers in Romeo: and Juliet and Hamlet, 
one can say those in Macbeth ins.pire more awe and wonder~ more pity and 
fear. Xn them the yearnings of Lady Macbeth and Macbeth for fulfill-
ment of desire and for concealment are so deep they seem to come from the 
yawning abyss of a dark underworld, not from the heart of the malefactors 
alone. The gracious prayers for mercy have greater sweetness, and the 
curses have more firmness and inflexibility. And prayers in Macbeth are 
more poetically rend~ed and more harmoniously atuned to the total con-
ception of the artist. They are the voice of light in words of both sin 
and graae.1 
1studies of the ceremonial of prayer in Romeo and Juliet and Ham-
let provide an enlarged perspective from which to view the close-textured 
use of this ceremonial in Macbeth.. See Appendix. 
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Macbeth. 
To be sure, in the plays the beginning of a feast is often the 
most happy and brilliant. It is full of music, pageantry, and warm 
welcomes. Beauty in comely guests and festal board delights the eye. 
Dancing, bustling servants, and pledges in honor of guests strike a 
merry note. The custom of giving grace, infrequently used though it is, 
deepens the ceremonial tone. All in all, harmonious co~uning and re-
lease make feasting a "time when jarring notes agreeu (The Taming of 
the Shrew. V.ii.l). Its spirit is wholeness and gentleness. 
In the forest of Arden, for instance, Duke Senior, Amiens, and 
the lords, feasting on fruit and other food, converse amiably and 
wittily, listen to music, and philosophize -- and always they are gentle. 
Orlando, who joins them, places rtany good man's feast" among such evi-
dences of civility as knowing nbetter days," being knolled to church with 
holy bell, and feeling the tenderness of pitying and being pitied. In 
the gentle mood of feasting, Duke Senior observes uThis wide and universal 
theatre/Presents more woful pageants than the scene wherein we play in" 
(II.vii.l37-l39). And truly so, for in their feast·, as in Lucentio•s, 
they'~it to chat, as well as eat" (Th~ Taming of the Shrew. V.ii.ll). 
Indeed, Falstaff, like the Petruchio who sees pleasure in doing "Nothing 
but sit and sit, and eat and eatu (The Taming of the Shrew. V.ii.l2), 
wisely looks upon a feast as better than a "trim reckoningu on the 
battlefield for a "mere scutcheon." Feasting is a kindness Padua affords 
and Forres Palace gives eminence. 
However, a festival mood, as Shakespeare well knew, may be short-
lived and complex. When the mood of festivity has been ~~~,an inter-
ruption that swings the focus away from the feast to deeper concerns within 
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a play is all but inevitable. Then a feast becomes a broken banquet 
through which elements of surprise and mystery usher in a whole new line 
of action or bring well-established conflicts into resolution. Then, 
too, themes emerge, values oome under examination, and ceremony falls 
structurally and poetically into harmonious relationship with all that has 
preceded. Invariably beneath the gayety lie tensions strong enough to 
pierce the ceremonial gloss. 
To understand the subtle blend of elements within a Shakes-
pearian feast let us first look at music. As suggested in Chapter I, it 
is a ~armonizing element. In the simple feasting scene in the forest of 
Arden, Duke Senior sets aside a report of Orlando's trouble until the 
11forestersn and their guests, who have been invited to "fall to" have 
listened to Amiens sing '1Blow, blow, thou winter wind. 11 Echoing the 
Duke's earlier reflections on "Sweet are the uses of adv~rsityn (As You 
Ldke It. II.i.l2) , the song enforces the themes of usurpation and ingrati-
tude. 
In T.he Tempest marvellously sweet music plays while strange Shapes 
bring in the banquet and dance about the table; in Timon of Athens Timon, 
the host, moves "gracefully to music while servants bear in urns of fruit 
and caskets of jewels, bowing to friends as though: they were ·gods and 
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receiving gifts from them, and, later in this play, Cupid enters to the 
sound of a tucket, masquers enter playing lutes, and all dance to lofty 
strains on hautboys. In the former feast, music brightens the atmosphere 
of wonder and magic; in the latta~, it enhances the munificence of Timon. 
1van Doren, op. cit., p. 250. 
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On Pompey's galley in Antony and Cleopatra music, symbolizing har-
mony, accompanies the servants' bringing in a banquet. Then a royal sennet 
announces the procession of the ugreats,u their friends, and Captains. 
Later in bacchanalian revelry, Antony, Caesar, Pompey, and others able to 
stand go round and round while blasts of tunes batter the ears and every 
man bears 1'as loud/As his strong sides can volley" (II.vii.ll6-ll7); a 
boy sings "Come, thou monarch of the vine." Finally, the great ones 
leave to a flourish and drums, which symbolic of kingship, fade into 
hollow sounds under the mockery of Menas' uThese drums! these trumpets, 
fluts!/Let Neptune hear we bid a loud farewell/To these great fellowsn 
(Il.vii.l36-138). Enobarbus punctuates the scorn with a melodious "Hoo!" 
Here varied music helps harmonize strangely dissonant materials. 
In the more gracious atmosphere of Wolsey's banquet in King 
Henry VIII music mingles moods of mirth, dancing, and romance with royal 
symbols. Hautboys play while a splendid procession of guests enters the 
palace room and again when masquers appear. The dance music signals a 
·choice of partners, and, dancing over, trumpets herald the royal pageant 
into the next chamber for more merriment and banqueting. Thus in most 
feasts music is a ceremonious accompaniment of pleasure. 
Brief and formal welcomes also contribute to the festival spirit. 
In The Taming of the Shrew Lucentio entertaining at his home gives one of 
the longest and least distinguished weleomes. Before he and his guests 
sit at the table, he suggests 
My fair Bianca, bid my father welcome, 
While I with selfsame kindness welcome thine. 
Brother ~truchio, sister Katharina, 
And thou, Hortensio, with thy loving widow,--
Feast with the best, and welcome to my house: 
My banquet is to close our stomachs·up 
After our great good cheer. Pray you, sit down; 
For now we sit to chat, as well as eat. 
(V.ii.4-ll) 
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A welcoming invitation to sit and chat and eat is apt at the close of a 
play given to farcical episodes of the most rollicking nature. 
Sir Guilford in King Henry VIII evokes a mood of romance and 
gayety in his welcome by turning attention to a bevy of ladies including 
Anne Bullen. He salutes them in b.ehalf of Wolsey, who, having assumed 
"good company, good wine, good welcome/Can make good people" (I.iv.6-7), has 
dedicated the evening to "noble" ladies and "fair content." From his 
state, Wolsey confirms the welcome. to his "fair guests" and urges them all 
to be :fully merry, Soon he instructs the chamberlain to welcome everyone, 
The ceremonial prelude is longer in this :feast than in many others, but 
very purposefully so since it is designed to build a romantic setting for 
the meeting of Anne and King Henry. 
On the other hand, Timon, averse to ceremonial display, makes the 
welcome scene brief. Timon suggests ceremony was devised "to set a gloss 
on :faint deeds, hollow welcomes/Recanting goodness. u Hence, in the 
presence of what he believes is true friendship, he asks simply, "Pray 
sit; more~elcome are ye to my :fortunes/Than my fortunes to me,. (I.ii.l9-20). 
The welcome hints of his generosity. Then seeing the churlish Apemantus 
at the end of the processional, he adds, "o Apemantus, you are welcome" 
(I,ii.23), to which this solitary cynic replies, uNo, you shall not make 
me welcome:/! come to have thee thrust me out of doors" (I.ii,24-25). Here, 
like the Fool in King Lear, Apemantus brings the :folly of the protagonist 
into contemplation. 
In Coriolanus the host Aufidius is more demonstrative than Timon 
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in welcoming a guest. Reconciled to the foe Coriolanus, Aufidius invites 
him to join the feasting: "o come, go in,/And take our friendly senators 
by the hands;/Who now are here taking their leaves of me,~Vho are pre-
pared against your territories,/Though not for Rome itseltu (IV.v.l29-l33). 
Aufidius repeats, "But come in/Let me coxnmend thee first to those that 
shall/Say yea to thy desires. A thousand welcomes!/And more a friend than 
e'er an enemy.;/Yet, Marcius that was much- Your hand; most welcomen (IV.v. 
141-145). The exuberance lends credence to his .offer of joint service 
against Rome. 
The ceremonial custom of drinking healths to guests occasionally 
enters the complex spirit of feasting. In Henry VIII one of the simplest 
and most ceremonious toasts is Wolsey•s. Standing beneath his canopy with 
raised cup, the Cardinal circumspectly and formally salutes his guests: 
uThis to confirm my welcome,/And to you all, good health" (I.iv.37-38). 
Toasts in Timon of Athens are closer the theme and conflicts. 
When Timon has suggested that the health go round and the Second Lord 
has asked that it flow his way, Apemantus pointedly observes, "Flow this 
way? A brave fellow. He keeps his tides well. Those healths will make 
thee and thy state look ill, Timon" (I.ii.55-56). T.he discerning 
Apemantus scorns the "flattererts knowledge of the tactful thing to say."1 
Then he raises his own cup saying, "Here's that which is too weak to be a 
sinner,/Honest water, which ne'er left man i 1 tht mire" (I.ii.58-59). 
Through the healths, Shakespeare uses the bitter Apemantus to place 
hypocrisy under scDutiny. 
l Shakespeare, Timon of Athens, p. 23. 
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Drinking healths on Pompey's galley has yet another use. Here 
it is a means to expose the three "great ones," especially Lapidus. 
Antony, Pompey, and Caesar, warm with drink, have tricked Lapidus into 
drinking more than his share of alms-drink by pledging him again and 
again. Every time he reconciles their differences they drink a toast 
to him; thus, as peacemaker for the three convivially testy ones, he has 
grown 11high-coloured" and can stand no more., Yet Pompey, who would nfill 
till the cup be hid," continues the joke saying "Sit--and some wine! A 
health to Lapidus" (II.vii.33). Before long, Pompey again calls "This 
wine for Lapidus" (II.vii.45). And when he has returned from his con-
versation with Menas, once more he chants, 11This health to Lapidus" (II. 
vii.90). Then Antony shows his better nature. 11Bear him- ashore. I'll 
pledge it for him, Pompeyu (II.vii.9l). Mocking the masters, Enobarbus 
drinks to Menas: "Here's to thee, Menasu (II.vii.92). Manas answers, 
uEnobarbus, welcomen (II.vii.92). Finally Ant;;o;,ny drinks to Caesar, who 
would break custom by not draining his cup in recognition of the toast. 
Pressed by Antony, he replies, "I'll make answer," but soon he asks they 
leave. Through the 11healths,n then, cautious though Caesar would be, 
the triumvirs present a ridiculous picture of world power. The last touch 
is Pompey's offering nto vie drinking powers on shore" and his accompany-
ing the "great fellows"1 when they leave. Thus, in the plays the cus-
tomary "toast" can provide a background of ceremony, evoke a variety of 
moods, characterize and·touch tensions at the core of conflicts. 
As suggested earlier in the chapter on prayer, some feasts include 
1William Shakespeare, Antony and Cleopatra, ed. M. R.. Ridley 
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1956), p. 98. 
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the ceremony of grace. And as indicated there briefly, in Timon of 
Athens Apemantus, the solitary cynic who at the table chooses to sit 
1 
apart in spirit and evaluate man, offers grace. In a kind of doggerel 
of clipped couplets his bitter prayer for himself points toward the need 
for a cleansing of the individual in all walks of life. He would have 
enough wisdom not to be misled by appearances and not to trust his friends 
in time of need. And lest he be numbered among the false guests who feast 
at Timon's table he caps his prayer with a defiance of the rich man's sin 
by eating a nroot." Apemantus thus gives edge to the unctuous hypocrisy 
apparent in the flattery of Timon's false friends. And by invoking the 
"Immortal gods" Apemantus brings symbols of order to bear on the context 
of contrasts in the scene -- generosity and greed, appearance and reality, 
hypocrisy and sincerity -- and thereby introduces an element of enforce-
ment and reconcilement for those contrasts. Ironically, however, this 
cynic's supplication exclusively for himself shows even a critic of society 
is not infallible. 
At the second banquet Timon himself offers grace. His invocation, 
"You great benefactors," reflects the deep concerns of his heart -- muni-
ficence and greed; the petition itself gives voice to his bitter dis-
illusionment. It is a condemnation of corruption and a brittle expression 
of his own misanthropy: 
You great benefactors, sprinkle our society with thankfulness. For 
your own gifts, make yourselves prais'd; but reserve still to give, 
lest your deities be despis'd. Lend to each man enough, that one 
need not lend to another; for were your godheads to borrow of men, 
men would forsake the gods. Make the meat be belov'd, more than the 
l See above, pp. 68-69. 
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man that gives it. Let no assembly of twenty be without a score 
of villains. If there sit twelve women at the table, let a dozen 
of them be as they are. The rest of your fees, 0 gods, the Senators 
of Athens, together with the common leg of people --what is amiss in 
them, you gods, make suitable for destruction. For these my present 
friends, as they are to me nothing, so in nothing bless them, and 
to nothing are they welcome. 
(III.vi.69-81) 
This bitter form o:f grace holds suspense as to what the "royal cheer" in 
the uAll cover'd dishesu may be and what will come thereby; but also, 
:followed by Timon's immediate and brutal invitation 11Uncover, dogs and 
lap," it wakens ~ity and fear :for the noble host in whom awareness of the 
hypocrisy and guile in society has effected an awesome reversal of nature. 
In addition, complementing Apemantus' prayer this one emphasizes the 
questions at stake in the Play and reflects the structural balancing o:f 
materials. 
\Vhen festivity is at its height, a Shakespearian banquet often 
becomes what Wolsey calls a nbroken banquet.u Something startling happens 
to disrupt the festal scene. Wolsey's own banquet is suddenly interrupted 
by a servant's announcing the arrival o:f "guest ambassadors/From foreign 
princes.'' Having sent the Lord Chamberlain to receive the visitors 
"nobly," Wolsey confesses to his startled guests, ttYou have now a 
broken banquet, but we'll mend itu (I.iv.Sl). Quickly the guests arise 
for the removal of tables and the greeting of strange "ambassadors.n 
The .moment is dramatic! To the tunes of hautboys the uKing and others as 
masquers, habited like shepherds, usher'd by the Lord ehamberlain," pass 
before the Cardinal, and ttgrace:fully salute himu (King Henry VIII, Stage. 
Dire~tions, p. 48). The masquers view the ladies, choose partners, and 
dance. The scene is a lively one. Suddenly the King unmasks; he sees 
Anne Bullen, is charmed, and drinks healths to all. Then with the banquet 
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in the next room ready, trumpets sound, and the King leads the merry 
pageant into the adjoining room for more music, dancing, and dozens 
of "heal ths 11 drunk to all. The "broken banquet 11 has no more serious con-
sequence than the romance of Anne and Henry, but it gives that romance a 
glamorous setting and the kind of colorful drama that sets the more 
serious events of the play in vivid contrast. The feast is one of a series 
of contrasts from the spectacle of the Field of the Cloth of Gold to the 
final christening scene. Full of liberality, romantic warmth, and care-
free spirits, it is as structurally important preceding Buckingham's 
execution as the brilliant coronation of Anne is before the death of 
Katherine in suggesting the fleeting nature of temporal life. 
Equally lacking in serious consequences but more amusing is a 
ubroken banquetn in As You Like It. While Duke Senior, Amiens, and the 
Lords banquet meditatively but merrily on simple fare in the Forest of 
Arden, Orlando suddenly appears and brusquely demands with drawn sword 
that they eat no more "till necessity be serv•du (li.vii.89). To his 
surprise, gentleness greets him and both he and Adam receive food and 
haven. tne sudden appearance of Orlando in more woeful circumstances 
than the exiles gives cause for Jacques' melancholy observation on "all 
the world's a stage" and hence a deepening of the emotional and thematic 
content in the play. Also, Orlando's coming draws two lines of the plot 
toward a meeting point, for the daughter of Duke Senior, who now harbors 
good Sir Rowland's son and his master, has also just arrived in the 
forest and is nearby. Suspense grows for a meeting of Rosalind and Or-
lando. Besides, Orlando's ncountenanoe/Of stern co)Dlllandmentu in an atmos-
phere of gentleness foreshadows the comic role of mistaken judgment he 
is to play in the forest scenes and enforces the theme of pastoral 
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innocence. 
More serious, but with difficulties equally resolved, is the 
"broken banquet" in Coriolanus. Here in a changed pattern Shakespeare 
lets broken ceremony bring important matter into focus. This time, the 
scene is a ball adjoining a banquet room in the house of Aufidius, general 
of the Volscians. While music plays Aufidius and nobles of the state 
feast unseen, but three servants rushing to and fro in the great hall 
convey the atmosphere of great festivity. The First Serving-man hints 
of conviviality as he calls "Wine, wine, wine! --What service is here!/ 
I think our fellows are asleepu (IV.v.l-2). The Second Serving-man runs 
calling loudly for Cotus, whom the master wants. Into this bustle walks 
Coriolanus, meanly disguised. He forces attention on his unforeseen 
entrance by noting he appears nnot like a guestn in a "goodly house" 
where uthe feast smells well,. (IV.v.5-6). Suspense as to who he is and 
why he is there grips both the audi~~ce and the servants, who seek to 
identify him and his purpose. After·the Second Serving-man has failed 
to get him out and away, the third tries. Though Coriolanus, who has 
identified himself to the audience, knows that being Coriolanus he de-
serves uno better entertainment,n he talks sharply to the Third Serving-
man and pushes him away, with the result that the master is called. 
But before Aufidius comes, the intruder has told the servant that he 
lives "Under a canopy!u in nth' city o£ kites and crows" (IV.v.33,37), 
has suggested he is a foe of Aufidius, and has beaten the helpless servant. 
The disciplined and faithful servant would have beaten him like a dog but 
£or fear of disturbing the guests. Aufidius• rapid questioning "Whence 
comest thou? What wouldst thou? thy name?/Why speak'st not? speak, man: 
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what 1 s thy name?" (IV.v.50-51) brings a sudden unmuffling of Coriolanus, 
who admits he has a name "tmmusical to the Volscians• ears/And harsh in 
sound" to Aufidius. Finally he tells Aufidius he is Caius Marcius, one 
who has done great mischief to Aufidius. The ensuing conference is a 
scene of shrewd reconciliation. The banished Coriolanus wins a commission 
from Aufidius, wh~ clips the anvil of his sword and promises love and 
loyalty, and wins the privilege of deciding whether to strike Rome or 
remoter parts in their joint vengeance on ungrateful Rome (IV.v.l07ff). 
The vignette is forceful in its simple framing of servants tending a 
feast. 
The first ugreattt banquet o:t Timon, too, is suddenly broken after 
Timon and his guests have exchanged flatteries and Apemantus dryly and 
wryly has offered his cynical observations. Suddenly a tucket sounds 
the arrival of Cupid, Who hails Timon and his guests patron of uthe five 
best sense~;J" and urges that guests rise and greet a feast for eyes.. Be 
ushers in a masque of Ladies disguised ~s Amazons playing lutes and 
dancing. The lords, honODing· Timon, take partners and dance. Then the 
ladies and Cupid leave for an "idleu banquet in the next room. By means 
of the first scene of pomp and festivity Shakespeare surrounds Timon with 
an atmosphere of adoration and flattery and characterizes his bountiful 
nature. Timon, ready to deal kingdoms and not be weary, sends the First 
Lord away with a jewel and gives the Third Lord, who has sent him two brace 
of greyhounds and invited him to a hunt, a bay courser. From Lord Lucius 
he receives "Four milk-white horses, trapp•d in silver" (I.ii.l81). 
Timon's second banquet is also broken but far more dramatically. 
It opens splendidly in a setting of opulence. An array of attendants, 
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servants, and musicians move about. Pivers friends and Senators enter 
from several doors, discussing as they come their reluctance to attend 
and Timon's indebtedness to them. Into this spectacle walks Timon with 
a train of attendants. He invites them to feast on music until a banquet 
is brought in. They look with astonishment at the "cover•d dishes11 of 
the "noble feast 1' and listen to Timon's bitter prayer. Then the :festivities 
break! The dishes :full o:f warm water are uncovered! Timon throws the 
water into the faces o:f his mouth-friends. But the act is less severe 
than the attack on his parasitic, flattering, cap-and~knee. friends~. 
He drives them out. Kingly in love in the first banquet he now is kingly 
in.hate. As G. Wilson Knight suggests, he has such titanic aversion for 
disorder of any kind that he wears the nimperial nakedness of hate." 
Unmoved and lonely here in his universal hate he rises into a tragic 
figure. Of the scene Mr. Knight·writes, nThere is no tragic movement 
so swift, so clean-cut, so daring and so terrible in all Shakespeare as 
this of Timon."1 
The breaking of a banquet in The Tempest, however, is also dra-
matically sudden but on a comic level. There thunder and lightning suddenly 
shatter any intentions the wanderers have of partaking o:f the banquet for, 
as if commanded by Nature itself, in comes Ariel like a harpy, claps his 
wings on the table, and causes it to vanish. Through such a "magicaln 
interruption Shakespeare can move on to the more serious matter of judging 
those who, in sin, would partake of bread together. 
In Antony and Cleopatra the interruption is more subtle but it is 
lKnight, The Wheel of Fire, p. 221. 
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there. Menas, who ever has held his cap off to Pompey's fortune (II. 
vii.63), suddenly entreats Pompey to forsake his seat and rise from 
his stool (II.vii.62) to hear him. Eager·and able to make his friend 
"lord of all the world~' as far as "Whate' er the ocean pales, or sky 
inclips,n Menas would cut the cable and slay the triumvirates. Desisting 
less from moral scruples than false honor, Pompey rejoins the revelry. 
This brief break in the feasting scene exposes the vulnerability of 
worldly dominion and the npoisonous wormn in high and low estate. Through 
such skillful manipulating of a simple interruption, Shakespeare achieves 
what H. c. Goddard calls na fresh version of the skeleton at the feast" and 
adds, "It is as perfect a fusion of burlesque and political wisdom a~ is 
to be found outside Aristophanes, and, yet, by a hair line, not burlesque. 
It is the spirit of tragedy masquerading as farce, the chariot of comedy 
driven by death."1 Broken banquets, then, are a means by which Shakes-
peare gives high colori~g to his most important materials. 
Two other elements of importance in scenes of feasting are 
pageantry and the ceremony of servants and attendants. Since the former 
has much the same skillful use in banquet scenes as in other scenes 
spoken of at length in the first chapter and since the latter will be 
studied in the following chapter, our only need here is to state that 
both pageantry and the ceremony of servants and attendants are an integral 
part of a banqueting atmosphere. 
Fi~ally, then, as shown through a variety of ceremonial elements 
in scenes of feasting, Shakespeare uses banquets to evoke mood, forward 
1 Goddard, op. cit., p. 574. 
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action and emphasize themes, but he also uses them to characterize, 
comment on society, and resolve action. In King Henry VIII, ~or example, 
Wolsey is early characterized as an upstart 'winning his way' by cunning 
and ambition to 'a place next to the king' and is associated with 1 he~l' 
and the 1 devil' (I.i.52-72), and with sel~-gain, pride, wealth, and ven-
geance; he is associated also with duplicity and malice.1 In the banquet 
he is "a ~ree kindly host, and an appreciator o~ beauty."2 However, he is 
still shrewd and subtle: he can reply grace~ully to the King's ~acetious 
remark on the "galaxy o~ loveliness gathered under a churchman's roo~" and 
in a moment return the ~acetiousness by observing the King is "a little 
heated" with dancing. Skill~ul, ambitious politician that he is he 
creates a scene of gentle manners, social compliment, and cheer ~or those 
who now nhave done his poor house grace" (I.iv.73). And as G. Wilson 
Knight observes, the ~air guestshave ugiven wingsn to Sir Henry Guilford 
and nbold expression" to Lord Sands, who likes the "'sweet· society o~ ~air 
ones•.u3 
Criticism o~ society, too, has its place in scenes o~ ~easting, 
~or spectacle and pomp become a foil ~or shrewd insights. Shakespeare's 
means o~ introducing evaluations of man are as various as his people. 
At Timon's banquet, Apemantus is the critic. He comes to observe and 
attack those who ndip their meat" in Timon's blood. Knowing those who 
pledge each other at ~easts are readiest to kill each other, he wonders· 
how men without knives trust themselves with other men. Great men, he 
lKnight, The Crown of Life, p. 278. 
2Ibid., p. 279. 
3Ibid., P• 299• 
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thinks, should drink with harness on their throats (I.ii.52). He 
attacks the flatterers who know the right thing to say and the arrogant 
WAO give feasts instead of thanks to God. Watching the Amazons dancing, 
he observes 
Like madness is the glory of this life, 
As this pomp shows to a little oil and root. 
We make ourselves fools, to disport ourselves, 
And spend our flatteries to drink those men 
Upon whose age we void it up again 
With poisonous spite and envy. 
Who lives that•s not depraved or depraves? 
Who dies that bears not one spurn to their graves 
Of their friends' gift? 
(I.ii.l30-138) 
Finally, railing more harshly, Apemantus adds, "Friendship • s full of 
dregs;/Methinks false hearts should never have sound legs/Thus honest 
·fools lay out their wealth on curtsies" (I.ii.235-237). He regrets 
"men•s ears should be/To counsel deaf, but not to flattery" (I.ii.250-
251). Thus Apemantus turns thought to "the transcience of shows" and 
11the brittleness of the armour of manners wi~h which civilized man pro-
tects the foulness within from the poisoned dart of truth."1 As he 
does so, he clarifies the insincerity of Timon•s friends and the::faith 
and love of Timon. 
In The Tempest feast, Gonzalo also weighs appearances and manners. 
Having observed the strange Shapes bringing in the banquet, he muses on 
the monstrousness of the Shapes saying, "Their manners are more gentle, 
kind, than of/Our human generation you shall find/Many -- nay, almost 
any" (III.1ii.32-34). Prospera observes that some of those upresent/ 
Are worse than devils" (III.iii.35-36). 
1Knight, The Wheel of Fire, p. 213. 
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In Pompey's banquet aboard ship, Goddard says, rrShakespeare is 
plainly paying his compliments to the fatuousness of a humanity that 
can delegate all its powers to three drunken men on a boat--let its 
destiny depend on the slender string of a galley's cable and the still 
slenderer string of one weak man's 'honour 1 .ul 
As naturally as Shakespeare can characterize and evaluate the 
life of man in banquet scenes, he can resolve the action in them. In 
The Taming of the Shrew, in a room in Lucentio•s house, all the main 
characters sit at a banquet table. When the ladies have left the 
feasting, their husbands strike a wager of twenty crowns to be given 
to one whose wife "is most obedient/To come at first when he doth send 
for heru (V.ii,67-68). ·Only Katharina comes. The astonished Baptista 
adds twenty thousand crowns to the Wager and Katharina closes the play 
with an address to all women on the matter of domestic obedience. 
In conclusion, then, it would seem that into feasts, seen or 
unseen, Shakespeare brings some of his strongest lines of thought 
and action. Into them, he brings ceremony that heightens the poetic 
and dramatic effects and that harmonizes materials of the most diverse 
nature. Moreover, he orders those materials so beautifully that the 
scene is a compact little drama of such wholeness that a sense of 
realism is attained far beyond that of a more episodically sketched 
feast like that in the Pope•s palace in Doctor Faustus. And in this 
wholeness, as remarkable in the first full banquet scene in Romeo and 
Juliet as in the last in King Henry VIII, ceremony and ceremonials are 
lGoddard, op. cit., p. 575. 
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wrought with merriment and peril. 
The following study of feasting in Macbeth shows Shakespeare's 
supreme art in developing two kinds of banqueting scenes by means of 
several of the elements and uses presented here as background •. 
2 
Since the beginning of time writers have used visual beauty, 
ceremony and communal grace, or even riotous excess, of feasting as 
background for dramatizing the contraries of life and enforcing tragic 
experience. In the simplest of festal ceremony the poets have opened 
questions of "knowledge and mystery, insight and detachment, the 
probable and the necessary, the natural and the supernatural , man as agent 
and patient."1 And the course of events has been altered thereby. Bel-
shazzar's death came according to the prophecy of the handwriting on the 
wall; twelve years of unrest wrenched the lives of those in Heorot until 
-one Beowulf came to relieve them; and, in more recent times, the man who 
·came to dinner wroUght startling changes in a household. Feasting in 
Macbeth is also remarkable in action and revelation. 
In Macbeth the ceremony of feasting provides a background of 
wholeness, good Will, and communal grace for infractions of the moral 
order making those infractions appear in their full horror. The play 
has two feasts, one unbroken and unseen, in the castle of Inverness; 
the other, broken and seen, in the Palace at Forres. In the first a 
l . 
John Lawlor t The Tragic Sense in Shakespeare (New York; Har-
court, Brace, 1960), p. 131. 
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nobleman and his wife honor their King and other guests; in the second, 
a King honors his LOrds. The first abounds in mirth; the second, in fear 
and wonder. The first is merely a backdrop for the vivid portrayal of 
the workings of a mind about to settle on murdering his most honored 
guest, the King, and for setting the evil of indirect action in contrast 
to the grace of self-possession and open methods. The second is a state 
occasion for revealing the chaos that sin effects in the individual and 
society. 
· ln the first feast at Inverness flickering torches and melodious 
I 
sounds of hautboys nearby create an atmosphere of cheer in the banner-
draPed room outside the banquet hall. A·sewer and divers servants 
carrying dishes and service convey the ceremonious nature of the feast 
adjoining. Significantly this prelude, evoking images of great festivity, 
brings the theme of wholeness into full and gracious expression, and, 
thereby, lends emphasis to the theme of division, which now comes vividly 
and unequivocally into the forefront of the action. Besides, together 
with later evidence o± the King's bounty, this prelude sets division within 
a frame of wholeness which judges the sower of discord togethe~ with his 
deed. Thus, when Macbeth, who has chosen to leave the festal banquet, 
its music and fellow~hip, to stand in shadows at angles with the ceremonial 
hall to consider deeply and alone the murder of the King whom the occasion 
honors, Shakespeare has placed Macbeth's debate with himself in a perspective 
of such festal suggestion that the ceremonial occasion as an image of the 
kingdom's unity bears in strongly against the murder at the same time 
that, as a splendid image of royal grandeur, it bears in upon his imagination 
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to spur his ambition. 1 
\Yhen the guests, then, banquet in the feasting chamber at 
Inverness, Macbeth "mistrans1ates the recoilings and ominous whispers 
o:f conscience into prudential and selfish reasonings."2 He shows his 
lack o:f vision in being less concerned with moral aspects o:f the deed 
than questions of success and the immediate effects of the deed upon 
3 himself. Also, however, he shows himself hospitable to codes of 
ceremony in recognizing the "double trustu he represents as host and 
kinsman; and he shows himself worthy o:f some respect :for he can see the 
goodness of Duncan and knows its power to waken a universal outcry 
against the deed. Besides, he tries to understand his own motives. He 
confesses, "I have no spur/To prick the sides of my intent, but only/ 
Vaulting ambition, which o•erleaps itself/And falls on th'·&tber 
1G. R. Elliott gives a vivid picture of the feast as background 
for Macbeth's entrance: Duncan's last words inaasking to be conducted to 
his host "make him central in our mental picture of the offstage feast; 
while the.hautboy music that preluded the preceding scene rises again, 
sweet but eerie, mingled with sounds of good cheer; and while many torch-
led servitors carrying dishes pass to and fro before our eyes. The best 
'banquet' for the good King, as we know, is ~commendations• of his leading 
thane (I.iv.54-58). And we imagine him evinQing his high 'love', for 
'mine Host' in conti:JilUal 'Graces towards him' at the festive ensemble; which 
typifies the new safety and harmony of the realm. But soon the stage empties; 
and all sounds are softened as behind closed doors. 'Then enter Macbeth.' 
The 'Host' has stolen away from the banquet, driven by the climactic battle 
now occurring in his breast.u Op. cit., pp. 58-59. 
2Terence Hawkes (ed.), Coleridge's Writings on Shakespeare (New 
York: s. P. Putnam, 1959), pp. 188-189. 
3In an imaginative picture of the feast, G. R. Elliott also suggests 
the influence that the banquet may have had on Macbeth in the opening 
soliloquy: The soliloquy ureveals that the Grace of 'Heaven' (22) through 
the medium of the King is working upon him extremely, just when his lust 
for the Kingship has become more extreme than ever. For while sitting at 
the feast with downcast eyes, secretly glorying in the honors he has won, 
showered with 'Golden Opinions• from all sorts of people (33)--above all, 
from the fount of honor, the sovereign glory could be his own 'quickly' 
(2), for just one 'blow• (4). u Op. cit., p. 59. 
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.aide" (I.vii.24-28). 
While the banquet is without both host and hostess in Lady Mac-
beth's coming to him, he is reminded o:f his break with ceremony in 
leaving the King and the feast and would hastily dismiss talk o£ the deed. 
But Lady Macbeth's sudden burst of question after question, designed to 
whet both courage and ambition, stirs him, especially her resorting to 
easy logic in reasoning that the more he dares the more man he is and her 
contrasting her own powers o:f resolution and courage to his. Having defied 
:failure by accepting it if necessary and having proposed to drug the 
chamberlains and to cover up the deed with roar of ugriefs and clamour," 
she succeeds in settling his mind to the terrible :feat. Then a man o:f 
action he hurries her back to the feast, again admonishing, "Away, and· 
m&ck the time with fairest show;/False :face must hide what the false heart 
doth know" (I.vii.8l-82). We haven't seen the banquet to which they return 
except in the mind's eye, but we have seen two of its principal members 
in conversation o:f the most serious import. 
In the :following scene a postlude to the feast shows Banquo and 
Macbeth in contrasting standards of action. The one is sensitively 
oppressed with 11cursed thoughts that nature/Gives way to in repose" (II. 
i.8-9) and bounti:ful and gracious in reporting Duncan 1 s pleasure in the 
feast and in delivering the King's diamond for Lady Macbeth; the other 
is apologetic for some lack of preparedness and eager for an early con-
ference with Banquo regarding the prophecies. Moreover, Banquo is ready 
to give ear only to that which keeps his conscience and allegiance clear; 
Macbeth is about to follow a visionary dagger into Duncan's chamber. D. 
A. Travers! aptly suggests that Macbeth's own banquet "is set, in its 
spirit and final outcome, against Duncan's great feast at Inverness," 
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when Duncan "distributed 'great largess' to his thanes and finally 
'shut up in measureless content.'u And, he adds, "It is significant 
that Macbeth should be absent :from this demonstration of :free loyalty 
and corresponding royal bounty; the action upon which his imagination has 
already embarked is the :flaw in 'the single state o:f man' which depends 
upon natural reverence :for the throne. 111 
Macbeth's deliberate withdrawal :from :festival mirth during the 
:first banquet to plot the death o:f his King is balanced in the second by 
his being severed :from mirth and :fellowship despite his will· to partici-
pate in them. And, also, with the murder committed before the :feast in 
the second rather than after it as in the :first, all the terror and wonder 
that Macbeth expressed in the presence o:f Lady Macbeth after Duncan's 
murder now expresses itself in the presence of his guests with the 
appearance of the Ghost -- but with this difference that he is now not so 
much concerned with regret and the impossibility o:f being cleansed :from 
sin as with wonder at the impossibility of concealing crime. Renee, in 
shows of ceremony, as well as attitudes of the humble host, courage, and 
defianc~, he would hide what his false heart again knows. 
It is not without reason, therefore, that the whole second feast, 
overwhelming in its dramatic power, rests on a framework of three kinds 
of ceremony: welcome, healths, and a good night. Lacking the :festival 
music, servants c.arrying provisions :for the banquet , and sharing o;f gi:fts 
;found in the earlier one, this feast, a communion of a King and his noble-
men, centers on the ceremonies of :fellowship. That focus is important for, 
1Traversi, op. cit., pp. 168-169. 
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as William Rosen observes, this banquet is a ritual with the King at the 
head of a community of guests.1 As such it is meant to reflect the 
order in society. ironically the welcome, healths, and good night reveal 
the disorder in Macbeth and his social group. No amount of hypocrisy and 
cunning can conceal the anguish and isolation that rend his spirit. And 
forms of ceremony, traditionally symbols of order, can only bring dis-
harmonies and lawlessness into more vivid awareness. 
As the scene opens, a banquet table stands prepared near the 
front of the stage,· and "two chairs of state under a canopy" stand to 
one side on a dais. 2 The King and Queen, their guests, and Attendants enter 
without flourish or hautboys. The Queen takes her place of honor on the 
dais; the King and his guests move informally toward the table. 
At once emphasis falls on uthe ceremony and order traditionally 
surrounding the King."3 Macbeth's first words center on the royal posi-
tion and the relative relationship of each nobleman to his King. Obviously 
conscious of rank and honor but disinclined toward formal soliciting, he 
urges, "You know your own degrees, sit downu (III.iv.l). Then he .quickly 
turns to the ceremony of welcome. In the briefest statement possible, he 
adds, "At first/And last the hearty welcome" (III.iv.l-2). After the 
lords have recognized his superiority in nThanks to your Majesty" (III. 
iv.2), Macbeth again calls attention to the royal eminence. In a semblance 
of equality and in conscious lack of ceremony he explains, "Ourself 
will miAgle with society/And play the humble host" (III.iv.3-4). In yet 
1Rosen, op. cit., p. 88. 
2 Kittredge, ~p. cit., p. 932. 
3 Rosen, op. cit., p. 86. 
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another explanation he t~ns thought to the royal position. He adds 
advisedly, "Our hostess keeps her state, but in best time/We will require 
her welcome11 (lii.iv.5-6). 
The opening ceremony of welcome has one more significant emphasis. 
Together with the suggestions of kingship come suggestions of affection 
and sincerity. ln his first speech quoted earlier, Macbeth would have the 
guests feel his heart were in hi.s words: 11At first/And last the.· hear:ty 
welcome 11 {Ill. i v .1-2) ., ··And when he delays the Queen • s welcome until "the 
best timeu and she replies, nP.ronounce it for me, sir, to all our friends,/ 
For my heart speaks they are welcome" (Ill.iv.6-7), she echoes her hus-
band's "hearty welcomen in saying her heart speaks for her. Here the 
affection due a subject from a King and due a guest from his host mingles 
with the warmer note of friendship. As Professor Kittredge points out, 
the first three speeches of the host and hostess end nwith the word 
welcome , which is intentionally dwelt on, nl and, as we have observed, they 
gloss the welcome with qualities of the heart, a word also intentionally 
emphasized. Shakespeare's evoking awareness of these qualities and of the 
royal position, itself traditionally associated with sincerity and in-
violate action, just before the welcoming festivity is broken by the First 
Murderer's appearance at the door contributes to the horror that irony 
throughout the feast brings into being. T.he opening greetings, then, 
fraught with all the hypocrisy worn by one who has killed a King and 
arranged the murder of his chief nobleman and guest, are a vivid rein-
forcement of the violation of kingship. 
1Kittredge, o·p cit p 932 
. . ' . . 
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With skill Macbeth manages an unnoticed withdrawal to meet the 
wa~ting murderer. In reply to the Queen•s request that he present her 
welcome for her, he suggests enthusiastically, "See, they encounter thee 
with their hearts' thanksn (III.iv.9). He then identifies his place at 
the head of a full table and urges his guests to be "large in mirth. 11 
Anon, he explains 11We'll drink a measure/The table round" (III.iv.ll-12). 
His ease in sealing the mutual affection of host and guests and in laying 
a course of conversation for the noblemen by riveting attention on the 
Queen, and on the thanks they would offer her, before he slips to the door 
gives him the appearance of unassailable poise. 
Hence, from the beginning the feast is a broken one, for, as 
suggested, even before Macbeth has completed his formal greetings in the 
third speech, the murderer of Banquo waits outside. There is no lingering 
on ceremony in this play. Macbeth's sudden shift from "be large in mirth; 
anon we'll drink·a measure/The table roundn (III.iv.ll-12) in closing the 
ceremony of love and welcome to "There's blood upon thy facen (III.iv.l2) 
while he walks from the guests to the door is shocking indeed. In one 
speech Macbeth emphasizes the festal note, foreshadows the coming ceremony 
of drinking healths, and gives a sharp awareness of the murder. Shakes-
peare's subtle breaking of ceremony for a shift to business of the most 
sinister kind shows his art in harmonizing disparate materials even in 
the swiftest moving.action. 
The break brings important and fearful news. The murderer's tale 
that Banquo lies dispatch'd, his throat cut by the best of cutthroats, 
is good. news; but the news of Fleance's escape brings fears. Macbeth 
cannot now be .. Whole as the marble, founded as the rock,/As broad and 
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general as the casing air" (III.iv.22-23). With "the worm" fled, he 
knows he can be only ucabin'd, cribb'd, con:fin'd, bound in/To saucy doubts 
and fears,. (III.iv.24-25). And he is right, for he yet has :found no 
healing balm :for the restless life within, and as William Rosen in this 
regard explains, '•That Banquo's son still lives is sufficient testimony 
that crime will be opposed, that it cannot succeed in making good of bad 
and friends of :foes.nl The strangely clipped dialogue dealing with the 
news has, in the words of Professor Kittredge, "a savage jocularity in the 
first few speeches of the dialogue which expresses, on ~mcbeth's part, a 
nervous revulsion of feeling from t~e horror of the deed and, on the 
murderer's, a frank exultation in successful revenge."2 But the mood 
suddenly shifts, the tension mounts, and imagination soars when the terror 
of insecurity seizes Macbeth. Two speeches look :forward to what is to 
come. In "Then comes my fit again" (III.iv.21) Macbeth admits to an ail-
ment, which in the next break, Lady Macbeth uses to advantage in explaining 
his fear of the Ghost; and his ''Tomorrow /We 111 hear ourselves again" 
(III.iv.3l-32) :foreshadows the coming murders in the home of Lady Macduff. 
When the murderer leaves suddenly and Macbeth turns from the door, 
Lady Macbeth, who would have the etiquette o:f a banquet move as it should 
from welcoming to honoring guests with pledging, hastily calls her hus-
band•s atibention to his breach of good form: "My royal lord,/You do not 
give the cheer. The feast is sold/That is not often vouch'd, while 'tis 
a-making,/'Tis given with welcome" (III.iv.32-35). She would have him 
reflect and share festal happiness; she would have him proceed with the 
1Rosen, op. cit., p. 86. 
2Kittredge, op. cit., P• 932. 
toasts. Clearly she respects ceremony; for her, it is "the sauce to 
meat." "Meeting," she adds, "were bare without it." And, Professor 
Kittredge explains, she reminds him that "Unless the host's words and 
demeanor assure his guests that they are welcome, he might as well be 
an innkeeper."1 
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Unaware the Ghost has entered, Macbeth thanks his Queen, his "sweet 
Remembrancer, 11 for calling him to his duties as host. Whether he playfully 
refers to the three officers of the Exchequer called Remembrancers, one of 
whom was the King's Remembrancer, and thereby reveals his preoccupation 
with kingship or merely speaks affectionately in a symbol that ironically 
points toward Lady Macbeth's sleepwalking scene, wherein she remembers all 
the guilty deeds and brings the pain of sin into sweet and tender revela-
tion, the address is full of irony. Banquo takes Macbeth's place at the 
table at the moment of its utterance. 2 
With the resumption of ceremony, then, the second break comes. 
Macbeth moves toward his place at the table saying, "Now good digestion 
wait on appetite,/And health on both11 (III.iv.38-39). Close to his honored 
place, he speaks, by way of easy conversation but also by way of conscious 
!Kittredge, op. cit., p. 932. 
2This view of the Ghost's entrance agrees with the indication of 
its entrance in the Folio and in Professor Kittredge's edition. However, 
Kenneth Muir's observation should not be overlooked: "The Folio marks the 
entrance of the Ghost after Lady Macbeth•s last speech. This may be 
either a premature direction to give plenty of warning to the actor, or 
it may merely indicate that on the Elizabethan stage the ghost would have 
some distance to walk. According to Forman's account the Ghost entered 
as Macbeth began to speak of Banquo. I have marked the entrance according-
ly. Wilson adheres to the Folio entrance, other editors have marked 
it at 43 and 45, but the favourite place is after 39. The Ghost appears 
when summoned." Shakespe~e, Macbeth,. ed. Kenneth Muir, p. 94. 
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·painting of his innocence, nHere had we now our country's honour, roo:f'd,/ 
Were the grac'd person of our Banquo present;~Vho may I rather challenge 
:for unkindness/Than pity for mischanceu (III.iv.40-43).1 Ross has time 
to cast a glance at Banquo's :fault in breaking a promise and to urge, 
also, "Please't your Highness/To grace us with your royal company" (III. 
iv,44-45). The ceremony of both Lennox and Ross, in calling attention to 
the kingly position in the :formal "your Highness" helps sustain the image 
o:f greatness in Macbeth and in Scotland's royal throne, and also makes the 
image of the murdered Banquo in a ditch with twenty gashes on his head the 
more awful, Macbeth is c9nscious of the "breakn in the circle o:f great 
noblemen, :for-hypocritically he suggests that if Banquo had COJile all the 
great Scottish noblemen had been present. His next speech, therefore, 
o:f uThe table's :fullu (III.iv.46) reflects the deepening anxiety he :feels 
over the broken :fellowship and order. Admittedly, when he had weighed 
causes for murdering Banqua, he was well aware that in Banquo reigned a 
"royalty of naturen that "would be fear• dn- (III.i.5l). 
It is ceremony that builds suspense here, tao. Three times the 
guests honor their King with suggestions that he sit, for Lennox now 
urges him to take the place reserv'd. The :first time Macbeth continues 
talking of Banquo' s absence; the se-cond time, he merely observes no place 
remains for him; the third time, he inquires where a place is :free. 
1William Rosen writes; uirony here operates on two levels. There 
is, :first, the incongruity between-what Macbeth says and what he knows: 
unlike his guests, Macbeth knows that Banquo lies dead in a ditch. There 
is, at the same time, a further use o:f dramatic irony. An audience is 
aware of what Macbeth and his guests do not perceive; that while Macbeth 
speaks his dissembling words, Banquo's spirit has menacingly appeared and 
now sits in Macbeth • s place. And when the ghost makes its second appear-
ance we have a repetition of the same twa.levels of irony." Qp, cit., p. 89. 
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Apparently the guests cannot see the ghost. Lennox insists, "Here, xny 
good lord," and aware of the King's disorder, adds, "What is•t that moves 
your Highnesst' (III.iv.48). Still the ceremony honoring the King with 
the :formal phrase "your Highness" emphasizes kingship. Still Macbeth 
strives with :fear and amazement. And still, as the continuing dialogue 
shows, ceremonial courtesy aids suspense. 
At once, then, Macbeth questions, "Which of you have done thisn 
(III.iv.49). He would suggest one of them has murdered Banquo.1 The 
astonished Lords echo, "What, my good lord" (III .. iv.49). The hol"rible 
aspect o:f the murder works on his mind: "Thou canst not say I did it. 
Nevel' shake/Thy gory locks at men (III.iv.50-51). Sensitive to the dis-
l"Uption in Macbeth and his :feast and to the demands of courtesy in behalf 
of the King, Ross would have the Lords depart. He Ul"ges, uGentlemen, 
rise.· His Highness is not well" (III.iv.52). Howevel", Lady Macbeth, 
also conscious of ceremonial grace, invites the l"ising guests to sit 
again and eat; and, eager to make the King's mysterious communication 
appear natural and to retain wholeness in the l"oyal feast, she bids the 
guests to disregard her husband's fit of passion and to think of it as 
nothing mol"e than the momentary abstractions he has had since youth. 2 
1Macbeth may wish to ward off impressions of guilt. "For to 
him at least," writes Elmel" Edgar Stoll, "the Ghost's errand is plain; 
it is p~ophecy, retaliation, vengeance. He sits in Macbeth's royal 
chair as a token that none the less his seed shall sit there herea:fter,. 11 
See Shakespeare Studies (New York: Macmillan Co., 1927), p. 191. 
211Macbeth was subject to :fits of abstraction, and even "to 
hallucinations,. Lady Macbeth*s excuse, then, accords, in plausible 
meas-qre, with the :facts,." Kittredge, op. cit.·, p. 933. 
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Then she quietly tries to call him to himself while the Lords re-
pair to their places and ceremonial order returns. During the first 
:feast she had chided him for his "green and pale" hope and his :fear to be 
the same in act and valour as in desire (I.vii.40-41). She had berated 
him for letting 'ii dare not•i wait upon '1I would't and, when he had con-
:fessed he dared do all that becomes a man; she had insisted "When you 
durst do it, then you were a man" (I.vii.49). Now in the second feast 
she tries to summon courage in him by again appealing to his manhood with 
the question "Are you a man?tt And he answers, uAy, and a bold one, that 
dare look on that/Which might appal the devilrr (III.iv.59-60). More 
strong in her efforts to rouse his courage, S.h~ maintains th~ Ghost is 
merely ·"painted fear,u another image like the ttair-drawn dagger." And 
the n:flaws and starts,n she chides, are a woman's fear and, impliedly 
for a man, shame itself. Then with the :force o:f an afterthought meant 
to clear the matter, she pointedly adds, ,.When all's done/You look but 
on a stool" (III.iv.67-68).1 Apparently for her and the guests this last 
observation is fact; for Macbeth, it is beWildering madness. With the 
mystery o:f_the supernatural and the natural in sharper focus, more unnerved 
1William Rosen writes: "There has been much dispute concerning the 
nature and significance of the ghost. We have, for example, the rather ex-
treme ~iew of W. c. Curry: 'Banquo•s ghost is an infernal illusion, created 
out of air by demonic forces and presented to Macbeth's sight at the banquet 
in order that the murderer may be confused and utterly confounded.• The 
argument that external demonic :forces control Macbeth has disturbing conse-
quences, for Macbeth becomes a mere puppet, a helpless victim unable to 
will his own actions. Willard Farnham, taking another position, refers to 
an imposing array of Elizabethan moral treatises and plays in supporting 
his contention that :fear was one of the passions stirred by conseience, and 
that tyrants were notable sufferers :from guilty conscience. However, that 
such a view had currency in Shakespeare's time is no guarantee that Shakes-
peare dramatized it in this particular scene. Actually, there is not within 
the play itself strong support for the opposition that the ghost's appearance 
is brought on by Macbeth's conscience; only by going outside the drama to 
Elizabethan writings and other plays can such a view be sustained." Op. cit., 
p. 87. . 
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than before he cries piteously and passionately, "Prithee see there! 
behold! look! lo! How say you" (III.iv.69) and then addresses the Ghost 
itself dreading lest, being ~eal, it can nod and so speak its secrets. 
And with the Ghost's first disappearance, relieved and dazed, the 
Queen asks "What, quite unmann'd in follyn (III.iv.73). Vowing he saw 
the Ghost, she rebukes himwith "Fie, for shameu (III.iv.74). Clearly 
the two feasts are of a piece in the interweaving of materials meant to 
rouse courage in Macbeth. Ironically it is Lady Macbet4, the one who in 
the beginning goaded him toward an act of murder by impugning his courage 
and manhood and who also after the act urged him not to consider it so 
deeply, who now, too, must rouse his courage and uphold a semblance of 
order lest the occasion detail their guilt. In both scenes to achieve 
her ends, she seeks to touch his pride by shaming him; in both scenes she 
reaches his will but fails to heal his interior disorder. Moreover, in 
both scenes Shakespeare stresses fear and terror to waken awe of deeds 
as heinous as those perpetrated by the ambitious thane and King. The fear 
also foreshadows the bold and desperate rashness of Macbeth's actions when 
insecurity overbalances an inward vision of himself as a kingly man. And 
then appears what Coleridge calls the uMoral--the dreadful effects even 
on the best minds of the soul-sickening sense of insecurity."1 
But though the Ghost has vanished, Macbeth's consciousness of mur-
der has not. With all the human frailty of limited understanding, he 
wonders at the uncommon state of things in regard to his own sin and the 
immunity of murderers of old to revelations that plague the inventor. 
Added to the atmosphere of fear, then, is wondel" as he muses nBut now 
they rise again,/With twenty mortal murthers on their crowns,/And push us 
l Hawkes, op. cit., p. 196. 
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from our stools. This is more strange/Than such a murther is11 (III.iv. 
80-83). 
Lady Macbeth, again conscious of formaL ceremony now touched by 
her husband•s suffering, draws him to the table again saying simply, "My 
worthy lord, your noble friends to lack youn (III.iv.83-84). Apologetically 
he rises to the occasion regretting both the negligence of his guests and 
his ustrange infirmity." Then in the ceremony of a pledge, Shakespeare 
gives a second·-dra:tnatic break in the feast with the reappearance of the 
Ghost: 
Come, love and health to all! 
Then I'll sit down. Give me some wine, fill full. 
Enter Ghost. 
I drink to th t general joy o' _th '' whole table, 
And to our dear friend Banquo, whom we miss. 
Would he were here! To all, and hi~, we thirst, 
And all to all. 
(III.iv.87-91) 
As the Lords return the pledge, the horrified Macbeth sees the Ghost 
again. More shaken now, and trembling, melodramatically he orders it out 
of sight. It is now the marrowless bones, cold blood, unseeing and glaring 
eyes he sees. It is the unreal he cannot face. Were it a Russian bear, 
arm'd rhinoceros, Hyrcan tiger, he would not tremble. Were it even the 
living Banquo hetd challenge him with his sword. The final bravado in the· 
duel with Macduff is here foreshadowed. When the unreal mockery and 
"horrible shadowu goes, the udead corse" can well presage Macbeth's own 
state, for, n 1 a walking shadow', he stands upon the farther side of our 
experience, to contemplate the life we know with a longing which is with-
out hope but can never be without desire."-1 But with the Ghost gone, he 
lLawlor, op. cit., p. 128. 
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is a man again urging the guests to be still. Lady Macbeth, still conscious 
of ceremonial formality, calls attention to the effects of the disruption 
in him so clearly that, like her earlier shaming of him, the description 
presents him unfavorably: 
You have displac'd the mirth, broke the good meeting 
With most admir'd disorder. 
(III.iv.l09-ll0) 
But Macbeth's imagination is again stronger than will and reason. And 
again wonder lays hold on him. For a moment he is profound: "Can such 
things be,/And overcome us like a summer's cloud/Without our special 
wonder?"1 His question evokes consideration of the nature of man and 
his relationship to the supernatural. Here, as Coleridge might well say, 
"The tune goes manly."2 And as he turns to contrast, not the present and 
the past as before, but this time himself and the others, he cannot but 
set the wonder he feels in the presence of such sights against the lack 
of surprise they seem to feel: uYou make me strange/Even to the disposition 
that I owe,/When now I think you can behold such sights/And keep the 
natural ruby of your cheeks/When mine is blanch'd with fearu (III.iv. 
112-116). The total inability of all those present to enter his world 
or he theirs gives his isolation such emphasis he awakens very real 
sympathy. When Ross replies, "What sights, my lord?" the isolation is 
confirmed. There is no reconciliation. Separation of Macbeth from his 
1 In commenting on 11Macbeth's inclination to brooding, abstraction, 
profound reverie, bordering upon trance,n Professor Firkins calls atten-
tion to the remarkable ndrop from the fiery vehemence of his challenge 
and defiance to the spirit of Banquo to the mood of tranquil and dreamlike 
reverie11 found in this passage, ulines almost mimetic of the 'tranced 
summer calm' of the still white cloud in the peaceful heavens.". See 
Selected Essays, pp. 263-264. 
2 Hawkes, op. cit., p. 197. 
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guests is imperative. Lady Macbeth effects it with unceremonious haste 
in a good night: 
At once, good night. 
Stand not upon the order of your going, 
But go at once. 
(XII • i v .118-l.~O.) 
The sudden disorderly exit reflects the chaos in Macbeth and his realm. 
Left alone the two, who now have seen that ,.murder will out,n are 
more quiet and there is no ceremony. In images consonant with those of 
the earlier urooky wood" Macbeth recognizes "A.ugpr..es and understood relations 
have/By maggot-pies and choughs and rooks brought forth/The secret'st man 
of bloodn (III.iv.l24-l26). Lady Macbeth is weary and spent. Her replies 
to his questions on time and Macduff's absence are brief. He resolves to 
step so far in blood that uReturning were as tedious as go o'ern and will 
act at once. Now Rosen observes, "Macbeth alone will judge men and impose 
sentence upon them. In this way he places himself at the center of 
creation; the community falls away. Rejecting all laws and customs out-
l 
side his own being, Macbeth is no longer cognizant of conscience." The 
scene closes with the theme of sleep, "the season of all natures" and the 
"chief nourisher of life*s feast11 for one whose "self-abuse/Is the initiate 
fear that wants hard use" (III.iv.l42-l43). The close of the feast scene 
then links the scene showing Macbeth and Lady Macbeth after the murder of 
Duncan with the .sl.ee.pwalking scene. 
In conclusion, the two feasting scenes have striking differences. 
The first was unseen ceremonious background for a murder plotted by two 
people. In the first Macbeth succumbed to a will stronger than his own. 
1Rosen, op. cit., p. 91. 
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He had moral qualms. In the second feast, built on ceremonies of welcome 
and drinking of heal ths, Lady Macbeth had less power to subdue him. Only 
the disappearance of the Qhost could bring him peace. Only the departure 
of the guests could return his bolder determination and his will to act. · 
In the first feast, the doubt and indecision of Macbeth were emphasized; 
in the second feast, the consequences .of elected sin. 
' In the first a decision to violate the harmonious order of the 
self, society, and the universal hierarchy begins his spiritual degenera-
tion. In the second he has no bond with society. His highest good would 
seem to be a "freedom from fear" and so, isolated and unique as he is, 
his deepest yearning is to understand the mysteries of sin. He cannot 
join the ceremonial circle however much he would. The isolation of damna-
tion is a cold and lonely one. 
But the scenes are alike, too. Over and above the sound of voices 
rises the symbol of a crown glittering in the light. Its timeless gold 
points to a kingship undefiled. 
These our actors, 
As I foretold you, were all spirits and 
Are.melted into air, into thin air; 
And~ like the baseless fabric of this vision, 
The cloud-capp'd towers, the gorgeous palaces, 
The solemn temples, the great globe itself, 
~es, all which it inherit, shall dissolve, 
And, like this insubstantial pageant faded, 
Leave not a rack behind. 
The Tempest (IV.i.l48-l56) 
CHAPTER V 
"A woful pageant have we here beheld11 
Ceremony of Attendants, Soldiers, 
Messengers, and Servants 
1 
In Shakespeare's plays magnificence in living took brilliant 
form before the eyes of playgoers. Needless to say, spectacle provided 
background and mood for the story, but it also had no little influence 
in informing the course of action by giving visual or auditory emphasis 
to crises and to ideas within a play. 
Ceremonious Attendants, Messengers, and Servants of divers kinds 
make their appearance and disappearance in the plays to dispatch business, 
to illumine the roles of characters in dialogue before, after, or during 
another's entrance, to embellish and unify a scene, to provide laughter 
or new solemnity, as well as to emphasize contrasts for the sake of 
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tension. These uses and more appear. Costumes of attendants, numbers, 
·arrangements, action-- all contribute to the total ceremony that h~lps 
unlock a storehouse of meaning. 
First, then, since splendid attire and attendance are elements in 
harmony with the splendor of language, elevated action, and characters 
of eminence in Shakespeare's plays, let us note the formal elegance 
found in costumes of upper-class characters on the Elizabethan stage; then 
let us consider the accumulated force of this impression, together with 
the action and arrangements of characters, in processionals, court scenes, 
masques, or any other assembling of Attendants, as various in kinds as 
numerous, in Renaissance drama; and finally let us examine the varied 
uses Shakespeare makes of the ceremony of Attendants in several plays 
other than Macbeth. Such a survey can provide a background helpful for 
the study of the ceremonial role of Attendants and processionals in 
Macbeth itself. 
In the main, habiliments of characters on the Elizabethan stage 
paralleled those of persons in contemporary life despite the time and era 
of the story; hence, a picture of fashionable dress gives a clue to the 
spectacle offered on the stage. It is well to remember that in the "mipgle-
mangle" of Elizabethan apparel, preposterous in excess, a private citizen 
sometimes appeared in costumes as ornamental as the nobleman•s. 1 Fynes 
Moryson even goes so far as to say that "bankrupts, players and cut-
purses go .flppa.reli~. like gentlemen. "2 Thus, in a London atmosphere 
lPhilip Stubbes, The anatomie of abuses (1583), in Nicoll, op. 
cit., p. 29. 
2 Fynes Moryson, An Itinerary (1617), in Nicoll, ibid., p. 29. 
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of 11m:Lngle-mangl.e" from aristocrat to citizen, Shakespeare's having Portia 
merry over Baron Falconbridge's looking like a proper man's picture and 
a dumbshow in his odd suiting of a doublet from Italy, round hose from 
l . 2 France, and bonnet from Germany was wel.l. grounded in the dail.y practice 
1In The anatomie of abuses (1583) Philip Stubbes writes, "The 
French-hose are of two divers makings, for the common French-hose (as 
they list call. them) containeth l.ength, breadth and sideness sufficient, 
and is made very round. The other containeth neither length, breadth 
nor sideness (being not past a quarter of a yard side), whereof some be 
paned, cut and drawn out with costly ornaments, with canions annexed 
. 11 
reaching down beneath their knees. See Nicoll., ibid., p. 30. 
2The hat was dramatically important in both appearance and asso-
ciative value: uThe hat was a great asset in a well-dressed man's attire: 
he fought in it, and with it, using it as parry; he sax at church and at 
meals with it on, and only removed it with most profuse ceremony on 
meeting a lady, instantly replacing it: he remained uncovered only at-court 
and in the presence of royalty.- ••• There was a certain stiffness and 
formal.ity' in Elizabethan hats. The. feathers with Which they were decked 
were smal.l., but as the size of hats increased in James's reign the feathers 
were worn larger. Small.handkerchiefs. of about four inches square, with 
a button or tassel. at each corner or·edged With gold lace, were folded 
and worn in hats as favours. Other objects such as gloves and ribbons 
were also stuck in the hat or cap, as passages in Shakespeare show (see 
Hen. V.iv:232; Haml. IV.vii.77; Lear III.iv.85-6.u Percy Macquard, 
11 Costume, u in sii'akespeare 1 s Engl'iiiiCf; II, 109. 
Philip Stubbes describes the motley array of hats in England: 
nsometimes they wear them sharp on the crown, perking up like a sphere 
or shaft of a steeple standing a quarter of a yard above the crown of 
their heads, some more, some less, as please the fantasies of their minds. 
othersome be fl.at and broad on the crown, like the battlements of a 
house. Another sort have round crowns, sometimes with one kind of band, 
sometime with another--now black, now white, now russet, now red, now 
green, now yellow, now this, now that, never content with one colour or 
fashion two days to an end." And, Philip Stubbes adds, the :fabrics are 
as ra;re and strange as the shapes, for usome are of silk, some velvet, 
some of taffeta; some of sarcenet ' some of wool.' and' which is more 
curious, some of a certain kind of fine hair, far-fetched and dear-bought 
you may be sure; and so common a thing it is that every servingman, 
countryman, and other, even all indifferently do wear of these hats.u 
See Nicoll., op. cit., p. 30. 
If one adds to the hat and hose an intricately embroidered doublet 
of velvet, a ugreat and monstrous" ruff of cambric, holland, or lawn, 
pumps slashed in ornamental patterns, and appropriate accessories, the 
costume of an attending cour~ier is impressive indeed. 
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of extravagance in dress, as was the pranksters• ridiculous suggestion 
that Malvolio have black and yellow cross-gartering. However, the 
habiliments of the Earl of .Leicester on a visit can be cited here as an 
illustration of the kind of splendid attire that made social and state 
occasions in the daily life of London visually impressive and gave action 
on the stage not only beauty but also symbolic value and prominence. He 
was apparelled, states The Black Book of Warwick, 
all in white, his shoes of velvet, his stocks of hose knit silk, 
his upper stocks of white velvet lined with cloth of silver, his 
doublet of silver, his jerkin white velvet drawn with silver, beauti-
fied with gold and precious stone, his girdle and scabbard white 
velvet, his robe white satin embroidered with gold a foot broad 
very curiously; his cap black velvet with a white feather, his 
collar of gold beset with precious stones, and his garter about his 
leg of .St, George's order--a sight worthy the beholding.l 
No less striking was the sight of a nobleman ready for a challenge 
in the Tilt Yard. Then a costume was only one of the many colorful ele-
ments of a nobleman's entry. Representative of the picture such an entry 
gave is the description of the challengers and their·company at a tourna-
ment performed before Queen Elizabeth at lV,nitehall in 1581. The appearance 
of Philip Sidney, a model of the Renaissance gentleman, after his challenger, 
the Earl of Arundel, who was as strikingly arrayed and attended was indeed 
magnificent: 
Then proceeded Philip Sidney, in very sumptuous manner, with 
armour part blue, and the rest gilt and engraven, with four spare 
horses, having caparisons and furniture very rich and costly, as 
some of cloth of gold embroidered with pearl, and some embroidered 
with gold and silver feathers, very richly and cunningly wrought: 
he had four pages that rode on his four spare horses, who had cassock 
coats, and_Venetian hose of all cloth of silver, laid with gold 
lace, and hats of the same with gold bands and white feathers, and 
1The Black Book of Warwick, ed. Thomas Kemp (189S), quoted in 
Nicoll, ibid., p. 30. 
each one a pair of white buskins. Then had he a thirty gentlemen 
and yeomen, and four trumpeters, who were all in cassock coats and 
Venetian hose of yellow velvet, laid with silver lace, yellow velvet 
caps with silver bands and white feathers, and every one a pair of 
white buskins; and they had upon their coats, a scroll or band of 
silver, whiQh came scarfe-wise over the shoulder, and so down under 
the arm, with this poesie, or sentence written upon it, both before 
and behind, Sic nos, non nobis. · 
Then came master Fulke Greville , in gilt armour, with rich and 
fair caparisons and furniture, having four spare horses with four 
pages riding upon them, and four trumpeters sounding before him, and 
a twenty gentlemen and yeomen attending upon him, who , with the pages 
and trumpeters, were all apparelled in lace, and cut down the arm and 
set with loops and buttons of gold, Venetian hose of the same lined 
(as aforesaid) laid with gold lace down the side with loops and buttons 
of gold, and with each a pair of yellow worsted stockings, and hats 
·of tawny taffeta, with gold bands and yellow.feathers.l 
A spectacle like this from real life can suggest the impressive 
ceremonial tone that a playwright saw in a procession of Lords and 
Attendants adopted from real life situations. The Bolingbroke-Mowbray 
tilt in Richard II or any other fo.rmal entry in the plays achieved that 
tone. In the opening scene of King Lear also, for example, the King, 
surrounded by Attendants and l'oyal Lords in rich regalia, together with 
his three daughters and their Ladies in Waiting as colorfully costumed, 
was conceived to give kingship a splendid dignity and to ~ive King Lear, 
who is uevery inch a King,n an almost unparalleled appearance of greatness. 
As a result, disruptions within a character or between characters within 
the scene or later scenes carry extraordinary emotional force. For example, 
Lear•s outbursts of anger and breaking of royal sanctions in the court 
scene appear the more awful within the surrounding splendor. Moreover, 
the beginning magnificence makes his gradual stripping of glory and his 
1From Holinshed•s Chronicle, as quoted by Nichols in his Pro-
gresses of Quean Elizabeth in Harriet K. Morse, Elizabethan Pageantry 
(London: The Studio, 1934), p. 12. 
eventual loss of all kingly trappings the more effective by contrast. 
The costumgs o:f ladies of rank were as much a sight to behold 
as Leicester's or Sidney's. But Queen Elizabeth was the model. From 
her love of elegance in dress and in a spectacular entourage came 
the inspiration for splendor and ceremony in the court and outside of 
it. Her progress to prayers was in itself a spectacle o:f rare pictorial 
beauty: 
First went gentlemen, barons, earls, knights of the Garter, 
all richly dressed and bare-headed; next came the chancellor, 
bearing the seals in a red-silk purse, between two: one Of which 
carried the royal sceptre, the other the sword of state, in a red 
scabbard, studded with golden Fleurs de Lis, the point upwards: 
next came the Queen, in the sixty-fifth year of her age, as we were 
told, very majestic; ••• That day she was dressed in white silk, 
bordered with pearls o:f the size of beans, and over it a mantle of 
black silk, shot with silver threads; her train was very long, the 
end of it borne by a marchioness; instead o:f a chain, she had an 
oblong collar o:f gold and jewels. As she went along in all this 
state and magnificence, she spoke very graciously, first to one, then 
to another whether foreign ministers, or those who attended :for 
di:f:feren~ reasons, in English, French, and Italian; ••• The ladies 
o:f the court followed next to her, very handsome and well-shaped, 
and :for the most part dressed in white; she was guarded on each side 
by the gentlemen pensioners, :fifty in number, with gilt battle-axes.l 
Such a colorful picture of court dress suggests the visual appeal that 
Attendants in like apparel on the stage gave to a scene. 
And what a complex o:f emotions a playwright could waken to mingle 
with his themes when he turned to pageantry o:f state to illuminate his 
1 From Hentzner's Travels, 1598, as quoted by Nichols in his Pro-
gresses of Queen Elizabeth in Morse, op. cit., p. 91. The Queen's ---
procession celebrating the Armada victory had an added pictorial interest 
in the "chariot-throne." Miss Venezky writes, nElizabeth rode in a 
· 'chariot-throne' with four pillars supporting the canopy, which was 
topped by an imperial crown. Upon two lower pillars there were mounted 
figures o:f a lion and a dragon supporting the arms of England. The 
Queen's attendants included the French Ambassador, the Earl of Essex, 
the PriVY Council and Nobility, the Judges of the realm, Ladies of Honor 
and Guards.,n Op. cit., p. 30. 
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play! Thomas Heywood used two coronation processions in If You Know Not 
Me You Know Nobody, a play showing some o~ the problems o~ Queen Eliza-
beth be~ore she became sovereign. Shakespeare pictured a marvellously 
brilliant royal pageant and usights o~ honouru ~or the coronation o~ the 
Queen in King Henry VIII. Stage directions outline its splendor. By 
setting the procession o~ the trial o~ Katherine against this splendor, 
Shakespeare achieves moving contrasts. Besides, at the close of the play 
a parade returning ~rom Elizabeth's baptism gives another spectacle, 
colorful and prophetic. Stage directions again re~lect its beauty: 
Enter Trumpets sounding: then two Aldermen , Lord Mayor, Garter, 
Cranmer, Duke of Norfolk with his marshal • s sta:f:f, Duke o:f 
Suffolk, two noblemen bearing great standing bowls :for the chris-
tening gifts: then :four noblemen bearing a canopy, under which the 
Duchess o:f Norfolk, godmother, bearing the child richly habited in 
a mantle, etc.; train borne by a lady: then :follows the Marchioness 
Dorset, the other godmother, and ladies. The troop pass once about 
the stage, and Garter speaks. 
(V .iv) 
Scenes as spectacular as these gave glitter and content to play after 
play in Shakespeare•s time. Some of the outstanding pageantry displays 
came in plays like The Famous Victories o:f Henry the Fifth, Tamburlaine, 
Faustus, The Spanish Tragedy, Friar Bacon and Friar Bungay, The Three 
1 Lords and Three Ladies o:f London. Military marches and funeral pro-
cessions, though less. colorful, were made up o~ attendants equally striking 
pictorially. And in their place these ~orms have as important and dramatic 
values as the royal trains. Granville-Barker calls attention to the skill 
with which Shakespeare introduced a military march in Hamlet. While 
traversing Danish territory, Fortinbras and his army pass across the stage. 
1 
Venesky, op. cit., p. 20. 
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Hamlet engages one of its officers in conversation and then reflects 
on his own contrasting situation. The ufrank young soldiers,u lawle:;;s 
and resolute, go ~eflectively to gain a profitless piece of land at 
the expense of a host of soldiers. Hamlet has been unable to kill one 
treacherous King and murderer. Now, a prisoner and under guard, Hamlet 
wonders whether to be great is to nstir without great argument" or "to 
find quarrel in a straw/When honour's at the stake" (IV.iv.54-56). He 
resolves action. Hence, the ground for the knavery of Hamlet aboard the 
ship in hoisting Rosenkrantz and Guildenstern with their own petard is 
laid effectively here. Granville-Barker suggests that Hamlet's reflections 
on the mettlesome Norwegian army, on the taking of life, and on acting by 
honor give a more just view of Hamlet than his madness and earlier self-
revelations have given.1 His measuring himself against a standard in a 
whole army of men and his coming to clear judgment in parting give him 
qualities of decisiveness that affirm his heroism. The entrance of 
Fortinbras with an entourage of English Ambassadors and Attendants in 
the final scene to bear Hamlet's body off the stage in full military 
honors in turn confirms the importance of order and the honor of dying 
to maintain it. 
In Macbeth, as we shall see, military backgrounds are prominent 
in the first_and.last acts. In Act I they accent Macbeth 1 s valor; later 
they emphasize the growing intensity of the conflict between order and 
disorder. They also foretell the defeat of Macbeth and present the dis-
honour of his downfall so vividly that the return to Duncants royal line 
appears the more significant. 
1Granville-Barker, op. cit., p. 116. 
~f -·. ·.::-::· 
... --·. 
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Movement of actors, color in properties and costumes, arrange-
ments, timing, and comments preceding or during processions like those 
described were very important to the drama, for elements like these 
gave attractive variety and contrasts to both the picture and the action 
within a scene. \Vhenever they appeared they called attention to and sus-
tained ceremony or lack of it. The esthetic values of movement and color 
had genuine appeal; the symbolic values informed the plot and clarified 
the themes. Royal processions usually represented order, as suggested 
above in the final entrance of Fortinbras with his attendants. In Romeo 
and Juliet Shakespeare used a procession to represent order effectively 
in the first scene. Into the midst of brawling.Montagues, Capulets, and 
other citizens come Prince Escalus and his train. Then, stunned into 
silence, the fighting citizens hear the firm impassioned.saluta~ions of 
the Prince. In the presence of stately magnificence, the citizens listen 
to a denunciation of disorder and a royal threat of punishment. The 
ceremonial of the processional and the ceremonial tone of the language 
of the Prince are especial~y important, for, if the ~lay is ritualistic, as 
l Clifford Leech in his study of Shakespeare's tragic style suggests and 
as a study of ceremonials tends to show, the Prince and his procession need 
to be set apart · in the beginning of the play as---symbols of order and 
judgment. Thus a processional can be thematically effective. 
But a splendid processional can also embrace the theme of a fall 
1Clif:ford Leech·writes: "In the fifty years from 1575 to about 
1625 the drama changed from a clearly ritual form to a predominantly 
documentary form: ritual needs a faith to provide it with purpose and it 
·needs impressive utterance to make its effect." See Shakespeare•s 
Tragedies (New York: Oxford University Press, 1950), p. 56. 
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from glory. The triumphal procession of Caesar in JUlius Caesar calls 
attention to Caesar's superstition and pride, even arrogance as the train 
moves along. Shortly at the funeral, Antony's oration brings to mind the 
glory of victory to call forth pity for the conqueror that nlies so low." 
And, as Miss Venezky observes, the visual effect of the long train follow-
ing Caesar in the procession and the single mourner following the coffin 
also is dramatically effective from the viewpoint of contrast.! The fall 
evokes pity. 
Shakespeare and his contemporaries, however, did not always let 
the processional break in unannounced on a scene. Often they achieved 
tension and increased pleasurable suspense by having characters talk 
about the procession before it came or by having it ceremoniously announced 
by a Herald. As Miss VeneZky again points out, in coriolanus the Herald 
precedes the triumphal entry to announce the deeds of Marcius. 2 In 
2 Henry IV, rush-strewers are in ~ialogue before the trumpet peals and 
the king's processional enters. More full preparation-for an e~try appears 
before the coming of a military parade in All's Well That Ends Well. Here 
Shakespeare enhances the anticipation by creating a longer wait and by 
developing interest in the sounds of the approaching parape and in the 
people in it. 
Dramatists also made effective use of spectators• dialogue 
addresse~ to or centered on members of a procession as it was passing 
across the stage. In King Henry VIII Shakespeare lets the comments of 
lvenezky, op. cit., p. 39. 
2~., p. 27. 
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observers characterize the Queen, emphasize the grandeur of the occa-
sian, and forecast the doom of those who wear a crown: 
2. Gent. A royal train, believe me: these I know; 
Who's that that bears the sceptre? 
1. Gent. Marquess Dorset, 
And that the Earl of Surrey with the rod. 
2. Gent. A bold brave gentleman. That should be 
The Duke of Suffolk. 
1. Gent. 'Tis the same: high steward. 
2. Gent. And that my Lord of Norfolk? 
1 .. Gent. Yes. 
2. Gent. [Looking at the Queen.) Beaven bless thee 
Thou hast the sweetest face I ever look'd on. 
Sir, as I have a soul, she is an angel; 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
1. Gent. They that bear 
The cloth of honour over her, are four barons 
Of the Cinque-ports. 
2. Gent. Those men are happy, and so are all are near her. 
I take it, she t~at carries up the train 
Is that old noble Lady, Duchess of Norfolk. 
1. Gent. It is, and all the rest are countesses. 
2. Gent. 'l'h.ejr coronets say so. These are stars indeed-
1. Gent. And sometimes falling ones. 
2. Gent. No more of that. 
(tv.i.37-44; 47-55) 
The question of the fate of so beautiful and honored a Queen and of 
others is indelibly printed in the spectator's mind. 
Noteworthy, on the other hand, is the fact that Shakespeare 
doesn't always use royal ceremony. Sometimes he achieves delightful 
effects through-ceremon~·observed by members of~he lower class. One 
such occasion in Romeo and Juliet is appreciatively described by E. A. 
Dowden. _The Nurse, followed by the servant Peter, has come to Romeo, who 
is in company with Benvolio and Mercutio in the street, to receive a 
message about-the marriage and the ntackled stair.u Mr. Dowden visualizes 
the merriment that the ceremony-minded Nurse and her fan-bearing Peter 
bring the three gentlemen:. 
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Juliet's nurse, blundering old match-maker and go-between! 
We cannot but give her a heartfelt sympathy, when trudging in all 
her pomp through the hot streets in search of Romeo, preceded by 
Peter the fan-bearer, she has the ill fortune to encounter that 
hornet Mercutio. So infectious is his mirth, and such fair game 
appears the Nurse, that even the staid Benvolio is caught into the 
folly of it. How cruelly the ancient lady's plumes are ruffled by 
these irreverent youths! How the white table of her vestal mind is 
sullied by Mercutio•s indecorous jests! And how hotly she turns 
upon her apathetic fan-bearer, who should have been the champion of 
her insulted dignity! But Romeo knows how to soothe the spirit of an 
ancient gentlewoman, for when Mercutio has buzzed away, and the 
Nurse has delivered a virtuous lecture on the "weak dealing" of 
leading her young lady "into a fool's paradise, as they say," the 
lover's purse suddenly gapes and something is slipped into the 
good dame's hand even in the moment when her lips decline 
the largess: 1'No truly, sir, nc:>t a penny. ·ttl 
Hence, in the ceremony of attendants lies material for humor as 
well. One cannot think of a more gracefully ironic scene than that of 
the two servant gardeners in Richard II, who talk and act like kings while 
trimming their plants and talking of the commonwealth. Sometimes, there-
fore, the simplicity or unusual costumes. of humble servants provide a 
contrast for the prevailing royal picture. Sometimes the humble servants 
and messengers themselves serve as a foil for the character of the master, 
or, through devotion and loyalty to their master bring him into sympa-
thetic characterization. 'Vhen a servant listens to the troubled master 
or dispatches business for him the plot and meanings in the play unfold. 
Of interest, too, is a lack in ceremonious pageantry. Shakes-
peare lets that come to good use when he wishes to evoke sympathy for a 
character and channel emotion toward a conflict. When Laertes sees the 
maimed rites of his sister in the graveyard, he i;nqUires "What ceremony 
else" (V.i.246). Unanswered, he asks again nWhat ceremony else?" Not 
1E. A. Dowden, Transcript and Studies (London: Kegan, Paul, 
Trench and Co., 1888), p. 421. 
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only does his calling attention to an apparent lack of ceremony deepen 
our sympathy for the stricken Ophelia but also gives more cause for Laertes 
to be incensed and desire revenge. 
In Antony and Cleopatra Caesar lets his displeasure over Antony's 
alliance with Cleopatra and his acting independently of the triumvirate 
express itself in images of ceremony which rise out of the insult he feels 
on seeing Octavia, his sister, appear before him in his house with a 
small train of Attendants. Only shortly before he has described the god-
like enthronement of Antony and Cleopatra in chairs of gold in the market 
place of Egypt and has named the lands Antony has given her sons. The 
contrast emphasizes the great rift in the relationship between Caesar 
and Antony. Caesar inquires, 
Why have you stol • n up.on us thus? You came not 
Like Caesar's sister. The wife of Antony 
Should have an army for an usher, and 
The neighs of horse to tell of her approach 
Long ere she did appear. The trees by th' way 
Should have borne men, and expectation fainted, 
Longing for what it had not. Nay, the dust 
Should have ascended to the roof of heaven, 
Rais'd by your populous troops. But you are come 
A market-maid to Rome, and have prevented 
The ostentation of our love, Which, left unshown, 
Is often left unlov•d. We should have met you 
By sea and land, supplying every stage 
With an augmented greeting. 
(III.vi.42-55) 
Caesar's disappointment in the marriage by diplomacy is clear. 
All in all, Lords, Ladi~s, Attendants, Soldiers, Messengers, 
Servants, and Heralds enhance the picture on the stage while they thrust 
the action forward, hold it still for a little, or make it wait.while 
suspense develops. They emphasize, distract, and clarify while the eye 
feasts. As Henri Fluch~re has aptly said, in the pageantry of the plays, 
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brightness suddenly adorns the darkness, or "A funeral dirge suddenly 
evokes the redbreast or the field-mouse, and the mind is relieved from 
the horrors of poison and corruption.ul Hence, glittering masque scenes, 
royal entourages, funeral processions and other entrances of Attendants, 
singly or in groups, supply poetic as well as dramatic needs. In the 
summons of a trumpet, rhythms of a march, call of drums, color of banners, 
and stateliness of kingly trains lie both reality and romance. Shakes-
peare knew their value. 
2 
In Macbeth Lords, Attendants, Soldiers, Officers, Messengers, and 
Servants are means by which ceremony of inestimable importance develops. 
Many scenes depend upon them for atmosphere, characterization, and un-
raveling of plot. others depend upon them for the contribution spectacle 
can make to the unfolding of tragic emotion, to a sense of unity as con-
fli~ting elements increase in complexity, and to themes of kingship, war, 
and order. Singly and in pageantry, Attendants and Soldiers inform the 
materials under development; hasty in entrance or exit, Messengers bring 
dramatic shifts of action; and mainly silent and stationary or actively 
obedient, dutiful Servants both reflect and become a foil for the tensions 
of those they serve. First let us look at Attendants and Soldiers, then 
at Messengers and Servants. 
Attendants appear throughout the play. In the first scene at 
camp near Forres, they go with King Duncan, his sons , and Lennox to meet 
l " F1uchere, op. cit., p. 95. 
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the bleeding sergeant. Here they do for the scene what Margaret Webster 
shrewdly observes Attendants must do: uAt the beginning o:f plays, the 
liveless actors must often establish :for us the atmosphere that surrounds 
our principals, the state of 'public opinion•."1 In their manner of ob-
serving and silent movements, they reveal by subtle innuendo attitudes 
that make King Duncan a sympathetic character and the bleeding sergeant 
a messenger of great news. That they should enhance kingship :from the 
start is important for it is kingship that brings Duncan's death. They 
do so by reflecti~g regard for him and his sons. Moreover, they heighten 
interest in the war and its heroes by listening intently and responding 
with looks of approval during praise of.Macbeth. And when the bleeding 
sergeant goes out attended those serving him awaken sympathy for him in 
their solicitous care. 
Two scenes later in the King's palace at Forres, surrounded by ' 
the same noblemen and Attendants, the King hears a report of the execu-
'tion of Cawdor. Again their regard for the King and his sons appears in 
attitudes of respect and interest. Their presence in court regalia en-
hances the King's praise o:f Macbeth, the announcement of Malcolm's in-
veSII:i'hm.-e; and the King • s processional at the 'close· of the scene by lending 
dignity and official sanction to the occasion. Ceremony o:f Attendants 
to accentuate kingship and the sovereignty of Duncan is especially signi-
ficant here, :for, before Macbeth suddenly leaves the Palace room, he hints 
of sinister designs against the royal position. 
Forthwith, Attendants and all, with the addition of Macduff, 
1webster, op. cit., p. 100. 
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appear at Inverness. There the entering processional is a magnificent 
one as hautboys proclaim the presence of the King, and torches brighten 
the colorful costumes and cast their light on the masonry of a pleasant 
castle. The bearing and manner of the entourage reflect the serenity 
of Duncan and give lustre to his graciousness as King. Immediately 
Lady ~cbeth, fair and noble in appearance, receives her honored guest 
and goes with him to greet Macbeth. With Lady Macbeth in the processional, 
the glittering parade has new significance, for it shines more brilliantly 
against her false demeanor. In all three of these Duncan scenes, then, 
a repetition of the splendor surrounding the King unifies action and gives 
distinction to his position and character. 
After some time, in the Palace of Forres, another processional 
accentuates kingship. Now Macbeth is king and Lady Macbeth, queen. No 
sooner has Banquo mused in soliloquy on the fact the speeches of the 
Witches shine on Macbeth and wondered about the possibilities of equal 
hope for himself {III.i.l-10) than a sennet announces the ceremony of 
a royal entry. Macbeth and Lady Macbeth come crowned and regally 
attired. Lennox, Ross, Lords, and Attendants follow. The spectacle is 
as colorful as of old exteriorally but atmospherically not so serene 
and gracious. Attendants reflect less homage and more conscious atten-
tion. While we hear the King sound Banquo for facts useful in arranging 
the murder of the nobleman he interrogates, the splendor of jeweled 
crowns and pageantry is a telling contrast to the darkness within the 
heart of Macbeth. And the ceremonious exit of the Queen, Lords, and 
Attendants, save for one servant, before the entrance of the black-clad 
murderer makes the contrast between good and evil strikingly vivid. 
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Shortly a sumptuous banquet is ready (III.iv). Here Attendants 
enforce the impression of festivity and crisis. In courtly and official 
garb they enter the banquet hall with the King, the Qu~en, Ross, Lennox, 
and Lords. So regal and splendid is the spectacle that the appearance 
of the Ghost seems an awesome intrusion; and so festive is the note of 
celebration engendered by numerous Attendants in court regalia, each 
responding subtly to changing moods within the action, that festivity helps 
sharpen the contrast between the innocent feasting of guests and the 
diabolical hypocrisy and terror of the host. Moreover, as shown in the 
preceding chapter, when the Queen breaks with ceremony and dismisses the 
royal assemblage with such startling haste that guests and Attendants exit 
in total confusion, Attendants contribute to the effect of chaos that 
~rrors the inner state of Macbeth. 
Soldiers, in the main, serve the resolving action. In the country 
near Dunsinane in the second scene of Act v, Menteith, Caithness, Angus, 
and Lennox appear with Soldiers. The presence of an army while Malcolm's 
leaders discuss Macbeth's insecurity and make arrangements for battle 
excites tension before the final conflict, a tension quickened by the 
spectacle of those soldiers marching off to battle at the close of the 
scene. Conversely, in the very next scene at Dunsinane Macbeth appears 
with a Doctor and Attendants, who convey weakness rather than strength 
in Macbeth since they seem helpless in serving his or his Queen•s need now 
that incurable illness has overtaken her and fears begin to unnerve him. 
Followed by a scene'of ·rebel soldiers still on the march, this 
insecurity appears even more grave. Thus, when, in the next scene, Mac-
beth, With only Seyton in attendance, orders his soldiers to hang out the 
banners, his desperate defiance of the approaching enemy indicates the 
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precariousness of his situation. However, the emphasis, less on Macbeth's 
military strength than on his own inner life While trying to rally a 
spiritless army and to overcome a sense of defeat which overwhelms him 
through news of the Queen's death and of the moving grove, centers atten-
tion, not on a conflict of opposing fovces, but on the deterioration of 
Macbeth's character and thus evokes pity and fear as the catastrophe 
nears. 
Another moment's glimpse of Malcolm's marching army, this time 
simulating a wood and hence giving realistic overtones to supernatural 
prophecies, brings the opposition to a climax of power, against which 
Macbeth, unattended in a victorious duel with young Siward and the fatal 
blows with Macduff, appears in the full desolation of sin. On the other 
hand, after the death of Macbeth, a victorious rally of all those 
attending Malcolm-- leaders, fha~es, and soldiers --enforces the peril 
Of instigating disorder in the kingly realm and supports the sacredness 
of order. Thus Margaret Webster shows sensitivity to stage production 
when she observes that many a scene can be critically dependent on "the 
silent actors, the 'Lords, Officers, Gentlemen and Servauts,• the 
•Attendants and others,• those who only stand and wait.ul 
The ceremony of Messengers and Servants, like that of Attendants, 
also contributes significantly to atmosphere, plot, and character. The 
first Messenger is the bleeding sergeant of whom we spoke in the opening 
discussion of Attendants. This Messenger in armour brings the actuality 
of war into the play as soon as the witches, who first spoke of it, have 
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departed. His war gear vivifies the picture of war he evokes and the 
detailing of Macbeth's valour. His report introduces the war theme, 
shows Macbeth capable of disdaining Fortune and carving out his passage 
nwith bloody execution," links Banquo with Macbeth as worthy of recog-
nition, and extols justice and courage. 
The next Messenger brings news of the King's coming to Lady Mac-
beth in Scene v of Act I. He speaks only twice and leaves, but his 
message is perfectly timed in its interruption of Lady Macbeth's soliloquy 
at the point of her quick rationalization that 11:fate and metaphysical 
aid" would have her husband "crown'd withal." The propitious entry of the 
servant makes his news doubly important and Lady Macbeth excitably ex-
hilarated. When he tells her 11 'l'he King comes here to-night" she grasps 
at the news with the tenacity of hunger. "'l'hou'rt mad to say itn (I.v. 
32), she gasps; and then, controlling herself, she hears of her husband's 
caming and his servant's speedy arrival. She sends the Messenger to give 
the servant tending, :for, as she says, "He brings great newsn (I.v.39). 
Thus, the Messenger's entrance, besides preparing for Macbeth's coming, 
provides a break in Lady Macbeth's long soliloquy at a most crucial point 
and occasions, with news of the King's.visit, a shift in her thought from 
an analysis of her husband to a bending of her will to "direst cruelty." 
Besides, the relaxing o:f tension that the interruption by the Messenger 
effects counterbalances the mounting tension and gives the continuing 
soliloquy freshness. 
The next effective use of the ceremony of servants is Fleance's 
serving as squir~ for his father and hence carrying a torch as both.go 
through the Court of Macbeth's castle before retiring on the night of the 
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murder. Macbeth also appears with a servant carrying a torch. The 
balanced attendance of the two noblemen suggests their equality of station 
and indirectly throws their characters in contrast as one affirms allegiance 
to the King and the other goes to murder him. Besides, the flickering 
torches, carried by the servants, contribute to the theme of light and 
darkness and to the weird atmosphere pervading the household. When Mac-
beth instructs his servant to "Go bid thy mistress, when my drink is ready,/ 
She strike upon the belltt (II.i.3l-32), this atmosphere grows vivid and 
suspense increases. Thus servants here, too, forward the action and aid 
the rise of tension.· 
Next, the Porter at the gate of the castle serves the drama in 
several ways. His scene provides a necessary interval between the murder 
and Macbeth's entrance; it reflects and emphasizes the disorder in the 
household, the idea of equivocation or the split in the single state of 
man, and "nothing is/But what is not;n and its low comedy offers a forceful 
contrast to the tragic facts. 1 lienee, it mingles themes and atmosphere 
with startling vividness. Of these, the last two are the most impressive 
dramatically. Following, as the scene does, Macbeth 1 s hearing of a knocking 
1ot this scene Professor Kittredge says , uThe Porter, with just 
enough wine and wassail left in his brains to make him slow-.mot!f..o.ned 
and whimsical, enters, rubbing the sleep from his eyes. He grumbles pro-
fess~onally at having so much to do, and the fancy occurs to him that he 
is after all not so hardworked as Satan's gate-keeper. Instantly he begins 
to play a part, specifying certain proverbial types of sinners, whom 
he pretends to let in. ~ery one of these types was instantly recognized 
by the audience as a stock character in the talk of the day. His soli-
loquy has been much attacked as poor fooling and probably therefore not 
genuine i. but there is nothing about it that is unShakespearean. When 
he jocosely pretends to be porter at hell gate, the audience feels (as 
Bodenstedt notes) that he is more nearly right than he is aware .. u Op. 
cit., p. 917. 
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at the south entry while he trembles at the sight of his bloody hands 
and woefully regrets his deed, the Porter links the two scenes in a key 
so imaginatively tuned in low comic vein to what has gone be~ore that 
l the effects are shuddering. H. c. Goddard sees this continuity clearly. 
He writes, 
What Maobeth hears is not Macduff and Lennox trying to awaken 
the Porter, but all the powers of hell and heaven knocking simul-
taneously at his heart •••• And so the stage sound should begin 
below the auditory threshold and mount in gradual crescendo until 
it becomes indubitably the pounding at the gate, which with the 
dissipation of doubt, brings Macbeth back to earth. 
'Wake Duncan with thy knocking! I would thou couldst!' 
He is at the gate. of hell indeed. But still ou:tS.i«e. Repentance is 
yet possible. The cue for the Porter's speech, which follows im-
mediate!~, is as perfect as if it had been given by thought-trans-
ference •. 
1Mention should be made here of Thomas De Quincey 1 s view that the 
knocking on the gate serves to accentuate the "complete suspension and 
pause in ordinary human concernsu and the "reconunencement of life. 11 
Having evoked the fiendish world of the murderers , he writes: n In order 
that a new world may step in, this world must for a time disappear. The 
murderers, and the murder, must be insulated -- cut off by an immeasurable 
gulf from the ordinary .tide and succession of human affairs -- locked up 
and sequestered in some deep recess; we must be made sensible that the 
world of ordinary life is suddenly arrested -- laid asleep -- tranced --
racked into a dread armistice; time must be annihilated; relation to things 
without abolished; and all must pass self-withdrawn into a deep syncope 
and suspension of earthly passion. Hence it is that, when the deed is 
done, when the.work of darkness is perfect, then the world of darkness 
passes away like a pageantry in the clouds: the knocking at the gate is 
heard, and it makes known audibly that the reaction has commenced; the· 
human has made its reflux upon the fiendish: the pulses o~ life are 
beginning to beat again; and-the re-establishment of the goings-on of. 
the world in which we live first makes us profoundly sensible of the 
aWful parenthesis that had suspended them.n See Selections from De 
Quincey, ed. Milton Haight Turk (Boston: Ginn and eo., 1902), pp. 399-
400. From this point of view, the whole Porter scene can be said to 
serve a gradual return to the daily course of human activity. 
2Goddard, op. cit., p. 506. 
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Thus misdeeds and conscience, actualized in the Porter's soliloquy, uni-
versalize the theme and prepare for the effects of sin, unrepented, in 
Macbeth. "Faith, here's an equivocator, that could swear in both the 
scales against either scale; who committed treason enough for God's sake, 
yet could not equivocate to heavenu (II.iii.9-l2) says the Porter. The 
case of Macbeth, or any other person of ind~rection and double-dealing, 
is clearly stated. In time, both frenzied and apathetic, laughing siege 
to scorn and awearying Of the sun, Macbeth threatens and moans When he 
hears of Birnam Wood on the march, echoing as he does so the Porter • s 
scene. 
If thou speak'st false, 
Upon the next tree shalt thou hang alive, 
Till famine cling thee. If they speech be sooth, 
I care not if thou dost for me as much. 
I pull in resolution, and begin 
To doubt th' equivocation of the fiend, 
That lies like truth. 
(V.v.38-44) 
Less dramatic as ceremony is Macbeth's detaining one servant when 
the Queen, Lords, and At~endants leave the palace room after Macbeth has 
invited Banq uo to supper. Macbeth's words with the servant become a 
valuable link between information about Banquo's ride and Macbeth's 
soliloquy and again between it and his arrangements with the murdererst 
Sirrah, a word with you. Attend those men 
Our pleasure? 
Serv. They are, my lord, without the palace gate. 
(III.i.46-47) 
The servant returns with the murderers just when Macbeth has tried to 
clear his conscience by recounting causes for committing the murderer 
and has invoked Fate to champion him to the uttermost. Macbeth commands 
the servant, 
Now go to the door and stay there tin: we call. 
(III.i.73) 
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The secrecy of the plans and the suspicious nature of them suggested by 
the words to the servant raise suspense and fears. They also show a 
cautious Macbeth, no longer willing to shed blood himself. 
In the castle of Macduff at Fife a Messenger from a friend of 
the Macduff family rushes in to warn Lady Macduff to flee. He takes time 
to honor her with a blessing, suggest he is aware of her honorable state, 
and warn danger is near. Urging her to take a plain man's advice, he 
adds hastily, 
Hence with your little ones! 
To fright you thus methinks I am too savage; 
To do worse to you were fell cruelty, 
Which is too nigh yo'Ul.' person. Heaven preserve you! 
I dare abide no longer. 
(IV.ii.69-73) 
While he talks our wonderment as to how soon the murderers will come and 
whether Lady Macduff will get away in time grows. And the Messenger's 
factual, hopeful tone in giving his message is an effective foil for her 
poignant sorrow and helplessness. 
In England, a brief and opportune interruption by King Edward's 
doctor while Malcolm is testing Macduff has little ceremony in itself, 
but, in being made by a devoted medical attendant, it serves to call 
attention to the meaning of Kingship and to emphasize theme and character. 
'The entering doctor's one speech reveals the King's sacred gift of healing 
and propheey and leads to Malcolm's praise of the good King Edward, whose 
holiness stands in contrast to Macbeth•s tyranny. 1 Again, then, a servant's 
l 
'Tis call'd the evil; 
A most miraculous work in this good king, 
Which often since my here-remain in .Eng-land. 
I have seen him do. How he solicits heaven 
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entrance links materials and permits a ready shift in conversation. 
At Dunsinane in the castle, Macbeth, desperate over news of 
traitors and revolution, appears in a scene with the Doctor and Atten-
dants, a Servant, and Seyton. In the beginning of the scene, alone 
with the Doctor and Attendants, he recklessly refuses to hear further 
reports, scorns the boy Malcolm and his own deserting thanes, and then 
vows heart ·and mind will never yield to doubt and fear. Suddenly 
Shakespeare makes skillful use of a servant's entrance to show Mac-
beth's actual state within and to forward the movement of the plot. Mac-
beth's brave words are·empty, for as soon as he looks up and sees his 
Servant before him, he quakes with both doubt and fear. He translates 
his own terror into images of the paling face of the Servant when he 
brutally abuses him in short, sharp insults. Too impatient to listen, 
Macbeth rails against the ncream-fao'd,u "goosen-looking, "linenn-
cheeked, "wheyn-faced boy. Besides revealing that Macbeth is totally 
lost within and presaging thereby his fall, the horrifying news of the 
coming of the English army receives an emphasis commensurate with the 
strange prefiguring of · "Birnam Wood u on the move. ~s9, the terror 
evoked in the relaying of the message makes the enemy already appear 
Himself best knows; but strangely-visited.people, 
All swol'n and ulcerous, pitiful to the eye, 
The mere despair of surgery, he cures, 
Hanging a golden stamp about their necks, 
Put on with holy prayers; and •tis spoken, 
To the succeeding royalty he leaves 
The healing benediction. With this strange virtue, 
He hath a heavenly gift of prophecy, 
And sundry blessings hang about his throne 
That speak him full of grace. 
(IV.iii.l46-l59) 
formidable enough to threaten disorder. 
Then follows another artfully conceived scene in which the 
servant Seyton and the Doctor are agents for disclosing the chaos 
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within Macbeth. Impatiently Macbeth calls repeatedly for Seyton while 
he confesses a deep sickness of heart and regretfully reflects on his 
fallen state. He is without "honour, love, obedience, troops of friendsu 
--all that he sought by way of the croWn, Seyton's confirmation of the 
Messenger's report ~nd the Doctor's discouraging news of Lady Macbeth's 
health add·· frenzy to impatience. He commands the doctor to cure her 
of troubles, upbraids him and contemptuously rejects all medicine, then 
abruptly calls for his armor a second time and for help to put it on. 
He commands Seyton to . "send out, n a repeti:ti.on of his earlier command; 
then he orders him to hasten, returns again confidently to the doctor 
for help for the Queen, breaks their conversation suqdenly with another 
order for Seyton -- and then utters a plaintive wish for a drug to 
11scour these English hence." When Macbeth leaves impatiently ordering 
a piece of armor to be brought after him, the Doctor remains a moment 
alone. As Professor Kittredge suggests nhe shakes his head, looks grave, 
and follows, wishing himself well out of the dangerous situation· in which 
he can do no good. nl The scene of the doctor, helpless to minister to 
Macbeth, contributes to the ~nsympathetic position of his self-doomed 
patient·, for as a despairing medical attendant, he throws Macbeth in 
contrast to King Edward, whose Doctor praised the healing benediction 
that his patient brought to subjects that were the despair of surgery. 
1 Kittredge, op. cit., p. 957. 
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Shakespeare has used Attendants and Servants adroitly in this 
critical hour of reports. The Attendants standing in silence around 
Macbeth signify kingship and its majesty; the Servant and Seyton signify 
loyalty and devotion; the Doctor suggests less loyalty than fear and 
insight. Shakespeare knew he could reach deeply into the tragedy of 
fallen authority by presenting it throUgh the delicate and unbroken 
relationship of subject and master, for herein the vision of evil meets 
the vision of good with grace. As a poet he understood the tender com-
plexity of pity and fear that rises in a servant who must give unwhole-
some and fatal news to his master. Even brutality in the master, then, 
though it supports the fall of greatness, is framed by love. So framed, 
inhumanity draws close enough to human frailty to keep Macbeth a sympa-
thetic character. Obly through the close bond of the family or of ser-
vant and master can a poet touch tragic emotion so deeply, for through 
either of these bonds, news of tragedy falls the hardest. 
The last use of the ceremony of servant and messenger occurs 
two scenes later. In Scene v at Dunsinane castle, Seyton is still faith-
fully beside his King, who calls his soldiers to prepare for battle. 
Hearing a cry of women, Macbeth asks Seyton, uWhat is that noise?" 
(V.v.7) Seyton answers 11 It is the cry of women, my good lordu (V.,v.s) and 
goes out. The single line, simple and direct, balances Macbethts despair, 
as he looks upon his fallen. state, saying ui have supp'd full with horrors./ 
Direness, familiar to my slaughterous thoughts,/Cannot once start me" 
(V.v.l3-l5). Seyton reenters to announce 11The Queen, my lord, is dead,u 
and he stays by but says no more. Touched by the despairing Macbeth•s 
longing for death in a dayts tedium, he stands silent while a Messenger 
~ ': ~ -: ': -.·.- -' 
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brings a stronger blow, the enemy•s approach as if it were BirnamWood. 
The hesitancy of the Messenger to report it produces outbursts from Mac-
beth that raise the pitch of emotion and anticipation to climactic force 
as both armies are about to clash. Except for soldiers in the background, 
again a scene develops through Macbeth and only two servants. His isola-
tion is unmistakable; still, it is the responsive presence of Seyton and 
the Messenger that help unmask Macbeth's inner life and draws forth some 
human tenderness and pain that yet can move a spectator to pity. 
In conclusion, a study of Attendants, Soldiers, Messengers, and 
Servants first shows that by means of military backgrounds and attendants 
Shakespeare brings enhancement to Duncan's kingship and to Macbeth's 
valor. He later uses the soldiers and marching to add to the impression 
of Macbeth's insecure position, of the rising strength of the rebels, of 
the fulfillment of prophecy, and of the peril of disorder. Shakespeare 
also sharpens the conflict and arouses anticipation through them. 
Attendance of Lords and royal servants in Duncan's palace and at Macbeth's 
banquet sets Macbeth's sinister designs in contrast to the order and 
sacredness of true sovereignty or helps point up the conflict within 
Macbeth and Lady Macbeth and the general atmosphere o~ tension in the royal 
household. The Doctor and individual servants help disclose the spiritual 
desolation of Macbeth and to bring his deterioration of character into 
focus without making him a totally unsympathetic character. Interrupting 
servants or messengers tend to mark a shift in thought or action, relax 
or increase tension, and serve as a foil for the master or mistress who 
reveals feelings to those who are faithful and loyal. A servant so 
individualized as the Porter links scenes, marks the passing of time, 
• 
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relaKes tension, and universalizes the themes. All attendants by the 
nature of their position, action, or speech uphold ceremony, its 
atmosphere and significance. 
"My name is Ozymandias , King of Kings ; 
Look on my works, ye Mighty, and despair!" 
(Percy Bysshe Shelley: "Ozymandias") 
CHAPTER VI 
uMacbeth! Macbeth! Macbeth!u 
Ceremony of Address 
1 
Nouns of address appear in endless variety in Shakespeare r s 
plays. They are a natural part of his art. Unhurried, Shakespeare lets 
them have easy entrance into the developing characterization and plot. 
They are, as in life, proper nouns or-common nouns used singly or with 
qualifying adjectives; they are conventionally general~zed terms grown 
into conversation by tradition to identify kinship, profession, or 
status; they are titles of honor and terms of insult and contempt; they 
are expressions of endearment and reproach; they are high-sounding and 
inflated interjections. They rise from depths of emotion as profound as 
no my son Absalom, my son, my son Absalom!n (II Sam. 18:33), from. custom. 
as impersonal as audi tu, populus Albanus (Liv. 1.24), from. good will as 
informal as macte nova virtute puer (Aen.ix.641), and from moods as reeling 
and fleeting as Rosalind's uo, coz, coz, coz, my pretty little coz, that 
thou didst know how many fathom deep I am in love11 (As You Like It. IV;;.ll.209-
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211)) • This being so, nominatives of address inform, startle, amuse, 
puzzle, and fix attention. Whatever their kind or use, as a form of 
ceremony they are as integrally a part of Shakespeare's artistry as 
any other form of ceremony in the plays. Like the other forms, they 
emphasize mood, increase or mollify tensions, and accelerate or relax 
the flow of movement. They serve the exposition, characterization, 
themes, structure, and other important elements. And like the other 
forms, they derive a complex of associations from the context in which 
they appear and from the play as a whole. 
First, then, nouns of address serve the exposition of a play in 
the simple and obvious way of identifying a character for the audience 
on his first appearance. Though Shakespeare of~en achieves this identi-
fication more deftly by having characters discuss or name another character 
before he arrives on the scene, salutations help give variety to the 
needed identification. When we first see Rosalind and Celia in conversa-
tion on the lawn before Duke Prederick's palace we know at once which one 
is the banished Duke's daughter and Which one is Celia, for the latter 
opens the scene saying, ni pray thee, Rosalind, sweet my coz, be merry" 
(I .. ii.l-2). Rosalind replies, uDear Celia, I show more mirth than I am 
mistress o:f, and would you yet I were merriern (I.ii.3-5). The method is 
natural and clean-cut. 
Next, how readily a nominative of address in a given context con-
tributes to characterization by revealing states o:f mind and attitudes 
o:f the speaker and the one spoken of appears in Hotspur's report o:f his 
first meeting with Bolingbroke. In sharp analysis, Hotspur tells 
Northumberland, 
You say true 
Why, what a candy deal of courtesy 
This fawning greyhound then did proffer me! 
took, 'when his infant fortune came to age,• 
And •gentle Harry Percy,' and 'kind cousin'--
o, the devil take such cozeners!--
(1 Henry IV. I.iii.250-254) 
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In the smooth flattery of 'gentle Harry Percy• and •kind cousin,' the 
hypocrisy of this Bolingbroke, this "king of smiles," is unmistakable. 
Hotspur•s concern for honesty in address and relationships is equally 
clear. 
Also, the ceremony of address often merges characterization 
and themes. In Antony and Cleopatra vocatives are as various in im-
plication as the royal realms under survey, and they are as passionate 
or cold as the broad or narrow regions of·the hearts that utter them. 
Within the context of conversation and action, numberless salutations 
spoken to Antony by those around him emphasize the royal theme~ , caesar 
honors him with the salute "Most noble. Antony;" a soldier, with "o 
noble Emperor;" then Diomedes, with uMost absolute lord." The like is 
true for Cleopatra., Alexas pays tribute to hel* in the address "sovereign 
of Egypt" or "Good Majesty;" a messenger, in "Most gracious Majesty;u 
Iras, in "most dear Queen" or "Madam, o good Empress." Blent with and 
balanced by a variety of conventionalized forms like "my lord" or 
"madamu spoken to superiors, such royal ceremony never ceases. 
However, in addressing each other, Antony and Cleopatra often 
mingle themes of love and kingdoms in salutations of the simplest realism 
as well as of the most beautiful poetry. To illustrate, joyful and boast-
ful over driving Caesar back to camp in a stunning victoryt the armed 
Antony on a march stops to greet Cleopatra, magnificently attended. 
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Elation in victory and ecstasy in love merge in·his successive saluta-
tions of no thou day o' th' world," uMy nightingale," ngirl," and "my 
warrior. 11 In the same instance, she spans the wide dimensions of his 
characterization in addressing him as uLord of lords,n uo infinite vir-
tue," and ufriend." Since any oay of the world is mutable and any night-
ingalets song reminiscent of sorrow, the symbols in the ceremony suggest 
what both will early come to know-- that ttlteard melodies are sweet, but 
those unheard/Are sweetern and that any queen is but a girl and any em-
peror but another citizen in his own torn world. 
Perhaps, too, Pompey's addressing the uSalt Cleopatra" while in 
Messina musing on her·. waning beauty tells as much about Pompey as about 
Cl~patra since those who know her best invariably addr~ss her as 
udearest queen,n ttmost sweet queen," "my precious queen,u "lady," or 
"o good Empress,rr "Most gracious Majesty,u or simply 11Royal Egypib.n 
But no other address evokes the majesty and grace of kingdoms and of 
love so movingly as the simplest noun of address in one of the greatest 
of farewells: "I am dying, Egypt ••• I am dying, Egypt, dying" (IV •. 
xv.lS, 41). Here the themes of love and worldly dominion unite in one 
salutation to enforce the loss to both Cleopatra and the empire. 
With equal dexterity Shakespeare uses the nominative of address 
to bear on themes and tensions. The opening scene of Romeo and Juliet 
is an illustration. Samson's and Gregory's sudden shift from utheen 
~nd '*thou," pronouns of respect used in speaking to each other, to a 
haughty uyou" and their shift from the names of address to usiru when 
speaking to Abram and Balthasar emphasize the theme of hate, as does the 
rapid succession of the ceremonious but insUlting "sir," "no, sir," 
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uwell, sir,n 11better, sir," at the end o:f almost every clipped line of 
the quarrel: 
Abr. Do you bite your thumb at us, sir? 
samp. I do bite my thumb, sir. 
Abr. Do you bite your thumb at us, sir? 
Samp. [aside to Gregory] Is the law of our side if I 
say ay? 
Greg. [aside to Sampson] No. 
Samp. No, sir, I do not bite my thumb at you, sir; 
but I bite my thumb, sir. 
Greg. Do you quarrel, sir? 
Abr. Quarrel, sir? No, sir. 
Samp. But if you do, sir, I am for you. I serve as 
good a man as you. 
Abr. No better. 
Samp. Well, sir. 
Enter Benvolio 
Greg, [aside to Sampson] Say 'better.' Here comes one 
of my master's kinsmen. 
Samp. Yes, better, sir. 
~ You lie. 
Samp. Draw, if you be men. Gregory, remember thy 
swashing blow, They fight. 
(I. i .51-70) 
At once Shakespeare uses the address "fools" in Benvolio's "Part, 
:foolsJ/llmt up your swords. You know not what you do" (I.i.71-72) and 
'l'ybalt•s sharp shout of nBenvoliott followed by the vocative "coward" 
in "Have at thee, coward! 11 to reflect the heat o:f the :fray. In a moment 
Montague's "Thou villain Capulet!" resounds above "the bracing rattle 
of the fight.ul The dilenuna is di:li:ficult, To Benvolio, the lover of 
concord, those who fight are fools; to Tybalt, the rat catcher, those 
who don•t :fight are cowards. The two forceful and ceremoniously insulting 
vocatives clearly reveal the problem of irreconcilability. 
1Harley Granville-Barker, Prefaces to Shakespeare (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 1947), II, 304. 
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Then' as if the trumpet of judgment had sounded, stunned into 
silence the feuding ones hear the firm, impassioned salutations of the 
entering Prince Escalus. In the presence of stately pageantry, they 
hear the vocatives "Rebellious subjects, enemies to peace,/Profaners 
of this nnghtiwr-stained steeln (I.i.88-89) calling them to order. 
And they hear 11\Vhat,ho! you men, you beasts" define the chaos of a 
broken universal order. 
Again at the ball, Capulet's quick shift from respectful saluta-
tions to an impassioned address in trying to restrain the angry Tybalt, 
who chafes at a Montague's intrusion, complements the tensions of the love-
hate theme. Capulet fir~t addresses Tybalt as "kinsman" and "gentle coz" 
and then as trgoodman boy," a title accorded a urespectful person below 
1 the rank of gentleman,n for example, a presumptuous youngster. In a 
moment Romeo's vocative "dear saintn and Juliet's ugood pilgrim" or simply 
"pilgrim" connote sanctification, consecration, vows, and sacrifice. 
They reflect the worshipful in their love; they stand for simplicity and 
ennobling courtly love. Thus, ceremony here gives depth to the theme of 
love and strength to the theme of order, of which Romeo and Juliet are now 
visibly emblems. 
Moreover, while it characterizes and helps unfold themes, the 
nominative of address records the subtly shifting emotions in the rela-
tionship of characters. In the balcony scene of Romeo and Juliet, saluta-
tions of endearment vary with the changing and deepening emotion. As 
the scene advances, Juliet's "gentle Romeo," "fair Montague,n and "gentle-
man" give way to the more personal and emotional "sweet," "dear love," 
!Kittredge, op. cit., p. 726. 
"sweet Montague,u and "dear Romeon when the long farewell begins. 
Romeo, however, addresses her less frequently as emotion deepens, 
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letting the simple terms 11Lady, 11 "love," or "my dear" replace the more 
:formalized t'dear saint" and "fair saint. tt How spontaneously when, 
I . 
conscious of decorum, she urges tBut trust me, gentleman, I'll prove more 
true/Than those that have more cunning to be strange" (II.ii.l00-101) , 
he replies "Lady, by yonder blessed moon, I swear" (II.ii.l07), or later 
when she wonders at her own hasty confession, he inquires simply "Wouldst 
thou withdraw it? For what purpose, love" (II.ii.l30)! The developing 
simplicity of language reflects the developing maturity of Romeo and 
Juliet and the genuineness of their emotion. 
Vocatives also serve as simple structural devices for linking 
scenes. However fondly the Nurse may address Juliet when Lady Capulet 
would have Juliet consider marriage to Paris, the noun of address pre-
figures tragedy. Affectionately and informally the garrulous Nurse 
calls Juliet "lamb," "ladybird,n uJule," "pretty foolu -- all of Which 
suggest she is youthful, pretty·, diminutive, and innocent. But "lamb" 
relates her to a ritual sacrifice as well, as does "ladybird,rr a deriv-
ative of nOu:r Lady's bird.u In Act II, Scene v, the Nurse relates 
Romeo also to sacrifice in assuring Juliet "He is not the flower of 
courtesy, but, I'll warrant him as gentle as a lambu (II.v.44-45). 
And Shakespeare lets the salutations "dear saint" and "fair saint11 used 
by Romeo in the ballroom scene appear again in the orchard scene. The 
repetition, emphasizing ritualistic themes, unifies the action. 
And we cannot forget that humor lies in salutations in both 
comedies and tragedies. A startlingly effective vocative gives vividness 
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to the atmosphere of supernatural mystery when Hamlet would have Marcellus 
and Horatio swear by the sword not to reveal what they have seen on their 
watch. When the Ghost from the cellarage for the third time cries 
uSwear,u Hamlet, transported with amazement and all but half antic in 
disposition thereby, suddenly calls to the ghost, "Well said, old mole! 
Canst work it th' earth so fast?/A worthy pioner!n· (I.v.l62-l63).1 Comic 
as the salutation "old moleu is in an atmosphere charged with momentous 
news, it is dramatically perfect,. "Old mole/' .associated With 
burrowing and living underground, and the descriptive term "worthy 
plioner," associated with digging trenches and mines, bring the prison-
house and military themes together. With secrets of "buried Denmark" 
disclosed, "mines" in time will have to be blown to the moon. 
I 
Finally, as implied in a number of foregoing examples a 
succession of like terms of address is an interesting aspect of Shakes-
peare's art. The overwhelming "size of sorrow" in the "stran~ and 
terrible" event of Antony•s dying makes itself felt in the succession of 
salutations in Cleopatra's woeful crying, "o Antony, Antony, Antony! 
Help, Charmian; help, Iras; help!/Help, friends below" (IV.xv.ll-13). 
And is not Cordelia's grief as deep and real in the Gentleman's report? 
Faith, once or twice she heav•d the name of father 
Pantingly forth, as if it press'd her heart; 
Cried 'Sisters, sisters! Shame of ladies! Sisters! 
Kent t 1:ather! sisters! What, i' th • storm? it th' night? 
~t pity not be believ'd!' There she shook 
The holy water from her heavenly eyes, 
And clamour moisten'd. Then away she started 
To deal with grief alone. 
(IV.iii.27-34) 
1Professor Kittredge explains that "Pione.rs or pioneers were foot-
soldiers who dug trenches and mines." Op. cit., p. 1042. 
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Obviously, with or without this kind of succession, consistent repetition 
of characterizing vocatives throughout a play provides effective emphasis. 
For example, repeated use of the vocatives "villain" and "traitor" through-
out King Lear enforces the treachery at the base of the play. 
Also repetition of a qualifying adjective in an address readily 
conveys emotion and moods. When Juliet, eager for news from Romeo, would 
have the Nurse tell all in one breath, she urges, no, honey nurse," 
"good sweet nurse," "Good, good nurse,n and "Sweet, sweet, sweet nurse" 
(II.v.l8,2l,28,50) •. The intensity of Julietta emotion is clear.1 
lAmong other kinds of repetition in direct address appearing in 
scenes of tension, often for comic effects, is a series of astonishingly 
unlike salutations designating the same person. In The Taming of the 
Shrew, for example, Petruchio berates the tailor in a comical succession 
of names wholly in the spirit of the farcical episode: "Thou liest, thou 
thread ,/Thou thimble/Thou yard, three-quarters, halt ...yard, quarter-, 
nail" (IV.iii.lOG-108). In A Midsummer Night 1 s Dream, the tall Helena, 
the short Hermia, and Lysander battle fiercely by means of picturesque 
vocatives: · 
Lysander to Hermia. 
Hermia to Helena. 
Helena to Hermia. 
Hermia to Helena. 
· Lysander to Hermia. 
Thy love? Out, tawny Tartar, out! 
Out, loathed med'cine! 0 hated potion, hence! 
0 me! You juggler! 
You thief of love! • 
you canker blossom! 
• • 
• • • you counterfeit, you puppet you! 
• • • thou painted maypole? 
Get you gone, you dwar~! 
You minimus, of hind'ring knotgrass made~ 
You bead, you acorn! 
(III.ii.263-264,282-283, 
288,296,328-330) 
In this array of salutations, as astonishing as the rivalry itself, 
Shakespeare gathers the characterization, setting, potion, and love 
plot into focus. Indeed, uWhen they next wake, all this derision/Shall 
seem a dream and fruitless.vision" (III.ii.370-37l)! 
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As ceremony, then, terms of address and their varied uses in 
Shakespeare's plays are an index to themes, qualities of character, moods, 
and social and political relationships. They reflect tensions and atti-
tudes. ~ey clarify materials as readily as they amplify and emphasize 
them. In Macbeth salutations are fewer and less colorful than in many 
of the plays, but they serve Shakespeare's purposes consistently and 
sometimes profoundly. 
2 
The ceremony of direct address in Macbeth is subtle and dis-
tinctive. Its use has restraint and fitness, simplicity and force. Of 
first importance is its contribution to the dignity of kingship. Con-
ventional forms representing fealty and honor appear throughout. "King 
o:f Scotland, n "my liege," nmy lord, •• or "my good lord," and "most royal 
sir" are representative. However, nominatives o:f address also reveal 
abuse of kingship. lVhen an impatient, fearful King addresses an obedient 
servant as "thou cream-:fac'd loon11 and a faith:ful messenger as nLiar 
and slave" or when a de:fender of the realm addresses that same King as 
"Tyrant" and ucoward," the sovereign would appear unworthy of his sacred 
position. 
Also, nouns of address are warp and woof of the conflict. From 
the :first, a new title, 11hail, most worthy Thane" (I.iii.lli06}, ingra:fts 
itself in Macbeth's mind so fixedly he stands rapt in thought on nthings 
forgotten" until he resolves to let "come what come mayn (I.iii.l46}. 
That early vocative, referring to the new title Thane of Cawdor, marks a 
fulfillment o:f the second greeting of the Weird Sisters. The third 
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greeting £oresees kingship for Macbeth. Moreover, nouns of address re-
flect the rise and £all o£ emotion and the states of mind in characters. 
They clarify and emphasize the family and social relationships of 
Macbeth and Lady Macbeth as well as of other leading characters. They 
contribute to the atmosphere of mystery and terror, patriotism and 
respect, grace and doom. Used ironically, they bring release in laughter 
or evoke a shudder. 
Generally, vocatives are many or £ew according to the occasion, 
length of scene, emphases desired, and n:umber of characters involved. 
According to need, too, they are oonventionally formal or in£ormal and, 
on occasion, aptly original and full o£ force. Highly dramatic scenes 
like the discovery of Duncan's murder, the slaying of Macduf£'s family, 
Macbeth's receiving reports of the approach of Birnam Wood and o£ Lady 
Macbeth's illness have a number of characters and many nouns o£ address 
which help sustain the tragic emotion and the sense of tension and action. 
On the other hand, a highly dramatic but relatively short scene involving 
only two characters has no vocatives.-- When Macbeth considers the murder 
o£ Duncan and Lady Macbeth persuades him toward it, so totally absorbed 
are they in the momentous decision that Shakespeare permits no ceremony 
of address to call them or us £rom its. spell. 
Viewing the nominative o£ address by scenes, then, as we do here, 
can be an ef£ective approach to a study o£ the contribution this £orm of 
ceremony makes to the play as a whole. 
The brief introductory scene of the Witches has only one vocative, 
nGraymalkin/' which raises interest in the supernatural beings by intro-
ducing a familiar. This address of the First Witch identi£ies her familiar 
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l 
as a gray cat. Though the other two witches reply to the suwmons of 
familiars, the Second with "Paddock calls" and the 'l'hird with "Anon! 11 
neither reply carries suggestions of direct obedience and immediacy 
of action to the extent of ui come, Graymalkinu (I.i.8). Thus, the 
ceremonious reply of the First Witch is in harmony with the somewhat 
stronger role she will have in forthcoming appearances, and with the 
decisive nature of the witches• errands in evil. 
Salutations in Scene ii, set in the Scottish camp near Forres, 
increase ceremonial tone, and, when descriptive adjectives accompany them, 
they emphasize the kind of action that has been taking place, the attitude 
of characters, and the kind of superiority the persons addressed may have. 
For example, when Malcolm greets the bleeding sergeant with "Rail, brave 
friend" (I.ii.5), the adjective enforces what Malcolm already has said 
about the courage of the soldier in battle, and "friendu emphasizes 
Malcolm's feeling of appreciation for protection against captivity. Later 
the sergeant's. addressing the King, 11Ma1'k, King of Scotland, mark11 also 
sustains the tone of cel:'emony, and before long, Ross' honoring the King 
with the vocative "great Kingn gives early indication of the superiority 
soon to be associated with the character of Duncan. 
In Scene iii salutations on the heath are more numerous. Here 
the Witches arouse further curiosity about themselves as supernatural 
beings, for at the beginning of the scene the First and Third Witches 
address each other as "sistern (I.iii.l,3) and the First quotes a sailor's 
1For suggestions on the role of the cat and toad as familiar 
spirits in early witch-trials in England and for references on the sub-
ject, see Kittredge, op. cit., p. 891, 
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wife as having driven her off with 11 'Aro~nt thee, witch'" (I.iii.6). 
Emphasis on the supernatural in the term "witchu as opposed to the 
human in nsistern adds an eerie note to the mystery already evoked. 
However, in the main, salutations in this scene call attention to the 
importance of Macbeth, forecast action, and relate Banquo to Macbeth's 
future. Reiteration o:f the salutation "Macbethu in the :first half o:f 
the witches' prophecies points to his importance; change of salutation 
in the second half of each utterance forecasts his successive advance-
ments: 
1. Witch. 
2., Witch. 
3. Witch. 
All hail , Macbeth! Hail to thee , Thane of Glamis! 
All hail, Macbeth! Hail to thee, Thane o:f Cawdor! 
All hail, Macbeth; thou shalt be King hereafter! 
(I.iii.48-50) 
The change of :form in the third greeting interests Banquo. In addressing 
the witches he draws a distinction between the "present grace" o:f the salu-
tations in the first two greetings and the "great prediction" in the third 
one, which is clearly apart from any present possibility o:f attainment. 
In the witches' prophecy :for Banquo a reversal of order in salu-
tations, not change of form, is significant. After the three witches have 
given a series of ambiguous greetings -- "Lesser than Macbetht and 
greater;• nNot so happy, yet much happier,'' and nThou shalt get kings, 
though thou be none" (I.iii.65-67) --the Third Witch adds, "so all hail, 
Macbeth and Banquo!n Then the First Witch, as if to confirm the three 
greetings, closes the prophecies with uBanquo and Macbeth, all hail!" 
Apparently both noblemen will be ~irst ~nd second in greatness. That 
Macbeth, still unsatisfied~notes the ambiguity appears in the salutation 
he uses in his request, *'stay, you imperfect speakers, tell me moren 
(I.iii.70). 
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Remaining vocatives in this scene continue to focus on Macbeth, 
particularly on the esteem in which he is held. Ross addresses him as 
"Macbeth" and umost worthy Thane" (I,.iii.89jl06). Banquo salutes him with 
"Good siru and nworthy Macbeth" (I.iii.51,148). On the other hand, so 
deeply has the address 11Thane of Cawdoru moved Macbeth that, unaware of 
the noblemen around him, he muses on the titles "Glamis, and Thane of 
Cawdor" (I.iii.ll6). His complete absorption in the salutations places 
the prophec.i~s in the :forefront of attention at once. Shortly, after 
Banquo has drawn Ross and Angus aside with "cousins, a word, I pray you," 
Macbeth, waking from his raptness in the imperial theme, acknowledges 
the news o:f his new title by saying simply and distractedly, "I thank you, 
gentlemen" (I.iii.l29). Later, when apologetically he would win their 
favor, he chooses a salutation in harmony with that intent': "Kind 
gentlemen, your pains/Are regist•red where every day I turn/The leaf to 
read them" (I.iii.l50-l52). 
Salutations in the scene o:f investiture at Forres sustain the 
attention on Duncan and Macbeth. From the first Malcolm enforces the 
note of sovereignty with the address "My liege11 in speaking to his 
father. The good king, in turn, shows his own generosity and graciousness, 
as well as characterizes Macbeth, in vocatives of tribute. He addresses 
one General no worthiest cousinu and uMy worthy Cawdor;" and the other, 
nNoble Banquo" and 11Worthy Banquo." He names the remaining noblemen 
"Sons, kinsmen, thanes." Unlike Malcolm, Macbeth and Banquo avoid a 
courteous nominative of address in speaking to the King though Macbeth 
speaks to him twice and Banquo once. In each case the omission keeps 
the relationship between the King and his two subjects appropriately 
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impe~sonal at a moment each thane may be musing on a greater reward.1 
Scene v at Inverness recalls by letter the salutations of the 
witc~es and so continues to hold attention on Macbeth. But the letter 
also 'stimulates interest in Lady Macbeth for he addresses her as umy 
I 
dearest partner of greatness." Already we foresee her as a partner in 
crime. At once, in soliloquy before he arrives she emphasizes the ambi-:-' 
tion he implied in nmy dearest partner of greatness11 by addressing him 
as ugreat Glamisn (l.,v.,23), and she readies herself for evil by invoking 
"you spirits/That tend on mortal thoughts," "you murth'ring ministers,n 
and "thick night" in a supplication for concealment and power in cruelty. 
These
1 
vocatives carry awe and mystery, even terror, especially "thick 
night," which excludes pity and reason. Then upon the arrival of Mac-
beth,, she nourishes his ambition by calling him uGreat Glamis! worthy 
Cawdotl" (I.v.55) and chides him :for a guilty look with the simple 11 my 
Thane~ (I.v.63). Implying human tenderness in the ambitious p~rtnership 
by cailing her '•my dearest love, u he adds a note of colllPle:d.ty to his 
chara6ter and increased horror to their plotting. ar, viewed from an-
other 1 angle, in the ecstatic quality of his address, writes D.A. Traversi, 
is "intensity of passion which, diverted from its natural channels, is 
turned into a craving for power and issues in murder."2 
l Maob. The service and the loyalty I owe, 
--In doing it pays itself •••• (I.iv.22-23) 
Ban. There if I grow 
----The harvest is your own. (I.iv.32-33) 
Macb. The rest is. labour , which is not us 1 d 
for you! ••• (I.iv.44) 
2 Traversi, op. cit., p. 160. 
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Upon arrival at Inverness in Scene vi, the King adds even more 
to t~e horror of the crime against himself by an ironic emphasis on hos-
pitality in his nouns of address: "our honour1d hostess!" (I.vi.lO), 
uFai:ti and noble hostessn (I.vi.24), and "hostess" (l.vi.3l). No other 
salutations remove attention from these. His gracious ceremony is a foil 
for ~er coming violation of the laws of hospitality. 
I 
And in the dramatic scene of decision while festivity is at its 
heighjt in another room, Macbeth and Lady Macbeth fail to address each 
! 
other~ At this moment when the ambitious partnership "o'erleaps itself," 
omiss~on of salutations may be important since most vocatives will in some 
way call attention to who one is; and if E. M. Forster is right, the 
quest~on 11\Vho am I?n leads to considerations of Pity and Justice, neither 
i 1 
of which their deed will permit. 
In the quiet but suspenseful first scene of Act II the nominative 
of address is relatively unimportant except in three of the seven in-
stances. Banquo once quite naturally addresses Fleance, his son and 
squir~, as nboy," a term customarily used in speaking to a servant. In 
turn, Fleance respectfully uses "sir" in speaking to his father, as 
Banquo does twice in speaking to Macbeth. More significantly, two salu-
tations pose the benevolence of the living gods against the solid and 
silen~ darkness of the earth. Banquo addresses the "Merciful powers" 
in a prayer for release from 11cursed thoughts" whereas Macbeth addresses 
the "~ure and firm~set earthu in a prayer for secrecy in an act of murder. 
These !vocatives, communing symbols of universal order and deliverance, 
1E. M. Forster~ Howard•s End (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1946), 
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on the one hand, and of the lowest of four elements and nprating 
' 
I 
stones," on the other, bring opposing lines of vision in the play into 
I focus. 
More dramatic, however, is the one salutation uttered at the 
heig~t of tension in Act II, Scene ii. When Macbeth emerges trembling 
from:the death chamber with blood on his hands, Lady Macbeth hastens 
towa~d him exclaiming nMy husband!" At no other time does she use this 
' 
title. Its simple form is overwhelming. Her unconscious acknowledgement 
of their sacred partnership brings the marriage .bond and order in the 
home into appalling relationship with the breaking of a royal bond, the 
symbol of order in the kingdom. 
The next scene, embracing the episode of the Porter and the dis-
cove~y of the murder, has nineteen salutations, seven of which are the 
Portdr•s. His first two have irony and humor. After identifying the 
equivocator as knocking at the gate of hell he calls "o, come in, equi-
vocator" (II.iii.l3); and having identified the tailor's knock, he calls, 
ucome. in, tailor. Here you may roast your goose" (II.ii.l6-17). The 
general terms keep the satire universally applicable. To Macduff he uses 
! 
the respectful nsir" in response to Macduff's "Was it so late, friend, 
ere you went to bed/That you do lie so late?" Both "sir" and "friend" 
I 
are amusing. The Porter's use of usiru five times in quick succession 
in his conversation with Macduff is so obviously courteous and so like a 
devil~s suave politeness that it is comic. Macduff 1 s addressing what 
seems 1 to be the Porter of hell as his friend is apt. Perhaps, like 
the POrter, Macduff is clearly not doomed for hell itself -- nor is he 
within the sin of Inverness. 
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The nominative of address, thus, is one of the means Shakespeare 
I 
useslto release dramatic tension just after the murder and just before 
its discovery. Then he uses it skillfully to increase tension again, for 
i in cbntrast to the informally light addresses come adulatory, exclamatory, 
and sympathetic ones. Meeting Macbeth, Lennox greets him saying, "Good 
morrow, noble sir" and Macduff asks, "Is the King stirring, :worthy Thane?" 
The "noble siru and 11Worthy Thane" are ironical indeed applied to the 
murderer of a King and guest, for they contrast sharply the Macbeth that 
was and the one that now is. 
After the discovery, the waking household hears shouts o:f "Banquo 
and Dpnalbain! Malcolm!n or "Malcolm! Banquo!" mingling with cries o:f 
"Awak~, awake!/Ring the alarum bell. Murther and treason!" "Up, up, 
and see/The great doom's image!" "Ring the bell!u (II.iii.78-80,82-83,85). 
The effect is an atmosphere of chaos and excitement. In contrast to 
the direct, excl~matory salutation$, gentler ones indicative of sorrow 
and pity appear. Macduff tells Lady Macbeth, "o gentle lady,/'Tis not 
:for you to hear what I can speak!u The irony of "gentle ladyn is as 
effective as the thought that the deed is too awful :for any woman to 
bear. Perhaps here is indication of a frail quality in Lady Macbeth in 
preparation for her breaking spirit later; Expressive of sympathy, 
I 
! too, but lacking in irony, is Macduff's "o Banquo, Banquo,/Our royal 
i 
mastel,''s murther'd!" as is Banquo's mol."e intimate contl."action in n~~ 
I 
Duff, :I prithee contradict thyself/And say it is not so." The implied 
I 
intim~cy o:f Macduff and Banquo foreshadows their mutual sympathies in 
time t.o come. These salutations close the scene o:f confusion and 
al~p In the long explanation of the murder no vocatives occur. 
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However, the nominative of address appears again in the short 
scene of exposition outside the castle when Ross and Macduff talk with 
! 
the Old Man about the deed and an accompanying disorder in nature. Ross 
show~ his reverence for the Old Man and for what he has to say by 
addrJssing him as 11good fathern or ufather.u Ross addresses Macduff 
I 
as "sir" and Macduff addresses Ross as ucousin,n a somewhat more 
I 
friendly vocative. All in all, the significance of the four simple 
vocatives lies mainly in the obvious veneration Ross expresses :for the 
I Old Man. Allied as Ross and Macduff will be with forces for good, the 
pres~nt respect that the soldier Ross has :for the saintly man is as 
worthy of notice as the :fact Macduff appears with the Old Man, a symbol 
o:f the good, the day following the murder. 
In the opening scene of Act III the noun of address appears with 
more interest. Macbeth is king. As the opening soliloquy of Banquo 
states, he has it all -- "King, Cawdor, Glamis, all,/As the Weird 
Women 1 pro:m.is•d" (III.i.l-2),. But Banquo questions, ulf there come' 
I 
truth' from them,/(As upon thee, Macbeth, their speeches shine) ,!Why, 
by th~ verities on thee made good,/May they not be my oracles as wel~ 
And s~t m_e up in hope?" (III.i.6-lO). The vocative "Macbeth" in Banquo's 
solil0quy points up the friendship that once existed in their companion-
ship Js Generals and~ hence throws emphasis on the guile behind the 
gracidus words of a ~oyal figure, who, standing beside the Queen and 
surroqnded by the splendor o:f Lords and Attendants, greets him flattering-
ly as his uchie:f guest" even while fixing the place and hour o:f his 
death.' The King's dropping of the royal uwe" for the noticeably gracious 
personal "I11 in inviting Banquo to supper again emphasizes the horror o:f 
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hypodritical evil, :f.or he would seem to make Banquo's attendance at the 
banq~et a personal :favor -- and so it .is indeed! Macbeth states, nTo-
night we hold a solemn supper, sir,/And I'll request your presence" 
(III.i.l4-l5). The simple :formal "sir" is the only term of address the 
King ~ses in his conversation with Banquo. However, following his 
dutiful a~ceptance of the invitation, Banquo replies simply and directly 
to Macbeth's questions regarding his ride; each time the salutation "my 
lordni or "my good lord" sustains the tone of royal honor symbolized in 
kingship and evokes a mood of gracious obedience around a subject full 
of suspicion. Both the honor and obedience call forth the bewildering 
contradiction of "nothing is/But what is notu and give to the impending 
I 
crime~ but yet fantastical, a poignancy which only evil reduced to the 
simpl$st pretense of daily care can do.1 
\Vhen the Queen and Lords have left and Macbeth inquires of the 
i 
one remaining servant whether the murderers have come C' Sirrah, a word with 
you~ Attend those men/Our pleasure?" III.i.45-46), the servant's reply 
''They are, my lord, without the palace gateu (III.i.47) continues to sus-
tain the royal digni~y in Macbeth. The two murderers, in turn, display 
their ,fealty first in a more ceremonial vocative and then in the commonly 
used 11my lord." When asked whether it was yesterday he spoke to them, 
toget11rer they assent, 11 It was, so.please your Highness.u And later the 
First Murderer emphasizes the sovereign power of Macbeth in "We are men, 
I 
my li~gen as does the Second in ni am one, my liege.". However, both 
i 
1
"Ay, my good lord," "As far, my lord, as will fill up the 
''l'Wi:xt 1 this and supper," uMy lord, I will not," "Ay, my good lord. 
time does call upon's.u (III.i.20,25-26,29,37) 
time/ 
Our 
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change the vocative when the conversation goes directly to Banquo and 
his murder: "True, my lord" and 11We are resolved, my lord" they say to-
gether; and "We shall, my lord" the second promises. The shift may 
suggest that the Murderers' regard for their King falls with arrangements 
that "mask" the murder. In cl;osing the scene with a couplet as final in 
tone as a sword thrust, Macbeth, alone, addresses Banquo directly: "It 
is concluded. Banquo, thy soUl's flight,/If it find heaven, must find 
it out to-night" (III.i.l41-142). 
In the following scene Macbeth's nominatives come into striking 
focus in conversation with Lady Macbeth prior to the murder of Banquo. 
The servant and Lady Macbeth use only traditionally formal vocatives. 
A servant sent to call Macbeth addresses the repenting Queen as "madaJtJ.;" 
in speaking to her husband, now King, Lady Macbeth uses a formal nmy 
lord ... Sympathetically she prefacesher inquiry about his sorry fancies 
and aloneness with "How now, my lordn atid begins her wish that he be 
jovial at the banquet with "Gentle, my lord," the latter contributing to 
the tenderness of her suggestion that he be cheerful and "sleek o•er" 
his nrugged looks." However, in speaking to her, Macbeth, in spite of 
his unwillingness now to confide in her, continues to use simple terms of 
endearment. His afdiectionate responses "So shall I, love" (III.ii.2.19), 
"o, full of scorpions is my mind, dear wifen (III.ii.36) and "Be innocent 
of the knowledge, dearest chuck•' (III.ii.45) make a tender tragedy of 
their breaking partnership. Bound together in sin they would be as bound 
by love as they once were and cannot; bound together by the glitter of a 
crown, they again would rise to its radiance and cannot. The address to 
"sealing nightu (lli.ii.46), symbol of total darkness and hence unmitigated 
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evil) immediately following _the salutations of endearment reflects the 
I 
mixtUre of good and_evil in Macbeth but also, by way of the sharp con-
trasr, indicates an increased cleavage between that good and evil. 
The only ceremony of address in the scene of Banquo's murder is 
a call to Fleance to escape. Banquo, dying, cries 
o, treachery! Fly, good Fleance, fly, fly, fly! 
Thou mayst revenge. 0 slave! 
(III.iii.l7-l8) 
On the contrary, the ceremonious banquet scene at Forres has 
eleveh nominatives of address given to Macbeth, one to Lady Macbeth, 
three to guests, and two to the Ghost. The balance of ceremony in favor 
I • 
of the King is natural in view of his position and center of interest 
' in the scene, yet, with a new crime behind the festivity, each indica-
tion 9f honor helps throw the violation of kingship into relief. Lady 
Macbeth calls him "My royal lord" when she urges him to be cheerful and 
ceremonious and "My worthy lordu when she tries to distract him from 
attention on the Ghost •. The Murderer appearing at the door whispers "My 
lord, his throat is cutu (III.iv.l6), then "Most royal sir,/Fleance is 
I 
scap'clu (III.~v.l9420), and "Ay, my good lord, safe in the ditch he bidesn 
I (III.iv.26). The Murderer's deference and Lady Macbeth's emphasis on 
~ingsh;ip are highly ironical. 
Lady Macbeth and the guests also sustain the ceremonial tone 
I 
by mears of "sir," umy lord," and "my good lord.n Lady Macbeth calls 
Macbeth nsirn in asking him to pronounce the welcome and in inquiring 
whethei- he had invited Macduff. Lennox uses both usir" and nmy good lord" 
in offering Macbeth a place reserved; the guests address him as "my good 
lord" in inquiring about what he means they've done; and Ross calls him 
"sir" in commenting on Banquo's absence and "my lord" in asking what 
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I 
sights he sees. In tu~, Lennox addresses the guests as nGentlemen" 
I 
whenlhe asks them to rise, and Lady Macbeth first calls them "worthy 
frie~dsn when she asks them to remain at the table and later "good peers" 
I 
when she apologizes for her husband's malady. Hence, the commonly used 
salutations of the lords reinforce the atmosphere of innocence posed 
against the atmosphere of guilt in the scene; Lady Macbeth's more flatter-
I 
ing forms of address reinforce her role as mediator; and Macbeth 1 s three, 
the most striking of all, call to mind the partnership in crime and its 
terror. lVhen Lady Macbeth reminds him that festivity is bare without 
cere•ony, he calls her "Sweet remembrancer,u an ironically effective term 
sine~ Lady Macbeth's memories of the slain Duncan already have begun to 
underlnine her health. More vividly Macbeth commands the Ghost, "Hence, 
hor.ri!ble shadow!/Unreal mock'ry, hence" (III,.iv.lOS-107). Here the 
vocatfivesreveal his inner torment, bring the supernatural atmosphere 
to a climax, and rivet suspenseful interest on the murdered Banquo. All 
the perfunctory and solicitous nouns of address serve but to make "horrible 
sh~do\v" and "Unreal mock'ry"- the more fearSC!liOO by contrast. 
The ceremony of address has little importance in the next two 
scenes. The one vocative in the scene of Hecate and the three Witches 
merely identifies Hecate when the First Witch asks, "Why, how now, Hecate?" 
(lil.v.l) And in the following scene nSirn is only a mark of courtesy 
when Lennox addresses the Lord in their conversation on conditions in 
I 
Scotland. It serves the same purpose, but with more force, in Macduff's 
reply'to the King's·stlllllllons, 11 'Sir,not I!'" (III.vi.40), .reported here 
by thE$ lord. 
··In the cavern scene, however, salutations add importantly to the 
supernatural atmosphere, reveal the desperate struggle within the soul of 
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Macbeth, and intimate a surface loyalty in Lennox. On seeing the Witches 
in their conjuring dance around the boiling cauldron, Macbeth inquires, 
"How now, you secret, black, and midnight hags?/What is't you do?" (IV. 
I 
i.48l49) The descriptive vocatives show he is beginning to know the Weird 
Sist~rs for what they are. In his first visit, astonished, he addressed 
them on~y as uimperfect speakers." Now his own sin colors his interpreta-
i 
tion iof them; black and secret as night. When, at his request they show 
him ~is future, he commands the apparition of the Armed Head, "Tell me, 
thou unknown-power" (IV.i.69). In turn, the apparition calls nM.acbeth! 
' Macb~th! Macbeth!" (IV.i.77); in like manner the second apparition of a 
Bloody Child, which he does not address, calls "Macbeth! Macbeth! Mac-
beth" (IV.i.77). Like the tolling of a bell, each call is the sound of 
apprdaching doom. His response is to the absent Macduff, whom he addresses 
directly: "Then live, Macduff. What need I fear of thee?" (IV. i. 82) 
Thus, in addition to enveloping the prophecies in a fatal mystery, the 
salutations help bring the conflict to the fore. And the contrast of the 
simple address "Macduff" to the descriptive "secret, black, and midnight 
hags" helps to keep the worlds of the real and supernatural distinct, but 
not ih any way to draw away from the tone of authenticity given the super-
natural agencies at work, ~or ironically Macbeth here addresses Macduff 
I 
witho~t knowing the bloody child will come to represent Macduff and hence 
to belthe one to fear. 
He relaxes in.his hope of security after the crowned child augurs 
him unvanquished until Birnam Wood shall march against him. Assured, he 
replies, "Sweet bodements, good!" (IV.i.96) But fear and tension return 
when the show of eight Kings, with Banquo last, appears. In vocatives 
of desperation, he cries, "Filthy hags!" and "Horrible sight!" In 
factually simple language the First Witch, addressing him courteously, 
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asser:ts the prophecy is true: nAy, sir, all this is so~ But why/Stands 
' 
! 
Macbeth thus amazedly?" (IV.i.l25-l26) She calls the sisters to a 
dance, and they vanish. Lennox's :formal salutation "my lord':' in easy 
I 
and quick succession as he replies to Macbeth's beWildered and desperate 
questioning about the Weird Sisters and about Macduff gives the needed 
count~rpoise as events return to reality and emotions :find their balance 
again. 
Len. 
Mac b. 
Len. 
Mac b. 
Saw you the Weird Sisters? 
No, my lord. 
Came they not by you? 
No indeed, my lord. 
., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Who was't came by? 
Len. 'Tis two or three, my lord, that bring you word 
Macd~is fled to England 
Macb. Fled to England? 
Len. Ay, my good lord. 
(IV.i.l36-143) 
The c~remonious repetition o:f the vocative suggests apparent submission, 
which; in wor.ds if not in action, comes easy now to the rebels. Macbeth, 
foreseeing "the :future in the instant," addresses time and determines 
i 
! 
hence:for~h to make thought and deed coincident. 
At Fife, in Scene ii, the salutations add to the pathos of the 
plight and murder o:f Lady Macduff and her child,. The salutations which 
Ross uses in discussing Macduff's :flight present Lady Macduff as amiable 
and pl1etty,. First, he addresses her as "madam," then "My dearest coz" 
and last "My pretty cousin.n The Messenger's "fair dame" also notes her 
beaut~. In turn, her terms of address :for her little, :fatherless son ~-
"Sirrah,u "Poor bird," "poor moneky," and "Poor prattler" -- accentuate 
her :fe~ling of helplessness and heighten the effect o:f her son's innocence 
and wit,. The little boy's reiteration o:f "mother" at the close of his 
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repl~es -- nAs birds do, mother" (lV.ii.32), uWhy should I, mother?tt 
(IV.:i.li.3.6), and "Was my father a traitor, mother?u (lV.ii.44) -- tends 
to e~phasize the closeness and loneliness both feel. Hence, Macbeth's 
brutality seems the mol'e terrifying when suddenly the son's brave defense 
o:f hi,s :father and his stout name-calling of the murderer precipitate the 
slayi~g. Then horror and pathos mingle in the murderer's defiance and 
i the crying child's pitiful call :for his mother: 
Mur. 
SOli:' 
Mur. 
Son. 
He's a traitor. 
Thou liest, thou shag-ear'd villain! 
What, you egg! 
Young fry of treachel'y! 
He has kill'd me, mother. 
(lV.ii.82-84) 
The harmony of vocatives and content is particularly effective in this 
li ttl:e tragedy .. 
Salutations in the scene of Malcolm·•s testing are less moving 
and s'triking, but they have interesting variety. When Macduff first 
threatens to leave Malcolm, he addresses him as ttlord" (lV.iii.34); 
when :Ross appears, he uses the more affectionate vocative "My ever gentle 
cousi:n" (lV. iii .161) ; and ·Whi,le sorrowing over the loss of his family, 
I 
I 
he l~ts criticism of himself fol' neglecting his family appear in the 
addr~ss "Sinful Macduffu·(lV.iii.223). Malcolm is more conservative. 
I 
When ~e has found Macduff loyal, he introduces his confession of faith 
in hib with the vocative "Macdu:ff11 (IV.iii.ll4) and when he thanks the 
I Docto~ for a report on King Edward, he simply uses the professional salu-
1 
tatiop of "doctor" (IV.iii.l45). Other titles of simple courtesy appear 
I 
I 
in th~ Doctor's and Ross's addressing Malcolm as 11sir11 (IV.iii.l4l,l63). 
I 
Howe~r, salutations to Scotland are more emotionally charged. Macduff 
enforCes his expressions of patriotism and his sensitivity to the chaos 
I 
arou~d him in repeating "o, Scotland, Scotland! 11 and in uttering "o 
nati~n Jniserablerr (IV.iii.lOO,l03). Macduff's final address to the 
I 
20~ 
'' gen~le heavens u (IV. iii. 231) for aid in bringing i:mxnediate reprisal on 
I 
Macbtth underscores the tone of gracious benediction that the rebels 
~lre~dy have attributed to the supernatural. As a whole, the vocatives 
refl$ct Macduff's deeper sensibilities. Of particular interest is evidence 
I 
of his loyalty to Scotland and the friendship between him and Ross, an 
! 
I 
important bond now that the counter-revolution is under way. 
! 
Fewer nominatives of address appear in the shorter sleepwalking 
seen~, and-they are all conventionally formal expressions. 
I 
Again sim-
! 
plio~ty and restraint in the use of vocatives in a tense scene, as in the 
! 
one folloWing the murder, is a mark of Shakespearet's art. The most 
univlrsally used salutations carry the weight of emotion. The Gentle-
i 
womab's calm, controlled salutations of "sir" or "good doctor11 in 
l 
spealking to the Doctor in uThat sir, which I will not report after her." 
i ' , 
in "~ay God it be, sir,u and in uGood night, good doctor" (V.i.l6,64,87) 
are poised against the emotionall3J1 spoken "my lord" of Lady Macbeth in 
her dream sequents of nFie, my lord, fie! a soldier,and afeard?" and 
"No more o' that, my lord, no-more o' that!Tf (V.i.40,49) and against the 
Doctor's fervent addressing of God in the prayer "God, God forgive us all!" 
(V.i.83) The delicate balance is sensitive and effective. 
As the catastrophe approaches, the nominatives of address become 
more dramatic in tone and content, but not until after the exposition 
scene at Dunsinane, which arranges for the meeting of the rebels' armies 
near Bi.rnam Wood. Here the only vocative appears in Lennox's report that 
Donalbain is not with Malcolm: 11For certain, sir, he is not" (V.ii.B). 
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However, in the scene of Macbeth's readying himself for battle in the 
castle at Dunsinane salutations add tension and excitement. Macbeth 
orders that no more reports be brought. He feels secure in the witches' 
last propheay, and repeats it: "•Pear not, Macbeth. No man that's born 
of woman/Shall e'er have power upon thee.' Then fly, false thanes,/And 
mingle with the English epicures'' (V.iii.6-8). The repetition of uMac-
beth" as a direct address sets him apart by emphasis, and ufalse thanes" 
emphasizes his desperate plight. Contrary to Macbeth's request for no 
more reports , a servant rushes in to s.aY the enemy approaches. Terms of 
address now show Macbeth lost in passion. 
The devil damn thee black, thou cream-fac 1d loon! 
Where got'st thou that goose look? 
Serv. There is ten thousand --
Macb. Geese, villain? 
Serv. Soldiers, sir. 
Macb. Go prick thy face and over-red they fear, 
Thou lily-liver'd boy. What soldiers, patch? 
Death of thy soul! Uhose linen cheeks of thine 
Are counsellors to fear. What soldiers, whey-face? 
(V.iii.ll-17) 
His immediate, impatient calling for Seyton increases the sense of im-
pending catastrophe: 
Seyton!--l am sick at heart, 
When I behold--Seyton, I say!-~· 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Seyton: 
(V.iii.l9-20,29) 
Like the Messenger's usir, 11 Se~on•s nmy lord"· provides a poised contrast 
for Macbeth's passion: "All is confirm'd, my lord, which was reported" 
(V.iii.3l). With the doctor's entrance and report of Lady Macbeth's. 
"thick -coming fancies," the two tensions , war and the Queen • s illness , 
come together pathetically in alternating directives introduced or closed 
with vocatives. 
Row does your patient, dootor? 
Doct. Not so sick, my lord, 
As she is troubled with thick-coming fancies 
That keep her from her rest. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Macb. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• 
Seyton, send out.--Doctor, the thanes fly from me.--
Come, sir, dispatch.--lf thou couldst, doctor, ••• 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 
Doct. Ay, my good lord •• • • 
(V. iii. 37-39 ,49-50,5~) 
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The numerous and passionate terms of address used by Macbeth are in vivid 
contrast to the one calm and friendly "Cousins11 used by Malcolm in a 
scene of final arrangements with those commanding his armies for a march 
on Dunsinane'~ ncousins ~ I hope the days are near at hand/'l'hat chambers 
will be safen (V.iv.l-2). 
But more of Macbethts salutations point the contrast also. In 
the castle at Dunsinane Seyton's polite ceremony in bringing his King 
news of the Queen's death helps throw the Kingts fears into sharp relief. 
What is that noise? 
Sey. It is the cry of women, my good lord. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Mach. Wherefore was that cry? 
Sey. The Queen, my lord, is dead. 
(V.v.7-8 ,15-16) 
After a moment of reflection Macbeth despairs. Then a nominative of 
address in 110ttt, out, brief candle" (V.v.23), a "metaphor of the flame 
that one blows out, tt fuses hp:nntingly the themes 9f 'l'ime and Death. 1 
Having come to the close of his melancholy thoughts, he demands fear-
fully and impatiently of the entering Messenger, whose courteous address 
also is a foil for Macbeth's uncontrollable passion: 
Thou com'st to use thy tongue. ThY.:·story quickly! 
Mess. Gracious my lord, 
1F1uchtre, op. cit., p. 223. 
• • • • • • • • . . . . .. . . . . . .. 
Macb. Well say, sir! 
Mess. As I did stand my watCh upon the hill, 
I look•d toward Birnam, and anon methought 
The wood began to move. 
Macb. Liar and slave! 
(V.v.29-30,32-35) 
"Liar and slaven stands vivid against Malcolm's friendly address of 
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"cousins" to his noblemen and soldiers in the scene spoken of above and 
Malcolm's gracious one to Siward in "You, worthy uncle,/Shall with my 
cousin, your right noble son,/Lead our first battle" (V.vi.2-4). The 
contrast is in harmony with the approaching fall of tyrannical Macbeth 
and the rise of good Malcolm. 
Salutations in the last two scenes continue to accentuate this 
contrast but also to show a mighty clash of power in the armies. Young 
Siward challenges Macbeth with "Thou liest, abhorred tyrant!" (V.vii:lO); 
Macduff shouts, uTyrant, show thy face! . . • Either thou, Macbeth., lOr 
else my sword with an unbattered edge/I sheathe again undeededu (V.vii. 
15,18-20). A note of hope comes with Macduff's address to Fortune for 
aid before he disappears. Entering the castle, Siward, self-possessed, 
directs Malcolm, uThis way, my lord •••• Enter, sir, the castleu (V. 
vii.24,29). 
Then come violent characterizing outbursts from the rebel Macduff,~ 
answered, not by a defiant term in kind, but a term of respect, the 
opponent•s name. 
Macd. Turn, hellhound, turn! 
• • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
My voice is in my sword, thou bloodier villain 
Than terms can give thee out! 
. . . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .~. . . 
Macd. 
MacH. 
Then yield thee, coward, 
. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 
Lay on, Macduff, 
{V.vii.3,7-8,23,33) 
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The v~atives tend to justify the resolution however manfully 
Macbeth has persevered. After the fury of tyranny has subsided, the 
sacrifice and glory of victory appear in calm, traditional ceremony~ 
Ross informs Siward, "Your son, my lord, has paid a soldiert.s debtn (V. 
viii.39) and Macduff honors Malcolm, "Hail, King! for so thou art ••• 
Hail, King of Scotland!n (V.vii.54,59), after which, With the sound of 
a flourish, all cry uHail, King of Scotland!" (V.viii.59) Addressing his 
faithful followers "My Thanes and kinsmenn (V.viii.62) Malcolm acknowledges 
their close-knit loyalty. 
In the ceremony of address, then, the circle has come full round, 
registering all along the dignity of kingship, tensions and conflicts, 
rise and fall of emotions, changing relationships and atmosphere, Mac-
beth's_disintegration, and the poise, faiths, and final triumph of the 
counter-revolution. From the first "great Kingn to the last nHail, King!" 
vocatives reflect the sanctity of the royal symbol; from the eal"lY "stay, 
you imperfect speakers" and umy dearest partner of greatness" to "Tell 
me, thou unknown power" they reflect Macbeth's inner hopes for the crown; 
from the eal"ly ukind gentlemen" to the late "false thanes," they carry 
emotions of the rise and ·.fall of those hopes; from the first 11brave friend" 
and "My husband" to "Then yield thee, coward,n they register relationships; 
from "I come, Graymalkin! 11 to tfMacbeth! Macbeth! Macbeth!u' they give 
expression to the mystery and power of e~l agencies; from the first invo-
cation to stars and to "you spirits/That tend on mortal thoughts" they 
pose evil against good symbolized in calls to "Merciful heavens" and 
"Gentle heavens.u And, at last, in the memory, 11All liail, Macbeth!" 
mingles with the final "Hail, King of Scotland!u to restore again the query· 
"~othing is/But what is not'~ as the new King, too, goes to be crowned at 
Scone. 
Dost thou lie still? 
If thus thou vanishest, thou tell'st the world 
It is not worth leave-taking. 
(Antony and Cleopatra. V.ii.299-30l) 
Parting is such sweet sorrow, 
That I shall say good night till it be mor»ow. 
(Romeo and Juliet. II.ii.l86-187) 
CHAPTER VII 
"God•s benison go with youn 
Ceremony of Leave-taking 
l 
Without a front curtain, the Elizabethan stage permitted a flu-
idity of movement in drama approaching the continuity of action in 
today's cinema. Characters came and went in a flow of movement broken 
only by brief intermissions given to music. 1 With action so structured 
the dramatist found the ceremony of greetings and leave-taking all but 
indispensable in his efforts to keep transitions smooth and clear and to 
facilitate the rise and fall of emotion with rhythmic ease and natural-
ness. Shakespeare, especially, used the ceremony of farewell, the form 
under consideration here, ·for these. purposes with rare skill. As 
1Thomas Marc Parrott, William Shakespeare (New York: Charles 
Scribner's Sons, 1955), p. 82. 
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artlessly as in life itself, his characters about to separate weave ma-
terials-of import into their conversations. However, sometimes, too, 
as in life they part abruptly without developed ceremony. The omission 
is as distinctly an aspect of Shakespeare's art as the extended farewell. 
on the simplest technical.level leave-taking provides a means of 
exit for characters when their role in the scene has been fulfilled, or 
it does little more than identify the time of events. However, it sel-
dom functions as simply as that. The ceremony of farewell often fore-
casts a return ef characters, reveals their status ,.,and suggests the 
quality of their relationships. Occasionally it foreshadows some line 
of development in the plot, strengthens the emotional base in the play, 
and, by means of spectacle, lyrical beauty, or subtly shifting moods, 
so heightens dramatic effects that tensions come to a climax or resolu-
tion. When the farewell is spoken intermittently before a scene closes, 
it is particularly effective in focusing attention on materials under 
development and increasing suspense. Some farewells bear in strongly 
on the themes of the play, especially when the giving of gifts or be-
stowing of favors accompanies a leave-taking. Thus, whether the words 
of farewell be the thoughts and feelings of friends o~.foes in parting, 
the fealty of servants and at~endants in exit, or the sentiments of the 
slain in dying, they root the utwo hours• traffic" on stage in the 
realism and fluidity of daily activity. 
To serve these many purposes, the ceremony o;f leave-taking ap-
pears at any immediately useful point in a scene. It begins, breaks, or 
closes a scene. Moreover·, it appears in a variety of forms. It is long 
or short, richly symbolic or factually brief, comical.or tender, 
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rhetorical or highly poetic. . It is informally personal or totally con-
ventional. Obviously, whatever its form, it .is significant in propor-
tion to the weight of emotion and meaning in the context out of which it 
rises and to the artistry of its development. T.ra4itionally courteous 
expressions like uFarewell," "Fare ye well," "Good night," "God b' w' 
ye,n "Give you good morrow," "I will most humbly take my leave of you," 
"I commend my duty to your lordship,u uGrace go with you, sir," or more 
personal forms, receive their freshness and beauty, their vitality and 
power from the total relationship of materials in a scene and play. 
Very often these expressions are merely the opening or close of an ex-
tended leave-taking. Before examining Shakespeare's use of the ceremony 
of farewell in Macbeth let us note, by way of representative examples 
chosen from the beginning, middle, and end of scenes in other plays, 
the effectiveness with which leave-taking develops atmosphere and sus-
pense, welds different kinds of action,and unfolds both themes and plot. 
Then let us observe how character develops in farewells and what effects 
come with a lack of leave-taking. 
First, the ceremony of farewell is an effective means for de-
veloping atmosphere and disclosing tensions. At the beginning of the 
first scene in Hamlet, the leave-taking of sentinels is a subtle frame 
for evoking an atmosphere of mystery and suggesting conflict in the 
court of Denmark. After formal greetings have established the hour as 
midnight, suspense and mystery unfold at once in Bernardo's inquiry and 
Francisco's reply. 
Ber. Have you had quiet guard? 
Fran.' Not a mouse stirring. 
~ Well , good night. 
If you do meet Horatio and Marcellus 
The rivals of my watch, bid them make haste. 
(I.i.l0-13) 
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The muffled footsteps of Horatio and Marcellus sound simultaneously 
with Bernardo's injunction for haste. 
Fran. 
Hor. 
Mar. 
I think I hear them. Stand, ho! Who is there? 
Friends to this ground. 
And liegemen to the Dane. 
Fran. Give you good night. 
Mar. o, farewell, honest soldier. 
Who hath relievtd you? 
Fran. Bernardo hath my place. 
Give you goad nig~t. 
(I.i.l4-l8) 
With attention on night, a strict, undisturbed watch, welcome release 
from duty, and honesty in a soldier, the ceremony of farewell provides 
a background adequate in mystery and credibility for a report of the 
Ghost that, twice seen, harrows the guards uwith fear and wonder. 11 
Thus, the ceremony of sentinels bidding each other farewell is an open-
ing as artistically inconspicuous as it is perfect for a play in which 
a "dreaded sight" coming and going prods a contemplative hero into ac-
tion and in which soldiers plying the land serve as a :foil :for his in-
action. 
Before long, however, a more colorful leave-taking gives this 
mystery poetic splendor and presents an injunction of such import that 
Hamlet is moved by it in all he thinks and does. The Ghost leaves 
Hamlet saying, "Fare thee well at once./The glowworm shows the matin to 
be near/And gins to pale his tt.nef:fectual fire./Adieu, adieu, adieu! 
:aemember me11 {I.v.sS-91). Into his memory and into his tttables" Hamlet 
writes 'Adieu, adieu! Remember me!'--a refrain as solemn and lonely as 
the "remember me" of Samson released :from his own prison house (Judges 
16:21,28),., 
A leave-taking in the middle of a scene can shift action into 
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new channels as naturally as in the beginning of scenes it creates at-
mosphere and serves the exposition. In the same play in slightly more 
than the middle of the ~rst scene of Act II, Polonius sends Reynaldo 
·off to Paris closing his instructions for observing Laertes with some 
added suggestions in the farewell: 
Rey. 
Pol. 
Rey. 
Pol. 
Rey. 
Pol. 
God b' w' ye, 
Good my lord! 
Observe his inclination 
I shall, my lord. 
fare ye well! 
[Going] 
in yourself. 
And let him ply his 
Farewell! 
music,. 
Well, my lord. 
Exit Reynaldo 
(II.i.69-74) 
These simply stated afterthoughts turn a spectator's attention from 
instructions of the most astonishing nature and the garrulousness of 
devious-minded Polonius to parental concern and hence bridge such dis-
parate materials as a business transaction and the entering Ophelia's 
distressing picture of Hamlet's madness. In an atmosphere of fa~ily wel-
fare, then, Polonius' sudden shift from "Farewell!" to "How now, Ophelia? 
What's the matter?" occurs without shock to an audience prepared for the 
close of an interview in the first farewell. By evoking an atmosphere 
that would make Polonius, now more father than intelligence agent, a 
pivotal figure in caring for both Laertes and Ophelia, a ceremony of 
farewell as simple .as this one makes art of transitions. 
In each of these instances, the farewells are relatively brief; 
however, in Romeo and Juliet Shakespeare uses a more fully developed 
leave-taking at the close of the balcony scene to bring the love theme 
to a climax. Here the leave-taking begins seventy lines before the 
close of a scene of one hundred and ninety-one lines. It begins after 
Romeo, who would declare his love by oath, has been interrupted by 
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Juliet's con~ession of a premonition of woe attending the suddenness o~ 
their joy which, like lightning, may "cease to be/Ere one can say 'It 
lightens'n (II.ii.ll9-l20). Juliet continues, 
Sweet, good night! 
This bud of love, by summer's ripening breath, 
May prove a beauteous ~low•r when next we meet. 
Good night, good night! As sweet repose and rest 
Come to thy heart as that within my breast! 
(II.ii .. l20-l24) 
Shortly in the midst o~ a continuing declaration of their love, as 
tender as beautiful, they are interrupted by a call from the Nurse. 
JUliet quickly explains, nl hear some noise within" and adds nDear love, 
adieu" (II.ii.l36). While urging him to wait for her return, she van-
ishese: Reappearing in only a moment, she persuades, "Three words, dear 
Romeo, and good night indeed" (II.,ii.l42). Bence, before the Nurse in-
terrupts again, JUliet has time to ask for word on the morrow of Romeo's 
will to marriage and to whisper, "A thousand times good night!" (II.ii.l55). 
Again, having left and reappeared as quickly as before, she calls him 
back for one word more. Then with the "commonplace made marvellous" comes 
the "scene's finest momentu:l· 
Jul. Romeo! 
Rom. My dear? 
Jul. At what o'clock to-morrow 
Bhall I send to thee? 
Rom. By the hour of nine. 
Jul. I Will not fail. 'Tis twenty years till then. 
I have-forgot why I did call thee back. 
Rom. Let me stand here till thou remember it. 
Jul. I shall forget, to have thee still stand there, 
Rememb·!ring how I love thy company. 
Rom. And I'll still stay, to have thee still forget, 
Forgetting any other home but this. 
(II.ii.l69-l75) 
1Granville-Barker, op. cit., II, 346. 
"What·is it, indeed," asks Harley Granville-Barker, "but the well-worn 
comic theme of the lovers that cannot once for all say good-by and part 
turned to pure poetry by the alchemy of the poet?"1 And he explains, 
11Modesty, boldness, shyness, passion, chase their way through the girl*s 
speech; and Romeo, himself all surrende~, sings to her tune. Together, 
but still apart, this is their one hour of happiness, and she is enskied 
in it, even as he sees her there."2 
With the arrangements made and 1;he hour almost morning, the 
scene closes with the most memorable of farewells; 
Jul. Good night, good ntght! Parting is such sweet· sorrow 
That-r-shall say good night till it be morrow. 
r~.n 
Rom. Sleep dwell upon thine eyes, peace in thy breast! 
Would I were sleep and peace, so sweet to rest! 
(II.ii.l86-l89) 
It is a long farewell. Yet, perhaps few devices other than so simple 
an act of daily ceremony could win the sympathy of the audience so natur-
ally and so completely as this one does at the same time that it advances 
action and exalts the theme of love. Following this first parting, 
' 
"Good night" and nFarewell11 echo throughout the tragedy. 
But Romeo and Juliet have anothe~ long and reluctant farewell 
3 
at dawn, uthe bitter sweet of all partings." Then, having listened to 
the lark herald the morn and seen sunrise lace the eastern sky with 
color, Juliet would Wish the lark were but a nightingale, for, as she 
says, "Some say the lark m.akes sweet division" (III.v.29). Aware of 
1 rbid. 
2Ibid. 
3nowden, op. cit., p. 423. 
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the peril as the Nurse calls, .Romeo hastily speaks "Farewell, farewell! 
One kiss, and I'll descendu- (Ill.v.42). And seeing him below, Juliet 
adds ruefully that she would hear :from him "every day in the hour.n 
Promising to send his -gr~etings to her., he speaks again, "Fa-rewell" 
(III.v.48). Then both prophetically aware that before long death may 
separate them, Juliet, moved by fea~ and anguish, confesses 
He replies, 
o God, I have an ill;_divining soul! 
Methinks I see the~, now thou art below, 
As one dead in the bottom o:f a tomb. 
Either my eyesight :fails, or thou look'st pale. 
And t~ust me, love, in my eyes so do you. 
Dry sorrow drinks our :.blood. Adieu, adieu! 
(iii.ii.53-59) 
As a complement to the earlier moonlit balcony scene, which 
:foreshadowed marriage, this one at sunrise :foreshadows death. It covers 
the :fi~st third o:f the scene. Set against a remaining two-thirds of 
pressure by mother, father, and the Nurse for Juliet's marriage to Paris, 
the tender beauty o:f the :farewell helps to b~ing :family discord into the 
appearance of irreconcilability. With division so sharp, Juliet•s seek-
ing deliverance through a conference with the Friar seems both natural 
and inevitable. Shortly, in :full harmony with the tone o:f this fare-
well but with more finality, Juliet, ready to take the potion, replies 
to her mother's "Good nightu saying-, "Farewell! God knows when we shall 
meet againn (IV.iii.l4). In this melancholy observation lies a note o:f 
the doom to come. 
In Hamlet's interview with his mother in the fourth scene o:f 
Act Vis another:long :farewell. There a succession o:f farewells effects 
an impression o:f mounting tension but also unfolds the great distress of 
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spirit in both Hamlet and his mother. ae must unburden his heart and she 
must hear. Moreover, the repetition of "Good night11 at intervals tends 
to fix attention on the matter as -surely as the succession of "Dost thou 
attend me,n ull'h.ou attend'st notn and "Ddst thou hear" in The Tempest 
keeps Miranda and the audience attentive in P.rospero's long exposition of 
the past. uGood nightu (159), Hamlet tells his mother after he has broken 
her heart and urged she live the purer half; .~!Once more, good night" (170), 
he adds after a severe appeal for her relturn to virtue; then, nso again, 
good nightu (177) , he utters after repenting the death of Polonius; and 
. "One word more, good ladyn (180) , he ins;lsts after suggesting he must be 
cruel only to be kind; and, toward the last, after having told of his 
journey to England and his intention to outdo the King's craft, he says, 
"Mother, good night" (213), and, last of all., when he would take the body 
of Polonius away, he cl.oses the interview and the scene with the final 
uGood night, m.otheru (217). Conflict, s'qspense, and foreshadowing have 
forceful rendering here. 
Not infrequently, however, leave•takings forecast action and 
hence stimulate interest without the appsal of emotion and poetry. 
They are mainly instructional. The Friar, for example; tells Romeo, 
Go hence; good night; and here stands all your state: 
Either be gone before the watch be set, 
Qr by the break of day disguis'd from hence. 
Sojourn in Mantua. I'll tind out your man, 
And he shall signify from time to time 
Eyery good hap to you that chances here. 
Give me thy hand. 'Tis late. Farewell; good night. 
(III.iii.l66-172) 
Lodged within the frame of a good night this direct exposition receives 
the_ emphasis needed to rouse suspense as does the information lodged in 
the farewell of the counter-revolutionists in 1 Henry IV: 
Wor. Cousin~ farewell. No further go in this 
Than-x-by letters shall direct your course. 
When time is ripe, which will be suddenly, 
I'll steal to Glendower and Lord Mortimer, 
Where you and Douglas, and our pow'rs at once, 
As I will fashion it, shall happily meet, 
To bear our tortunes in our own strong arms , 
Which now we hold at much uncertainty. 
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North. Farewell, good brother. We shall thrive, I trust. 
Hot. Uncle, adieu. o, let the hours be short 
Till fields and blows and groans applaud our sport! 
(l.iii.292-302) 
other leave-takings emphasize characterization as well ~s affect 
events and themes. In the first scene of King:.Lear, two farewells give 
noticeable attention to character. The banished Kent speaks, 
Fare thee well, King. Since thus thou wilt appear, 
Freedom lies hence, and banishment is here. 
!TO~CordeliaJ The gods to their dear shelter take thee, maid, 
That justly think'st and hast most rightly said! 
[To Regan and Goneril] And your large speeches may your deeds 
approve, 
That good effects may spring from words of love. 
Thus Kent, 0 princes, bids you all adieu; 
He'll shape his olq·course in a country new. 
(l.i.l83-l90) 
Kent is forthright and indicates he Will continue to be so; he sets true 
values against pOssible false ones and suggests the prospect for each. 
Later Cordelia's farewell foreshadows the outcome of these values even more 
clearly. Receiving no parting grace, love, or benison from her irate father, 
Cordelia, as outspoken as honest, on prompting from the King of France, 
bids her sisters farewell: 
The jewels of our father, with wash' d eyes 
Cordelia leaves you. I know you ~-wl;tat y.ou; are; 
And, like a sister, am most loath to call 
Your faults as they are nam'd. Use well our father. 
To your professed bosoms I commit him; 
But yet, alas, stood I within his grace, 
I would prefer him to a bet~er place! 
So farewell to you both •. 
(I.i.271-278) 
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After being told by Regan she is uwell worth the want" that she has 
"wanted,n Cordelia ends her farewell with an expression of faith in the 
ultimate exposure of evil and with a blessing for her. sisters: 
Time shall unfold what plighted cunning hides. 
Who cover faults, at last shame them derides. 
Well may you prosper! 
(I.i.283-285) 
The eventual fulfillment of the former and, hence, the irony of the lat-
ter make the farewell important for all that is to come in characteriza-
tion, action, and theme. 
A leave-taking from one dying, or from those around him, often 
sustains or enlarges characterization and thereby exalts a character at 
the moment of death. Horatio's farewell to the dying Hamlet, for example, 
seals atwention on the nobility of the Prince, who sought only the right 
yet erred greatly: 
"Now cracks a noble heart. Good night, sweet prince, 
And flights of angels sing thee to thy rest: 
(V.ii.370-371) 
In the melody and mood of a requiem, the good night touches the darkness 
of death with the grace of resurrection. 
Prince Hal gives a longer and less lyrical farewell to Hotspur 
slain at Shrewsbury, but its candor dignifies both the conquered and the 
conqueror; 
Fare thee well, great heart! 
Ill-weav!:d ambition, how much art thou shrunk! 
When that this body did contain a spirit, 
A kingdom for it was too small a bound; 
But now two paces of the vilest earth 
Is room enough. This earth that bears thee dead 
Bears not alive so stout a gentleman. 
If thou wert sensible of courtesy, 
I should not make so dear a shoW -·of zeal. 
But let my favours hide thy mangled face; 
And, even in thy behalf, I'll thank myself 
Fo~ doing these fai~ ~ites of tende~ness. 
Adieu, and take thy p~aise with thee to heaven! 
Thy ignominy sleep with thee in the ~ave, 
But not ~ememb'~ed in thy epitaph! (V.iv.B7-101) 
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On the fields of Philippi, too, the ceremony of leave-taking en-
hances the personal worth of a characte~. While alarums are a po~tent~. 
of a lost cause, Brutus affectionately takes leave of his f~iend Volumnius 
and his se~vants Dardanius, Clitus, and St~ato. As T. s. Do~sch writes, 
"In this moment of defeat and humiliation their sor~ow is all for him, 
not fo~ themselves; and conscious of their love, Brutus is moved to say,111 
Farewell to you; and you; and you, Volumnius. 
Strata, thou hast been all this while asleep. 
Farewell to thee too, St~ato. Count~ymen, 
My heart doth joy that yet in all my life 
I found no man but he was t~ue to me. 
I shall have glory by this losing day 
Mo~e than Octavius and Mark Antony 
By this vile conquest shall attain unto. 
So fare you well at once; fo~ B~utus' tongue 
Hath almost ended his live's histo~y. 
Night hangs upon mine eyes; my bones would rest, 
That have but labour'd to attain this hour. 
(V.v.3l-42) 
Urged again to flee, he sends away all but Strata, whom he asks to look 
aside and hold his master's sword. Strata's farewell is simple and full of 
so~~ow. 
Give me your hand fi~st. Fa~e you well, my lord. 
(V.v.49) 
Then ~tus, resigned to his fate, takes a final leave in reminiscent mood; 
1 
Fa~ewell, good Strata. Caesar, now be still. 
I kill • d not thee with half so good a will.· 
(V. v • 50-51) 
William Shakespeare, Julius Caesar, ed. T. s. Dorsch (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, 1958), PP• xliii-xliv. 
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The lengthy farewell is impressive in the dignity it gives to one who, 
though a patriot and a "tender and loving, and dearly loved, husband,n 
was so ,.with himself at warn that he was unable to bring his noble aims 
for his country into constructive fulfillment. 1 His final address to 
Caesar hints of his divided will and of his content in avenging his 
friend's death. 
However, more simply and movingly the farewell of Desdemona be-
fore her death sustains the absoluteness o:f her goodness and fidelitY,. 
To Emilia's question of who has-done the deed, Desdemona replies, "Nobody--
! myself. Farewell./Commend me to my kind lord. o, farewell" (Othello. 
V.ii.l24-125). 
And where is the manly sen'f:;ime.nt of Richard ll more sympathetically 
revealed than in the melancholy :farewell t~·his Queen? lt is sorrow's 
pageant. Her Ladies in Waiting and his Guards stand silent while the King 
and Queen tearfully and tender:fully bid each other adieu. Midway in the 
scene Northumberland's sharp·orders :for separation and Richard's prophecy 
of war give a moment's relief from sentiment but also they move the :fare-
well into the deep emotion of tragedy. Hereafter as the King and Queen, 
"together weeping" part 11hand :from hand" and "heart from heart," the one 
echoes the sorrow o:f the other in couplets as songlike as mournful. 
Perhaps few leave-takings summarize the mood of a character and 
resolve a conflict as well as Shylock's :farewell in the Court. Yielding, 
he murmurs, "I pray you give me leave to go from hence,/! am not well. 
Send the deed after me,/And l will sign it" (IV.i.39l-393). 
1~ .. ' p. xlii. 
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And few leave-takings waken more of the wonder found in a total 
characterization than the last ones given by a princess uDescended of so 
many royal kingsn (Antony and Cleopatra. V.ii.330) and by those surround- • 
ing her. Before being royally attired for death in robes and crown, the 
Queen of Egypt bids a simple farewell four times to the Clown, who with 
his basket of :figs repeatedly warns her against the ''_joy of the worm11 
that "kills and pains not," the worm whose biting is immortal, the odd· 
worm that has a "very good report" in a woman who died from it yesterday. 
The :four farewells are as much a leave-taking o:f the world as of the 
Clown, for in the sound o:f her voice are "immortal longings." Shortly, 
ready to mock Caesar-and meet Antony in dying, the Queen of Egypt gives a 
fond farewell and kiss to her attendants : "Farewell, kind Charmian. Iras, 
long farewell" (V.iii.295). What haunting melody in her "long :farewell"! 
At the last, Charmian finishes Cleopatra 1 s broken sentence and utters 
"so fare thee well,'' with a tribute so beautiful that it would seem the 
Queen embarked for another Cydnus more golden than the first. 
Illustrations of farewells of humor and sarcasm, benediction, 
recompense, prophecy, fealty, and other forms could follow. Shakespeare 
used them all, :for the ceremony of leave-taking adapts itself to every 
kind of mood and structural or thematic development. Like the illustra-
tions given, others readily illuminate the plays. Only the omission of 
farewells needs comment now. 
It is interesting that frequently no adieus or farewells appear 
when a character of superior station departs after giving orders, as 
when Prince Esoalus leaves the brawl in Romeo and J'Uliet. "Once more, 
on pain of death," he warns, "all men depart" (I.i.llO). Then he and 
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his train leave. Likewise no leave-taking occurs when a character chooses 
to depart unnoticed. For instance~ Montague and Lady Montague leave when 
Romeo appears lest their presence disturb him. ttcome, madam, let's away" 
(I.i.l66) urges Montague. Also, no words of leave-taking.appear when 
those departing wish to waken an air of mystery or when the one departing 
is displeased. '·Hamlet about to sail :for England will say "Farewell, dear 
mothern but refuse to give King Claudius a leave-taking. Also, often none 
occurs when two or more characters go off stage for some business or one 
character wishes to close an argument. In the latter instance, for example, 
Capulet and Lady Capulet, adamant in their wish to have Juliet marry Paris 
on Thursday, threaten her and leave when their persuasion fails (III.v.l94-
l97,204-205). Obviously omitting the ceremony of leave-taking can be as 
dramatically effective and artistically right as using it. 
In Macbeth leave-takings are fewer in number than in Romeo and 
Juliet and in Hamlet and are given with more dispatch. However, like 
th~ illustrations in this discussion they develop atmosphere, forecast 
events, and characterize. They offer benediction, release information,· 
and enforce themes. They reflect the inward life of characters and the 
quality o:f their relationships. Also, they provide transitions :for main-
taining a smooth or quickened flow of action, and they direct attention 
to both old and new materials. 
2 
Characters in Macbeth have little leisure to be ceremonious in 
their leave-taking. nl take my leave at once" is the prevailing note 
among most of those who come and go. From the opening inquiry "when 
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shall we three meet again" to the last address "So thanks to all at once 
and to each one,/Whom we invite to see us crown'd at Scone" (V.viii~74-75), 
kings and noblemen hasten away to meet others or arrange in parting to 
meet again. Frequent attention in leave-takings to such arrangements 
evoke an atmosphere of mystery and tension, especially around Macbeth, 
who more than others in parting, implies another meeting. And, in his 
case, a sinister quality grows in the atmosphere of haste and communica-
tion. Before parting, Macbeth would have Banquo grant time for "some 
words upon that business" (Il.i.23); he commands a servant to ngo to the 
door and stay there'' until he's summoned (lll.i.73); and he dismisses the 
Murtherers with the request they abide within until he calls them straight 
(III.i.l40). In general, then, commands, tensions, and haste in his 
leave-takings tend to reflect that in his "thirst of reign," like Tambur-
laine, he is willing to wear himself nand never rest 11 to reach and retain 
uthe ripest fruit of all,/That perfect bliss and sole felicity,/The sweet 
fruition of an earthly crown"1 (II.vii.27-29). And a lack of ceremony 
in his leave-takings, together with a suggestion of calculated activity, 
obviates any impression of warmth from developing in his relationship 
with others. 
On the whole, most of the leave-takings in the play are like 
Macbeth's in carrying instructions that quicken movement by calling atten-
tion to action at hand or events to come. However, some are expressions 
of good will. These counterbalance tensions by introducing a note of bene-
diction and poise. In a few, fear and suspicion bear on the tragedy; in 
others, resolution, courage, and despair are central. However, all 
1Havelock Ellis (ed.), Christopher Marlowe (New York; A. A. Wyn, 
Inc., 1949). 
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leave-takings, as well as omissions or talk of them, in the masterly fu-
sion of materials, help bring the totality of meanings into understanding 
in complete harmony with the thematic and structural development of the 
play. F.rom the first, they awaken mystery'and suspense, call attention 
to nwhat seems11 and "what is.,tt and characterize King Duncan, Macbeth, and 
Lady Macbeth. As the conflict unfolds, they contribute to the sense of 
crisis and confusion, and they emphasize_ themes of good and evil, isola-
tion, and despair. Then, in addition to reflecting the deterioration of 
Macbeth and the state, they build,interest in a counter-revolution and 
the stature of its leaders. Finally, they set love, suffering, and honor 
against the wasteland of Macbeth's heart. Needless to say, throughout 
the play they sustain the artistic unity of the.work by foreshadowing 
events and touching them not only with mystery but also with pity and 
terror. 
ln Act I leave-takings of haste, mystery, and instructions or 
commands support the exposition. They are an integral part of the in-
troduction of atmosphere, themes, characters, and conflict. The first 
scene is one of parting. Ready to separate after having settled upon 
what appears to be plans of the most serious import to Macbeth, the 
three Witches have only to agree on a time and place for meeting him. 
Their decision comes so swiftly that with it emerges an atmosphere of 
inevitability in the fulfillment of-their aims. Also, in choosing to 
meet Macbeth on the heath when "the battle's lost and won" ~·ere the set 
of sun," in heeding at once the unheard calls of Graymalkin and Paddock,1 
1That Graymalkin and Paddock, attendant spirits of witches, are 
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and in chanting as they hurry away "Fair is :foul, and :foul is fair./ 
Hover through the fog and filthy air" (I.i.l0-11), the Witches surround 
themselves and Macbeth with awesome mystery. Besides, their ambiguous 
utterances and seeming kinship with the elements of Nature establish a 
moral and physical climate :for the ensuing action.1 Thus, this first 
scene of Witches leaving one another is signi:ficant_in foreshadowing a 
drama as tempestuous as:the storm in which they hover and as comp-lex and 
problematical as- the paradoxes "lost and won" or "Fair is :foul, and :foul 
is fair.n More specifically, in the words of D. A. Traversi, it prepares 
uthe way for the--·entry of evil and disintegration into a state which has 
been, under Duncan, positive, natural, and orderly.n2 It will be a 
"play about faith decayed into superstition and nature deflected from 
its proper function; a play whose elemental turbulence will reflect the 
spiritual disorders of mankind.n3 
And later when they have hailed Macbeth and Banquo prophetically 
on the heath, the three Witches vanish so suddenly without indication 
or leave-taking that the two noblemen stand in wonderment. Amazed, 
Banquo questions whither these 11bubblesn of the earth went and whether 
they appeared at all; on the other hand, Macbeth muses nwould they had 
calling each witch to uher own evil errandn would be clear to an Eliza-
bethan audience.· See Kittredge, op. cit., p. 891. 
1Professor Kittredge suggests the storm is symbolic of the action 
of the drama as a wb,ole: "There.is a storm on the night of Duncan's 
murder, and the next day is dark and gloomy (ii,3,59-68; ii,4,l-lO). When 
Banquo is attacked (iii,3,l6) a storm is brewing. Thunder ushers in the 
Weird Sisters in iv, 1. 11 Op. cit., p. 891. 
2Traversi, op. cit., p. 152. 
3speaight, op. cit., p. 47. 
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stay'dn (I.ii.82). Shakespeare's omitting a leave-taking here and charg-
ing the atmosphere with enough mystery by means of a phenomenal departure 
to elicit a brief interlude of skepticism in Banquo and rapt interest in 
Macbeth is masterly technique, for that interlude bridges the world of un-
reality evoked by the visitation of the Weird Sisters and the world of 
reality brought into being with the entrance of Angus and Ross, whose 
news fulfills the first prophecy. The transition occurs with perfect 
ease and harmony of tone. 
other departures in Act I are less sudden and include.some words 
o~ leave-taking. In the main, conversations o£ characters who part o~ 
go off the stage together consist of brief instructions or exposition. 
To aid the bleeding Sergeant at Camp, King Duncan requests, ttGo get him 
surgeonstt (I.ii.44). The Sergeant and Attendants leave wi.thouj; .. comment. 
To protect the realm against the traitor Cawdor, the King commands, uGo 
pronounce his present death/And with his former title greet Macbethu 
(l.ii.64-65). Ross replies, "I.tll see it doneu (I.ii.66). · On going 
from the heath with Ross , Angus and Banquo, Macbeth urges 11Let us toward 
the King" (I.iii.l52) and, having quietly suggested that after an interim 
Banquo and he speak their ttfree hearts each to other," he again urges, 
ttcome, friends" (I.iii.l57). All of these conversations sustain the 
quickening pace of Scene i. In addition, the last two foreshadow events 
to come. 
However, after King Duncan at Forres has settled the succession 
on Malcolm, the ceremony of leave-taking begins to re£1ect emerging 
conflicts and, though most leave-takings continue to accelerate the ac-
tion, some expressive of reconciliation and peace counterbalance effects 
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of speed and tension. 
When King Duncan has announced the above succession and closed 
the ceremonies with the declaration "From hence to Inverness," Macbeth 
immediately takes a flatte:ring:·leave: 
The :rest is labour, which is not us'd for you! 
I'll be myself the harbinger, and make joyful 
T.Ue hearing of my wife with your approach; 
So, humbly take my leave. 
(I.iv.44-47) 
Loyal and dutiful as he would appear, the ambiguity in "the :rest is 
labour, which is not us'd for you11 belies the tune o:f his words. Beneath 
the smooth hypocrisy are deep-lying tensions, the same inner disharmony 
that rose in his earlier paradoxical phrases "Cannot be ill; cannot be 
good" and nnothing is/But what is not.u Hypocrisy that hono:r;s a King so 
compactly and yokes so shrewdly the elements of "a cleavage in the inner-
most fabric of the mind, an uncertain groping in the-bottomless pit of 
l psychological and spiritual darkness," wakens both fear and wonder. 
Concomitantly the difference between uwhat seema11 and "what is" grows more 
and more uncertain. The question of whether Lady Macbeth~s joy will stem 
from elation over the King•s coming as guest or as victim has a like 
origin and effect. 
Following this farewell, Macbeth's pause at the door brings the 
evil source of his reflections into vivid imagery in the prayer that 
stars hide his dark·desires. Then ironically, as Macbeth disappears, 
King Duncan enjoins Banquo, "Le~'s'after him,/Whose care is gone before 
to bid us welcome .. /It is a peerless kinsman" (I,.iv,.56-58),. Obviously 
1Traversi, op. cit., p. 158,. 
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the character of Macbeth is itself as paradoxical as ucannot be good; 
cannot be ill." 
At Inverness Lady Macbeth's leave-taking of the Messenger who 
brings the tidings of the King's ~rrival complements Macbeth's farewell 
to the King with its wish to make "joyful/The hearing of lilY wife with 
your approach11 (I.iv.45-46) • -_ Sending the Messenger away to care for the 
breathless servant who brought the news, she briskly comments, "Give him 
tending;/He brings great new~" (I.v.sS-39)• She is indeed joyful. 
In the remainder of Act I characters leave the stage continuing 
their conversations. Lady Macbeth, for example, aware she has failed 
-to sway her husband when he suggests "We will speak further" (I.v.72) 
insists as they go out together, "Only look up clear,/To alter favour 
ever is to fear./Leave all the rest to me" (I.v.72-74). Shakespearets 
giving he~ the last word emphasizes how unyielding she is -in her persua-
sion iri spite of Macbeth's caution and shows how strong a role she as-
sumes in augmenting what nfate and metaphysical aid" have already done to 
bend her husband's thought to deeds. 
Engaged shortly in the ceremony of welcoming her guest, Lady 
Macbeth is-all adoration, not persuasion. And, in this instance, King 
Duncan's having the last word is important, for we never see him again. 
Effective irony appears in his inviting Lady Macbeth to lead him to the 
loved host whum we know to be ~he King's potential murderer. 
Give me your hand; 
Conduct me to mine host. We love him highly 
And shall continue our graces towards him. 
By your leave, hostess. 
(I.vi.28-3l) 
U¢re the established image of a good and gracious King is sustained as 
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hostess and guest leave together to greet Macbeth. However, mi~way in 
the banqueting hours, the host, who in a room apart has yielded to his 
own ambition and to his Wife's persuasions, instructs the hostess in 
quite another manner. uAway," he urges, "and mock the time with fairest 
" " 
show;/False face must hide what the false heart doth known (I.vii.Sl-82). 
Once more "what seems" and 11What isn--the ffinnocent flower" and 11serpent 
. . . 
under't"--en:force the terrible nature of evil. The results are ines-
capable. nweakness and terror,11 writes Robert Speaight, neven the 
nostalgia of the state of grace, these he will experience over and over 
again. But the~e will be no turning back, because the will is now petri-
fied by the terms of its .. own infernal . contract:. "1 
In Aet ·II, leave-takings, in the main, contribute to the atmqs-
phere· of fear, terror, and confusion; they enforce themes of good and 
evil, deception, isolation, and grace; they foreshadow increasing 
tyranny and rising support :for order. 
The first good night in the play appears in Act II when Banquo 
and Macbeth exchange greetings before Banquo and Fleance retire and be-
fore the dagger marshalls Macbeth to the chamber of King Duncan. It is 
past midnight; the moon is down; and the sky, as if obedient to Macbeth's 
earlier prayer for darkness , has hidden its fires. Banquo and his son, 
Fleance, who carries a torch, appear in quiet conversation in the court 
of the Castle on their way to their sleeping chambers. They have ac-
companied the King to his chamber and, according to his beneficent bid-
ding, delivered a largess of gifts to the servants. Banquo, trusting 
by nature, pauses to hand, first, his sword, which he has worn with his 
1Speaight, op. cit., p. 53. 
_______ c ____ ----------
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uniform a~ a matter of ceremony, and, then, his dagger to Fleance, con-
fessing as he does so that he has a restlessness of mind, which a prayer 
for peace identifies as having been born of the foreshadowing of the 
Weird Sisters. At that moment Banquo and his son start at the sound of 
footsteps. They see Macbeth and his ·servant, whose torch glimmers 
eerily in the dark. Banquo tells of the King's bounty in sending gifts 
to the servants and adds, ttThis diam~nd he greets your wife withal/By 
the name of most kind hostess, and shut up/In measureless contentn 
(II.i.l5-17). The giving of a gem which in the theory of correspondences 
ranks among theJ~ost perfect in durability and brilliance does more than 
contribute to the emotional value of the greeting. It becomes a symbol 
of Duncan's goodness, wki~h, in the likeness of a gem, shines through the 
darkness of the play and endures undiminished in beauty. F.rom that per~ 
spective the murder of a gracious sovereign is awesome indeed• Without 
acknowledging the gift, Macbeth apologizes for any shortcomings that 
·hasty preparations have given to ho~pital:ii.ty, a dramatically effective 
comment in view of the way his will becomes "the servant to defect" as 
soon as Banq~o and Fleance re~ire. Then the simplest leave-taking, 
"Good repose the whilen(.ti.i.29) simultaneously expresses Macbeth's wish 
that Banquo will have rest until in conference they can speak about "i;hat 
business" of nAll ha:tl, Macbeth, that shalt be King hereafter! 11 and his 
hope that for the sake of the night's business Banquo will sleep well. 
'l'he irony of Banquo's brief and direct reply, n'l'hanks, sir. 'l'he like to 
you!"(~i.30) grows clear when Macbeth finds that murdering Duncan is 
murdering his own sleep. 
This ·good night, then, calls attention to the lateness of the 
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hour, fills the air with mystery, and recalls the royal grace of Duncan. 
Moreover, it forces tensions of good and evil into critical juncture, 
for, when the designing Macbeth sues for his conference with Banquo, the 
latter affirms full allegiance to the King. The active isolation of 
Macbeth begins here. He must go to the murder unsupported except by 
Lady Macbeth. 
The next leave-tak:i..ng, a command, creates suspense. As soon as 
Banquo and Fleance have left, ~cbeth takes leave of his servant with 
instructions he bid Lady Macbeth ••strike upon the belltr when the drink 
-is ready and then get himself to bed. The command wakens fearful ten-
sion while Macbeth wonders at the visionary dagger with "gouts of blood" 
upon its blade and determines to follow it. Then invited by the strik-
ing bell, he stealthily enters the King's chamber imploring Duncan not 
to hear the knell that summons him nto heaven, or to hell." Macbeth•s 
last ·wo:riis5 center the deed in the question of sin and grace. And there, 
ironically, he himself must face the fact of murder. 
When Macbeth has reappeared and Lady Macbeth has heard his tale 
of terror and sought to gild their sin with blood upon the faces of the 
King's Attendants, a knocking at the gate evokes an atmosphere of terri-
fying urgency and fear. Utterly piteous with hands of blood and the fear-
ful deed already in their own troubled eyes, Lady Macbeth pleads escape 
and looks of innocence, and he utters remorse. Then they go put together. 
Retire we to our chamber. 
A little water clears us of this deed. 
How easy is it then! Your constancy 
Hath left you unattended. (Knock) Hark! more knocking. 
Get on your nightgown, lest occasion call us 
And show us to be watchers. Be not lost 
So poorly in your thoughts. 
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Macb. To know my deed, 1 twere best not know myself. Knock. 
Wake Duncan with thy knocking! I would thou couldst! Exeunt. 
(II.ii.66-74) 
Hereafter in the sleepwalking scene her easy reasoning returns in un-
reason in "Wash your hands, put·on your nightgown, look not so pale!" 
(IV.i.69-70) and in time his wail reappears in lamentations whenever he 
reflects. 
After the murder has been discovered, omission of ceremonious 
le~ve-taking by those who leave the scene increases the sense of crisis 
and confusion. Macbeth and Lennox hurry to Duncan•s. chamber at Macduff's 
request, "See, and then speak yourselvesn (II.iii.78). Banquo pleads, 
nLook to the lady" (II.iii.l3l) when Lady Macbeth faints at the close of 
Macbeth•s rhetorical description of h9w, amazed and furious, he killed 
the grooms on seeing their "Unmannerly daggers breech'd with gore" and 
Duncan•s silver skin lac'd with blood. Macb~th urges all assembled, 
nLet's.briefly put. on manly readiness/And meet it th' hall together" 
(II.iii.l39-l40). 
Onl~Malcolm and Donalbain fail to follow. They confer for a 
moment and, on the a~vice of Malcoim, who well knows "To show an unfelt 
sorrow is an office/Which the false man does easyn (II.iii.l42-l43) , they 
decide not to consort with the others who parley outside. Thus they flee 
without farewell. Malcolm urges, 
Therefore to horse! 
And let us n9t be dainty of leave-taking 
But shift away. There's warrant in that theft 
Which steals itself where there's no mercy left. 
(II.iii.l49~l52) 
Their lack of ceremonious leave-taking emphasizes the danger of evil 
now active in the kingdom. Apparently pernicious deeds have just begun. 
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Malcolm1 s quick assessment of the situation as perilous and his decisive-
ness in hurrying away even without the punctilious l~ave-taking expected 
of a nobleman, and particularly of the sons of a dead father, prepare us 
for his reappearance as a leader, if not sensitive, at least·capable of 
foresight and action. However, that he is aware of using a coward•s 
method in flight appears in his apologetic explanation that a man is 
justified in removing himself from the threat of death. 
In the next scene, outside the castle_at Inverness, Ross, Macduff 
and the Old Man, who have discussed the unruly night, the guilty-seeming 
flight of Duncan 1 s sons, the internment of Duncan~ as well as the corona-
tion of Macbeth, part with simple but presaging farewells. 
Ross. Will you to Scone? 
Macd. No, cousin, I'll to Fife. 
Ross. Well, I will thither. 
Macd. Well, may you see things well done there. Adieu, 
Lest our old robes sit easier than our new! 
Ross. Farewell, father. 
(II.iv.35-39) 
This leave-taking foreshadows two lines of action: Macduff's decision 
not to attend the coronation marks the beginning of his stand independent 
of Macbeth; and, his wish that the coronation may augur well for Scotland, 
together with a revealing afterthought that the sovereignty of Macbeth may 
prove less agreeable than the former reign, points to the destruction of 
order that the coronation soon brings. Thus, as D. A. T.raversi observes, 
in Macduff's remarks the happy past and forebodings of the future come 
into balancing contrast. ,.Exchanges of this kind, .. he states, "repeatedly 
mark what are in effect turning points in the spiritual not less than in 
the surface development of the action; their use, indeed, is a typical 
feature of this most carefully and deliberately constructed of plays."1 
1T.raversi, op. cit., p. 168. 
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Noteworthy, too, is the ~oroe o~ the ceremonial metaphor in Macdut~•s 
adieu,_ a variant o~ the oft-used clothes image, to bring his legitimate 
~ears for the welfare of Scotland into vivid awareness. 
Moreover, when Ross and Macduff depart, the Old Man's farewell 
blessing associates sanctity and grace with those who participate in re-
storing order, and it prepares ~or a resolving of evil and enmity; 
God's benison go with you, and with those 
That would make good of bad, and friends of foes! 
(II.iv.40-41) 
Coming at the close of a scene in which an account of the suspension and 
interruption of order in the world of nature symbolically pictures the 
disorderliness of destruction in the world of man, this farewell counters 
"confused events" by hinting of the inviolability of the laws of order.1 
Judgment is near to outstrip the evil of night and its false crown. 
Leave-takings ·in Acts III and IV show a deteriorating Macbeth 
and a kingdom falling into chaos; but, they also show that while Macbeth, 
lost in illusions of security, grows in guile and decisiveness, Macduff 
1Pro~essor Kittredge gives an interpretation of the Old Man's ~are­
well that makes of the Old Man a kind of Teresias who gives firm warning: 
.. God's blessing go with you both--and with all other well-meaning and un-
auspicious persons who, like you, insist on regarding bad men as good and 
your ~oes as your friends. · • The old man, being something o~ a seer, does 
harbour suspicion of Macbeth's guilt; but he dare not express it, except 
to himself. 'And with those,' etc., is s~oken after Macduff and Ross have 
turned to depart, and is no~ heard by them. It applies to them both and 
is not intended to mark Ross as a facile courtier or mere time-server. 
Such an idea (though it has found some favour among critics) is justified 
neither by his conduct in attending the coronation at Scone nor by any-
thing else in the play. Re may be less keen-sighted and energetic than 
Macduff and Banquo, but, like them, he accepts Macbeth as his legally 
elected sovereign. When Macbeth proves a tyrant, he joins the other 
nobles in their patriotic rebellion." See Kittredge, op. cit., p. 923. 
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and Malcolm rise as symbols of order in a counter-revolution. And as be-
fore, in the main, words of departure uphold the pace already established 
and contribute to the elements of mystery and terror. 
In the first scene of Act III a farewell closes Macbeth's subtle 
art o£ picking the information he needs for arranging the murder of 
Banquo and for dispersing attendants before he relays the information to 
murderers waiting outside. Having expressed his wish for a conference 
with Banquo on the morrow to consider the 11cruel parricide11 of Malcolm 
and Donalbain and their·nstrange inventionsu for hearers in England and 
Ireland, Macbeth, in the guise of friendly interest, continues , 
Bie you to horse. Adieu 
Till you return at night. Goes Fleance with you? 
~ Ay, my good lord. Our time does call upon's. 
Macb. I wish your horses swift and sure of foot, 
And so I do commend you to their backs. 
Farewell. Exit Banquo. 
(III.i.35-40) 
The easy nonchalance of Macbeth's final question, together with his wish 
for a safe journey to insure having Banquo at the spot he wants him when 
he wants him there, harks so clearly of polished guile that suspense mounts 
strongly as fears for the safety of the son mingle with those for his 
father. With Banquo's disappearance, Macbeth formally dismisses the others. 
Only the servant remains. 
Let eve~y man be master of his time 
Till seven at night. To make society 
The sweeter welcome, we will keep ourself 
Till supper time alone. While then, God be 
With you! 
Exeunt Lords ,land others. Manent Macbeth and a Servant]. 
(III.i.41-44) 
Macbeth assumes that aloneness till seven will give him ample time to 
complete details for the murder; then, rid of Banquo, in whom his fears 
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"stick deep,u he should be capable of a "sweet welcome." As if he were 
released in thought, his :farewell "God be with youu (his only use o:f this 
greeting and his only mention of God) comes so smoothly it evokes a shud-
der. The :fallen king has become the serpent under the innocent :flower. 
Shakes~eare's use of this farewell, one of the least suspect of cere-
monials, to reveal Macbeth's artful hypocrisy before the murderers enter 
vivifies the disintegration o:f the King's character. 
Leave-takings o:f instruction follow. Having sent the Servant 
for the .Murtherers with the command, "Bring them before us" (III.i .. 48) 
and consoled his conscience with reasons for the murder of Banquo, 
Macbeth dismisses the Servant as soon as he has returned with the two 
.Murtherers, saying, "Now go to the door and staythere till we call" 
(III.i.73),. And when he has persuaded and instructed them, he orders, 
nResolve yourselves apart;/1•11 come to you anon" (III.i.l38-l39),. 
Satisfied they are resolved, he adds, "I'll come upon you straight. 
Abide withinn (III.i,.l40),. With :finality, he :follows them out musing, 
11 lt is concluded~ Banquo, thy soul's flight,/I:f it find heaven, must find 
it out to-night" (III,.i.l4l-142). In these words o:f parting, action 
hastens forward. 
In the beginning o:f the next scene, Lady Macbeth, burdened with 
thoughts of Banquo, commands the Servant, "Say to the King I would attend 
his leisure/For a few words" (III.ii.3-4). After she has considered the 
doubtful joy destruction brings and sought vainly to cheer Macbeth and 
he, in turn, has confessed his fears o:f Banquo, and also refused to share 
a "deed of dreadful note," they leave together on his illusory observa-
tion, "Things bad begun make strong themselves by ill,./So prithee go with 
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me" (III.ii.55-56). Yet, the observation is prophetic of what he intends 
to do. 
Then, in the dark of night near the Palace, the stricken Banquo 
calls to his son, "o, treachery! Fly, good Fleance, fly, fly, fly!/Thou 
mayst revenge. 0 slave! 11 (III.iii.l7-18). And the Murtherers flee on 
the First Murtherer's urging, "Well, let's away, and say·how much is 
doneu (III.ii.21), only to reappear at the banquet with their report and 
leave on Macbeth's command, "Get thee gone. Tomorrow/We' 11 hear ourselves 
again'* (III.iv.31-32). On the one hand, these leave-takings look toward 
the vengeance that may come and, on the other, to the possibility of 
another murder. Thus, by means of the conversations of those who leave, 
the swiftness of pace continues, foreshadowing provokes attention, and 
Macbeth's penchant for proceeding by another conference in his intense 
search for security remains unbroken. 
. At the banquet another leave-taking quickens the pace and focuses 
on the deterioration of Macbeth. The festivity of a state banquet in the 
hall of the Palace at ibrres has failed to become the cloak for the murder 
of Banquo that Macbeth had foreseen. Instead it exposes his guilt. To 
aid him at the critical moment of Ross's questioning about the nsightsu 
he sees, Lady Macbeth takes command and dismisses the guests in a firm 
and hasty farewell. As shown in the discussion on feasting, the confu-
sion of an unceremonious exit increases the sense of chaos within and 
surrounding Macbeth: 
I pray you speak not. He grows worse and worse; 
Question enrages ·him. At once, good night. 
Stand not upon the order of your going, 
But go at once. 
Len. Good night, and better health 
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Attend his Majesty! . 
Lady. A kind good night to all! 
Exeunt Lords [and Attendants]. 
(III.iv.ll7-l21) 
Only Lennox returns the greeting as the Lords and Attendants hasten out. 
His good night is indeed fittingly spoken to one so sick with fears as 
Macbeth, who, the very moment the last guest has departed determines to 
make a visit to the Weird Sisters nto know/By the worst means the worstu 
(III.iv.l34-135) and then, for his own good, to let all causes give way 
and "go o'ern in blood (III.iv.l36-l38). Seeming weary and almost indif-
ferent to his plotting, Lady Macbeth answers questions5imply and sug-
gests uthe season of all natures, sleep,11 to which Macbeth replies as 
they leave, ncome, we'll to sleep. My strange and self-abuse/Is the initi-
ate fear that wants hard use./We are yet but young in deed" (III.iv.l42-144). 
Unnerved by the appearance of the ghost, writes Harold c. Goddard, Macbeth 
assumes deeds "are the only opiates for fears"; he doesn't foresee that 
such a udose must be increased with an alarming rapidity" and that 
atrophy of heart is inevitable. 1 Later besieged by fateful news in his 
stronghold at Dunsinane, he wonders at his loss in sensibility: 
I have almost forgot the taste of fears. 
The time has been, my senses would have cool'd 
To hear a night-shriek; and my fell of hair 
Would at a dismal treatise rouse and stir 
As life were in1 t. 
cv.v.9-13) 
His wonder at so great a loss evokes the pity and fear of ancient tragedy. 
In three scenes before the next farewell occurs in the home of 
.Lady 1\IIacduff, several departures take place without leave-taking. Here, 
1Goddard, op. cit., pp. 496-497. 
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too, commands for going elsewhere forecast events, arouse suspense, and 
uphold swiftness of movement. In a brief heath scene forecasting both 
the cavern scene and Macbeth's indifference to fate, death, "wisdom, 
grace, and fearn (III.v.30~3l), Hecate, hearing the call of her little 
sprite who "Sits in a foggy cloud and stays for me" (III.v.35), vanishes 
with the sound of music and the song "come away, come away." The First 
Witch impels the others to follow; ncome,let's make haste. She'll soon 
be back againn (III.v.36). In an atmosphere of evil mystery, the possi-
bility of her return wakens fearful dread.1 
In the cavern scene, only the first of the Apparitions, that of 
the Armed Head, utters words of leave-taking after its prophecy. Before 
descending, it calls to Macbeth, who appears to be suffering, "Dismiss 
me. Enough" (IV.i.72). The second and. third Apparitions, like the eight 
Kings, vanish at once after fulfilling their prophecies. Then the F1rst 
Witch charms the air with music to which the Sisters dance and disappear. 
Coming out of the spell cast by the visions and music, Macbeth, wrought 
with amazement and anxiety,·. curses· this pernicious hour, the air the 
Witches ride upon, and all who trust them; and having·heard news of 
Macduff's flight to England from the entering Lennox and resolved to 
slay Lady Macduff, her babes, and all their kin nbefore this purpose 
cool," he goes out commanding Lennox to take him to the gentlemen bring-
ing the news: ttcome, bring me where they aren (lV.i.l56). His 
l Visual effe<?tS also contributeo~to the atmosphere of mystery in 
Hecate's departure: nHecate is taken up in the cloud, i.e. a stage car, 
drawn up on pulleys, and concealed by billowing draperies (Wilson, who 
refers to Adams, The Globe Playhouse, pp. 335-66)." See Shakespeare, 
Macbeth, ed. Kenneth Muir, p. 104. 
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. conversation on leaving shows him to be decisive now without concern for 
the end-all and the be-all of his deeds or for any "even-handed justice" 
commending the 11poison'd chalicen to his own lips (I.vii,.l0-12),. With-
out question, he will be as "bloody, bold, and resolute" as the Bloody 
Child and crowned Child have admonished him to be,. 
Between the Hecate and cavern scenes , Lennox and a Lord meet 
in the Palace at Forres to weigh conditions in the realm, King Edward's 
receiving Malcolm with grace, and Macduff's flight to England, where, 
with the aid of God "To ratify the work" (III.vi.33) he may rouse North-
umberland and Siward into rebellion against Macbeth's nattempt of war" 
(III,.vi.39),. Ready to exit, Lennox, sympathetic with Malcolm and Macduff, 
yearns for .. some holy angel" to go with speed to England "and unfold/His 
message" before Macduff arrives in order "that a swift blessing/May soon 
return to this our suffering country/Under a hand accurs'd" (III.vi.45-49).1 
In mutual agreement as'they leave the stage the Lord replies, "I'll send 
my prayers with him" (III.vi,.49),. This conversation on exit emphasizes 
the sanctity of a healing revolution and offers faith, not superstition, 
as a supporting power for those establishing order. 
Next the farewell spoken of as taking place in Macduff's house-
hold comes early in the scene.2 It supports the rebellion, calls 
lRobert Speaight calls attention to the importance of this speech: 
"To cut these lines is very nearly as bad as to cut Fortinbras. I cannot 
pretend that the sanctity of Edward the Confessor is ever one of the pre-
dominant impressions o:t Macbeth, for the reason perhaps that he does not 
appear; but his place in the drama must be made plain. Shakespeare's 
tragedies, however much they concentrate our interest in one or two 
figures--and this is notably the case in Macbeth--are always more than 
personal,.': Macbeth <m Hamlet may be mortally sick, but the wounds of so-
ciety must b6 healed,." Op. cit., p. 63. 
2
various interpretations of this scene, of whic~ Ross's farewell 
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attention to the unsettling effects of tyranny, suggests conditions may 
improve, and deepens the pathos of the sorroWing family. Grieving Lady 
Macduff and her son listen to Ross, who is about to depart, defend 
Macduff 1 s flight to England as noble and just in view of the peril in the 
kingdom: 
My dearest coz, 
I pray you school yourself. But for your husband, 
He is noble, wise, judicious, and best knows 
The fits o' tht season. I dare not speak much further; 
~ut cruel are the times, when we are traitors 
And do not know ourselves; when we hold rumour 
From what we fear, yet know not what we fear, 
But float upon a Wild and violent sea 
Each way and none,. I take my leave of you. 
· Shall not be long but I'll be here again. 
Things at the worsb will cease, or else climb upward 
To what they were before,-- ·MY pretty cousin, 
Blessing upon you! 
(IV,.ii,.l4-26) 
The picture of chaos in Scotland is vivid here. Macbeth has so under-
mined the spiritual state of his kingdom that, as D,. A. T.raversi writes, 
subjects, in ignorance of their own impulses, have become uncertain of 
the true cause~,of their actions,. "This uncertainty," he adds, "has 
reached such a degree of anarchy that it must either •cease,• lead to the 
is an important· part, have been given,. 11Bradley says of this and the fol-
lowing scene, Shakespearean Tragedy, p. 391: 1They have a technical value 
in helping to give the last stage of the action the form of a conflict be-
tween Macbeth and MacdUff,. But their chief function is o£ another kind. 
It is to touch the heart with a sense of beauty and pathos, to open the 
springs of love and tears,.' But Knights, op. cit. pp. 26-7, points out 
that this scene echoes in different keys the theme of the false appearance, 
of doubt and confusion: and 'shows the spreading evil •••• There is much 
more in the death of young Macduff than 11pathos11 ; the violation of the 
natural order is completed by the murder.• Macduff and his wife, says 
Fletcher,.Studies of Shakespeare, p. 166 (ap. Furness), 'are the chief rep-
resentatives in the piece of the interests of loyalty and domestic affec-
tion, as opposed to those of the foulest treachery and ••• ambition.•" 
See Shakespeare, Macbeth, ed. Kenneth Muir, p. 120. 
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annihilation which Macbeth•s whole career has presupposed as its end, or 
else 'climb upward' and so return to the former condition under Duncan .. "1 
The close of the farewell anticipates a.,.recovery of loyalty and. the 
2 1single state of man• in the triumph of Malcolm.." But, since Lady 
Macduff in her grief cannot be sure whether her husband is one who floats 
11upon a wild and violent sea/Each way and nonen or is as "noble, wise, 
judicious" as Ross believes, the picture, in spite of its implication 
that the nadir of chaos has been reached, can but add to her sense of 
desola~ion. Moreover, Ross's effort to set reasons of state and fear 
against her love and sorrow makes her and her son's plight the more 
piteous. ·sorrowing for her little son standing beside her, Lady Macduff 
mourns, nFather'd he is, and yet he's fatherless!' Then implying sympathy, 
Ross quickly takes a leave lest, as he says, he should weep with her and 
so embarrass her and disgrace himself. 
I am so much a fool, should I stay longer, 
It-would be my disgrace and your discomfort. 
I take my leave at once. 
(IV.ii.28-30) 
Unconsoled she turns plaintively to her little son, whose innocent wit 
and mild mockery turn desolation into terror. Suddenly a Messenger in-
terrupts them-with a warning to remove themselves at once from. approaching 
danger. The Messenger's leave-taking, a brief blessing and expression of 
fear, "Heaven preserve you! I dare abide no longer" (IV.ii.72-73) en-
forces the peril at hand. Murtherers rush in. Stabbed, the dying child 
1Traversi, op. cit., pp. 175-176. 
2 Ibid., p,. 175. 
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cries) "He has kill 1 d me, mother• Run away, I pray you" (IV.ii.Sil-85). 
His is a leave-taking no less frightening than the mother's cry of 
"Murther!" is horrible as she flees pursued by the Murtherers. Their 
anguished cries condemn Macbeth as sternly as the owl's cry in an earlier 
scene. 
The next two farewells are Macduff's. They appear when Malcolm 
tests his loyalty. Both farewells aim to explain his flight and to 
justify him as a loyal, h~roic deliverer. Both are uttered under so 
much stress of emotion that they help convince Malcolm of Macduffts sin-
cerity. Malcolm questions, 
Why in that rawness left you wife and child, 
Those precious motives, those stron~knots of love, 
Without leave-taking? 
(IV.iii.26-28) 
In defense, Macduff replies, 
Bleed, bleed, poor country! 
Great tyranny, lay thou thy basis sure, 
For goodness dare not check! Wear thou thy wrongs; 
The title is affeer'd! Fare thee well, lord. 
I would not be the vill:ain that thou think'st 
For the whole space that's in the tyrant's grasp 
And the rich East to boot. 
(lV.iii.al-37) 
This courageous defense in the form of a threatened farewell shows· Macduff 
to be resolute, forthright, and devoted to his country. A strong clearing 
of his sincerity and loyalty early in the scene permits a shift of emphasis 
to ·Malcolm, heir and leader of the rebellion, who gains stature inversely 
by imputing all the vices of intemperance and avariciousness to·himself 
falsely. In turn, in his second farewell, Macduff reinforces his integrity 
and patriotism by rejecting a royal successor lacking kingly virtues. 
Overcome with hopel~ssness, Macduff returns, 
Fare thee well! 
These evils thou repeat•st upon thyself 
Uave banish'd me from Scotland. 0 my breast, 
T.ny hope ends here! 
(IV.iii.lll-114) 
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Like the former, this farewell aims to vindicate Macduff and give him 
stature as a leader. Like the former, also., it functions technically to 
relieve the weight of discussion and to elicit attention. Pleased with 
Macduff's loyalty, Malcolm acknowledges his own integrity and gives 
Malcolm leadership in the army ready to set forth. 
No other farewells occur in the scene. King Edward's .dOctor, who 
comes with a report of the good King•s power to heal the 11wretched souls . 
/That stay his cure" Ctv.iii.l4l-142), leaves on Malcolm's "I thank you, 
fi~ctor" (IV.iii.l45), and at the close, Ross, Malcolm, and Macduff leave 
together on the invitation.of Malcolm: 
Come, ·go we to the King. OUr powel" is ready; 
OUr lack is nothing but our leave. Macbeth 
Is ripe for shaking, and the pow•rs above 
Put on their instruments. Receive what cheer you may. 
The night is long that never finds the day. 
(IV.iii.235-240) 
Here suspense increases as the Prince of Cumberland, named heil" at Forres, 
in apparent hal"mony With the will and action of the heavenly Powers, di-
rects his leadel"s to the task of ridding Scotland of . ·:1 ts tyrant. Having 
affirmed a moment eal"lier the miraculous work of the holy Edward and the 
sundry blessings. that tthang about his throne,u Malcolm would seem to de-
part with a "healing benediction" for his ailing society •. His leave-
taking forecasts the ripe fruit of crime will fall. 
In Act v, leave-takings and conversations on exit focus on the 
conflict of restoring order to a kingdom in moral chaos, increase the 
sense of quick and final judgment, and enforce the spiritual losses 
-~-.-:"··· .. · 
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of those given to crime as well as the tragedy of their being unable to 
return to Grace. 
The first conversation of a character in exit is Lady Macbeth's. 
In the sleepwalking scene, a flickering taper in her hand, Lady Macbeth 
goes from the sight of her observers uttering fragments of memories of 
the night of Duncan's murder: 
To bed, to bed! There•s knocking at 
the gate. Come, come, come, come, give me 
your hand! What•s done cannot be undone. 
To bed, to bed, to bed! 
(V.i. 73-76) 
Here tragic tension reaches its most tender and terrifying quality. Recall-
ing Macbethts debate in "If it were done when 'tis doneu (I.vii.l), the 
fears of both murderers in nl hear a knocking/At the south entry. Retire 
we to our chamberu (ll •. ii.65-66), and her own evasion in "Things without 
all remedy/Should be without regard. What's done is done" (Ill.ii.ll-12), 
these nightmare echoes are a powerful rendering of the burden of remorse 
engendered by sin. Together with the preceding fragments of the past, 
they become what Margaret Webster describes as "ironic echoes, terrible 
echoes, inescapable, even through the thick, haunted nights from which 
sleep has gone forever.rrl Indeed, the "futuren that Lady Macbeth felt 
and sought so keenly in the "instantu is full of self-destroying woe. 
At the end of the sleepwalking scene the Doctor and Gentlewoman 
exchange a simple good night. The quiet simplicity of their greeting is 
a counterpoise for the images of terror and guilt evoked in the retro-
spective entreaties of Lady Macbeth. The Doctor•s brief recommendations 
lwebster, op,. cit., p. 229. 
forecast Lady Macbeth's death by her own hand: 
Look after her; 
Remove from her·the means of all annoyancet 
And still keep eyes upon her. So good night. 
(V.i.83-85) 
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And his closing observation suggests how widespread suspicion of Macbeth 
is. Even the household suspects him. He adds, 
My mind she has mated, and amaz'd my sight. 
I think, but dare not speak. 
(V.i.86-87) 
and the Gentlewoman replies, uGood night t good (loot or'' (V.i. 87) • 
Preceding a scene of rebels rallying in loyalty to Malcolm, this 
good night awakens sympathy for the purge at hand in Scotland by enforc-
ing the royal guilt, but, equally important, the loyalty of the Doctor to 
the suffering Queen extends the range and meaning of loyalty in the play. 
Patriotically presented in the scene of Macduff's testing, loyalty was 
full of moral persuasion. Here it is full of compassion. Here a Doctor's 
care for an individual destructive of order so complements a Doctor's 
care of King Edward, pres.erver of order, that the individual, destroyer 
though he be, stands worthy against "the whole space that's in the ty-
rant's grasp/And the rich East to boot 11 (IV.iii.36-37).~. No leave-taking 
achieves this effect for Macbeth. If any loyalty or reflection achieves 
a comparable effect of sympathy for him, it is the loyalty of Seytqn in-
directly evoked in Macbeth's next scene through Macbeth's dependence upon 
him and evoked in Macbeth's admission of a harvest ilf curses, "not loud 
but deep,u and mouth honour "Which the poor heart would fain deny, and 
dare not" (V.iii.28), of satiety in his feast of blood, and of weariness 
of light itself--a symbol of the kingship he has ~rofaned and of the 
orderly universe he has defied. 
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In the scenes of war following the ,~~pwalk±ng~ scene, only one 
farewell occurs. At other times leave-takings are instructions or com-
mands that give a sense of urgency to the coming conflict and deepen ten-
sion as resolution nears. 
Not far from Dunsinane, Scottish rebels, ready to join the Eng-
lish army near BirnamWood, are hopeful now that Macbeth's title hangs 
nloose about him, like a giant's robe/Upon a dwarfish thief" (V.ii.2l-22). 
Caithness commands, 
Well, march we on 
To give obedience where 'tis truly ow'd. 
Meet we the med'cine·of the sickly weal; 
And with him pour we in our country's purge 
Each drop of us. 
(V.ii.25-29) 
With Lennox's assenting directive, "Make we our march toward Birnam" 
(V.ii.3l), the rebel.soldiers, w.ith banners aloft, march away to the. sound 
of drums. 
Closing a scene set between glimpses Of Lady Macbeth's mental and 
·spiritual illness and of Macbeth's awareness that his own life has "fall• n 
into the sere, the yellow leaf," and that his kingdom, sick unto death, 
needs at once some "rhubarb, senna, or what purgative drug" to "scour the 
English hence," this leave-taking With its metaphor rooted in sickness and 
health sustains the theme of a diseased kingdom. As a unit it reflects 
the subtle harmonizing of materials in the play. 
Readying himself for battle at ])unsinane, melancholy Macbeth, 
alternately valiant and furious, sharply orders a Servant bringing news 
of ten thousand English soldiers, "Take thy :face henceu (V.iii.l9); and, 
shortly, too impatient to wait for his armour, he commands as he, Attend-
ants, and Seyton go out, uBring it after me!" (V.iii.58), adding "I will 
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not be afraid of death and bane/Until Birnam Forest come to Duns:i:nane11 
(V.iii.59-60). These leave-takings reflect how desperate Macbeth is in 
trying to 11buckle his distemper'd cause/Within the belt of rule" (V.ii. 
15-16). As he looks for support in the prophecies of the Weird Sisters, 
whom he has forsworn, suspense mounts, for he has only one more prophecy 
to consider. 
As if weary of hopeless ministering to the ill at Dunsinane, the 
Doctor follows Macbeth and his Attendants out, admitting as he goes 
"Were I from Dunsinane away and clear,/Profit again should draw me hereu 
(V.iii.61-62). In his confession on exit, the Doctor would seem to de-
spair of conditions at Dunsinane. 
More hopefully, at BirnamWood, Siward gives marching orders to 
the united forces, 
The time approaches 
That will with due decision make us know 
What we shall say we have, and what we owe. 
Thoughts speculative their unsure hopes relate, 
But certain issue strokes must arbitrate; 
Towards which advance .the war. 
(V.iv.l6-2l) 
The battle is at hand. uWhat seems" and uwhat isu will be settled. 
Simultaneously at Dunsinane, Macbeth, tense and melancholy, musters 
energy and valor. He defies the Wood reportedly on the move. Ordering an 
alarm for battle, he calls, 
Arm, arm, and out! 
If this which he avouches does appear, 
There is nor flying hence nor tarrying here. 
I gin to be aweary of the sun, 
And wish th1 estate o 1 the• world were now undone. 
Ring the alarum bell! Blow wind, come wrack, 
At least we'll die with harness on our back! 
(V.v.46-52) 
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The calm, firm rhythms in Siward's orders contrast Macbeth's bravado. Con-
fidence and impersonal realism in the former contrast a sense of futility 
and yearning for release in the latter. Ironically in the challenge ucome 
wrack," Macbeth both invites destruction and summons a cloud, which, al-
ready associated with the appearance and activity of the Weird Sisters, 
now links him with them. Hence, "Blow wind, come wrack11 draws the theme 
of evil vividly into focus. To the last, Macbeth contends with the "in-
habitants of air," the instruments of darkness. To the last, disruption 
in nature mirrors moral chaos. 
Calm and determined as heretofore Siward, in command of the rebel 
troops at Dunsinane, takes leave of Malcolm: 
Fare you well. 
Do we but find the tyrant • s power tn-ntgh"t;, , 
Let us be beaten if we cannot fight. 
(V.vi.6-8) 
Macduff replies with a rousing and fateful call to battle: 
Make all our trumpets speak, give them all breath, 
Those harbingers of blood and death. 
(V.vi;9;..;tO) 
In the images of trumpets and harbingers Macduff gives the theme of good 
and evil powerful summation. The trumpets, symbolizing a royal flourish, 
herald a new kingship,.but they also co:Jlnote the judgment Macbeth feared 
would come through Duncan's virtues pleading like angels against the damna-
tion of his "taking-off. 11 And as harbingers of blood and death here, they 
become an ironic comment on the "joyful harbinger" Macbeth was in taking 
news of King Duncan's coming to Inverness. Regenera.tive power for Scotland, 
then, lies in the avenging grace of Malcolm, Siward, Macduff, and their 
armies. 
Remaining conversations on exit--scornful, resolute, and spirited--
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sharpen the conflict. After Macbeth has slain Young Siward, he smiles 
triumphantly at swords and.laughs to scorn weapons "Brandish 1 d by man 
that's of a woman born" (V.vii.l2-l3); then he disappears just as Macduff 
enters looking for him. Vowing the death of Macbeth, Macduff hurries out 
calling above the noise of alarums, "Let me find .him, Fortunen (V.vii.22). 
Malc:olm and Siward depart on Siward's inviting Malcolm to enter the Castle. 
Finally Macduff and Macbeth in deadly duel; vanish on Macbethts cry, "Lay 
on, Macduff,/And damo'd be him that first cries 'Hold, enough!'" (V.vii~. 
33-34). Macbeth does die with harness on his back. 
At the close of all the clamour and travail, Malcolm invites all 
the surviving to the coronation at Scone. They leave to the royal tunes 
of a flourish for one who, in.his turn, has promised "signs of nobleness" 
to all deservers. 
In summary, in Macbeth leave-takings and conversations of those 
who depart emphasize thematic materials of uwhat seems" and "what is,'' 
of sickness and health, of judgment and damnation. They reflect the 
changing emotions and thoughts of Macbeth and Lady Macbeth as well as the 
loyalties and faiths of Malcolm, Macduff, and other rebels. They reflect 
the fears of the sick and dying, the summons for action of the living, 
and the mystery and power of the supernatural. They forecast action, 
quicken the pace, and contribute to the artistic unity of.the play as a 
whole. They enforce the sense of moral convulsion brought by sin and the 
harmony effected by.Grace. Finally, leave-takings balance doom and re-
demption in the unfolding of events. 
CONCLUSION 
As the foregoing discussion has shown, ceremony and ceremonials 
lie deep within the fabric of a Shakespearian play. They participate in 
its structure, inform its content, and enrich its language. As spectacle 
they please the eye; as melodies_ issuing from song and musical instru-
ments they charm the ear; as symbols of greatness they touch a seen~ with 
beauty and make of it a many-splendored thing while characters yearn to 
have the enhancement true, or, in moments of illumination, come .. to knowl-
edge of what is real and what is not. Thus ceremonials support the il-
lusion of reality but also waken wonder and contemplation. In their most 
profound·use, they unite the sublunary and universal worlds. Then what 
is seen on the stage is more deeply felt and more clearly understood. 
And here lies their greatest contribution, for in their power to stir 
the heart and quicken the mind of man, they serve both poetry and drama. 
In Macbeth ceremonial metaphor is an element of supreme expres-
siveness. Complex as it often is in meaning and emotion it brings both 
depth and 'Vlividness to the intri·cate unfolding of materials in the play. 
Images having their source in banqueting, processionals, coronations, and 
royal homage enlarge and vivify the themes of kingship and order; images 
drawn from religious ceremonials and ritual bring a metaphysical dimension 
to these and other themes. ·Metaphorically used, "poison1 d chalice,u 
simultaneously reminiscent of communion and coronation rites, wakens re-
flection on consecration and desecration. Macduff's use of nLordts 
anointed temple" :i.n reporting Duncan's murder brings a similar response. 
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In union, then, secular and religious images can clarify the distinction 
between good and evil and call forth judgment on the motives and deeds of 
a transgressor. 
Also, images drawn from rituals, both church and state, enforce 
the horror of false appearances, of disintegration within a character, and 
of murder. The haunting melody of a holy bell sounds quietly·through the 
darkness painted by Macbeth while he broods on the murder of Banquo and 
confesses that before the shard-borne :bee:tle "Hath rung night's yawning 
peal" (III.ii.42-43) the d~ed will have been done. Besides evoking the 
horror of crime and.revealing Macbeth's inner state, figures of speech 
like this one develop and sustain atmosphere. And like others from mili-
tary, court, and festival occasions or from activities of humbler origin, 
they have telling power to convey a sense of loss and isolation in charac-
ters who are as sensitive to the meaning of crime and its consequences as 
to order. 
Moreover, the ceremonial metaphor affects the plot in carrying 
symbols of the revolution, prefiguring the doom of Macbeth, and affirming 
the resolved tensions. Macbeth fears Duncan's virtues will plead like 
"angels trumpet-tongu'du against the murder; Lady Macbeth would know what 
"hideous trumpet" has called the sleepers of the house into a sudden parley. 
In both instances the trumpet, a religious and royal symbol, unites sug-
gestions of doom and of temporal and eternal judgment. And just as 
Macduff's order to make all trumpets speak bears intimations of an avenging 
revolution so the final flourish proclaiming Malcolm King while he stands 
compass • d with the 1'ki:ingdom' s pearl u calls attention to the happy issue for 
the rebels and the state. In its re.currenoe as a symbol of doom and 
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kingship the trumpet becomes a unifying element within the close weaving 
of incidents and themes. 
-··The ceremony of prayer adds depth and range to the tragedy. In-
vocations'to the merciful powers and to instruments of dark!less, or to 
any other symbols of heaven, earth, or hell, bring man•s offenses into 
·vivid awareness. Early supplications of Macbeth and Lady Macbeth reveal 
the wide world of darkness which they elect to enter to attain a glitter-
ing crown. Later supplications attest to the inciosing gulf of that 
underworld and its increasing darkness. Hence, by means of prayer, themes 
of salvation and damnation, order and disorder, and sacred and profane 
kingship receive moving development. 
In the prayers of both .Macbeth and Lady Macbeth a bright world 
of harmony and justice glimmers through the darkness they invoke while-
longing for stars to hide their fires and night to rrscarf up the tender 
eye of pitiful day" (IV.ii.47). And explicitly in the prayers of others 
are themes of benevolence and mercy, of wholeness and healing, of a 
divinel·y ordered universe. The latter sustain the movement of the play 
toward harmony wtthin the state. 
Supplications also contribute to the picture of the complex 
nature of good and evil as prayer becomes the vehicle for both the just 
and the unjust in attaining their ends and as the suppliants defying a 
moral order waken both dread and sympathy and emerge with both shame and 
dignity. 
Notably, too, while supplications reveal the world of crime--its 
cold will, fearsome insecurities, and pain--the inward life of characters 
comes into.observation. Prayers reveal Macbeth!s sensitivity to what the 
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eye sees and the ear hears. They reflect the deviousness of his methods, 
the suspicious nature of his interests, and the need he feels to be darkly 
shielded. They vivify the limitless silence of the world he inhabits and 
the isolation he has inherited. In his report of the prayer of the drunken 
grooms the meaning of separat1on from divine blessing has especially 
poignant expression. There his awareness of a break in the world of order 
and his search for understanding reveal the depth of his moral sensibili-
ties. In the supplication to sealing night those sensibilities have more 
subtle and more poetic rendering. Lady Macbeth•s prayer emphasizes the 
diabolical nature of her crime, reflects the strength of her will, andre-
veals her readiness to exclude all reason and pity in her passionate, un-
reflecting quest for a crown. The supplications of both waken awe and 
terror and evoke a shudder; but in his lies more wonder. 
Supplications present Macduff as a patriot and upright avenger; 
Malcolm as a loyal heir; and Banquo as one linked to the "instruments of 
darknessn but yearning for freedom from nightmare fears and fancies. 
Moreover, supplications sharpen the conflict in the play, for 
in them the desire, will, and intentions of Macbeth and Lady Macbeth come 
into focus, and the longings, patriotismt and resolution of the rebels 
emerge. On the one hand, petitions expose the evil and folly of Macbeth's 
aims; on the other, they enforce the honor and just inclinations of Malcolm 
and his followers. They also forecast the final battle and the reconcilia-
tion. 
In short, supplications are a distinctive source for the deepen-
ing of tragic emotion, for the unfolding of mystery and meaning, and for 
an underscoring of crises and their resolution. 
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T.ne two scenes of feasting are ceremonial occasions emblematic of 
fellowship, order, and communal grace. As such they provide a background of 
wholeness for the ambitions and criminai intentions of Macbeth and Lady Macbeth, 
who within a context of celebration come into attention while resolving on 
murder and seeking to conceal it; and in the second occasion, the broken 
·fellowship and disorder is a reflection of the chaos wrought by crime. Here 
the ceremonial forms of welcomes and pledges, together with the activity and 
spectacle of feasting, become a foil for the tensions and calculating en-
deavors of host and hostess. 
The first banquet at Inverness, unbroken and unseen, brings the delib-
erating Macbeth, full of doubt, indecision, and vaulting ambition, into re~ 
lief. His weighing the murder of a good king, his chief guest, while echoes 
of banquet revelry break faintly in upon his silences makes the considered 
violation of a royal and social bond appear the more awesome. Likewise, in 
such an atmosphere, the cold hardness and the discipline that serve Lady 
Macbeth in persuading her husband toward crime, appear the more fearfully 
cunning. And their common hypocrisy, once they have agreed upon action, 
appears the more reprehensible. 
The second banquet, broken and seen, shmvs the effects of an in-
dividual's violating universal order. Ironically while Macbeth, wrenched by 
fears of insecurity, moves among his assembled lords seeking vainly to estab-
lish·a bond of fellowship and-celebrate the new regime without dismay, the 
horrifying chaos within himself and society comes into revelation. In the scene, 
three feasting ceremonials, traditionally symbols of mirth and good 'till, struc-
ture the exposure. First, Macbeth's conscious efforts toward familiarity in his 
ceremony of welcomes betray his unease even as the Queen's conscious reserve 
hints of her spiritual tensions. Shortly when Macbeth sees Banquo•s blood 
upon the murderer's face and hears the news of Fleance's escape, fear begins 
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to pierce the frail mask of his composure. Then, seeking to join the fellow-
ship at the table and share in the ceremony of drinking healths, unnerved he 
is powerless to hide the horrifying disorder within. Finally, the Queen's 
hasty goodnight ceremonial; with its confused exit of guests, completes the 
picture of total chaos within the murderer and his kingdom. 
Thus the ceremony of feasting aids the characterization of Macbeth 
and Lady Macbeth, translates the meaning of crime into images of horri~ying 
vividness, and supplies the tragic emotion with a complexity of moods. Be-
sides, it brings the past and present into contrast as guest and servants 
sustain an image of kingly greatness and Macbeth and Lady Macbeth violate their 
sacred positions. And With Macbeth's resolve to enter crime in the first feast 
and to wade more deeply into it at the close of the second, the two ceremonial 
occasions bring the strong lines of action in'the play into critical suspen-
sion. Behind these ominous forecasts lie the counterbalancing festal symbols 
of harmony and wholeness. 
The ceremony of Attendants, Soldiers, Messengers, and Servants illu-
minates the play in strongly dramatic.ways. The spectacle of Attendants in 
splendid court dress and official regalia embellishes a scene. Hence, whether 
the King be Duncan or Macbeth, the presence of Attendants enhances the royal 
position. However, the embellishment helps point a contrast between the two 
kings. In establishing an atmosphere of privilege and honor around Duncan, ;the 
splendor of Atte~dants accentuates his gracious qualities; in establishing the 
same atmosphere around King Macbeth and thereby calling attention to the royal 
prerogatives he enjoys, it serves as a revealing contrast for his abuse of 
kingship. 
Soldiers enforce the themes of war, order, and reconciliation. They 
affect the pace, increase tension, and provide a spectacle of power that forces 
the plight of Macbeth and the hopes of the rebels into attention whether the 
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soldiers be the King•s or Malcolm's. Appearing singly or in groups, Soldiers 
heighten interest in the heroes and their cause, underscore the chaos in the 
state, and offer a spectacular rendering of fulfilled prophecies. The im-
pression of r~giments of rebels on the march supports both the valor and fears 
of Macbeth, the integrity of Malcolm, and the courage of Macduff. It also 
brings the magnitude of crimes against the state into the forefront of interest. 
And the swift alternation of scenes of contending forces in battle array offers 
suspense for the coming clash and, in view of the ordered calm of the rebels 
and the tension of Macbeth, wakens fear for Macbeth and hope for Malcolm. 
Messengers and Servants create an atmosphere of h9nor, trust, and de-
pendence, of haste and communication, and of tension. While one Messenger or 
Servant vivifies war and bears testimony of the courage of Macbeth and Banquo, 
another rouses suspense regarding Macbethts return to Inverness and the ful-
fillment of his plans, or effects shifts of mood in Lady Macbeth. Still an-
other by means of soliloquy serves a structural need for a lapse of time fol-
lowing the murder, provides release from dramatic tension, brings disorder in-
to shuddering awareness, and universalizes themes of equivocation, of division, 
and of unothing is/But what is not." Others in their place, aid exposition, 
characterization, and plot by listening to or conveying information. More 
specifically, they sustain Macbeth as a determined criminal, tense warrior, and 
suffering human being; they give lustre to the position of Duncan and his heirs. 
As ceremony drawn from daily intercourse, nouns of address and 
leave-takings are a subtle part of the artistry, for they, too, bear on 
characterization, themes, moods, and action. Nouns of address reveal 
family, social, and professional relationships, reflect the changing status 
and attitudes of characters, arouse curiosity about characters, surround 
them with mystery, and support or condemn their actions. They build super-
natural atmosphere and help keep the supernatural and real worlds distinct. 
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Macbeth's addressing Lady Macbeth as 11My dearest partner of greatness" 
in a burning report of the Witches' prophecies and her addressing him as 
nMy husbandn on seeing him emerge from the murder chamber illumine the 
family relationship, but, more important, the former salutation wakens 
interest in the attainment -of a promised kingship and the latter vivifies 
the horror of the destruction she has abetted and he performed. Also, 
Macbeth's addressing the noblemen--Ross , Angus , and Banquo--as n.Kind gentle-
menu when as a newly appointed and ambitious Thane of Cawdor he is eager to 
win favors of them informs his social ease as clearly as later nfalse 
thanes,u a salutation for the same noblemen and others who have deserted, 
informs not only the chang~ relationship but also the desperation he feels 
when he must ready himself for battle at Dunsinane. Macduff's son's cry 
"thou shag-:ear'd villainu condemns his and his mother's murtherer as sm-&~y 
as Macduff's own ttThen yield thee, cowardu condemns Macbeth. And Macbeth's 
brutal vocatives in addressing a faithful servant who brings news of the 
coming English forces intensify the impending crisis even as Young Siward's 
and Macduff•s vocatives bearing on the tyranny of Macbeth heighten suspense 
on the battlefield. 
Hence~ gentle and sympathetic vocatives, as well as rousing and 
defiant ones, play upon the conflicts; conventionally formal ones of court 
usage sustain the dignity of kingship. Emotionally charged ones clarify 
the picture of a disintegrating King or simply reflect close-knit loyal-
ties. Vocatives vivify the picture of helplessness and innocence, loneli-
ness and desperation, hypocritical submis.sion and wilful guile. They 
touch themes of time and death. Throughout the play they are in close 
harmony with the unfolding action, characterization and emotion. 
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The ceremony ofLleave-taking, or its artful omission, bears 
strongly on the atmosphere of haste in communication, calculated activ-
ity, and mystery in the play. Instructions, commands, reflections, self-
revelations, and resolutions in words of parting rivet attention on what 
has been and what may be; they intensify the present, its crises and con-
fusion. 
Also, l~ave-takings characterize and help develop themes of good 
and evil, grace and damnation, isolation and deception, appearance and 
reality. They touch themes o:f sleep and order. And, like other forms 
o:f ceremony, they·associate divine sanction with the characters involved 
in restoring order and prepare for a resolving of evil .and enmity. Like 
other forms, too, they pass judgment on disorder and uphold :faith. They 
emphasize the pathos of innocent slaughter, the serenity of those allied 
with good, and the despair of the wrong-doer. Finally they contribute 
strongly to tragic tension by revealing hypocrisies and honorable re-
solves, and by accenting anguish and sympathy, and by reflecting destruc-
tion and benediction. 
On the whole, then, this study of ceremony and ceremonials af-
firms the artistic unity o:f Macbeth, the complex nature of its materials, 
the profound implications of its themes, and the subtle harmony between 
its language and content. 
APPENDIX 
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THE CEREMONIAL OF PRAYER IN 
ROMEO AND JULIET AND HAMLET 
As suggested at the close of Chapter III, studies of the cere-
monial of prayer in Romeo and JUliet and Hamlet provide an enlarged per-
spective from which to view the clo~e-textured use of this ceremonial in 
Macbeth. In both of these earlier tragedies--the one going back about 
ten years before Macbeth in date of composition and the other about five 
years7-the number of supplications is greater than in Macbeth, the beings 
and objects invoked are more numerous, and the weaving of prayers into 
the structure and content of the play is less complex; but the use 
Shakespeare makes of the ceremonial is similar. The discussion of Romeo 
and Juliet offers a general survey of the supplications and their func-
tions; the study of Hamlet centers most of its attention on the ways that 
the ceremonial of prayer illuminates prominent emphases in the play. 
Romeo and Juliet 
In Romeo and Juliet, a tragedy of youthful iove,supplications 
contribute mainly to the emotional content of the play by revealing the 
.• . 
deeply felt harmonies of joy and sorrow. Shakespeare allows metaphysical 
queries to hover hauntingly around these harmonies to strengthen tragic 
tension and extend vision but not to impinge too strongly on the lyrical 
quality of the drama as a whole. 
First, then, many prayers in Romeo and Juliet are used more 
lightly than those in Macbeth; many are mere conventional greetings and 
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farewells; and most of them are less complex emotionally. Some enhance 
the simplicity and sincerity of love; some fuse the love and death themes; 
others touch the question of fate, the benevolence of providence, or the 
wantonness of fortune to clarify or emphasize the theme of order. A few 
forecast doom. 
In Romeo and Juliet simple greetings bear overtones of prayer. 
Romeo greets the servant carrying the guest list for the Capulet ball with 
"God-den, good fellow" {I.ii.57) and the servant responds "God gi' go-den" 
(I.ii.58). Before leaving, the servant twice utters 11Rest you merry,u 
meaning uGod keep you happyu (I.ii,.65,85). Impatient with the Nurse> 
Capulet utters the greeting tauntingly as a retort to her defense of 
Juliet when Capulet is about to disown his daughter. no, God-i-god-en!" 
he rasps (III.v.l73),. There are few formal greetings and farewells of 
supplicatory origin in Macbeth. In that play, as shown in the chapter on 
nouns of address, "God save the King! 11 (I.ii.48), nAll hail,- Macbeth!" 
(I.iii.48), 11Hail, King of Scotland!" (V.viii,.59), and nGood morrow, noble 
siru (II.iii.48), like 11Long live. the Kingu (I.i.3) in Hamlet, ·are conven-
tionalized greetings of more serious mold used mainly to identify or fix 
attention on characters;-to develop ceremonial atmosphere, and to enforce 
the royal theme. As suggested earlier, only once does Macbeth dismiss 
the courtiers and Lady Macbeth With "God be With your' That instance 
follows Banquo's invitation to supper. 
Not a few other brief supplicatory forms in Romeo and Juliet are 
mere exclamations. In the conversation that Lady Capulet and the Nurse 
have with Juliet on the question of marriag~, the Nurse, reminiscing on 
the childhood of Juliet, inje:ots "God rest all Christian souls!u (I.iii.l8), 
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uGod be with his soul!" (I.iii.39), and "God ma:rk thee to his grace!" 
(I.iii.59). The first two, parenthetically inserted, a:re mo:re humorous 
than :reverent, and the last one, punctuating the end of her nonsense, is 
mo:re emphatic than perceptive. All three aid the characterization of the 
Nurse as a garrulous, surface-minded individual. Her exclaiming "Now God 
in heaven bless thee!u (II.iv.205) when Romeo arranges to meet Juliet and 
promises to reward the Nurse for getting the ntackled stair" is equally 
characteristic, as a:re her uGod in heaven bless he:r!'1 (III.v.l69) when 
stoutly defending Juliet before the father's harsh :rating of a disobedi-
ent daughter; and "God forgive me!u (IV.v.7) when musing and chuckling 
in he:r own disc:retionless way while calling Juliet to :rise on the day of 
he:r marriage to Paris; or even the more profane ''God save the mark!n 
(III.ii.53) when reporting Tybalt's wound. Such exclamations :roll as 
:readily from he:r tongue as "o God's Lady dear!" and "Lord, Lord!" and 
hence they become, not plot and theme materials, but devices which assist 
the broad, comic vein in which her character is conceived. 
As brief but more serious are the greetings and supplications of 
Friar Laurence. uBenedicte!" (II.iii.31) he responds to Romeo's greeting 
when Romeo arrives to seek consent fo:r marriage to Juliet, and a moment 
later upon hearing,nf Romeo's sleepless night, he chides, 11God pardon 
sin." To be sure, Romeo is to be blessed, but he is also sinless and ill-
fated. Both exclamations :relate only in a minor way to the plot and theme. 
The Friar's other two brief prayers have somewhat mo:re meaningful implica-
tions. While Friar Lawrence and Romeo wait fo:r Juliet to arrive for the 
marriage ceremony, the Friar muses, "so smile the heavens upon this holy 
act/That after-hours with sorrow chide us not" (II.vi.l-2). Unfortunately 
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the after-hours do chide both families with sorrow when mischance becomes 
master and good intentions miscarry. Finally outside the tomb, too late, 
in contradiction to his own earlier warning of 11Wisely and slow. They 
stumble that run fast't (Il.iii.94) this holy man, remembering his patron 
saint, implores, nsaint Francis be my speed! how o:ft tQ-night/Have my 
old feet stumbled at gravesff (V.iii.l21-122). The irony of the speeding 
.El-iar•s stumbling just before he discovers the miscarrying of his well-
intentioned care of Romeo and Juliet is effective. The theme of haste 
as a.destroyer unites with themes o:f love and order to deepen the tragic 
emotion. However, the prayers of the Friar are more philosophical than 
emotional. 
Paris' calm and unimpassioned invocations, like the Friar's, are 
mainly controlled in tone. When Paris meets the distraught Juliet at 
Friar Laurence's cell and she turns :from him to the holy :father, he with-
draws saying, "God shield I should distut'b devotion!" (IV.i.41); then he 
reminds her of the wedding ceremony Thursday, and, after a kiss, leaves. 
Later, interrupted in his obsequies at the tomb, he invokes night to con-
ceal him: nMu:f:fle me, night, awhilen (V.iii.21}. Here is no perplexity, 
no passion or :fear, and rightly so, :for in the unfolding drama Romeo and 
Paris are not rivals except as the audience sees them suing for the same 
lady. Paris lacks knowledge of Juliet's marriage, and Romeo of the 
Wednesday wedding. Shakespeare avoids developing rivalry between them 
for it is a play of love and mischance influenced by :family violence and 
ancestral hate. Hence, the beauty and lyricism of love opposed to the 
desperation of hate and violence receive emphasis, not the clash of rivals. 
Also, as a play o:f youth and age, wilful and hasty independence opposes 
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wilful and blind domination, not one suitor, another. 
Mercutio's pleas are either bitterly intense or mockingly light. 
Both kinds give choric comment on character and action, the first, de-
nouncing the feud and the tragedy it brings through love· and hate in op-
position; the latter, laughing at stereotyped sentimental love. 
It is the deeply and seriously felt supplication of the dying 
Mercutio that comments tersely on the feud and its tragic consequences. 
Three times he moans, "A plague o' both your housesn (III.i.94,103,lll). 
On the other hand, his lightest invocation takes the form of conjur-
ing and parody. It appears when Romeo, who has eluded Mercutio and Benvolio, 
has leaped over the Capulet wall on his way home from the Ball. Stirred by 
the mood of masquerie, gen~raily an "excuse for flirtation and amorous adven-
tures,"! and by the custom of following masking with wit, gossip, and funny 
stories, Mercutio, who walks with Benvolio along the garden wall , plays the 
conjuror. 
Romeo! humours! madman! passion! lover! 
Appear thou in the likeness of a sigh; 
Speak but one rhyme, and I am satisfied! 
Cry but 'Ay me!' pronounce but 'love• and 'dove'; 
Speak to my gossip Venus one fair word, 
One nickname for her purblind son and heir, 
Young Adam CUpid, he that shot so trim 
When King Cophetua lov'd the beggar maid! 
He heareth not , he stirreth not, he moveth not; 
The ape is dead, and I must conjure him. 
(II.i.7-16) 
The salutations "humours," "madman," "passion,u and ulover" addressed to 
Romeo, parody love and lovers. They serve the comic vein that is developing 
in the play to release tension and enhance the simplicity and sincerity of 
the love theme. Mercutio's wit, cynicism, and coarse jesting are a foil by 
which splendor of poetry and passion awakened in the balcony scene shines 
1Enid Welsford, The Court Masque (Cambridge; The University Press, 
1927), p. 140. 
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more clearly and more charmingly. Juliet 1 s "gentle Romeo," '':fair Montague," 
"gentleman/' and "dear love" or "sweet Montague"· take on an added grace 
when preceded by the derision o:f Mercutio•s nhumours! madman! passion!" And 
her serious 1Ay me!' (II.ii.24), uttered with a sigh while she "leans her 
cheek upon her hand" and dreamingly questions no Romeo, Romeo! wherefore 
art thou Romeo?u (II.ii.33), seems more delightful in its simplicity because 
outside the wall Mercutio has merrily mocked a lover•s sigh. 
In the same way the mockery o:f the disillusioned Mercutio makes 
Romeo's earlier sentimental retirement from the world and his stereotyped, 
paradoxical descriptions o:f love return to memory with added humor and thus 
set them in immediate and direct contrast to the lyrically beautiful and emo-
tionally sincere expressions of love in the adjoining scene in the orchard. 
The parody and contrast is Shakespeare's skillful way of enhancing the charm 
of the new love and commenting on both loves as well as on all love and lovers, 
Also, the lively, conversational rhythms in Mercutio•s conjuring 
become an effective foil for the figurative beauty and graceful harmonies 
in the balcony scene. In only a moment Romeo, unseen and unheard, addresses 
Juliet on the balcony: 
Arise, fair sun, and kill the envious moon, 
Who is already sick and pale with grief 
That thou her maid art far more fair than she. 
Be not her maid, since she is envious. 
Her vestal livery is but sick anq green, 
And none but fools do wear it. Cast it of:f. 
(II.ii.4-9) 
Love appears the more lovely, uttered as it is here in ceremonial mood by 
Romeo, half hi~den in the shadows of an orchard silvered with moonlight, 
while outside the barren wall Mercutio, the conjuror, mocks and walks 
home With Benvolio, disappointed. 
Remembered later when Juliet, who waits for the Nurse to bring the 
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"tackled stair," invokes both Romeo and night, Mercutio's invocation again 
helps to bring genuine emotion into relief. In an imaginative, highly polished 
nuptial song, embodying such traditional elements of an epithalamium as an 
invocation, impatience for night, and praise of the loved one,1 Juliet reveals 
the intensity of her passion. She opens the song in classical metaphor as 
highly pitched in melody as vivid in language. Her invocation also shows her 
and Romeo's love to be other than the stereotype pictured by Mercutio: 
Gallop apace, you fiery-footed steeds, 
Towards Phoebus• lodging! Such a wagoner 
As Phagton would whip you to the West 
And bring in cloudy night immediately. 
(III.ii.l-4) 
Then, abandon~ng classical imagery for more familiar symbols and more 
personal tone, she frankly and simply addresses night itself, longing 
for its concealing darkness and its rites. 
Spread thy close curtain, love-performing night, 
That runaway eyes may wink, and Romeo 
Leap to these arms untalk'd of and unseen. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Come, civil night, 
Thou sober-suited matron, all in black, 
And learn me how to lose a winning match, 
Play'd for a pair of stainless maidenhoods. 
(III.ii.5-7,10-13) 
And in vivid allusion, she shows her will to discipline and modesty: 
Hood my unmann'd blood, bating in my cheeks, 
With thy black mantle-till strange love, grown bold, 
Think true love acted simple modesty. 
(III.ii.l4-l6) 
Here is a return to the tension of the balcony scene when she confessed 
1w. B. c. Watkins, Shakespeare and Spenser (Princeton~ ~inceton 
University Press, 1950), p. 220. Mr. Watkins calls attention to the simi-
larity in spirit of Spenser's and Juliet's epithalamium: "These lines 
show the same frank recognition of the physical, blended with modesty and 
reverence; and, like Spenser•s the consummation of Romeo's and Juliet's 
love is sanctioned by marriage. Juliet's speech is so much the substance 
of the play, so natural an expression of her feelings that we may over-
look Shakespeare's skillful adaptation of the conventional epithalamium.n 
Thou knowest the mask of night is on my face; 
Else would a maiden blush bepaint my cheek 
For that which thou has heard me speak tonight. 
(II.ii.85-87) 
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Both belie the coarseness of Mercutio•s invocation, which, as suggested, 
stands in close relationship to the balcony scene and which, through the 
language of Benvolio's response to Mercutiots wit, appears to bear inten-
tionally on this epithalamium. 
As Juliet proceeds, a child-like simplicity in her expression of ab-
sorbing desire moves farther away from the sophistication of Mercutio1 s invo-
cation to show. by broken pace and fanciful imagery the height of genuine 
passion: 
Come, night; come, Romeo; come, thou day in night; 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Come, gentle night; come, loving, black-brow'd night; 
Give me my Romeo; and, when he shall die, 
Take him and cut him out in little stars, 
And he will make the face of heaven so fine 
That all the world will be in love with night 
And pay no worship to the garish sun. 
(III.ii.l7,20-25) 
Then the epithalamium closes quietly with a natural and expressive image 
likening Juliet's impatience inwaiting for Romeo to that of "a child that 
hath new robes/And may not wear themn (III.ii.30-3l). But emotion mounts 
again at once, for the Nurse interrupts Juliet with the hysterically con-
fusing report of T.ybalt's death and Romeo's banishment. ·Hence, the song, 
in establishing the meaning of separation just before the news of separa-
tion falls, is relevant background for the intensity of her response to 
the news of the successive tragedies. Construing wrongly from the Nurse•s 
wailing that Romeo is dead, she prays piteously, 
o, break, my heart! poor bankrout, break at once! 
To prison, eyes; n'er look on liberty! 
Vile earth, to earth resign; end motion here, 
And thou and Romeo press one heavy bier! 
(III.ii.57-60) 
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And the invocation is an informing prelude to the desolation Juliet 
voices in the forceful figure of speech in her next prayer: 
Then, dreadful trumpet, sound the general doom! 
'or who is living, if those two are gone? 
(III.ii.67-68) 
Here is sorrow objectified in a forceful but melodramatic, universal figure 
which lac~s the compact imagery of Lady Macbeth's prayer to night and lacks 
the imaginatively felicitous expression of characters touched by sorrow in 
the later tragedies but is yet disciplined enough to hint of the metaphorical 
power to come in them.1 
Also, the polished rhetoric of the nuptial song makes JUliet 1 s rash, 
uncontrolled denunciation of the uBeautiful tyrant! fiend angelical!" (III. 
ii.75) dramatically effective by contrast at the same time that the emotion-
al content of the song makes her sudden defense of her three-hours husband 
and a sudden restoration of reason in tl;le brief prayer "Back, foolish tears, 
back to your native spring!", together with her courageous resolve to die 
for her 11true knight ,U credible. Her final supplication, echoing the 
yearning expressed in the ~pithalamium (and incidentally echoing Mercutio's 
resolve "I'll to my truckle-bed11 at the close of his invocation scene), 
Come, cords; come, nurse. r•11 to my wedding bed; 
And death, not Romeo, take my maidenhead! 
(III.ii.l36-l37) 
gives final unity to turbulent and paradoxical materials in this scene. 
Clearly, then, Shakespeare prepared for the alternation of grief and despair, 
hope and resolve in.the scene by making the nuptial song so passionate and 
lcompare Cleopatra on the death of Antony: "The crown o' th' earth 
doth~melt. My lordln (IV.xv.63) or Fortinbras on the death of Hamlet: 
0 proud Death, 
What feast is toward in thine eternal cell 
That thou so many princes at a shot 
So bloodily hast struck? 
(V.ii.375-378) 
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embroidered that the ensuing agonies of heart, excessive as they are, 
appear in the frame of Juliet's youth and thereby contribute to the pain 
of loss now in ascendancy in the play. 
When night and Romeo have come and early dawn again has silvered 
the Capulet orchard, Juliet, heeding the Nurse's warning to be wary of the 
mother's approach, reluctantly opens the balcony window for Romeo's escape 
and breathes a prayer of resignation: 
Then, window, let day in, and let life out. 
(III.v.41) 
Once more a metaphor enforces the meaning of separation. But here is am-
biguity. .The image may be prophetic of death. The lovers never see each 
other alive again. Having divined that death may separate them forever, 
Juliet invokes Fortune as she watches Romeo's shadow vanish among the trees. 
0 Fortune, Fortune: all men call thee fickle. 
If thou art fickle, what dost thou with him 
That is renown'd for faith? Be fickle, Fortune, 
~or then I hope thou wilt not keep him long 
But send him back. 
(III.v.60-64) 
Her prayer is fateful. Fortune is indeed fickle. Romeo's return from 
Mantua is too sudden and too soon! Like Romeo, she links their misadven-
ture to a power other ~han God. 
Juliet's next two supplications prepare-for the role of deception 
that she now will take to escape the family•s arrangements for her marriage 
to Paris. When Lady Capulet assumes that Juliet weeps for the nvillain Romeon 
who slaughtered Tybalt, Juliet replies, 
God pardon him! I do, with all my heart t 
And yet no man like he doth grieve my heart. 
(III.v.83-84) 
Again to her mother, who believes her daughter's grief is deep because the 
,traitor murderer lives/' Juliet gives a double answer: 
Ay, madam; from the reach o;f these my hands. 
Would none but I might venge my cousin's death! 
(III.v.86-87) 
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And perhaps she alone does so, with a dagger in her heart in the tomb scene. 
In that case, she says.more than she intends in this brief supplication. 
And in time events reveal the frail veil of deception to be more intricately 
spun than Juliet in sorrow and haste can well perceive. Therefor~, shortly, 
she can urge the Friar "Give me, give me! o, tell not me of fear!u (IV.i. 
121) and, vial in hand, will pray 
Love give me strength! and strength shall help afford. 
(IV.i.l25) 
With that·strength, she looks beyond both poison and dagger. On the eve. 
before her marriage to Paris she implores, "come vial11 and later in the 
tomb, rejoicing, she determines "o happy dagger!/This is thy sheath; there 
rest, and let me diet! (V.iii.l69-l70) .. 
The supplicatiol}s of Juliet, then, serve mainly to bring the love 
theme and its conflicts into focus. In doing so, as shown, they lay 
ground for increasing tensions born of circumstance, accentuate her un-
reserved loyalty to Romeo, and contribute to the emotional content of the 
tragedy by emphasizing the loneliness and isolation she faces with courage. 
Romeo•s prayer~ are few and, like JUliet•s, rise out of the love 
theme and its conflicts. However, they tend to stress his sensitivity to 
fate and his relation. to it. Only one implies it is_addressed to God; 
others address the sight, earth, sun, sleep, or death. He utters his first 
prayer when he and other maskers stand ready to march to the ball. Filled 
with foreboding lest some fearful consequence grow out of the night's 
revels, he surrenders himself to providential care~ 
But he that hath the steerage of my course 
Direct my sail! 
(I.iv.ll2-ll3) 
Thus from the first he recognizes a supernatural influence in the affairs of 
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man. This fact is interesting since the prologue identifies the lovers as 
"star-cross•d," their love as 11death-mark'd," and their circumstances as 
nmisadventur 1 d piteous overthrows11 burying their parents' strife. Romeo 
lays the tragic outcome of events to fate only after mishap has occurred. 
When he hears Mercutio has died, he ascribes the nunlucky manage" to fate: 
This day's black fate on moe days doth depend; 
This but begins the woe others must end. -
(III.i.l24-l25) 
And. feeling himself a helpless victim after slaying Tybalt, he summarizes 
the fatal events and voices his own despair in 
o, I am fortune's fool! (III.ii.l4l) 
Later hearing of Juliet's death, he cries, 
Then I defy you, stars! (V.i.24) 
And, resolving to die, he adds, 
0 mischief, thou art swift 
To enter the thoughts of desperate men! 
(V.i.35-36) 
At last, beside Juliet in the tomb, he would "shake the yoke of inauspicious 
stars/From this world-wearied flesh" (V.iii.lll-112). The first supplica-
t~on, therefore, is significant in that by means of it in the characterization 
of Romeo Shakespeare establishes the love of Romeo and Juliet as divinely or-
dered and later by means of other statements by Romeo establishes misadventure 
.• as fatefully conceived or wantonly ordained by Fortune. This difference is 
effective in helping to reveal Romeo's total absorption in love and to win sym-
pathy for him when thwarted. As shown earlier, Juliet, too, aeknowledges 
the sway of Fortune in her adversity, for she would have Fortune fickle enough 
to arrange for banished Romeo's early return; but, the Friar and the Prince, 
both reconciling forces in the play, enlarge the metaphysical implications 
by representing another view. They do not overlook chance even while recog-
nizing divinely.ordered adversity. Overcome with grief in the tomb at the 
sight of the slain Romeo and Paris, Friar Laurence mou~nfully sighs, 
Ah, what an unkind hour 
Is guilty of this lamentable chance! 
(V.iii.l45-l46) 
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and ent~eating Juliet to leave nthat nest Qf death, contagion, and un-
natural sl-eep,n he reasons 
A greater power than we can qont~adict 
Bath thwarted our intents. 
(V. iii .153-154) 
Sho~tly the Prince enters the tomb inquiring, 
What misadventure is so early up, 
That calls our person from ou~ morning rest? 
{V.iii.l88-l89) 
The Friar , explaining, adds , 
and I entreated her come :forth 
And bear this work of heaven with patience; 
{V.iii.260-26l) 
After all tidings have been brought, the Prince in sorrow observes, 
Capulet , Montague, 
See what a scourge is laid upon your hate, 
That heaven finds means to kill your joys with love! 
(V.iii.29l-293) 
But in addition to the metaphysical considerations that the supplications 
of Romeo and Juliet raise, together with the above observations of the Friar 
and the Prince, Shakespeare leaves room fo~ yet another view, unstressed, but 
beside which the sense of helplessness felt in the supplications of the lovers 
becomes more moving. It is the question Of personal responsibility. Mercutio 
asks Romeo, "Why the devil came you between us? I was hurt under your armn 
{III.i.l07-l08). JUliet herself tells the nurse before her coming marriage 
to Paris that she must be alone, 11To move the heavens to smile upon my state, 
/Which, well thou knowest, is cross and full o:f sin" {IV.iii.4-5). And Friar 
Laurence, knowing some plans have miscarried by his fault, confesses, 
And here I stand, both to impeach and purge 
MYself condemned and mys~lf excustd. 
(V.iii.226-227) 
Romeo, also, in one of his supplications, but not to God, recognizes 
personal responsibility for misdeeds: 
Away to heaven respective lenity, 
And fire-ey'd fury be my conduct riow! 
(III.i.l28-l29) 
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Thus, metaphysical questions are present in the supplications of Romeo 
and Juliet to intensify the struggle within the characters but are held 
in abey~ntie in order that the lyrical beauty of the tragedy may not .:lose 
its poignancy and grace. It is the mood of the balcony good night that 
makes misadventure touch the heart. There tender supplications attest 
to the transforming power of love, confessedly central in their lives: 
Jul. As sweet repose and rest 
Come~thy heart as that within my breast! 
(II.ii.l23-l24) 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Rom. Sleep dwell upon thine eyes, peace in they breast! 
Wouldlwere sleep and peace, so sweet to rest. 
(II.ii.l88-J.89) 
In other of Romeo's brief supplications the death theme appears. 
Three are theatrical.ly and emotionally effective in touching this theme with 
such finality that they become prophetic symbol.s of the brisk approach of 
doom. Romeo's invocation ucome, death, and welcome! Juliet wills it so" 
(III.v.24) suddenly has the tone of a fatal proclamation following a musical 
description of the splendor of sunrise and lark song. Then as suddenly Juliet 
denies they hear a nightingale•s song and see a meteorts brightness. She 
admiitS the lark's harsh tunes herald nsweet division." Thus this melancholy 
invocation marks a shift of emotion and content to a mutual awareness of 
perilous separation and death itself. 
Echoing this prayer in its prefiguring of death is Romeo's 
supplication in the apothecary's shop: 
Come, cordial and not poison, go with me 
To Juliet's grave; for there must I use thee. 
(V .i.85-86) 
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And so is Romeo•s like invocation in the tomb after he has spoken a tender 
farewell to JUliet, "come, 'bitter conduct; come unsavory guide!" (V.iii.ll6). 
This last invocation contains a symbol of guidance as his first did when he 
sought providential steerage of his course (I.iv.ll2). Howeve~, the contrast 
of now having poison as the instrument of guidance on his more fateful journey 
carries a note of bitter irony that intensifies the emotion wakened by the 
tragic outcome of events. In addition, a repetition of the guidance motif 
unifies the action in a tale of misadventure. More important, however, his 
acknowledging an aversion to suicide after having given a passionate farewell 
to Juliet and expressed regret over the death of Paris helps sustain sympathy 
for him at the moment of his death. Aptly, too, the "cordialn in the former 
invocation, implying a stimulant for the heart and hence a restorative, links 
the two suicides. When Juliet looks for some poison left in the cup, she 
hopes, "Haply some poison yet doth hang on them/To make me die with a restor-
ative" (V.iii.l65-l66). The final irony fuses the love and death themes. 
Another earlier and brief invocation "Fox-swear it, sight!" is 
linguistically also a very close-knit part of the unfolding love theme. 
Yet, no examples of brief supplications and their interweaving terms in 
Romeo and Juliet carry the emotional force of the nnight" or "blackness11 
symbols in the prayers found in Macbeth. In the ballroom scene when 
Romeo first sees Juliet he asks, 
Did my heart love till now? Forswear it, sight! 
For I ne•er saw true beauty till this night. 
(I.v.54-55) 
The wish to deny his love for Rosaline recalls Benvolio1 s urging Romeo to 
go to the ball to compare with uunattainted eyeu the beauty of Rosaline with 
that of other beauties admired in Verona and recalls Romeo's responding, 
When the devout religion of mine eye 
Maintains such falsehood, then turn tears to fires; 
(l.ii.92-93) 
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Now at first glimpse of Juliet he would deny that love. Shortly after 
midnight in the orchard he would swear to the truth of his new love. 
Shakespeare smiles delightfully at the new seriousness in a passage echo-
ing the spontaneous "Forswear it, sight!" Romeo begins 
Lady, by yonder blessed moon I swear 
That tips with silver all these fruit-tree tops--
(II.ii.l07-l08) 
Almost as if intuitively aware of the forswearing, she interrupts, 
o, swear not by the moon, th1 inconstant moon, 
That monthly changes in her circled orb, 
Lest thy love prove likewise variable. · 
(II.ii.l09-ll1) 
Then to his question "What shall I swear by?" she replies, almost as in 
reproof of his former self, 
Do not swear at all; 
Or if thou wilt, swear by thy gracious self, 
Which is the God of my idolatry, 
And 1' 11 believe thee. 
(Il.ii.ll2-ll5) 
Then as of old he begins again, ulf my heart's dear loveu __ and again she 
interrupts, 
Well, do not swear •••• 
(II.ii.ll6) 
The thought and language of the o~iginal invocation lead to such deft and 
fresh development of them in this passage that unity of tone persists 
from scene to scene. 
One final invocation of philosophical interest may be cited as 
contributing to the growing complexity of tensions in the play. Before 
the sudden leap over the Capulet wall to find Juliet, Romeo addresses 
himself, 
Turn back, dull earth, and find thy centre out. 
(II.i.2) 
He implies that Without his heart his body is ''dull earth, dull and 
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heavy in its motion away from the centre of attraction toward which it 
is naturally drawn.ul Viewing himself as a Jnic~ocosm the moment Mercutio 
ceases his mockery and just before Juliet awakens him anew to the beauty 
of the macrocosm and he finds that beauty expressive of his love, Romeo 
not only reveals a deepening of character but also forecasts tensions of 
separation in love. 
In summary, then, supplications in Romeo and Juliet serve many, 
many moods and.many characterizations. Passionate pleas deepen tragic 
emotion and sharpen conflicts; tender yearnings contribute to the lyri-
cal beauty of scenes. In form the supplications are relatively simple and 
brief. In intellectual and emotional content they are without complexity. 
Some supplications lend support to the viewthat 11in Romeo and Juliet the 
adverse destiny of the lovers, pitiful and g!ievous as it is, is presented 
2 
as part of the larger. plan of divine providence." others more nearly 
support the view that in the play Shakespeare rrattempts a solution to the 
problem of evil by fitting the power of fortune into schemes of universal 
3 
order,u or tend to confirm the observation that "although Shakespeare's 
viewpoint is not Greek, Romeo like Orestes is an agent of God's justice 
l Kittredge, op. cit., p. 729. 
2Paul Siegel, Shakespearian Tragedy and the Elizabethan Compro-
. mise (New York: New York University Press, 1957), p. 85. 
3F.ranklin M. Dickey, Not Wisely But Too Well (San Marino: The 
Huntington Library, 1957), p. 64. 
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l but remains responsible for his own doom.n And perhaps viewed as a 
whole the supplications in Romeo and Juliet suggest the play nis more 
than a love-story alone, as its prologue shows, being rather a love-story 
thrown into sharp relation with, and finally serving to heal, evil dis-
cord11;2 and, from another point of view, they may reflect that'Bhakespeare's 
early tragic world is without settled form and in its variations and in-
consistencies it is a microcosm of the world of early Elizabethan tragedy."3 
Hamlet 
The ceremonial of prayer in Hamlet contributes first to the meta-
physical splendor of the play. Invocations to God, the heavens, and 
angels, as well as to hell and earth, are in harmony with the compre-
hensive vision within the tragedy. Supplications throughout support the 
unlimited inquiry. As Professor Levin has observed, Hamlet glances uup-
ward and downward, balancing every decision and making every move in full 
view of a perspective which now extends, as in the medieval mysteries, 
from the celestial to the infernal sphere.u4 Hamlet's supplications con-
tribute no small part to this impression of range in vision. F.rom his 
first cry to God when he is alone after the King and Queen have urged 
1Ibid; 
~ight , The Olive and the SWord, p. 4. 
3Willard Farnham, Shakespeare's Tragic Frontier (Berkeley: Uni-
versity of california Press, 1960), p. 3, 
4aarry Levin, The Question of "llaml.et" (New York: Oxford Uni-
versity Press, 1959), p. 23. 
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him to drop his "suits of woe" and stay with them in Denmark to his final 
wish that heaven free Laertes of guilt, Hamlet's petitions direct our 
gaze "upward and downward. 11 The supplications of other characters sus-
tain the scope and bring thereby an added emotional force to bear on the 
tragedy of an individual destined to seek a reconciliation between what 
appears to be and what is, ... between "infinite faculties11 and uquintessence 
o:f dust,n and between angel and beast. 
Second, invocations to emblems of universal order awaken a vision 
~f wholeness to·counterbalance the prevailing picture of disorder at 
Elsinore. Hamlet 1 s readiness to coJDDlune with the "heavenly guards" and 
to seek the aid of "ministers of grace" at once enhances his stand in be-
half of order. Though in time the "majestical roof fretted with golden 
firen appears to him but a upestilent congregation of vapours,n he never 
doubts the benevolence of heaven. From that angle of observation, he 
wrestles with the forces of evil in contemplation and inaction; and from 
that angle he weighs his commitment. 
Third, as supplications in Romeo and Juliet and Macbeth reveal 
the cares of characters, so in Hamlet petitions emphasize the anguish of 
those who pray. For suppliants here, a~ in the~other plays, prayer is a 
release, comfort, or source of power while reason and passion contend :for 
mastery. 
Among Hamlet's prayers, those depicting wrestling and anguish 
appear :first, then those evoking a vision of protectiv~ grace. Hamlet 
has ~istened to King Claudius in a council of state express appreciation 
to his courtiers, dispatch ambassadors to Norway, and commend Laertes on 
his departure for Paris. He has listened to proffered parental care. 
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He has felt the King•s and Queen's uneasy suing for favor. Then, alone 
and burdened with anxiety while cannon bruit the "King's rouse," Hamlet, 
despairing, utters a cry to God: 
0 that this too too solid flesh would melt, 
Thaw,and resolve itself into a dew! 
Or that the Everlasting had not fix'd 
His canon 1gainst self-slaughter! · 0 God! God! 
(I.ii.l29-132) 
This broken, exclam~tory invocation reflects his deeply troubled spirit, 
as does the next brief invocation following his futile efforts to recon-
c~le himself to the hasty and perplexing marriage. Knowing it cannot come 
to good, he invokes the heart: 
But break my heart, for I must hold my tongue! 
(I_ii.l59) 
Here_is deep oppression of spirit. F.rom the first, responsibility to laws 
higher than those of man come into consideration. From the first, mortal 
limitations appear to be fateful. And from the first, incommunicability 
and aloneness would seem to increase the burden of suffering within. 
Shortly, suspicions of foul play in the court add their weight.of 
care to the inquiry and sorrow in Hamlet. When Horatio, Bernardo, and 
Marcellus have channeled his questioning specifically toward the death of 
King Hamlet by relating to him the appearance of the ghost, Hamlet, alone, 
utters a brief petition for disciplined control and patience: 
I doubt some foul play. Would the night were come! 
Till then sit still, my soul. Foul deeds will rise, 
Though all the earth o'erwhelm them, to men's eyes. 
(I.ii.256-258) 
Inseparable as this supplication is from Hamlet's doubt and overwhelming 
anxiety and hence from the tensions that evil in the palace has awakened 
in him, the plea makes Hamlet a sympathetic character in reflecting his 
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concern for the· values of reason and control. Unlike Macbeth, who first 
invokes the stars and petitions that his ublack and deep.desires" may be 
both concealed and fulfilled, Hamlet, as shown, recognizes God in his 
first supplicating utterance; and in the second and third petitions, he 
yearns, not for a translating of desires into action, but for control of 
passion and for use of reason. This yearning appears again and again in 
soliloquies, in discourse, and later in another prayer. 
It is noteworthy, too, that the above petition suggests Hamlet's 
apparent unwillingness to become involved in events that may affect the 
present state of his _soul. How much of the concluding view that "murder 
wilL.out" represents the easy faith of the uninitiated who is unaware of 
the involvement moral inquiry can bring or represents the profound con-. 
viction of one who knows nripeness is alln and so can wait for occasions 
wherein a villain readily falls into his own snares is uncertain. Per-
haps at this point in the play, po~sessing some of both, Hamlet finds con-
solation through the former and hope through the latter. The wrestling 
within, however, unmistaka~ly :has metaphysical roots. 
After supplications have given expression to Hamlet's burden of 
sorrow, they create an i~e of heavenly care ~bout him. Since Hamlet 
has already become identified with order, such a conception enhances his 
position as a tragic hero and it so associates him with cosmic order that 
reflection becomes as inevitable asi.naction. Awed and bewildered by the 
appearance o~ his father in armour while Marcellus, Horatio, and he wait 
on the platform at midnight , Hamlet exclaims , 
Angels and ministers of grace defend us! 
(I.iv.39) 
This spontaneous, musically phrased prayer, reverently uttered, is a 
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simple prayer for protection; it bears no trace of turmoil of spirit; but 
significantly it shows Hamlet •s quick acknov1ledgement of the beneficent 
care of an immaterial world. It brings the celestial world into the in-
volvements of disorder in Denmar~. 
No sooner has he uttered his first prayer for protection than he 
raises the question of the meaning of this visitation from the dead. Is 
it a "spirit of healthft urging him to deeds of charity or a 11goblin damn'd" 
tempting him to evil~ No·sooner has he been enjoined to avenge the foul 
murder than he sees that action based on tribal laws of blood-revenge en~ 
tails a 4enial of moral commandments accepted as valid by experience and 
study. Though he vows not to forget the injunction of the Ghost, he knows 
the vow hinges on his identification of the Ghost as coming either for 
good or evil. "Yet," Professor Levin,observes, trthat would not resolve 
the ambiguity; for if he takes the Ghost's word, the world is far more cor-
rupt than he has previously imagined; but if the Ghost is false, then that 
corruption undermines the very foundations of the universe."1 It is no 
wonder that he gropes for words and courage in his next prayer and that, 
unlike the unforeseeing Lady Macbeth who invoked only the "demons of 
murder," he calls upon heaven, hell, earth, and his whole being to aid 
him in the complex.responsibility he now faces; 
0 all you host of heaven! 0 earth! What else? 
And shall I couple hell? Hold, hold, my heart! 
And you, my sinews, grow not instant old~ 
But bear me stiffly up. 
(I.v.92-95) 
The exclamations, questions, and broken rhythms reflect the powerful jolt 
l Levin, op. cit., p. 23. 
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that his father•s story has given him intellectually and emotionally. 
Already, as if instantly powerless, he appears to shrink from cold-blooded 
vengeance, not out of cowardice, but rather out .9f regard for the possible 
sacredness of the obligation laid upon him by his father, a most royal 
King of Denmark, as well as out of regard for the possible loss of his· 
soul thereby. In this supplication, then, is the cry of a soul that can 
feel greatly and whose range o~ inquiry would reconcile the known, however 
painful, with the unknown, however vast. Thus, while accepting the ines-
capable anguish that comes with inquiry bent on honesty, Hamlet remains 
sympathetically within the established image of celest;al care. In turn, 
the scope of inquiry receives emphasis. 
Supplications of others also help create that image of the Prince 
and sustain that emphasis. For example, Guildenstern makes an easy plea 
to the heavens in Hamlet's behalf when the King engages him and Rosencrantz 
to serve as spies to uncover Hamlet's malady. Guildenstern petitions; 
Heavens make our presence and our practices 
Pleasant and helpful . to l;l.im! . 
(II.ii.38-39) 
However sincere or insincere the sUpplication may be on the lips of one in 
such service, it yet contributes to the aura of heavenly care surrounding 
Hamlet and, hence, to the image of a son and Prince in the service of order. 
Besides, the irony of such a supplication in a fellow student from Witten-
berg who stays to serve Claudius' ends enlarges the problem of identifying 
good and evil, for it reveals the contradiction between appearance and 
reality in Hamlet's friends. As it does so, it calls to mind the prevail-
ing contradiction between appearance and reality in the lives of the King 
and Queen and makes their hypocrisy the more vivid. 
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The prayers of Ophelia also help maintain a celestial perspective 
in the play and give support to the image of a Hamlet within providential 
care. Moreover, her brief, broken-hearted pleas make Hamlet's turbulence 
of mind appear the more piteous.1 When as a tool of Polonius and the King 
she returns the precious gifts that Hamlet has given her and he, suspect-
ing spies may be hiding behind the arras,. deals harshly with her, wounded 
and perplexed she petitions, 
arid 
o,help him, you sweet heavens! 
(III.i.138) 
0 heavenly powe~,restore him! 
(III.i.147) 
The woe expressed in these brief prayers, together with the tribute 
tendered Hamlet as courtier, scholar, soldier, and "rose of the fair state," 
affirms the sincerity of her love, a love which here wins sympathy for both 
Hamlet and Ophelia for; through her expressed devotion and his apparent re-
2 jection of her in subordinating love to the cause of revenge, both of them 
lin Hamlet Father and Son (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1955), Peter 
Alexander observes that a kind of preface and epilogue are unifying elements 
in this baffling little scene. The harsh and tender exchanges known as the 
nunnery scene are given between Hamlet's gentle·longing for mercy ("Nymph, 
in thy orisons/Be all my sins rememb'red." III.i.,89-90) on seeing Ophelia in 
meditation at the close of his "To be or not to be11 soliloquy and her own 
gracious epilogue of praise, both of which are the "inmost ponderings of 
their respective souls." Peter Alexander suggests that Ophelia 11is silenced 
but not overwhelmed by the torrent of the Prince's denunciation" and that 
when Hamlet storms out she expresses her feeling, as earlier, in pity of 
Hamlet's condition. See PP• 22-23. 
2Bertram Joseph in Conscience and the King (London: Chatto and 
Windus, 1953) suggests that in this scene Hamlet subordinates expressing 
tender thoughts for Op~elia to remembering the injunction of the ghost, 
and rightly so, since the play·is not a love tragedy. He explains "that 
at this moment Hamlet goes symbolically through an act of forgetting, 
making use of a renaissance technique of mnemonics; all the things in his 
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appear to be dra\vn strongly into the deepening tragic emotion now gather-
ing force within the fateful collision of events. 
As Hamlet grows more and more sensitive to a world "disjointed," 
an "unweeded garden/That grows to seed,u and to the role he should assume 
in restoring order in that world, his prayers reflect a growing inward 
struggle, now controlled, now passionate in outbursts. Before going·to 
his mother to sear her heart with the most painful truths he petitions: 
0 heart, lose not thy nature; let not ever 
The soul of Nero enter this firm bosom. 
Let me be cruel, not unnatural; 
I will speak daggers to her, but use none. 
My tongue and soul in this be hypocrites--·· 
How in my words soma~er she be shent, 
To give them seals never, my soul, consent! 
(III.ii.4ll-4l7) 
He is neither mad nor barbarous, only resalute. He respects the family 
bond; he values deep feeling but not its release in extremities of action; 
he honors strength of thought but notintemperance·in acting on that 
strength. Thus he Will attack evil to heal the transgressor. This prayer, 
there~ore; simultaneously serves to support his delayed revenge and to in-
crease interest in the scene to come by foreshadowing his method in 
life which have had meaning for him hitherto are deliberately subordinated 
to his oath to remember only his father's pleas; and as a result there is 
no room any longer for tender thoughts of Ophelia." See p. so. One might 
add that this subordination and his own fundamental integrity of mind and 
heart as shown here justify Hamlet's passionate conf~ssion at her burial, 
"I loved Ophelia. Forty thousand brothers/Could not (with all their 
quantity of love)/Make up my sumu (V.i.292-294) •. However, one should note 
that though Hamlet's turning to the fair Ophelia for blessing through her 
prayers and her calling on the heavens ·in his behalf and seeking to remove 
all blame from him in eloquent praise emphasize the idealism and sincerity 
in their love, clearly the preface, two prayers, and epilogue place that 
love in an ambiguous relation to the general craft at Elsinore. Both 
Hamlet and Ophelia participate to some degree in this craft to bring what 
each believes will be a needed clarification, he for the welfare of the 
state and she for his well being. 
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bringing his mother to self-knowledge. Besides, in Wishing to spare her 
suffering, he remains sympathetically characterized. Macbeth never prayed 
for the gifts of discipline and restraint. 
But before Hamlet talks with the Queen, Shakespeare lets the 
prayer of another give the drama an unpredictable turn. In self..,.analysis 
and supplication, the erring King holds hypocrisy up tor scrutiny in a 
perspecUive of the eternal world. Though his analysis and effort to re-
pent win some- sympathy for him, they also accent the enormity of-his crime 
and make Hamlet 1 s coming attack on him appear more valid. Now that Hamlet 
has grown aggressive in exposing the King in the players • ··scene, Rosen-
crantz and Guildenstern in the "recorder" scene, and Polonius in the· 
"cloud" -scene, and is about to expose the Queen in the uclosetn scene, 
the King, who has just made arrangements with Guildenstern and Rosencrantz 
to secure himself physically ·by destroying Hamlet, begins a struggle to 
save his soul by means of a supplication. Paradoxically while he negoti-
ates in evil, he woos God. This double-dealing, together with his confes-
sion of double-edged ambition and his reliance on ·:.twefol.d force in prayer 
just before he kneels, draws the dual nature of human experience into such 
compact focus that the villainy of murder appears the more heinous and the 
plot against Hamlet the-more coldly evil. Emphasis upon the King's hypo-
crisy immediately before Hamlet goes to set up a glass wherein the Queen 
may see her misdeeds and so repent helps remove a taint of cruelty in his 
criticism of her. But more important, the unavailing prayer of the unre-
pentant murderer throws attention on the universal order that the ghost of 
King Hamlet has already sustained, and it foreshadows a more clear cleavage 
between good and evil when the resolution is about to unfold. Hence, when 
Hamlet on his way to his mother is given the opportunity to kill the 
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unsuspecting Xing in prayer and he decides not to do so·, suspense as to 
the outcome of events already afoot increases. And the characterization 
of a sensitive, reflective Prince repelled by the cowardly and clever 
trickery of stabbing another in the back while that one prays, whether 
his real reason be reluctance to send the victim to heaven or some other 
scruple, remains consistent. 
Besides, the Xing1 s look at hypocrisy and its ultimate conse-
quence, followed by an attitude of prayer, touches his characterization 
with enough humaneness to give the question of salvation and damnation 
vividness and to universalize :it. And such vividness and general appli-
cation are technically and thematically significant before the Queen re-
pents, before Ophelia appears in danger of eternal damnation by suicide, 
before Hamlet makes his philosophical inquiries in the graveyard, not to 
mention before six people of varying degrees of guilt die--or even before 
Hamlet himself decides to let the ·•,!e~l.!J:W:/Hoist with his own petar." 
The question of the "corrupted currents of this world11 and the "lack of 
shUfflingu in the next calls attentiop. to the base on which all action 
and inquiry in the play finally rest. Hence it supports Hamlet and 
others now in active pursuit of concord. 
Moreover, in his unequivocal "glance upward and downwardn before 
he prays, the Xing convicts himself of using Satan's way of asserting 
himself. And since he has been so successful in diabolical "seeming" 
that only Hamlet has been able to see him for what he is and since he 
will continue to be so successful in it that Hamlet will be unable to un-
mask him successfully until the end, the supplication and its prefatory 
self-revelation are effective methods to assure the audience that Hamlet•s 
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conclusions about the King's guilt are right. 
A glance at the analytical prelude to the brief, despairing sup-
plication reveals the force with which important considerations within 
the analysis come into expression. Filled with the horror of guilt, 
Claudius first identifies himself with Cain: 
o, my offense is rank, it ~mells to heaven; 
It hath the primal eldest curse upon't, 
A ·brother's murther! 
(lii.iii.36-38) 
Again the forceful symbol of Cain returns; 
What if this cursed hand 
Were thicker than itself with brother•s blood, 
Is there not rain enough in the sweet heavens 
To wash it White as snow? Whereto serves mercy 
~ut to confront the visage of offence? 
(III.iii,.43-47) 
Then recognizing in prayer the age-old cry of the human soul for double 
blessing.in uLead us not into temptation" and "Deliver us from evil," he 
reasons, 
And what's in prayer but 
To be forestalled ere we 
9r pardon'd being down? 
this twofold force, 
come to fall, 
Then I'll look up; 
(III.iii.48-50) 
In vain he considers •Forgive me my foul murther' since, still ambitious, 
he possesses both the crown and queen. Fluctuating emotions reveal his 
anguish as, unable to repent, he looks hopelessly about for refuge: 
What then? What rests? 
Try what repentance can. What can it not? 
Yet what can it when one cannot repent? 
0 wretched state! 0 bosom black as death! 
. (III.iii.64-67) 
Though the will would bend and the heart break, his thoughts fail to rise 
heavenward; he cannot command himself to utter sorrow, only a wish to escape: 
0 limed soul, that, struggling to be free, 
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Art more engag'd! Help, angels! Make assay. 
Bow, stubborn knees;' and heart with strings of steel, 
Be soft as sinews of the new-born babe! 
All may be well. 
(III.iii.68-72) 
Since the kneeling King seems to be praying~ seems to be humble and con-
trite, seems to be at peace with himself and God, as suggested earlier, 
Hamlet, on his way to his mother, decides not to use this opportunity to 
kill the King. As he says, he will not take the King when the King is 
11season'd for his passage to heaven," but in "some act/That has no relish of 
salvation in't.u Deploring "hire and salary," he will wait for another 
l occasion. T.Qus Shakespeare makes skillful use of a prayer scene to 
support metaphysical inquiry and to clarify the theme of vengeance. 
Hamlet has not been enjoined to kill but to revenge. He points the dif-
ference, for he vowed the latter. According to John Lawlort revenge is 
more than justice and honor; it is a full "eye for an eye" and "a tooth 
for a tooth.n2 And it means, in Elizabethan terms, not giving the possible 
eternal advantage of salvation to an apparently repentant Claudius but 
rather taking hi:m in an act that 11has no relish of salvation in't." In 
this instant neither Hamlet nor the audience knows Claudius cannot repent. 
Only when the King rises at Hamlet's departure does the audience know words 
lin Shakespeare and other Masters (Cambridge; Harvard University 
Press, 1940) , Professor Elmer Edgar Stoll suggests that Hamlet delays, not 
from inability to act, but from desire to act at the right time in the right 
way. He states, uOnly one occasion ~s fairly and openly offered to Hamlet 
to kill the King; and then, for not doing so, he has not merely the valid 
reason of the vendetta to the uttermost, but also, as Mr. Bradley notices, 
a reason unmentioned though potent with the audience--that the man is de-
fenseless, at prayer. Only a critic would here cry out for Claudius's blood; 
and a critic, too, who forgets the dramatic requirement, in such matters of 
repeti"j:ion. 11 Seep. 154. 
2 Lawlor, op. cit., P• 47. 
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alone rose heavenward. 
The structural placemen~~f his supplication bears.some resemblance 
to that of Macbeth's petition to seeling night. In the scene preceding 
the latter supplication, Macbeth, in an interview with the two Murtherers, 
arranges for the murder of Banquo. ln the scene preceding King Claudius' 
prayer, Claudius,_in an interview with Rosencrantz and Guildenstern, ar-
ranges for the sending of llamlet·to England. Both Kings, therefore, are 
under our critical observation in both instances, :for they are about to 
destroy what they know to be the emblems of order in their environment; 
Banquo and Hamlet. Thus both Kings could become strongly unsympathetic 
characters at this point. In each play emphases ·in the content of the 
·~ 
scene shortly before the supplication and emphases in t~e supplication 
itself help prevent such effects. These emphases sustain Macbeth as a 
tragic hero and place Claudius in enough of an ambiguous position as a 
villain to keep the deeper tensions of the unfolding plot alive. 
For example, shortly before Macbeth makes his petition, he un-
burdens his :fears to Lady Macbeth: 
But let the frame o:f things disjoint, both the worlds su~fer, 
Ere we will eat our meal "in fear and sleep 
In the affliction of these terrible dreams 
That shake us nightly. Better be with the dead, 
Whom we , to gain our peace, have sent to peace , 
Than on the torture of the mind to lie 
·In restless ecstasy. Duncan is in his grave; 
After life's fitful fever he sleeps well. 
Treason has done his-worst. Nor steel nor poison, 
Malice domestic, foreign levy, nothing, 
Can touch him further. 
(lli.ii.l6-26) 
In the presence of L~dy Macbeth, then, Macbeth sets approval on his own 
intentions of murder and designates the value, or price, of freedom from 
fear. For such freedom he would risk universal destruction, the collapse 
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o£ all order. As i£ £acing the inevitable, in his supplication he seeks 
a total scarfing up.p£ order and a breaking of its bonds. In Hamlet the 
spies paint the importance of kingship and order in the state. In turn, 
Claudius, in a prelude to his supplication, paints his own wrongs as a 
king and the brief, despairing cry that follows unveils his su£fering be-
cause of them. In both plays Shakespeare builds a supplication scene with 
skill and makes the supplication contribute strongly to tragic emotion and 
metaphysical content. 
But once Hamlet is with his mother the control he invoked is not 
easy to maintain~ Mistrustful on seeing a curtain move, he acts quickly 
to strike what may be the ~ng and unintentionally kills the "good old 
man," Polonius. As a result he becomes caught in a succession of events 
leading to his death. However, Hamlet stays to finish speaking daggers 
to~is mother. Having contrasted Claudius with King Hamlet, he passionately 
invokes hell itself: 
Rebellious hell, 
If thou canst routine in a matron•s bones 
To flaming youth l~t virtue be as wax 
And melt in her own £ire. Proclaim no shame 
'Vhen the compulsive ardour gives the charge, 
Since frost itsel£ as actively doth burn, 
And reasop panders will. 
(III.iv.82-88) 
Here Hamlet's denunciation of the Queen for letting nobility give way to 
base action and letting reason serve desire is so sharp that the Queen, 
weeping, asks him to £orbear speaking and utters an anguished awareness of 
error. Thus for her, the supplication marks a shi£t in emotion £rom the de~ 
I 
£en~ive to the penitent attitude. But, as important, in being addressed to 
hell, the supplication universalizes corruption, intensifies the distress 
Hamlet feels, and helps keep an atmosphere of range in inquiry. Also, 
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Hamlet's complete release of feeling here builds tension for the direct 
and climactic attack on Claudius, an attack that is so powerful it becomes 
a means for emphasizing the:oont:t-ast between the two brothers when Hamlet 
suddenly drops the explosive utterance for a quiet expression of awe as 
the Ghost enters. At once Hamlet cuts short his diatribe of the "king of 
shreds and patches" and in reverence petitions, 
Save me and hover o•er me with your wings, 
You heavenly guards! 
(III.iv.l03-l04) 
Hamlet•s calling on hell in trying to reveal to the Queen her sin and on 
heavenly powers for protection when conversing with the Ghost of his father 
continues to emphasize the distinction between evil and good as well as to 
emphasize the p:t-evailing range of vision from the infernal to the celestial. 
'However, it is noteworthy that Hamlet mainly invokes the heavenly powers, 
not hell and deadly powers. Only once more, when the Queen dies and he 
hears from the dying Laertes t~at the King is to blame for all the villainy, 
does he summon deadly power. Then, in an invocation to poison, he lets 
economy and directness of expression equal swiftness of decision and action: 
The point envenom'd too? 
Then, venom, to thy work: 
(V.ii.332-333) 
With the court in consternation over the slaying of Polonius and 
the increasing in~ractability of Hamlet, the King, in a second supplication, 
shows himself to be desperate for both outer and inner security; but now the 
means is not repentance. Instead, he looks to England to rid him of his 
scourge and thus allay his fears. Having given tense and hasty directives 
to Hamlet to be off to .England with "fiery quicknessn and having ordered 
the tending associates to speed him aboard with strictest vigilance, Claudius, 
alone, invokes England: 
And,England, if my love thou hold'st at aught,--
As my great power thereof may give thee sense, 
Since yet thy cicatrice looks raw and red 
A:fter the Danish sword, and ~:r.,· free awe 
Pays homage to us, -- thou mayst not coldly set 
Our sovereign process, which imports at full, 
By letters congruing to that effect, 
The present death of Hamlet. Do it, England; 
For like the hectic in my blood he rages, 
And thou must cure ··me. Till I know 'tis done, 
Howe' er my haps , my joys were ne'er begun. 
(IV.iii.60-70) 
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Here the King reasons as firmly as in affairs of state, when, crowned with 
power, he would sue and bargain :for advantage in his need. He is no humble 
suppliant. Fearful almost to belligerence he beseeches England's aid in 
destroying Hamlet. Here Shakespeare uses prayer a second time to reveal 
evil in the King and underscore the horror of hypocrisy. But listening to 
this prayer we are not to be touched emotionally in the King's behalf. He 
must henceforth represent the full villainy that the beginning o:f avenging 
action demands. 
Supplications continue to enforce the guilt and salvation themes 
and to point attention on the infernal-celestial range of inquiry. When 
Ophelia's reason :fails and she remembers only distractedly the events o:f 
love and death that grieved her more keenly than she could bear, she 
rounds out her reply with two petitions-for blessing on the King, who in-
quires about her well being: 
Well, God dild you! They say the owl 
was a baker's daughter. Lord, we know 
what we are, but know not what we may 
be. God be at your table! 
(IV.v.41-44) 
The implied supplication of uGod repay youn in "God dild you11 for one 
who already has revealed his guilt by reflecting a sting of conscience 
during the play and who already has made final the arrangements for Hamlet's 
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_death in England is ironically apt. And her calling for the blessing of 
"company at dinneru for Xing Claudius carries overtones of both the death 
and marriage themes--and hence guilt themes--in calling to mind Hamlet's 
reply to the King, uYour worm is your only emperor for dietn (IV.iii.22-23), 
adding, 
Your fat king 
and your lean beggar is but variable service--
two dishes, but to one table. 
(IV.iii.24-26) 
Also, the blessing of "God being at your table" brings to mind Hamlet•s 
"The funeral bak'd meats/Did coldly furnish :forth the marriage tables11 
(I.ii.lS0-181). Thus both of Ophelia's supplications here bear on the 
guilt that the King and queen share in the death of Polonius and in the 
madness and absence of Hamlet. Unfortunately the pretty Ophelia becomes 
a victim of the death o~ Polonius in seeming to lose the love of Hamlet. 
The invocations of Laertes to hell, heaven, and God before the 
duel also contribute to the effect of universal range in inquiry and to 
the picture of disorder. His prayers characterize him as a rash, unre-
:Elective avenger. The moment he hears of his father's death :from King 
Claudius and the Queen he embraces vengeance to the :full. In as violently 
exclamatory rhetoric a~ that :found in traditional revenge plays, he rejects 
the deepest considerations underlying trust and honor. 
To hell, allegiance! Vows, to the blackest devil! 
Conscience and grace, to the profoundest pit! 
I dare damnation. 
(IV.v.l3l-l33) 
In the absurdity of the vast and terrifying assertion in this passionate 
invocation, Lawlor sees a kind of "dare-all" correspondent with Laertes• 
easy yielding to Claudius' trickeryl and he sees a relation between them 
l Lawlor, op. cit., p. 50. 
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and Laertes' subsequent immature actions. Thus in the outbursts, 
Laertes' will to hasten toward revenge without any other considerations 
makes Hamlet's will to delay revenge with every kind of consideration but 
it sympathetic.1 
Laertes• next invocation is as intensely rash as the :former but 
more obviously distraught. On seeing Ophelia enter Without natural aware-
ness of those around her, he desperately pleads, 
and 
o heat, dry up my brains! Tears seven times salt 
Burn out the sense and yirtue of mine eye! 
(lV.v.l54-155) 
0 heavens! is't possible a young maid's wits 
Should be as mortal as ,an old man's life? 
' (IV. v .159-160) 
More moved and confounded now when the second sorrow touches him, he re-
fers both tragedies to heaven in a brief but not unreflective inquiry 
which has some of the underlying gentleness that his exchange of forgive-
ness with the dying Hamlet has. And shortly he again refers Ophelia's 
tragedy to heaven, but this time, quieted by grief, he inquires more 
simply. First he watches her fancifully and sentimentally link thoughts 
of love and death with flowers emblematic of remembrance, sorrow, and re-
pentanoe. Then deeply pained by the strange beauty of her turning 
"Thought and affliction, passion, hell itself" to "favour and to pretti-
ness'• he listens to her sing a ballad reminiscent of her father's death, 
the last line of which is the prayer uGod •a• mercy on his soul!u Finally 
he hears her say to them all--as she departs, nAnd of all Christian souls, 
I pray God. God b' wi' youn (IV.v.200). OVercome, Laertes woefully pleads, 
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Do you see this, 0 God? 
(IV.v.20l) 
But the King will not permit reflection; he would commune with Laertes' 
grief and so asks they go apart to "jointly labour't in behalf o:f the "due 
contentn o:f Laertes' soul. Yet, :for a moment, compassion in the prayer 
o:f the brother meets compassion in the prayer of Ophelia, whose last 
prayer like that of Lady Macbeth's Doctor, with tender grace reveals a 
universal sympathy. Its gentleness as a close to her delicate :fancies 
in the presence o:f Laertes, the King, and the Queen touches her tragedy 
with tender pathos; but, more important, it upholds mercy at the moment 
conniving minds bend toward destroying Hamlet and thereby increases the 
horror o:f the ensuing deliberations between the passionate Laertes and 
the hypocritical King. 
At the grave of Ophelia a brief supplication again adds to the 
pathos of her madness and death. Distressed over the limited obsequies, 
Laertes exclaims, 
Lay her i' th' earth; 
And from her fair and unpolluted flesh 
May violets spring! 
(V • i • 261-263) 
The accent here is on the imperishableness o:f beauty. Clearly the life-
death theme blends with the mortal-immortal theme to deepen the emotion 
o:f the drama and, in that deepening, to reconcile the conflicting ele-
ments of passion and sorrow. Also loveliness is shown to be an eternal 
phenomenon untouched by reason or its loss and by dissolution. And the 
implied purity evokes themes of contrasting pollution in the Queen's 
marriage. 
Then, overcome with grief, Laertes ~nvokes a curse on Hamlet: 
o, treble woe 
~all ten times treble on that cursed head 
Whose wicked deed thy most ingenious sense 
Deplt'i v' d thee of! 
(V. i • 269-272) 
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Here again is the rhetoric of revenge, which as Laertes leaps into the 
I 
grave and urges dust be piled higher than old Pelion or higher than the 
blue Olympus, draws a challenge from Hamlet, who also leaps into the 
grave. Grappling with Hamlet, Laertes violently petitions, 
The devil take thy soul! 
(V.i.28l) 
The last two supplications prepare for the duel scene by showing the 
mounting tension between Laertes and Hamlet. ~d they sustain the charac-
terization of Laertes as v~ngeful and hasty in action. 
At the close of the play no such curse resounds above the noise 
of dialogue and foils. Here prayers, like Siward's blessings on his son 
uWhy then, God's soldier be he!n (Macbeth.V.viii.47) and "And so, God be 
with him!" (Macbeth. V.viii.53), would bless and accentuate the triumph 
of~drder •. In a brief prayer after the duel, the dying Laertes in all 
gentleness of heart would free Hamlet and himself of guilt: 
Mine and my father's death come no~ upon thee, 
Nor thine on me! 
(V.ii.34l-342) 
Hamlet responds in kind with an even briefer supplication with his vision 
characteristically on heaven. 
Heaven make thee free of it! I Will follow thee. 
-(V.ii.343) 
Thus at the close of the play after Hamlet has deliberately, but now with 
more just cause, killed the King and inadvertently been the cause of 
Laertes' dying wound, Shakespeare uses prayer to uphold the image of Hamlet 
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as noble and good. As Bertram Joseph writes, "And even at the end, when 
Laertes begs exchange of forgiveness Hamlet bears no rancour for the 
treachery which has killed him.n1 
But Horatio pays the highest honor to Hamlet's integrity and firm 
endeavor. In the most graceful prayer of all Horatio upholds the great-
ness of the dying prince: 
Good night, sweet prince, 
And flights of angels sing thee to thy rest! 
(V.ii.370-37l) 
Harold Goddard suggests that in the contrast between Hamlet's preceding 
and last four words--nthe rest is silence"--and this prayer the whole 
tragedy finds its summary. 2 Perhaps he is right if, like Maurice Quinlan, 
one sees in nthe rest is silence" the right touch of mystery3 for the 
dying words of a hero as enigmatical as Hamlet, who now is about to enter 
the "undiscovered country"; and he may be right if one interprets urest11 
in this prayer to be a literal transl·ation of "requiem, u namely eternal 
life, or if, like Clifford Leech, one observes the accent on the heavenly 
joys in Hamlet's entering that life. 4 
Finally, one may well ask with Fortinbras, who also gives the 
l . Joseph, op. cit., p. 121. 
2 Goddard, op. cit., p. 381. 
3Maurice J. Quinl~n, "Shakespeare and the Catholic Burial Services,n 
Shakespeare Quarterly, V (Summer, 1954), 306. Mr. Quinlan observes several 
possible meanings for rest in "the rest is silence": rest can suggest the 
remainder of what Haml~ould.say, the silence between tones in music, 
sleep itself, absence of motion, or eternal life. Though he sees some 
support for the interpretation of sleep since uGood night, sweet princen 
follows, he favors the element of mystery that indefinability gives. 
4Leech,.op. cit., p. 10. 
prince a garland .:of praise, 
0 proud Death, 
What feast is toward in thine eternal cell 
That thou so many princes at a shot 
$o bloodily hast struck? 
(V.ii .. 375-378) 
Again Shakespeare supports the heroic in Hamlet in the word "princeu 
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echoing as it does, nGood night, sweet :Prince." The plural form "princes" 
lifts the whole tragedy of deaths into a perspective of nobility. Thus 
this last prayer becomes a reconciling comment on the final sacrifice. 
To the last, then, in Hamlet, the vision in supplications spans 
the universal world; to the last the vision spans mortality and immortal-
ity; and to the last, order confronts disorder. From first to last, 
also, the supplications are in harmony with the prevailing mood of inquiry 
and are concisely expressive of the inward life of the suppliants. Finally, 
placed at the height of crises, as they often are, they vivify the tensions 
at Elsinore by bringing a depth of emotional and intellectual content into 
the complex interweaving of appearance and reality.· And by unveiling a 
range of sensitivi~ies in characters, they contribute to the unfolding 
picture of the mystery of the nature of man. 
Hence, in these studies of Romeo and Juliet and Hamlet, as in the 
study of supplications in Macbeth, Shakespeare's art in using the cere-
menial pf·prayer to illumine a play comes into ready understanding. 
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Ceremony and Ceremonials in Macbeth 
(Library of Congress No. Mic. 62) 
Ruth Elizabeth Setterber~, Ph. D. 
Boston University Graduate School, 1962 
Major Professor: Albert Gilman, Associate Professor of English 
This study of Macbeth shows that ceremony and ceremonials contri-
bute significantly to the total artistry of the play. The discussion cen-
ters attention on Shakespeare's use of cerem~nial metaphor, the cere-
monials of prayer and feasting, the courtesies of address and leave-taking, 
and the service and pageantry of Attendants~ Messengers, Soldiers and Ser-
vants. It also calls attention to the wealth of ceremonial materials in 
Shakespeare's plays as a whole, and,whenever pertinent, briefly relates 
these materials to Shakespeare•s development as an artist, to literary 
and stage traditions, to the work of other !Playwrights, and to the con-
temporary world view. The Appendix offers \studies of the ceremonial of 
I 
prayer in Romeo and Juliet and Hamlet. 
The first chapter defines ceremony;and related terms, surveys 
the many forms of ceremony that appear in the plays, and illustrates the 
varied use Shakespeare makes of those for~s. Emphasis falls on the 
ceremony found in· poetry, music, and hera~dry; in courtly, festival, 
I 
military, and legal occasions; in rites ot prayer, christenings, weddings, 
and burials, and in such miscellaneous forms as vows, visions, conjuring, 
and memorials. 
Ceremonial metaphor reflects the subtle harmony between language 
and content in Macbeth. Images having their source in banqueting, pro-
cessionals, coronations, and religious r~tes inform themes of kingship, 
transgression, and grace; they help clar~fy the distinction between good 
I 
and evil; they intensify the horror of disorder in nature, man, and 
I 
society. Such figures as npoison' d chalice, n 1'r.4>rd' s anointed temple ;, " 
i 
- I 
and "trumpet-tonguedu waken reflection on consectation, desecration, 
and temporal or eternal judgment; they increase ~motions of pity and 
I 
fear and recall a counterbalancing vision of whofeness. A recurrence 
I 
of images helps unify complex materials of destr~ction, revolution, and 
order. 
I 
Macbeth has two feasting scenes: the fir~t, unbroken and unseen; 
I 
I 
the second, broken and seen. During the -first, ~cbeth comes into focus 
'· 
i 
as he weighs the deed, yields to the cunning of ~dy Macbeth, and elects 
crime and hypocrisy as a means to the crown. Emb~ematic of wholeness, 
I 
order, and communal grace, the ceremonial frame mkkes the resolves of 
' i 
the host and hostess appear the more reprehensible. In the second ban-
I 
quet, ceremonials of welcome, healths, and leave-~akings structure the 
1, 
i 
scene, betray the hypocrisy of the royal pair, re~lect the chaos within 
the murderer and his kingdom, and, together with ~ spectacle of festivity, 
bring a complex blend of the past and.present and of sacred and profane 
kingship into moving delineation. 
Supplications of Macbeth and Lady Macbeth;paint the dark world 
of crime--its cold will, fearsome insecurities, i~olation, and pain--
but also reflect a world of light and benediction~ Prayers of other 
characters reveal the resolution and just intentiOns of the rebels. 
Hence, as supplications disclose the inward life ~f characters and bring 
a metaphysical perspective to bear directly upon ~ction, they aid the 
unfolding of themes of salvation and damnation, oi benevolence and mercy, 
I 
of a divinely ordered universe. They uphold the s~nctit¥ of the crown 
and the dignity of the individual, destroyer[as well as preserver of 
order. 
i 
The ceremony of Attendants adds scen~c splendor, enhances the 
I 
royal position, and points a contrast betwee~ the two Kings. Soldiers 
I 
provide an image of power that heightens intepest in the heroes and their 
cause, underscores the magnitude of 
rendering of fulfilled prophecies. 
i 
I 
the crime\, and offers a spectacular 
I In creating an atmosphere of trust, 
I 
honor, and dependence, Messengers and Servant$ give lustre to the posi-
tion of Duncan and his heirs; in conveying in~ormation and listening, 
I 
they effect shifts of mood in Macbeth and Ladt Macbeth, retard action, 
I 
and force murder, war, and ~th into 'suspenseful crises. They are in-
\ 
struments for developing themes of divi~ion a+d equivocation. 
Forms of address reveal family, socia~, and political relation-
ships, illumine the ambitions of Macbeth and iady Macbeth, and support 
I 
the supernatural atmosphere. They emphasize ~ot onlytbe:valor and 
i 
fears of Macbeth but also the integrity of Malcolm and the courage of 
: 
Macduff. Some salutations waken interest in ~e promised kingship; 
others vivify the horror of destruction; stilll others condemn murder 
i 
and tyranny. Conventionally formal salutationb are a foil for an un-
1 
worthy sovereign. \ 
I 
In the ceremony of leave-taking are in~tructions, commands, re-
! . 
flections, self-revelations, and res.olutions t~at rivet attention on what 
I 
has been and what is to be, intensify present ~rises and confusion, and 
I 
emphasize themes of good and evil, appearance *nd reality, sieep, isola-
1 
tion, and deception. Leave-takings associate 4ivine sanction and serenity 
I 
with characters involved in restoring order; d~spair and loneliness with 
transgressors. ' 
I 
Thus ceremony and ceremonials share tn the artistic unity o~ 
Macbeth, in the complexity of its materials,,in the profound implica-
its themes, and in the subtle harmoty between its language 
and content. I 
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